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Abstract
This thesis focuses on personal dimensions of practitioner learning. More
specifically, it investigates a method I call integrative reflection, a process that
invites, guides and supports practitioners to reflect deeply on their ways of
seeing and being as a means of continuing professional development.
In the past forty years, much has been written about reflective practice,
about the scope of various phases of reflection (for example, reflection in and
on action) and about the purpose of different modes of reflection––instrumental
reflection for problem solving, critical reflection for assessing assumptions and
hegemonic interests, imaginal reflection for accessing ‘other ways of knowing’,
and so on. However, few have attempted to synthesize these differing modes
of reflection in support of a more comprehensive form of learning. Moreover,
there remains a tendency to overlook the question of how to engage skillfully
and appropriately with the person of the practitioner, with the particulars of
their perceptions, actions, and reactions, and how these affect (and are
affected by) their work.
In my own work of facilitating reflective practice with groups of pastoral
practitioners, I had sought to engage these issues––synthesising different
approaches and refining a method for enacting this ‘up close’ form of
reflection. The decision to undertake this research came in response to
challenges I was facing as a facilitator of these groups. I wanted to understand
the process more fully, including what constrained and enhanced participant
learning. The study is informed both by relevant theoretical material and
insights emanating from inquiry into my experience of facilitation.
In its use of recursive cycles of action followed by phases of in-depth
reflection––iterative report writing and dialogue, including with a critical
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reference group––this qualitative, practice-based inquiry resembles action
research. In its commitment to grapple with the meaning of my experience of
facilitation in two practitioner-learning circles, and its rhythm of immersion,
incubation, explication and creative synthesis, it resembles a heuristic inquiry.
Over the course of inquiry, my understanding of integrative reflection has
been challenged and complexified. At the level of theory, the thesis shows
how differing modes of reflection necessarily inform and enable each other.
At the level of practice, the thesis shows how supporting practitioners to
reflect in this holistic way is itself a complex matter. The aim is to encourage
personal growth and professional learning. Yet, it can be challenging for
practitioners to become aware of where and how growth is necessary.
Participation is affected by a range of factors including, importantly, matters
elucidated by theories of adult development. In the light of this, the thesis
argues that the process of integrative reflection needs to be enacted
empathically and facilitated in a way that ‘lives’ the tension of seeking to
encourage growth by attending, in the first instance, to participants’ current
ways of seeing and being. I describe this as being with ‘what is’ in the service of
what is ‘not yet’. The detailed exploration of this insight and of what it means
for facilitating the process has resulted in a more nuanced understanding of
the theory and practice of integrative reflection. In turn, this contributes to a
fuller appreciation of how reflective practice can function as a means of
professional development.
The findings of the thesis will be pertinent to anyone who is concerned to
support practitioners, particularly in the ‘helping professions’, to learn how
their ways of seeing and being affect (and are affected by) their practice, and
to work in ways that are self-aware and responsive to the needs and
opportunities of their context. Practically speaking, it will especially serve
those seeking to facilitate groups that foster practitioner development through
reflective learning.
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Prologue

To Grow into the Fullness of Ourselves
with Others…

Venture beyond the familiar.
Range wider than routine.
Delve beneath the certain.
Hold truth with an open heart.
Break from the programmed
whatever it be.
Take a different way home.

–– Noel Davis (2011:21)

1

Chapter 1
Up close and professional

Introduction
In 2008, as a newly employed educator in a tertiary institution, I
facilitated a small group of pastoral care students who were presenting
reports on a ‘critical incident’ from their recent field practicum. Over the
course of two days, these students had an opportunity to reflect further
with their peers on their chosen incident. The group seemed absorbed
throughout, enthusiasm was palpable, and feedback afterwards suggested
that each of them had made significant discoveries as far as their
understanding of self, role, and situation were concerned. The experience
was significant for me as well. In addition to the glimpse it afforded into
my passion for facilitating this kind of learning, I was struck by the way
these sessions had cultivated what might be called the personal knowledge of
practice, knowledge that is not so easily appropriated from second-hand
sources—from ‘texts and teachers’ (Dewey 1938:19).
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Since that time, I have facilitated reflective sessions in a range of
settings. My passion for this mode of learning has continued to grow
(Millar 2009). I remain convinced of its value and need in a time when
practitioner stress; frustration; disillusionment and weariness; workplace
conflict and dysfunction; and client wariness and dissatisfaction are much
in evidence. However, I have also come to realise that enabling such
learning is not straightforward. What kind of reflection is needed if
practitioners are fully to engage with and learn from their workplace
experience? How is a process with this developmental intent enacted and
what happens when it is? Why do some practitioners embrace and flourish
in this learning context while others seem less intentional or able? What
might assist those in the latter category?
These questions outline the broad parameters of my research, which
contributes to the understanding of reflective practice as an educational
approach. This study is informed both by relevant theoretical material and
insights emanating from reflective inquiry into my experience of
facilitation. The findings of the thesis are pertinent for anyone who is
concerned to support others to learn and work in ways that are authentic,
aware and responsive to context. Practically speaking, it will especially
serve those seeking to develop their capacity to facilitate groups that foster
practitioner development through reflective learning.
Approaches to professional development
Two broad approaches to continuing professional learning predominate
today. The first, the ‘technicalist’ (Thompson & Pascal 2011:15) or
‘evidence-based’ approach (Mantzoukas & Watkinson 2008), is concerned
primarily with ‘updating technical knowledge and discussing special issues
of practice’ (Burns 2002:306). It is an approach with which I am familiar.
In my previous role as a chaplain in aged care, for example, I would attend
occasional lectures or workshops where specialists in the field of palliative
4

care or dementia or some other topic of interest would share from their
expertise. In addition to this, I was required (along with other managers in
my organisation) to attend a range of professional development (PD) days
where consultants would present generic models and techniques for
handling issues such as running meetings, giving and receiving feedback,
growing team members, setting personal goals and managing conflict.
These courses were held in sophisticated venues at significant cost to
the organisation and, in the main, were interesting and informative. Yet, in
most instances, though the intent was to improve in situ practice, we
attendees typically defaulted to habitual patterns when we returned to
work, as if little of this generously supplied knowledge had taken root. To
be clear, specialist information and didactic input is important if
practitioners are to be updated with the latest thinking and discoveries in
their field. However, when this approach to professional development is
adopted in isolation, something important is overlooked.
The general term for the second broad approach is ‘reflective practice’
(Schön 1983). Interest in this form of professional development has
heightened in recent decades, in part ‘as a reaction to oversimplified
approaches to workplace learning that have tended to rely too heavily on a
technicalist approach’ (Thompson & Pascal 2011:15). The generic term
‘reflective practice’ refers to processes of ‘learning through and from
experience’ (Finlay 2008:1). These are processes that contribute to
practitioner awareness of stresses, problems and questions that arise in
their practice (Dirkx 2006c:283). Whereas technicalist approaches draw on
‘outsider knowledge’, which practitioners often experience as ‘a stream of
conclusions that reach them through various informational sources and
that transmit propositional and theoretical knowledge with little or no
awareness of the contextual nuances of their practice landscape’ (Dirkx
2006c:283), reflective approaches draw on practitioner experience.
Proponents of reflective practice maintain that professional development
5

needs to be ‘informed by and directly linked to’ (Burns 2002:307) the
events and context of a person’s practice—to scratch where s/he is itching.
Knowledge generated in this manner is understood to be immediately
applicable and more readily appropriated.
For all its promise, however, this second approach is not without its
difficulties or critics (see, for example, Boud 2010; Ecclestone 1996;
Feiman-Nemser 1990; Hannigan 2001; Hyland 1994, Ixer 1999, 2012;
Morrison 1995). Reflective practice is affirmed in many fields these days
(Mann et al 2007; Meierdirk 2016; Nolan & Sim 2011), and yet just what it
involves and how it is operationalised is less clear (Walsh & Mann 2015;
Andrews 2005; Finlay 2008; Mann et al 2009; Wilson 2013). For busy
professionals, reflection is ‘all too easily applied in bland, mechanical,
unthinking ways’, Finlay (2008:1) has noted, and even when attempts are
made to engage more ‘systematically and deliberately’ (Nolan & Sim 2011)
there seems to be a propensity to slide into impersonal analysis,
rationalisation and problem solving (see, for example, Boud & Walker
1998; Ecclestone 1996; Johnston & Usher 1997; Hobbs 2007; Korthagen
1993; Korthagen & Vasalos 2005; Loughran 2002; Mena et al 2011; Russell
2005; Thompson & Pascal 2012; Wilson 2013). For example, teachers have
been shown ‘to hold a tendency to “technologise” action - reflection cycles
and, in so doing, trivialise the opportunities for real engagement with and
ownership of a meaningful, self-reflexive inquiry’ (Leitch & Day 2000:186).
Again, when this happens, something important is missed.
What’s missing?
Instrumental analysis can be important in practitioner development.
However, this is not to appreciate the whole of it. In most ‘service’ or
‘helping’ professions, where practice is fundamentally relational and selfinvolving, it is necessary for practitioners to reflect also on the
idiosyncrasies of their ways of seeing (perceiving) and being (acting) in the
6

world, and of their context, if they are to take account of all that is
important in and for their work.
In the field of education, for example, there is a profound relationship
between the way a teacher perceives his or her role and context and the
way s/he teaches. Good teaching involves more than technical knowledge
and skill; it depends also ‘on one’s sense of self and professional identity’
(Tennant 2012:vii). Teachers who make a difference in the lives of students
and communities employ various techniques and methods, but ‘their
success cannot be linked merely to facility with a technique or a method’,
Intrator and Kunzman (2006:16-17) contend:
A teacher’s capacity to teach well is linked to a set of ineffable,
hard-to-codify qualities that often become characterized as
heart, passion, or connectedness. These intricate qualities
emerge from the inner or core landscape of a teacher’s life and
represent the integral feature of inspired and memorable
teaching.
Put another way, when it comes to being a teacher—practising the
profession—‘we teach who we are’ (Palmer 1998). And who we are is
always affecting what we do and what becomes possible for students,
which is why reflective practice for teachers needs to encompass personal
dimensions of practice and not just technical and instrumental elements.
As Palmer (1998:2) has written:
Teaching, like any truly human activity, emerges from one’s
inwardness, for better or worse. As I teach, I project the
condition of my soul onto my students, my subject, and our
way of being together. The entanglements I experience in the
classroom are often no more or less than the convolutions of
my inner life. Viewed from this angle, teaching holds a mirror
to the soul. If I am willing to look in that mirror and not run
from what I see, I have a chance to gain self-knowledge—and
knowing myself, is as crucial to good teaching as knowing my
students and my subject.
7

On this account, the person of the practitioner (their history,
temperament, values, judgements, anxieties, mood, spirituality, awareness
of self and sensitivity to context) is crucial to what unfolds in their work.
This correlation highlights the need for forms of reflection that attend
explicitly to personal dimensions of practice to nurture the growth of
practitioners—their sense of self, capacity to read and respond to their
situation, understanding of their role, and so on. ‘Knowing ourselves, our
motives and our needs, makes us more likely to be of real help’, Hawkins
and Shohet (2006:14) have proposed, ‘in that way we do not thoughtlessly
use others for our own needs, or make them carry the bits of ourselves that
we cannot face’. In addition to good theory and technique then,
practitioners need to deepen those capacities of selfhood that imbue their
work with integrity, vitalise engagement and enhance performance. When
this aspect of professional development is neglected, practitioners are
prone to rigidity, staleness and reactivity, and to maladies ranging from
inattention to malpractice (Hawkins & Shohet 2012; Palmer 1995).
Looking in the mirror
If practitioner awareness and integrity can have such a profound impact
on workplace relations and performance, then why is this dimension of
learning absent or neglected in so many programs of professional
development, especially when so many codes of professional conduct are
encouraging ‘reflective practice and self-knowledge’ (Smith 2012:104)? In
seeking to account for this phenomenon I draw attention to the following
six factors:
First, in terms of underlying cultural assumptions and their influence,
conditions since the Enlightenment have not been conducive. St Pierre
(2013:648) has suggested, ‘given the pervasiveness of Descartes’ cogito in
western thought and science for over 300 years, we should not be surprised
that issues of knowledge overtake issues of being at work’.
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Second, driven in part by technological change and privatising market
forces, we in the West operate in a climate where professional
development is increasingly beholden to a vocational education sector that
‘valorises competence-based learning’ (Bleakley 1999:316). Here, the
demand is for standardised material packaged in modules that can be
communicated via electronic media, evaluated against pre-set criteria and
included in a constructed qualification.
Third, the perception of many contemporary professionals is of being
‘time poor’ and pressured by demands for accountability, efficiency and
profitability. Under such ‘tyranny’, the urgent tends to take precedence
over the important (Covey 1989:145-182). This pressure flows on to
programs of professional development where the cry from attendees is for
‘practical solutions to the immediate needs of practice’ (Dirkx 2006c:279;
see also Korthagen & Vasalos 2005).
Fourth, there is wariness about crossing some supposed personalprofessional divide when engaging in workplace learning, coupled with
concerns to do with confidentiality, surveillance, manipulation and
psychological risk (see, for example, Boud & Walker 1998; Cotton 2001;
Gilbert 2001; Ghaye 2007; Hannigan 2001; Hobbs 2007; Pollard 2008). In
the main, personal circumstances, preferences, habits and issues are
adjudged to be beyond the purview of scrutiny in professional contexts.
And, furthermore, it is often expected that true professionals ‘park’
personal issues and work as if unaffected by them.
Fifth, typically, it is easier to engage in approaches to professional
development that remain in some sense at a ‘safe’ distance—talking about
practice, rather than attending to the detail and impact of our way of being
in practice. Generalising from his own experience, Palmer (1995:5) has
noted that we practitioners are easily ‘threatened by the inner world, by the
way it compels us to face such daunting facts as our shadow, our own
9

illusions, our own mortality’. As the great spiritual traditions have always
taught, the journey of deepening self-knowledge and integrity is arduous as
well as liberating. We are drawn by its promise and unsettled by its demand
(see, for example, Dirkx 2013:366), and so there is always the temptation to
settle for practical (technical) solutions and the cultivation of a professional
persona in lieu of the more exacting work of looking in the mirror.
Sixth, it is simply difficult to know how to go about this more personally
implicating form of reflection. For people to commit to this deeper
dimension of professional development they need the encouragement and
support of safe contexts, reliable processes and wise guides (see, for
example, Winchester-Seeto et al 2017).
Inquiring up close
So far, I have argued that forms of reflection that scrutinise and nurture
the person of the practitioner are much needed in programs of
professional development, and particularly for those who work in the
‘helping professions’. I have also offered some suggestions as to why this
dimension of learning is so often absent or neglected. In this section, I
discuss my response to the situation, what I discovered that gave rise to
this research and how I choose to enact the inquiry.
In recent years, in situations where I have been responsible for the
supervision of teams of pastoral practitioners, I have sought to initiate a
process of reflective practice that fosters holistic learning and growth and
engenders ‘thoughtful and tactful action’ (van Manen 2014:15) in the
workplace. I called it integrative reflection. The process itself is new,
although it incorporates and adapts elements of other methods. In broad
terms, it is a process in which a practitioner prepares a written description
on an instance of practice, including any conversation that took place. As
part of their preparation they reflect on aspects of the instance and choose
a ‘third thing’—a piece of wisdom or theory that suggests itself as they
10

ponder the experience (a quote, a poem, a cartoon or scene from a film,
for example). This ‘verbatim report’ as it is called is then presented in a
‘practitioner-learning circle’ (a group of fellow practitioners) for a time of
communal reflection. It is this second, collaborative phase of the process
that I facilitate.
Over time, I have witnessed significant breakthroughs in understanding
and practice by participants who have undertaken in this process, and
many of them have spoken highly of it. However, I have also been with
participants who did not seem willing or able to enter in as I would hope,
and whose presence in the circle seemed to inhibit the process. I made
numerous adjustments in the hope that things might change for these
people: I reiterated what we were seeking to do and why, rephrased
reflective questions, revisited touchstones and sought to model appropriate
ways of responding. I pressed on as well, reasoning that it was just a matter
of time before things would ‘click’, but in some cases to no avail. This was
disappointing and perplexing, especially when in my observation the most
‘difficult’ of these participants seemed also to be those who were generally
less effective in practice. In my opinion, these people needed something
like this and would benefit if only they could ‘get with the program’!
What was this about? Did the ‘problem’ lie with them, with the process,
or with the way it was being facilitated (with me)? What might elucidate
this phenomenon and what might make the process more accessible and
beneficial for participants such as these? These questions were an
expression of my concern (and frustration!), which kept growing as I
continued to confront the situation. What to do, though?
Hiles (2002:4) has stated that ‘we undertake research because we care
and want to make a difference’ and this was certainly a motivation in my
case (see also, van Manen 1997:5). Furthermore, in the field of practitioner
development, van Woerkom and Croon (2010:326) argued, ‘ideas about
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learning activities need to be tested against the conditions of everyday adult
learning within work organisations’ (see also Warr & Downing 2000). Over
time, I had a growing sense that this what I wanted and needed to do: to
inquire further. But what kind of inquiry should it be?
A practice-based inquiry
A practice-based concern calls for a practice-based inquiry, I reasoned.
And furthermore, it would be best to proceed as I had already begun—that
is, as an action researcher. Metaphorically speaking, to map as well as to
navigate the landscape of our practice it is necessary both to enter the terrain,
the lived experience of practice, and to rise above it. And, having gained a
better sense of the contours and connections of the territory it is necessary
to:
… bring what one has learned from one’s ascent back into the
world where life is going on and incorporate it in such a way
that it enriches experiences and enables more of whatever it is
that ‘discloses itself’ to us (in Heidegger’s phrase) to do just
that. (McGilchrist 2012:22)
This, essentially, is what action-research aims to do (see, for example Carr
& Kemmis 1986; Luttenberg, Oolbekkink-Machand et al 2017; Luttenberg,
Meijer et al 2017; McNiff & Whitehead 2010). It is what I had begun doing
and seemed the most natural and germane way to continue, albeit more
formally and rigorously.
What we have here, then, is a kind of ‘phenomenology of practice’ (van
Manen 2014), an inquiry in which pedagogical value is accorded to ‘the
researcher’s lived experience of the phenomenon being researched’
(Barnacle 2004:59-60) coupled with reflection on that experience––
reflection that is critical, creative, dialogical and collaborative. Furthermore,
in seeking to apply an inquiry method that is analogous to the process
being researched, it is also an agogical inquiry. ‘Agogy’, deriving from the
12

Greek agõgos, meaning guiding or leading, is the root of our English words
pedagogy and andragogy. Agogy is to do with a way of learning. An agogical
inquiry is one that seeks ‘to be an example of what it is showing’ (van
Manen 2014:19). In this research, I do what I encourage others to do; I get
‘up close and professional’ with my practice, paying careful attention to my
ways of seeing and being as a means of inquiring more fully into the theory
and practice of integrative reflection.
The value of this approach is that it is personal, specific and ‘contextsensitive’ (van Manen 2014:19). As a member of the critical reference
group I established has pointed out, in this kind of inquiry ‘you don’t get to
choose your examples’, rather, you must deal with what happens and its
effect. This imposes a form of discipline on the inquiry, and bringing these
reflections into conversation with others (including a reference group) adds
further rigour. At the same time it could be argued that one cannot
generalise from such a localised inquiry, that it will be of limited use to
others—there are dangers here. However, there is also something broadly
recognisable and applicable about a description that approaches the
essence of an experience or phenomenon. This is what I understand the
Irish novelist James Joyce to have been suggesting when he wrote:
For myself, I always write about Dublin, because if I can get
to the heart of Dublin I can get to the heart of all the cities in
the world. In the particular is contained the universal. (Power
1944:65)
A rich or ‘thick description’ (Ryle 1949; Geertz 1973) of lived experience
can reveal something that is recognisable and relevant to others. Indeed, it
is only in the specificity of such communication that some ‘universals’ are
made explicit. Philosopher Raimond Gaita (2004:34) has noted that,
Great plays, poems and novels often have what is
appropriately called a universal meaning (or truth), but they
are not, thereby, suitable for translation into Esperanto. They
13

are –– and my point is that it is not accidental that they are ––
translated from one natural language into another.
The usefulness of this kind of inquiry hinges on the veracity of its
descriptions and plausibility of its insights. Rather than isolate a set of
generic rules or instructions for implementing integrative reflection, this
inquiry seeks to elucidate key principles that pertain to this process, to its
methodology and methods, and to its tactful facilitation in conditions of
everyday practitioner learning. The effect on my own understanding and
practice has been profound, and I am excited to share this with all who
have an interest in enabling and deepening practitioner learning and
development.
The structure of this thesis
In chapter two, I review the vast body of literature relevant to the
inquiry. This is the broad context that has informed my thinking about adult
learning. The chapter is divided into three main sections. In section one, I
outline and discuss three influential theories of experiential learning. Next,
I introduce four alternative perspectives on experience and learning. Lastly,
I classify approaches to reflection under four headings—instrumental,
critical, imaginal and ontological. I conclude the chapter by suggesting that
practitioner learning and growth can be profoundly enriched by a method
that integrates and dynamically enacts all four approaches. This is the idea
about ‘adult learning activities’ (van Woerkon & Croon 2010:236) that I
flesh out theoretically in the next chapter.
In chapter three, I introduce integrative reflection, a method that seeks
to enact together the four approaches distinguished in chapter two. I
address the question of how integrative reflection is designed to work,
paying attention to the context in which it is enacted, the key activities that
make up the process and the role of facilitation. This is my idea about adult
learning in theory, but what about in practice? At the conclusion of this
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chapter, I return to the question of enactment: What happens when actual
groups gather to reflect on their practice? How is their reflection enabled
or hindered? What does this reveal about the process, about facilitation and
about conditions that foster its efficacy? The rest of the thesis is my
response to these questions.
In chapter four, I discuss the methodology and methods by which I
approached the task of researching these important questions—testing the
theory against ‘conditions of everyday adult learning within work
organisations’ (van Woerkom & Croon 2010:236). In the first section,
methodological considerations, I return to issues that sparked this
investigation and show how in discerning these I realised that I needed to
adopt a practice-based approach and to proceed by means of in-depth
reflective inquiry. I also discuss three epistemological virtues that are
constitutive of this kind of inquiry. In section two, I discuss the primary
methods by which I have enacted these epistemological virtues, namely
reflective writing and reflective dialogue. I also discuss how I have sought
to ensure rigour and to establish the trustworthiness of these reflective
methods. In section three, I outline my research design, an actionreflection process in which I generated ‘data’ in five iterative cycles.
Chapter five is composed of a series of dispatches from the field of
practice. In these five mini-chapters, one for each cycle, I offer a synthesis
of ‘data’ generated in the successive cycles of action and reflection. This is
the testing of the ‘idea’ in the ‘conditions of everyday adult learning’ (van
Woerkom & Croon 2010). My aim in presenting the material this way is to
give the reader a fuller sense not only of what happened during this phase
of the project but of how my understanding and facilitation of integrative
reflection deepened and changed as I continued to reflect on my
experience of the process.
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I begin the discussion of chapter six by offering a ‘mud map’
(summation) of the path of my action-reflection inquiry, highlighting key
landmarks (insights) along the way. In section two, I reflect on a tension
that I understand to be inherent to integrative reflection and discuss how
this tension can be lived creatively, as paradox, by those who would
humbly and lovingly facilitate this process. In the third section, I reflect on
how a process that takes people into the complexity of their experience can
engender tension for participants and facilitators. In view of this, I discuss
the impact and appropriateness of this process for participants at stages of
the developmental journey. In the final section, I reengage with five
influential theorists. I outline how their offerings (maps) informed my
understanding, and discuss what I have adapted or added. This is what has
become of the idea and my practice as a result of the inquiry.
In chapter seven, I summarise the study’s broader contribution to
knowledge of practitioner development. I comment on what the thesis
adds to the theoretical understanding of reflective practice and to its lived
enactment; offer suggestions and questions for further consideration; and
conclude with some closing comments about why a method like integrative
reflection is important in programs of professional development, and why
it matters that practitioners engage faithfully in this kind of reflection. This
is how this inquiry into the theory and practice of integrative reflection is
expanding ‘the space of the possible’ (Davis & Sumara 2005).
Conclusion
Two broad approaches to professional development predominate today.
The technicalist approach is primarily concerned with transferring specialist
knowhow and generic models, which practitioners must then apply to their
work. The reflective approach highlights the contribution of practice to
knowledge, and emphasises learning that occurs as professionals reflect in
and on their context. Even so, in many programs of reflective practice
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there is a tendency to engage in reflection that is primarily instrumentally
oriented. Integrative reflection seeks to engender and support a more
holistic enactment of reflection and to nurture personal awareness and
growth as well as instrumental understanding.
Such learning is important for practitioners who work in fields that rely
on interpersonal engagement and on a practitioner’s use of self. I have
been facilitating integrative reflection with pastoral practitioners for several
years and seen the benefits for some. At the same time, others have not
been as responsive. I am concerned to understand this phenomenon and
how the process can be enacted more effectively. This thesis is a practicebased inquiry into the theory and practice of integrative reflection. It is
relevant to anyone who is concerned to support in-depth practitioner
learning.
I offer an expansive (theoretical) explanation of integrative reflection in
chapter three. First, however, it is necessary to provide some context and
discuss notions of experiential learning, reflection and practice. It is to
literature concerning these notions that now I turn.
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Chapter 2
On experiential learning, reflection, and
practice

Introduction
Reflective practice is an educational approach to practitioner learning
that covers a broad range of professional disciplines. Accordingly, there is a
vast corpus of literature pertaining to the subject, the theory and the
practice. In this chapter, I begin broadly and then focus in on specific
approaches and methods. The chapter has three main sections. In section
one, I describe and critique three constructivist theories of experiential
learning: Experiential Learning Theory (David Kolb), Transformative Learning
Theory (Jack Mezirow) and The Reflective Practitioner (Donald Schön). In
section two, I discuss four alternative perspectives on experience and
learning: psychoanalyst, critical-cultural, situative and enactivist. In section three, I
distinguish and discuss four approaches to reflection evident in the vast
literature of this field: instrumental, critical, imaginal and ontological. I conclude
the chapter by suggesting that continuing practitioner learning and
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development can be well served by a method that incorporates these four
approaches.
1. THEORIES OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
As I outlined in chapter 1, it was my keen interest in reflective practice
that led me to undertake this program of doctoral research. I wanted to
gain a better conceptual understanding of reflective learning and to gain
insight into the possibilities and pitfalls of the approach I had been using in
my work with pastoral practitioners. In my review of this literature I was
drawn initially to the writings of Kolb (1984, 2015), Mezirow (for example,
1978, 1990, 2000) and Schön (1983, 1987, 1991), three influential
educationalists who in recent decades have theorised connections between
experience and learning. In the first part of this chapter I offer a synopsis
of each of their theories together with some critical review.
Experiential Learning Theory – David Kolb
David Kolb’s ‘Experiential Learning Theory’ is comprehensively
expounded in Experiential Learning: Experience as the Source of Learning and
Development (1984). Kolb wanted to provide a theoretical perspective on the
individual learning process, and in a more recent edition of Experiential
Learning (2015) he described the theory as his attempt to synthesize and
systematize common themes in the work of William James, Kurt Lewin,
John Dewey, Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky, Carl Jung, Carl Rogers, Paulo
Freire and Mary Parker Follett. He wrote:
A remarkable similarity among these nine scholars, aside from
their shared view of the importance of experience in learning,
is that they all are what I call liminal scholars, standing at the
boundaries of the mainstream establishment of their fields and
working from theoretical and methodological perspectives that
ran counter to the prevailing scientific norms of their time. As
a result, it is only in recent years that their ideas have emerged
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to influence learning, education and development. (Kolb
2015:xvii)
Kolb’s claim that this experiential learning model, ‘pursues a framework
for examining and strengthening the critical linkages among education,
work and personal development’, and that it ‘pictures the workplace as a
learning environment that can enhance and supplement formal education
and can foster personal development’ (2015:3-4) was of immediate interest
to me.
Practitioners can learn from their experience. However, experiential
learning, as Kolb conceived it, should not be confused with some sort of
‘naturalistic ongoing process’ for experience ‘does not yield reliable
knowledge easily’ (2015:xx). Kolb recognised, as had Dewey (1925:40)
before him, that experience is a complex and culturally mediated
phenomenon and that unreflective ‘readings’ of experience are mostly
conservative and prone to dogmatism (2015:xxi; see also Levine 2002). In
Kolb’s conception, experiential learning had to do with the deliberate and
disciplined processing of experience. He wrote:
Truth is not manifest in experience; it must be inferred by a
process of learning that questions preconceptions of direct
experience, tempers the vividness and emotion of experience
with critical reflection, and extracts the correct lessons from
the consequences of action. (2015:xxi)
Drawing heavily on Lewin’s (1951) experiential learning model, Kolb
depicted this process of learning as a cycle with four sequential phases of
processing or what he also called adaptive learning modes’ (2015:66; see
figure 1). In this conception, immediate concrete experience provides the
basis for ‘reflective observation’ (Kolb 1984:21). The learning process
continues to unfold as observations are assimilated into a ‘theory’, from
which new implications for action can be deduced and finally tested. This
testing provides ‘feedback’ in the form of new concrete experiences, which
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in turn form the basis of another cycle of learning (Fry & Kolb 1979:80-1;
Kolb 2015:32, 61).

Figure 1 - Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle

For Kolb, this learning process included both apprehension—taking in
‘the tangible, felt qualities of immediate experience’, and comprehension—
‘conceptual interpretation and symbolic representation’ (1984:41). Drawing
on James’s dual-knowledge theory (1912, 2010), Kolb emphasised how
knowledge is generated and refined in the dialectic between appreciative
apprehension and critical comprehension. He wrote:
The opposing realms of direct experience and abstract thought
make knowledge not a static thing but a dynamic process of
knowing where abstract social knowledge is continually created
and re-created in the personal knowledge of individuals. The
apparent certainty of the written word is continually judged
and evaluated throughout history by the experience of those
who read it. (2015:186)
A second dialectic relationship is also postulated between the other two
processes in the cycle—reflective observation and active experimentation.
Kolb drew on Freire’s (1974:36) conception of praxis, defined as ‘reflection
and action upon the world in order to transform it’, to substantiate this
second dialectic.
As with most attempts to systematise complex processes, Kolb’s model
has been criticised for its lack of nuance, including in modelling terms
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(Bergsteiner et al 2010). Several critics (Dyke 2006; Fenwick 2000, 2003;
Jarvis 1987; Michelson 1997, 1998, 1999; Miettinen 2000; Reynolds 1997,
1998; Seaman 2008; Senge et al 1994) have suggested that the theory is too
individualistic, that it stressed psychological aspects of learning and ignored
historical, cultural and social aspects. The learning cycle has been adapted
and refined (for example Atkins & Murphy 1993; Boud et al 1985; Gibbs
1988; Ghaye 2011; Johns 1993, 1995; Korthagen & Kessels 1999; Rolfe et
al 2001). It has also been criticised on both empirical and philosophical
grounds for being too simplistic and for failing to capture the ‘holistic
nature’ (Quay 2003:108) of much experiential learning (Clarà 2015;
DiCiantis & Kirton 1996; Fenwick 2001; Jarvis 1987, 1995; Rogoff et al
2003; Seaman 2008).
Relatedly, Miettinen and others have argued that the model itself offers
little clarity or account of the concepts and actual processes involved in
these four basic modes (Miettinen 2000:56). As an example, the concept of
concrete experience is nowhere properly explored (Heron 1992:194), or
problematised (Fenwick 2001; Holman et al 1997; Johnston & Usher 1997;
Michelson 1999), nor is there any consideration of the present experience
of learners who are engaged in these processes (Mughal & Zafar 2011).
Experience, it has been pointed out, can be conceptualized as both a
noun and a verb (Boud et al 1993). What is the relationship between
experience as a direct encounter and something that I undergo (a verb) and
experience as a ‘resource’ that is mined for knowledge (a noun) (Johnston
& Usher 1997:138)? And, to complicate matters further, how are we to
understand this ‘I’ that has or undergoes certain experiences: as a singular
coherent identity or as a constellation of culturally mediated personas
(Johnston & Usher 1997; McAdams 1997; Rose 1996; Smith 1998;
Tennant 2012)?
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Furthermore, Kolb has been criticised for confusing the structure and
process of his stages model by introducing this notion of dialectic tension
(Hopkins 1993, Miettinen 2000, Nelson & Grinder 1985). I agree. The
notion of dialectic tension rings true in my experience, and is not without
support (Basseches 2005), however, my concern with Kolb’s model is that
it fails adequately to account for relationships between these tensions and
for their relationship with the four stages of his model. For example, even
though he argued that apprehension (feeling) and comprehension
(thought) were in dialectic tension in the learning process, his cycle seems
to privilege rationality (Yorks & Kasl 2002:180). Commenting more
generally on this, Miettinen (2000:61) claimed that Kolb:
… collected into his model historically and theoretically
distinct ingredients ... Dialectic logic would show how these
two are indispensably related to each other and are determined
through each other. It would look for the origin of their
relatedness.
In response to such criticism, Kolb (2015:57) conceded that while it may
have been pragmatic to organise education around an idealised learning
cycle, ‘as learners, our experiences are seldom so orderly … Learning
usually does not happen in one big cycle but in numerous small cycles or
partial cycles’. I agree with this, but where does this leave the model?
Seaman offered a response to this question that helps to locate my own
study and some of the gaps in knowledge that it seeks to address. Seaman
(2008:15) wrote:
One challenge now is to develop conceptions of experiential
learning, and methods for studying it, that do not ‘limit our
theorizing and threaten to repress both experiencing and
learning processes’ (Fenwick 2001:25). This will require
adopting theoretical perspectives that take social and cultural
context seriously (Brookes 2003), that hold promise for
guiding instructional practice in increasingly complex
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applications, and that align with the standards of established
scientific and philosophical traditions….
Regarding Seaman’s final comment: while I acknowledge Kolb’s
inclusion of reflection as an important element of experiential learning, I
wonder about his continued habit of distinguishing ‘reflection’ from
‘abstract conceptualisation’ (Kolb 2015). Whilst it is readily acknowledged
that the process of reflection is not well understood (Rogers 2001:37) or
easily defined (Jay & Johnson 2000:73), I know of no theorist or
practitioner in the field who considers that the process of reflection does
not include some rational engagement. Even Dewey (1933), one of Kolb’s
key influences, regularly used the term ‘reflective thought’ and ‘reflective
thinking’ to designate reflection. What exactly does Kolb understand
reflection to be? His model suggests it involves observation and description,
but since these activities already imply interpretation and involve the use of
language, surely abstract conceptualisation is already involved?
There is more that can be written in response to all these issues, but it is
beyond the scope of this chapter. I conclude with a more general criticism,
and that is that while Kolb has addressed most of the criticisms outlined
above (2015:50-58) he rarely drew on empirical evidence to explicate his
responses. He seems mostly to proffer an ever more heterogeneous mix of
ideas and theoretical constructs, each with their own perspectives and
disciplinary assumptions (Oxendine et al 2004:para. 30, cited in Swann
2009). As such, Mittinen’s criticism remains valid. He wrote:
The substantiation of the model combines widely different
ingredients: ideas, terms and conceptions from many sources.
The concepts are defined briefly and without adequate
reference to the background literature. As a result, these
concepts often remain unclear and open to many
interpretations … Kolb unites terms and concepts, extracting
them from their idea-historical contexts and purposes and
puts them to serve the motives of his own presentation. As a
result, theoreticians with quite different backgrounds, motives
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and incompatible conceptions can be used as founders and
‘supporters’ of experiential learning. (2000:55, 56)
In his most recent introduction to experiential learning theory, Kolb
(2015:2) continued to assert that ‘the learning process must be reimbued
with the texture and feeling of human experiences’. This challenge
articulates one of the key values of my research, namely a commitment to
engage with the actual experience of reflective learning. Surprisingly, the
‘texture and feeling’ of human experience is largely absent from Kolb’s
writing. This, I am discovering, is a common omission in the literature of
this topic; it points to a gap in our understanding, one that my research
seeks to enter and explore.
Transformative Learning Theory – Jack Mezirow
Transformative learning theory came to prominence in adult education
following the publication of Jack Mezirow’s (1975) Education for perspective
transformation: Women’s re-entry programs in community colleges. Transformative
learning, for Mezirow (for example 1978, 1990, 1997, 2003) referred to the
process that leads to a fundamental ‘deep structural shift’ (Transformative
Learning Centre 2004 cited in Kitchenham 2008:104) in a person or
group’s frame of reference. A frame of reference is the set of assumptions and
beliefs that filter and influence the way we interpret, appraise and respond
to our experience. It includes such things as:
… fixed interpersonal relationships, political orientations,
cultural bias, ideologies, schemata, stereotyped attitudes and
practices, occupational habits of mind, religious doctrine,
moral-ethical norms, psychological preferences and schema,
paradigms in science and mathematics, frames in linguistics
and social sciences, and aesthetic values and standards
(Mezirow 2003:59).
Frames of reference that are transformed through the process of
transformative learning become ‘more inclusive, discriminating, open,
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reflective, and emotionally able to change’ (2003:58) and so ‘more likely to
generate beliefs and opinions that will prove more true or justified to guide
action’ (Mezirow 2003:58-9).
Mezirow (1981) contended that our frames of reference are mostly
assimilated rather than intentionally adopted––socialised into us through
formative relationships and cultural conditioning. In traditional societies,
where cohesion is reliant on long-established sources of authority and on
settled ways of being, this socialisation process is mostly adequate. In our
contemporary context, however, rapidly changing social arrangements and
diverse cultural norms reinforce the need to critically examine and expand
reified frames of reference (Mezirow 1990, 1997, 2000). In support of this
claim, Mezirow (2000:xiv) acknowledged that transformative learning
theory ‘is derived from culturally specific conditions associated with the
development of adult education as a vocation in Western Europe and
North America, a liberal tradition that depends ultimately on faith in
informed free human choice and social justice’. In this picture, ‘an adult’s
capacity to learn is not defined by cultural interests alone’ (Mezirow
2000:xv), ‘it is our conviction,’ Mezirow wrote (1990:xiv), ‘that the
transformation of these uncritically assimilated habits of perceiving,
thinking, remembering, problem solving, and feeling affords the most
significant opportunities for learning, creativity, self-realization, and social
action in adulthood.’
Influential ideas in the development of transformative learning theory
include Thomas Kuhn’s (1962) notion of paradigms and Paulo Freire’s
(1970) conception of conscientizaçaõ. The influence of the Frankfurt School
of Critical Social Theory is acknowledged, in particular, its emphasis on
critical reflection as the means of unmasking ‘paradigmatic, structuring
assumptions’ (Brookfield 2000:126) and hegemonic interests (Mezirow
2000:xiii). Mezirow (1981) drew on Jürgen Habermas’s (1971) designation
of three distinct but interrelated learning domains representing three
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primary cognitive interests—the technical, the practical and the
emancipatory. The technical has to do with instrumental action—
knowledge of how to control and manipulate the environment. The
practical domain has to do with interaction or communicative action—
knowledge of social and linguistic norms and intersubjective meaning. The
emancipatory domain has to do with self-knowledge and, in Mezirow’s
words, ‘perspective transformation’—knowledge of reified psychological,
institutional and environmental forces that limit our lives and of other
perspectives and possibilities.
Despite the interrelatedness of these domains in everyday life, Mezirow
(1981:17) posited that each required ‘its own appropriate mode of inquiry’.
Methods apposite for instrumental learning—measurement, task analysis
and so on—are insufficient to promote learning in the communicative
domain, where hermeneutic and relational sensibility are also required.
Furthermore, in the emancipatory domain learners must be able to identify
‘real problems involving reified power relationships’, understand the
dynamics of their compliance in the process and gain access to alternative
value and meaning perspectives (Mezirow 1981:18-9). In his rendering of
the mode of inquiry necessary for emancipatory learning, Mezirow (for
example 2000:22) outlined a 10-step process of perspective transformation
that begins with a disorienting dilemma, an experience that current frames of
reference cannot adequately account for, and concludes with reengagement in life in ways that increasingly reflect new perspectives. Critical
reflection (including critical self-reflection) on underlying premises, and
critical-dialectical discourse, in which new meaning perspectives are shared and
reviewed, are considered as central elements of this process (Mezirow
1998, 2003). Interestingly, while Mezirow (2009) described seven ideal
conditions for such discourse, he nowhere offered a way of enacting the
process (Gunnlaugson 2007:139). This again, is something that my research
seeks to address––a way of enacting reflection that opens the possibility of
transformation without being imposing and hegemonic.
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The theory of transformative learning has received considerable
attention and critique in the academic community, and in the world of
practice has ‘undergone modifications and incorporated new constructs’
(Kitchenham 2008:120). By the mid-eighties, Mezirow had revised his own
thinking about learning domains. In 1989, he wrote:
Rather than posit emancipative learning as a third learning
domain, I suggest that critical reflection, which is central to
emancipatory learning, is applicable to both instrumental and
dialogic [communicative] learning… My having designated
emancipatory learning as a separate and, in some sense,
comparable domain of learning was confusing. It seems to me
to make more sense to refer to it as a process rather than as a
learning domain. (1989:175)
In the late 1980s a small group of scholars (see, for example, Collard &
Law 1989; Hart 1990) took issue with the fact that though Mezirow had
appropriated concepts of critical social theory in his framework, his focus
on individual transformation had downplayed social critique and the need
for collective action. Mezirow (1989:169, 170) countered by arguing that
‘because distortions and assumptions may be epistemic and psychic as well
as socio-cultural, the nature of transformation and appropriate action
varies’, and that ‘critical reflection of the presuppositions of these
uncritically assimilated meaning schemes and perspectives can lead to
individual and social transformation’. Even so, in later works, Mezirow
(2000, 2003) was careful to include ‘a more collective sense of meaning
perspective transformation and a wider sense of societal transformation’
(Fleischer 2006:150).
Like Kolb, Mezirow has also been criticised for his rationalistic
emphasis and for grounding his account of learning in a pragmatist view of
experience, one that takes little account of the learner’s historical and
cultural context (Clark & Wilson 1991; Taylor & Cranton 2013) or of
extra-rational (phenomenological) dimensions of experience (Dirkx 1998a;
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Taylor 1997; Yorks & Kasl 2002). While Mezirow rightly distinguished
actual experience from our linguistic knowing of it (Miettinen 2000:61), he
seemed mostly to overlook the impact of context and ‘the importance of
bringing actual experience into extra-linguistic awareness’ (Yorks & Kasl
2002:181). In addition to critical reflection and discourse, a host of
theorists and practitioners have also argued for the inclusion of more
introspective and expressive forms of reflection (Boyd & Myers 1988;
Cranton & Roy 2003; Davis-Manigaulte et al 2006; Dirkx 1997, 2001b,
2006a, 2006b, 2008a; Gunnlaugson 2007; Howie & Bagnall 2015; Jones
2016; Lear 2016; Moyer & Sinclair 2016; Spear 2014; Yorks & Kasl 2002,
2006). These writers tend to emphasise learning for self-development, and
many have incorporated constructs from analytical and depth psychology.
This trend, in turn, has been much discussed (see, for example, Cranton &
Kasl 2012; Dirkx 2012b; Kucukaydin & Cranton 2012; Newman 2008,
2012a, 2012b). I return to this in the section on imaginal reflection.
Several scholars have also discussed the veracity of the concept of
transformation as a different kind of learning (Brookfield 2000; Cranton &
Kasl 2012; Howie & Bagnall 2013; Newman 2012a; Tisdell 2012). Where
critical reflection leads to a fundamental reorientation of—a paradigm shift
in—our ‘perceiving, knowing, believing, feeling and acting’, the learning
that has taken place was said to be transformative (Mezirow 1990:13). In
line with Mezirow, and somewhat akin to Piaget’s (1966) notions of
‘assimilation’ and ‘accommodation’, developmental psychologist Robert
Kegan (2000:35-69) highlighted a distinction between what he called
‘informational learning’ and ‘transformational learning’. Informational
learning in this perspective refers to what is happening when a person’s
existing frame of reference is being further expanded and/or deepened (informed). Here change is occurring but the form, the overarching frame of
reference (the meaning frame), remains largely intact. For the learning to
be classed as transformational, this overarching meaning frame (form) had
to change, thus resulting in a fundamentally different and more complex
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worldview. A transformational change for Kegan amounted to a transition
across developmental stages.
However, to depict certain changes as evidence of fundamental change
and others as incremental change was for Newman (2012a) practically
unnecessary, since all learning implies change and all changes contribute to
learning

and

development.

He

advocated

that

the

descriptor

‘transformative’ be dropped from the educational lexicon and that adult
educators concentrate on facilitating ‘good learning’, which takes account
of the whole—of instrumental, communicative, affective, interpretive,
essential, critical, political, passionate and moral aspects of life. I agree that
the word transformation can be misused in an attempt to imbue certain
kinds of teaching and learning with extra ‘gravitas and kudos’ (Howie &
Bagnall 2013:829). By erasing the word from the educational lexicon,
however, would we lose a way of describing and understanding those
profound ‘shift[s] in vision’ (Holton 2010:10) that can occur from time to
time and that result in radical changes in a practitioner’s ways of knowing
and being? And with it, do we also lose a way of understanding what might
contribute to the hesitancy and difficulty that some learners have when
engaging perspectives that are radically different to their own? These
questions touch on issues that I further develop in the light of the
experiences described in chapter 5.
The Reflective Practitioner – Donald Schön
Perhaps more than any other, the name of Donald Schön is associated
with the field of reflective practice, the dimension of experiential learning
that is the focus of this research. In his popular and frequently cited book
The Reflective Practitioner (1983) and in subsequent writings (1987, 1991),
Schön limited his theorising of experiential learning to how practitioners
learn in and from their experience of practice. Schön’s notion of the
reflective practitioner has had a huge impact on our understanding
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professional learning and performance; no review of literature in this field
would be complete without acknowlegement of his contribution.
Schon was educated as a philosopher. His doctoral dissertation,
completed in the mid-1950s, focused on Dewey’s theory of inquiry. It
helps account for the pragmatist perspective that informed his critique of
positivist approaches to professional knowledge, learning and practice—
approaches based on the belief that professionals can be adequately
prepared by imbibing a specialised, objectified and standardised body of
knowledge and that professional activity consists primarily of ‘instrumental
problem solving made rigorous by the application’ of this scientific
knowledge and technique (Schön 1983:21; see also Raelin 2007). The
Reflective Practitioner is ‘an inquiry into the epistemology of practice’
(1983:viii) in which Schön discussed a series of case studies of different
professionals reflecting in practice. He argued that to be relevant in the
complex, unpredictable and messy arena of contemporary practice,
professionals need to be responsive and innovative; no longer could they
rely exclusively on knowledge ‘generated externally in an objective and
neutral way and then applied to practice in a top-down, deductive manner’
(Taylor 2006:191). In addition, they needed to be able to discern the
specific needs and opportunities of their immediate context. This more
intimate knowledge, Schön theorised, is dependent on capacities that have
as much to do with art as with science, intuition and creative problem
framing as with information and rigorous application, and is generated in
the first instance by means of a dynamic process of ‘reflection-in-action’.
Schön portrays reflection-in-action as an in-the-moment ‘interaction’ or
‘conversation’ with a situation of uncertainty, instability or uniqueness in
practice. The reader will see evidence of this form of reflection in my
descriptions in chapter 5. It is a process in which a practitioner goes about
creatively and intelligently reframing the situation and adapting their
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response—extemporising (Hébert 2015:365)—all the while remaining open
to the situation’s ‘back talk’ (Schön 1983:268-9). He wrote:
When the phenomenon at hand eludes the ordinary categories
of knowing-in-practice, presenting itself as unique or unstable,
the practitioner may surface and criticize his initial
understanding of the phenomenon, construct a new
description of it, and test the new description by an on the
spot experiment. Sometimes he arrives at a new theory of the
phenomenon by articulating a feeling he has about it. (Schön
1983:62-3)
In this conception of situated learning, ‘thinking and doing coincide in a
moment-to-moment adaption’ (Bleakley 1999:322) and doing extends
thinking in the tests, moves and probes of experimental action, while
thinking feeds on doing and its results: ‘each feeds the other, and each sets
boundaries for the other’ (1983:280). At the same time, Schön (1983:270-5)
noted that reflecting practitioners embody (in thought and action) a range
of ‘constants’, such things as: the language and repertoires they use to
describe reality and conduct experiments; the values, perspectives and goals
(‘appreciative systems’) they bring to their problem setting; the overarching
theories and world views by which they make sense of phenomena; and the
role frames within which they engage their tasks. These constants provide
the continuity without which it would be difficult to recognise disparate
and unique situations of practice and they provide a framework for the
practice itself, helping to define what counts as rigour and accountability.
However, (as with Mezirow’s ‘frames of reference’ and ‘habits of mind’)
they also restrict the imaginative horizon against which reflection-in-action
occurs. Logically then, the more rigid and taken-for-granted these
constants are, the less one can think, act and even feel ‘outside the box’.
Reflection-in-action is bounded by the ‘action-present’, which Schön
(1983:62) described as ‘the zone of time in which action can still make a
difference to the situation’. This period is ‘variable with the context’
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(1987:26); depending on the nature of the activity, it could be momentary
or it could stretch over weeks or even months. Obviously, the wider the
action-present window, the more it allows for a more measured form of
reflection-in-action.

In contrast, if the action is fast changing and

emotionally charged—‘hot action’ (Eraut 2004a:48)—it is likely to be more
difficult to reflect well in action.
Because this reflective process also implies a degree of competence,
sensitivity and confidence, the capacity to reflect well in action is more
likely to be associated with expert practice (Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1986;
Ecclestone 1996; Ertmer & Newby 1996; Paterson & Chapman 2013).
Interestingly, two of the three main case studies in The Reflective Practitioner
compared the ways in which a novice and their supervisor approached
situations of uncertainty. In each case, it was the more experienced
practitioner who most adeptly demonstrated the capacity to reframe and
innovate.
The alleged strength of reflection-in-action is that it can contribute to
practitioner learning and performance in the moment––the artistic
practitioner. However, as I have noted, factors such as personal rigidity,
inexperience and limited reaction time all have the effect of constraining
reflection-in-action. Furthermore, when moment-to-moment innovations
go awry––when the situation at hand is not easily reframed, or when action
stirs strong reactions and unintended consequences––reflection-in-action
has reached its limit. Such limits hint at the need for a more leisurely,
spacious and disciplined (and potentially communal) process of reflection,
for what Schön called ‘reflection-on-action’.
Reflection-on-action allows a practitioner to ‘think back on a project
they have undertaken, a situation they have lived through’, he wrote
(1983:61) and to ‘explore the understandings they have brought to their
handling of the case’. They may do this ‘in a mood of idle speculation’, or
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‘in a deliberate effort to prepare themselves for the future’. Reflection-onaction is not the primary focus of Schön’s work, but as with reflection-inaction, his nomenclature has been widely adopted. It has also been
adapted, and given birth to terms (processes) such as ‘reflection-for-action’
(Cowan 1998), and ‘reflection-as-action’ (Bleakley 1999). In addition,
Greenwood (1993) posited the need for ‘reflection-before-action’. With
regards to the field of nursing, she wrote:
It is at least arguable, that much of the suffering in the world,
including that caused through nurses' errors, could have been
avoided had practitioners stopped to think about what they
intended to do and how they intended to do it before they
actually did it. (Greenwood 1993:1185)
Good planning and preparation can be essential for practice; whether
reflection-before-practice can be classed a form of reflection on experience,
however, is debatable, since the practice which is being planned for has not
yet taken place.
Schön’s approach has been highly influential. It has also been carefully
scrutinised (see, for example, Erlandson 2007; Erlandson & Beach 2008;
Gilroy 1993; Newman 1999). Dyke (2006:113) noted the irony of
producing an alternative theory of practitioner learning whilst at the same
time criticising the belief that ‘theoretical bodies of knowledge can
successfully direct practice’ (see also Bleakley 1999; Edwards & Thomas
2010). Eraut (1995:10) queried whether Schön intended his epistemology
of practice to replace or complement technical rationality, as it is
ambiguous in his writing. Usher, Bryant and Johnston (1997) were
uncomfortable with any suggestion that Schön may have been celebrating
practitioner experience at the expense of received wisdom –– in effect,
reversing a theory-practice dualism (see also Barnett 1997; Clarà 2015;
Dyke 2006; Eraut 1995; Fenstermarcher 1988). Relatedly, Dyke (2006:113)
wrote that formal theory ‘fully enables practitioners to consider their
practice in context, to examine wider social relations and policy agendas’.
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Without this means of testing and review, the hunches practitioners have
about their practice can be misguided. In other words, theoretical
engagement works to protect a practitioner and their practice from selfenclosed, stale and routinised forms of reflection-in-action. Involvement in
a ‘community of practice’ (Lave & Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998) is another
way to negate such tendencies (Dyke 2006:113; see also Collin & Karsenti
2011; O’Brien 2016).
This highlights the importance of processes (such as the one I discuss in
chapter 3) that allow for interpretations and decisions made in the midst of
action to be reviewed; for underlying constants and tacit knowledge to be
surfaced and explored; and for a wider range of considerations, options
and theories to be addressed (Saltiel 2010:133). Post-action reflection also
allows for the possibility of engagement with others, including those not
present at the time of the action. Dyke (2006:117) has argued that the value
of engagement with the ‘other’ is underestimated in the work of Schön. He
wrote:
Critical thinking can be facilitated by reflection at a distance
from the phenomenon itself; critical thinking and reflection
are sharpened through dialogue with others. Perhaps Schön’s
account requires greater consideration of ‘reflection for
action’, where professionals can learn from sharing their
primary experiences and the experiences of others. Such a
position… is premised on the assumption that we can make
more knowledgeable decisions about how to act in the world
if we reflect on our experience and engage with others.
Informed decisions require thoughtful action that is sensitive
and responsive to the context, to primary experience and the
experience of others; which includes formal theory and
research based knowledge. (Dyke 2006:114)
Although there are different possibilities for practitioner learning
connected with reflection that is in-the-midst of the action and reflection
that takes place outside of the action, it needs to be acknowledged that
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Schön’s distinction between reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action
can be difficult to maintain (Bengtsson 1995; Collin et al 2013; Connelly &
Clandinin 1986; Court 1988; Hébert 2015; Ixer 1999; Munby & Russell
1989). Eraut (1995) noted that the three main case studies that Schön used
to exemplify reflection-in-action (the architect, the counsellor and the town
planner) entailed situations of ‘cool action’ in which there was ‘time to stop
and think without feeling rushed’ (2004a:48). These however, were features
that Schön (1987:26) connected with reflection-on-action. To account for
the confusion, Eraut (1995:16) noted that:
Many practical processes can be construed as comprising
several episodes, thus allowing them to be interpreted either
as one single multi-phase action or a series of successive but
separate actions. So, what might be considered reflection-inaction under the former interpretation becomes reflection-onaction under the latter interpretation.
Schön’s conception of reflection-in-action is confusing as far as Eraut is
concerned, because he sometimes used terms like ‘trigger’ and ‘on-thespot’ to describe it, terms that suggest a rapid intuitive process with little
pause for thought—more of an embodied reflective dimension (Kinsella
2007)—but then at other times he referred to it as a much more measured
and analytical process, albeit still in the context of the action. These two
descriptions represent two different modes of reflection for Eraut (see also
Erlandson 2006; Erlandson & Beach 2008; Kinsella 2007), and relate to
different action contexts as far as time is concerned. In his conception of
reflection-in-action, Schön failed to ‘appreciate the importance of the time
variable in understanding professional behaviour’ (Eraut 1995:14; see also
2004b).
When time is extremely short, decisions have to be rapid and
the scope for reflection is extremely limited. In these
circumstances, reflection is best seen as a metacognitive
process in which the practitioner is alerted to a problem,
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rapidly reads the situation, decides what to do and proceeds in
a state of continued alertness. (1995:14)
However, in situations where the action is slower, the practitioner’s
reflection is likely to assume a more deliberative and critical character;
there is time to consider options and even consult with others. The more
reflection moves in this direction, ‘the less appropriate it becomes to
describe it as being in the action’ (Eraut 1995:14).
Eraut suggested that confusion created by Schön’s terminology could be
clarified by paying more attention to the meaning of prepositions. ‘The
preposition on should refer to the focus of reflection while the preposition in
refers to the context of reflection’, he wrote (1995:16 emphasis in original).
Understood in this way, reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action are
not dichotomous opposites, since ‘reflection-in-action is usually (though
not always) on action as well’. In addition, Eraut (1995:16) advocated for
the introduction the preposition for to indicate the purpose of reflection.
Schön was primarily concerned with reflection for action, Eraut contended,
with cognitive processes that contribute improved performance in the
moment.
The emphasis on present action is part of what distinguished Schön’s
work from that of Kolb and Mezirow. Whereas Schön was primarily
concerned with how practitioners learn in (the midst of) action, Kolb’s
model is more about learning for future action. Mezirow was also
interested in the generation of knowledge, although his primary concern
was with how reflection could serve to unsettle and transform restrictive
and culturally conditioned processes of knowledge construction, and so
emancipate how learners perceived and responded to their experience.
These differences are important. Considered together, they help to expand
and deepen the concept of experiential learning.
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At the same time, Kolb, Mezirow and Schön share essentially the same
‘reflective/ constructivist’ (Fenwick 2001) conception of experiential
learning, a view that can tend towards ‘overly deterministic understandings
of human perceptions of experience, overly cognitive understandings of
relations between experience and knowledge, and overly managerial
interventions of educators in people’s learning’, tendencies that ‘limit our
theorizing and threaten to repress both experiencing and learning
processes’ (Fenwick 2001:27). In her review of the literature of experiential
learning, Fenwick distinguished four ‘alternative’ perspectives on
experiential learning, perspectives that in part address these tendencies. In
the next section I highlight key features of those perspectives.
2. ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING
In her discussion of alternative conceptions on experiential learning,
Fenwick (2001) distinguished four distinct currents that have emerged as
being either prominent or original in more recent scholarly writing and that
offer insights and perspectives that can serve to broaden and deepen the
conceptualisations of experience, reflection and learning that have been
articulated in the theories of Kolb, Mezirow and Schön.
A ‘psychoanalytic’ perspective—interference
In Fenwick’s (2001:28) assessment, psychoanalytic theory has disrupted
‘notions of progressive human development, certainty of knowledge, and
the centred individual “learner”’, in experiential learning. It has done so by
positing the influence of non-rational (psychic) energies that resist
categorisation and management—unconscious desires and resistances that
create tensions and possibilities for learners and educators alike. In this
broader conception, experience both conforms to and interferes with ‘the
boundaries of sociocultural norms and language’ (Fenwick 2001:29).
Attending to the non-rational dimensions of experience, these ‘botherings
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of the conscious mind’ (Fenwick 2001:33), destabilise established
categories and allow

more permeable categories, identities and

performances to emerge (Michelson 1999). In line with this, Britzman
(1998) suggests that the role of the educationalist (in addition to examining
the traces of their own unconscious desires and resistances) is to assist
learners to come to know and value their ambiguous and paradoxical
responses, resistances, dilemmas and fears as ‘elegant problems’ that take
space and time to work through. I will return to this in the section on
‘imaginal’ approaches to reflection.
A ‘situative’ perspective—participation
Counter to the valuing of psychic disturbances in experiential learning,
proponents of situative perspectives (for example Lave 1988; Lave &
Wenger 1991; Greeno 1997, 1998) have emphasized ‘the idea that much of
what is learned is specific to the situation in which it is learned’ (Anderson
et al 1996:5), and that situations of learning are complex interactional
systems (Greeno 1998). According to Hansman (2001:43), ‘adult learning
takes place in context where tools and the context intersect with
interaction among people’.
From a situated perspective, ‘the process of knowing is essentially
corporeal’ (Fenwick 2001:35). Adults do not learn from experience so much
as in it, ‘as they act in situations and are acted upon by situations’ (Wilson
1993:75). Situated learning theory posits communities of practice as
contexts in which individuals can develop ‘the practices (including values,
norms and relationships) and identities appropriate to that community’
(Handley et al 2006:642). As such, the educator’s role is to foster engaged
and meaningful participation in practice situations, by which is meant
supporting communities of practice to teach and learn as they practice
together (Greeno 1997, 1998; Hansman 2001). This can include
monitoring how interactions are helping or hindering learning and
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encouraging the equitable distribution of opportunities and resources
(Fenwick 2001:37).
A ‘critical cultural’ perspective—resistance
From a critical cultural viewpoint, a significant weakness in most
conceptions of experiential learning is that they do not pay enough
attention to the ideologies and complex cultural mechanisms that shape
and govern human experience and learning. Most who write from a critical
cultural perspective, and this includes post-structural perspectives (see, for
example Brookfield 1995; Foley 1999; Foucault 1980, 1988; Freire 1970;
Giroux 1992; Giroux and McLaren 1994; Gore 1993; Kellner 1995; Lather
1991; Rose 1989, 1996), believe that power is a primary shaper of human
perception, cognition, activity and identity. In this understanding, it is not
just power possessed by certain figures and exercised through repression
that is of concern but power ‘dispersed as a web throughout society and
enacted through a myriad of everyday practices’ (Chapman 1997:206).
Experiential learning discourses have themselves become oppressive
and disempowering in the view of some critical-cultural writers (for
example Garrick 1999; Garrick and Usher 2000; Tobias 1999). When
experiential learning discourses neglect to name and critique the influence
of language, culture, history and communities of practice on an individual’s
‘experience’; when they portray persons as rational, autonomous and
unified selves rather than as ‘subjects positioned in a variety of discourses’;
and when they encourage people to take control of their own experiential
learning, they can subvert resistance to external mechanisms of control as
well as reinforcing processes of self-regulation and internal subjugation
(Fenwick 2001:42). In this perspective, experiential learning includes
tracing ‘the politics and constraints’ of context, including coming to a
critical awareness of one’s own ‘contradictory investments’ in what counts
as experience and knowledge and in how identity and difference is
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perceived and enacted. Critical pedagogy is inherently political in that it
educates ‘for the practice of freedom’ (hooks 1994, in Tisdell 1998:152).
Educators play a vital role in this as they seek themselves, and support
others, to name oppressive assumptions, mechanisms and identities, and to
critically discern the enactment of new ‘subject positions’ in complex,
contested and shifting contexts (Fenwick 2001:44-4; see also Giroux 1996;
Gore 1993; Heaney 1996; Lather 1991).
An ‘enactivist’ perspective—co-emergence
Enactivism (Maturana & Varela 1987; Varela el at 1991) has connections
with complexity, ecological and cybernetics theories, and with such writers
as Bahktin (1981), Bateson (1979) and Lovelock (1979). An enactivist
perspective emphasises the idea that human experience is portrayed and
enacted in mutual interactions between person and environment. In this
understanding, a human being is not merely a receiver and interpreter of
input from the environment; rather, in the constant interaction of mind,
body and environment (which includes other people) experience is created
and shaped (Hutchins 1996, Thompson 2007). In this picture, ‘the
“environment” and the “learner” emerge together in the process of
cognition’ (Fenwick 2001:47). Notions of isolation and strict dualistic
distinction give way to ideas of comingling and relationality. Personal
integrity and subjectivity are constituted and constitutive in a larger ecology
of beings and relations, all of which have their integrities and characters—
each of us is a whole and a part (Sumara & Davis 1997a; Light & Wallian
2008; Merleau-Ponty 1962; Sanford et al 2015).
Change (flux) is the only constant in this complex, systems
understanding. This means that learning must be understood in terms of
‘co-emergence’ and ‘mutual specification’ (Varela et al 1991) as ‘continuous
invention and exploration’ generated in the relations of consciousness,
identity, action, conditions, objects and structures (Fenwick 2001:48-9).
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Enactivists reject ‘the objectifying and reifying of knowledge as some third
thing,’ adopting instead the notion of ‘knowledge-as-(inter)-action’ (Sumara
& Davis 1997a:410, 411). Hermeneutically speaking, the focus of reflection
is not so much on the meaning of the components of experience (persons,
words, objects, places) as on ‘the relations that bind these together in action’
(Sumara & Davis 1997a:415 emphasis in original). Educators can assist this
flow of experiential learning by tracking and highlighting changes, by
drawing attention to disturbances and by supporting members of systems
in the discomfort of the unfolding.
*****
In concluding this section, I note that Fenwick’s (2001:55) desire in
drawing attention to these four alternative theoretical frames was to
interrupt a dominant view, which understands experiential learning as
reflective knowledge construction, and to open up a continuing dialogue
about experiential learning and educational practice. Each view emphasises
different aspects and conceptualisations of experience, and each expresses
a different understanding of the position and role of learners and
educators. Different perspectives can mutually inform and enrich each
other, although they cannot be fully reconciled or transcended. Educators
and reflective practitioners do need to make choices, and to be careful,
humble and nuanced in their assumptions and approach to experiential
learning.
3. APPROACHES TO REFLECTION
In this section I focus more closely on the process of reflection itself. In
the literature, reflection tends to be used as a general term for a complex
phenomenon that embraces a wide and sometimes contradictory range of
meanings and strategies (Dahlberg et al 2002; Fendler 2003; Loughran
2002; Mortari 2015). Writers on the subject have used different approaches
and frameworks in their attempts to clarify this diversity. Fendler (2003)
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chose to historicise the term and to highlight four key influences in its
construction and viability: Cartesian rationality, Deweyan pragmatism, the
Schönian emphasis on artistic practice and the feminist promotion of
women’s voices and alternative modes of knowing. Mortari’s (2015)
philosophical analysis of the discourse highlighted four key philosophical
approaches: pragmatistic (Dewey), critical (Foucault), hermeneutic (Van
Manen) and phenomenological (Husserl). Others have highlighted various
levels of reflection (see, for example Dewey 1933; El-Dib 2007; Griffiths &
Tann 1991; Hatton & Smith 1995; Jay & Johnson 2002; Killen 2007;
Korthargen & Vasalos 2005; Larivee 2008; Moon 2004; Nolan & Sim 2011;
Van Manen 1977), and still others various dimensions, aspects or domains (see,
for example Black & Plowright 2010; Hawkins & Shohet 2012:16-19;
Heron 1999; Luttenberg & Bergen 2008; Luttenberg, OolbekkinkMarchand et al 2017; Moyer & Sinclair 2016; Thorsen & DeVore 2013;
Wellington & Austin 1996).
As a practitioner researcher, I am interested in the emphasis and intent
of reflection, and in what different methods make possible for practitioners
and their practice. Accordingly, in my review of literature on the theory
and practice of reflection for professional development I have discerned
four broad approaches: instrumental, critical, imaginal and ontological. In
this section, I discuss each of these approaches. I cite individualistic and
group (communal) expressions of each approach and, where it is pertinent
to an understanding of integrative reflection—and so to this inquiry—I
include details of their methods.
Instrumental approaches
The first grouping of approaches to reflection on practice might most
helpfully be distinguished as those with an instrumental orientation.
Instrumental or ‘technical’ (Clift et al 1990; Meierdirk 2016; Ruch 2007)
approaches to practitioner reflection as I am constructing them are
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primarily concerned with effectiveness in the sense of improving efficiency
and performance (Brookfield 2016). It places emphasis on task-oriented
problem solving and on learning to manipulate the environment, which
includes other people. Here, ‘the criterion of effective control becomes the
regulating principle’ (Kondrat 1992:241).
Instrumental reflection sees ‘an essential link between past action and
more effective future action’ (McGill & Beaty 2001:11). It is a process in
which practitioners ‘utilize their experience as a basis for assessing and
revising existing theories of action to develop more effective action
strategies (Osterman 1990:133). Mezirow (1990:7) referred to this as
‘instrumental learning’, and Larivee (2008:348) wrote of it as ‘surface
reflection’ that concentrates on practitioner methods and is mostly
confined to ‘tactical issues concerning how best to achieve predefined
objectives and standards’. Marsick (1990:24) suggested that this ‘will always
be a primary focus in the workplace because of the nature of the social
contract in organisations’, and Ecclestone (1996) has noted its emphasis in
the rapidly expanding field of vocational education. It is understandable
that such approaches have been recommended for, and may appeal to,
novice practitioners who feel inexperienced and ill equipped in the face of
the complex demands of practice (Ecclestone 1996), as well as to
practitioners operating in situations where the demand is for ‘quick fix’
solutions to pressing problems (Korthagen & Vasalos 2005:48).
Instrumental reflection can be performed by individuals and in
communities of practice. The critical incident technique (Flanagan 1954),
action learning (Revans 1971, 1980, 1982) and action science (Argyris &
Schön 1974, 1978; Argyris et al 1985) are examples of reflective approaches
that tend to be instrumentally oriented (although not ideally so). Action
learning involves a group (known as a ‘set’) reflecting together on issues or
problems that individual practitioners are experiencing in their work, with
the aim of supporting one another to formulate plans and enact better
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informed decisions (McGill & Beaty 2001:11-2). Reflection focuses on the
nuts and bolts of past action and usually involves such things as reviewing,
diagnosing, analysing, strategising and deciding—that is, simple problem
solving. Instrumental reflection has also been constructed as ‘single loop
learning’ (Argyris 1976) and ‘cognitive’ learning (Baird et al 2014).
Such reflection generates a certain kind of knowledge, and this is part of
what distinguishes the instrumental, critical and imaginal approaches to
reflection. Instrumental approaches to reflection tend to generate technical
and behavioural knowledge—that is, knowledge to do with means and
ends, with the what, when, where and how of action. Instrumental learning
tends to issue forth in strategic or organisational adjustments that ‘make a
set of practices work more smoothly and achieve the consequences
intended for them’ (Brookfield 2016:13). There is little doubt that the
knowledge generated by such reflection can enhance practitioner
performance.
Instrumental approaches are limited, however, in that they tend to
represent ‘the most satisfactory solution people can find consistent with
their governing values and variables’ (Argyris 1976:367). They do not set
out to examine underlying personal and organisational frameworks of
thinking and operating (Greenwood 1998:1051). Instrumental approaches
may lead to changes in practitioner strategy and to organisational
restructuring based on streamlining and cost cutting, for example, but
rarely lead to questioning the norms and assumptions implicit in practice,
and/or to promoting reconstruction that addresses systemic injustice
(Fendler 2003:16). Furthermore, when reflection is construed as a form of
technical or instrumental reasoning, there is little room for philosophical
reflection on values or on the ethical dimensions of practice (Elliott
1991:52), and little appreciation of ‘the inner fabric of the human psyche’
(Bussey 2002:304; Ghaye 2004).
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Approaches that focus on instrumental learning tend to use
‘“external/technical” sources of knowledge derived from formal theory
and research to examine essential skills in order to resolve an identified
problem’ (Ruch 2007:661). As such, they can be overly pragmatic and
represent ‘technical rationality’s colonisation of reflective practice’
(Greenwood 1998:1051; see also Edwards & Thomas 2010; Richardson
1995). For me, there is a need to complement instrumental reflection with
approaches that engage in various modes of self-reflection. Critical
approaches are most commonly discussed in this regard.
Critical approaches
The second, and most commonly discussed, group of approaches to
reflection are critical approaches. The notion of critical reflection draws on
different theoretical traditions (Askeland & Fook 2009; Van Woerkom
2010). Brookfield (2000) distinguished four main traditions that inform the
use of this and the related notions of reflexivity, critical self-reflection,
critical thinking and double-loop learning: ideology critique, psychotherapy,
analytic philosophy and pragmatist constructivism.
In the realm of professional learning, the term critical reflection has
been used with essentially two main emphases (Fook 2010)—personal and
cultural. The ‘critical personal’ emphasis focuses on uncovering and
evaluating the taken-for-granted assumptions, norms and beliefs that
contain/constrain a practitioner’s framing of practice and interpretation of
experience. Mezirow’s work on transformative learning mostly encouraged
this emphasis. Mezirow (1990) acknowledged that while all reflection
implies an element of critique, critical reflection referred more specifically
to challenging the validity of one’s presuppositions. Becoming critically
aware of our own personal presuppositions involves ‘challenging our
established and habitual patterns of expectation––the meaning perspectives
with which we have made sense out of our encounters with the world,
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others, and ourselves’ (Mezirow 1990:12). The second ‘critical cultural’
emphasis is concerned with surfacing and examining cultural discourses
that impact on practitioner experiencing, learning and performance, and
with seeking to change and transform them. To be considered critical in
this sense, Brookfield (2016:13) wrote that reflection:
… must have as its explicit focus the uncovering and
challenging of power dynamics that frame our decisions and
actions. It also attempts to challenge hegemonic assumptions;
those assumptions we embrace as being in our best interests
when, in fact, they are working against us. This is what makes
critical reflection truly critical.
These two approaches are not mutually exclusive and can work
together. In Fook and Gardner’s two-stage process for exploring practice
(2007; 2013; see also Gardner 2009), for example, there is opportunity for
reflecting critically on personal feelings and values, as well as for
heightening a practitioner’s awareness of how socialised understandings are
embedded in the practice context and of how these are internalized. This
‘critical inquiry’ (Larivee 2000:294; see also Brechin et al 2000; Larivee
2008; Morley 2007) then serves to promote social change, albeit ‘beginning
at individual levels’ (Fook 2010:40; see also Fook 1999). This can include
questioning and advocating for the revision of such things as policy
frameworks and organizational norms. Put another way, it includes
changing ‘the discourses in which practices are constructed and the social
relationships which constitute practice’ (Ghaye et al 2008:362).
It is important to acknowledge that critical reflection (like the practice
and context it reflects on) is never a value neutral exercise. There are
commitments and agendas that underpin all reflective processes and these
shape learning (see, for example, Fook 2006:40; also Morley 2007). Broadly
speaking, critical reflection is about working towards a more socially (and
these days, surely, ecologically) just way of operating—for practitioners and
agencies. More specifically, the particular hermeneutic (interpretive
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framework) through which we reflect will also affect the process. For
example, reflecting on spirituality or values from a feminist perspective will
likely generate different insights and issues than reflection from a poststructuralist or post-colonial or neo-humanist framework (Bussey 2002).
Naming the perspectives that inform our inquiry and increasing the range
of lenses through which we gaze can enhance the scope of critique and
response. As an example of this, in their model, Fook and Gardner (2013)
talk about the balance between critical social theory and post-modernism,
and so the need to have underlying values that are made explicit while at
the same time seeing a range of possibilities.
Critical reflection is more difficult than instrumental reflection, not only
because it calls on complex ways of thinking but also because the focus
moves from external practical issues to the consideration of internal values
and beliefs, as well as of broader historical, socio-political and cultural
issues (see, for example, Jay & Johnson 2002; Jay 2003; Larivee 2008).
Relatedly, it has been suggested that not all practitioners habitually operate
at the level of cognitive functioning that is needed for this activity (Berger
2012; Kegan 1994; Merriam 2004). This latter comment highlights the
reality that most approaches to critical reflection emphasise conscious
thought. Van Woerkom (2010:345) has suggested, however, and that
aspects of experience that remain unconscious may play a significant role
in learning. The task is made all the more exacting because our personal
stories and beliefs are so seductive and compelling (Brockbank & McGill
1998; Hickson 2011). These stories and beliefs significantly shape our
identity. Surfacing them can be difficult, let alone critically questioning
them (Larivee 2000:295; see also Brookfield 1990:178; Browne & Freeman
2000:305; Hanson 2013; Mezirow 1990). Furthermore, the experience of
having our assumptions and their sources exposed puts at risk ‘our familiar
and coherent interpretation of the world’ (Lord 2010:69). This can be
disconcerting and even terrifying (Fook 2010:41). Given the threat it can
pose to an established sense of self, to what we say and believe of
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ourselves, it is unsurprising that people can find critical reflection difficult
to undertake and may resist the process, either unconsciously or
consciously.
In addition to creating inner dissonance, critical reflection can
destabilise existing social arrangements and threaten others, and so expose
participants to conflict and reprisal (Berger 2012:39-40). Changes in our
understanding and practice can challenge and unsettle family members,
friends and fellow workers, for example, not to mention institutional
leadership and organisational management, since we are no longer who we
used to be, person(s) who fitted in and supported the status quo. Those
who challenge conventional assumptions risk being ‘cut off from the
cultures that have defined and sustained them up to that point in their
lives’ (Brookfield 1994:203). ‘Engaging in critical thinking is not a
continuously joyful exercise in self-actualization’, Brookfield (1990:179)
noted, and added, soberly, ‘in some cultures, people who think critically—
who question accepted assumptions—are the first to disappear, to be
tortured, or to be murdered’.
The above discussion highlights the need for sensitivity and care on the
part of those who support others to think critically (Finlay 2008:11; Fook
& Askeland 2007; Morley 2007). Stories and beliefs need to be appreciated
and honoured as well as deconstructed (MacKay 2004:79), as does a
person’s social context. Critical reflection can be profoundly liberating; it
can contribute to changes in our appreciation of self and practice that are
lifegiving for all, and so contribute to a more just society. And, precisely
because it does not occur in a social vacuum, it can also be complex and
costly for self and others. It is a mistake, Frost (2010:23) cautioned, to
overstate:
… the free space available for human choice and agency. The
‘reflective practitioner’ cannot become a free-floating
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practitioner separate from the constraints of the reality in
which they practice.
Furthermore, critical reflection is complicated by the very persepctives it
seeks to uncover. The way a practitioner narrates their experience is
influenced by various subjective factors that serve to screen out some
features and let others through (Larivee 2000:295). This screening process
affects our perception of circumstances and events, and this in turn affects
interpretation and response. Larivee (2000:299; see also Mezirow 2000)
noted that, ‘past experiences, beliefs, assumptions, and expectations,
feelings and mood, and personal agendas and aspirations’ serve to direct
and limit the data from experience that is available to a practitioner, and to
define their response. Bringing these personal filters into awareness can
expand possibilities for understanding and action, but, as Kegan and Lahey
(2009) have pointed out, it is hard to look at that which you are looking
through.
This realisation also suggests that experience and reflection cannot be
over and against each other, as is the tendency in constructivist
conceptions. In reality, it is impossible to get back fully behind our
hermeneutical frames to pre-reflective or pure experience. All critical
reflection can really bring about is a clarifying of our hermeneutical frame
and a broadening of our hermeneutical horizon, much as might happen for
a fish after being flipped out of the water (Pamphilon 2000).
So, how does a practitioner engage in effective critical reflection? This is
a question I explore experientially in chapter 5. In this chapter, I restrict my
comments to what is communicated in the literature.
Van Woerkom and Croon (2008) identified six dimensions of critically
reflective work behavior: critical opinion sharing; openness about mistakes;
asking for feedback; challenging groupthink; experimenting; and career
awareness, with career awareness being about ‘existential critical reflexivity’
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focused on the question, “Who am I and what kind of person do I want to
be in my work?”’ (van Woerkom 2008:321; see also Cunliff 2004). Larivee
(2000) added making time for solitary reflection to this list, and Argyris and
Schön (1996, in Van Woerkom et al 2002:376) included asking (critical)
questions.
More generally, critical reflection can be stimulated by any activity that
enables a practitioner to gain perspective on their thinking and action.
Activities that can function in this way include: journaling (Cowan 2014;
Larivee 2000:296-7; McCormack 2010; O’Connell & Dyment 2011;
Stevens & Cooper 2009:37-41; Thorpe 2004); nomadic writing (Done &
Knowler 2011); concept mapping (Gray 2007:511-2); reading and viewing art
(Mezirow 1998:196; see also Sockman & Sharma 2008); using blogs (Yang
2009); reframing or ‘repositioning’ practice experiences and conditions (Larivee 1996,
2000); supervision (Carroll 2009, 2010); coaching (Armstrong 2012); eliciting peer
observation (Peel 2005); feedback from stakeholders (Brandt 2008, Brookfield
1998:199-200); self-spectatorship (Bolton 2000; Collier 2010); and meditation
and silence (Bussey 2002; Lord 2010).
In addition, various methods have been offered for encouraging critical
reflection in groups of practitioners, often involving some form of critical
incident analysis (see, for example, Bold 2008; Fook et al 2000; Fook &
Gardner 2007; Morley 2007; Thomas 2004; Williams 2013). Ruch’s (2009,
2016) relationship-based model has also been shown to support critical
reflection in communities of practice—social workers in her case.
Critically reflective practices require preparedness on the part of the
practitioner and a willingness to be curious (Ruch 2009) and to embody
what Dewey (1933) called the three ‘moral dispositions’ of reflection:
‘wholeheartedness,

open-mindedness

and

responsibility’

(see

also

Birmingham 2004; Loughran 1996; Rodgers 2002). It is posited that a level
of mental and emotional maturity is also necessary to engage in critical
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reflection (Mezirow 2000:11), along with a capacity for risk-taking and
vulnerability (Van Woerkom et al 2002:381) and for being with ambiguity
and anxiety, termed as ‘negative capability’ by the poet John Keats and
developed since by Cornish (2011). This is all pertinent to my question
about what might inhibit and enable participant involvement in integrative
reflection.
In different ways, the above discussion hints at the need for interaction
and the importance of ‘otherness’ in fostering critical reflection (Van
Woerkom & Croon 2008:318). It is because of a certain experience of
interaction with others—‘comfortable discomfort’—that much of the
assumption unsettling that is pivotal to critical reflection occurs, and this
interaction is as much about the process of interaction as about content
(Ruch 2016:24). Dialogue or ‘critical discourse’ (Mezirow 1998) is
acknowledged to be at the heart of such interaction, a feature of which is
perspective sharing and ‘non-judgmental engagement to achieve a deep
understanding’ (Way et al 2015:721, see also Armstrong 2012). Dialogue
that includes a diversity of voices and stories imbues individual
practitioners with a range of perspectives that can expand the lens through
which they currently view their experience (Bussey 2002). This can serve to
‘make ambiguous socially constructed and performed subjectivities’ and to
‘open the possibility of performing new subjectivities’ (Wolgemuth &
Donohue 2006:1024, 1026-7; see also Marn & Wolgemuth 2016). ‘Critical
reflection is ultimately a collaborative process’, Brookfield (2016:21) has
suggested:
… we need colleagues, clients, peers and experts to pose
questions to us, introduce us to new ways of looking at
practice, and support us through the periods of struggle when
challenging dominant assumptions threatens our sense of
identity, and raises the risk of our being marginalized.
In the literature, it is widely acknowledged that the process of reflection
in general, and critical reflection in particular, is often initiated and
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motivated—‘triggered’ (Rogers 2001:42)—by some sort of disruption to a
practitioner’s habitual way of knowing and being. In Schön’s (1983)
language this could be a situation of complexity, uncertainty, instability,
uniqueness or values-conflict. In Dewey’s (1933:12) it is ‘a state of doubt,
hesitation, perplexity [or] mental difficulty,’ in Osteman’s (1990) ‘some
puzzling, or troubling, or interesting phenomenon,’ and in Mezirow’s
(1990:14) a ‘disorienting dilemma’. Clark (1993) suggested that the
disturbance could be less sudden and more the case of an extended period
of unease or dissatisfaction, and Mezirow (1995:50) noted that the trigger
could be a life crisis or major transition. The assumption is that in some
way these ‘experiences illuminate and challenge heretofore invisible and
unquestioned assumptions’ (Taylor & Elias 2012 in Calleja 2014:129). I will
explore this experientially in chapter 5.
The importance of critical reflection is widely asserted in the literature,
not only because it can lead to learning but also, significantly, because of
the liberating and empowering effect it can have on the person of the
practitioner and the social context in which they practice. According to Ash
and Clayton (2009:27), quality critical reflection:
… generates learning (articulating questions, confronting bias,
examining causality, contrasting theory with practice, pointing
to systemic issues), deepens learning (challenging simplistic
conclusions, inviting alternative perspectives, asking
“why” iteratively), and documents learning (producing tangible
expressions of new understandings for evaluation). (Emphasis
in original)
Despite such claims, however, it is generally acknowledged that it is
difficult to measure quantitatively and to evaluate the impact of critical
reflection (Fook et al 2016; Gould 2016; Marcos et al 2009). Gould
(2016:66) has noted that most research ‘has focused on questions of the
“how was it for you?” variety’.
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Finally, though conceptions of critical reflection tend to privilege
rational thinking (Van Woerkom 2010; see also Dirkx 2001a; Jaggar 1989),
there are those who question the primacy of rationalistic conceptions and
stress the importance of embodiment, emotion and alternative approaches
for emancipatory and transformative learning (see, for example, Bleakley
1999; Bradbeer 1998; Heron 1992; Hunt 2009, 2016; Kinsella 2007;
MacKay 2010; Michelson 1998; Van Woerkom 2010; Williams 2013). This
leads me to a third set of approaches, which I call imaginal.
Imaginal approaches
Willis, Abery and Leiman (2013:23) are among those who have sought
to extend the concept of critical reflexivity beyond exclusively rationalist
notions to include the idea of ‘dwelling with’ experience, or what
Michelson

(1998:224)

called

‘lived

engagement’.

Drawing

from

MacDonald’s (1981) three approaches to knowledge—evidence-based,
critical and imaginal (or mythopoetic)—and Hillman’s (1981) notion of
‘imaginal knowing’, they have suggested that imaginal appreciation of
experience can lead to ‘acceptance and potentially to a deepening of the
professional self’ (see also Corbin 1969).
This mode of reflection attends to such things as personal interaction,
imagination, intuition, emotion and serendipity in practitioner experience
(Leonard & Willis 2008:2). Importantly, this includes noticing and
appreciating evocative moments during the time of reflection—the
personal impressions, images, thoughts, feelings, memories and fantasies
that arise in the process of reflection, and the language used to describe
them (Madison 2009; Jordi 2010). These facets of experience are
understood to constitute both the means (the so-called ‘tools’ or methods of
reflection) and the content of reflection. As such, imaginal approaches also
function to position a reflective practitioner within their experience and not
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just outside or over and against it; more as an intuitive experiencer than a
detached observer and analyst.
These experiences are also important as content in that they signify
beliefs, values and conceptions that shape a practitioner’s interpretation of
experience (Lupton 1998; Dirkx 2001a) and offer symbolic glimpses into
the largely unconscious yearnings, resistances, disappointments, hopes and
fears that animate (and inhibit) learning and practice (Dirkx 2006c; Hillman
1975; Hollis 2005; Michelson 1998; Moore 1992; Willis & Leiman 2013;
Whyte 2001). According to Davis-Manigaulte et al (2006:30): ‘Imaginal and
intuitive knowing manifested in expressive forms is an important bridge
between precognitive, pre-linguistic experiential knowing and conceptual
knowing, which is often referred to as rational or analytical knowing’ (see
also Yorks & Kasl 2002, 2003).
Dirkx (see, for example 2001b, 2006b, 2008c, 2013) has written
extensively on the critical role that the self plays in how and what
practitioners come to know and in how they practice (see also Clark &
Dirkx 2008; Ingram 2013; Jopling 2000; Palmer 1998; Tennant 2012; White
2002). Dirkx (2012:403) held what he described as a post-Jungian,
postmodern view in which the ‘self’ is understood ‘as both multiplistic and
unitary at the same time’. Repeatedly, he stressed the importance of
discerning and reconciling the different ‘energies’ and ‘voices’ of this ‘inner
community’ (Dirkx et al 2006; see also Cooper-White 2004; Dirkx 2008a,
2012, 2013). These inner aspects of the self can be evoked by our
experiences in the workplace and can manifest in strange/surprising or
strong reactions, moods and emotion-laden images (Dirkx 2006a). We
allude to what Dirkx was talking about with colloquial phrases such as,
‘That really pressed my buttons’, and with questions like, ‘Where did that come
from?’
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The purpose of attending to these experiences is to develop selfunderstanding, integrity and authenticity in our work (Dirkx 2006b, 2013;
Cooper-White 2004), which is important if practitioners are to nurture and
sustain their sense of vocation and to cast less shadow and more light in
their work (Palmer 2000:85). An important thing we can do for our
relationships with others, Hollis (1998:13) suggested, ‘is to render our
relationship to ourselves more conscious’ (see also Cranton & Roy 2003).
And, in a similar vein, Dirkx (2008c:66) has written:
Sustaining the ethic of the social contract implicit in
professionalism requires more than a technical or rational
understanding of the rules and values inherent in such a
contract. Commitment to this ethic arises fundamentally from
a deep sense of self, from attention to less conscious and
visible forces brewing from within.
Cooper-White’s (2004:164) research in pastoral counselling and therapy
has suggested, for example, that the more pastoral practitioners and
therapists engaged in private introspection about the meaning of their
reactions with clients, the less they were likely to engage in ‘inappropriate
enactments’.
Dirkx spoke of this exploration of the inner landscape of practitioner
experience as ‘inner learning’ (2013) or ‘soul work’ (1997, 2001b, 2008c; see
also, Ashby 2013; Moor 1992; Palmer 1998, 2004). He suggested it was
best done by means of the ‘imaginal method’ (2001a; Hillman 1975;
Watkins 2000). But how is the imaginal approach deployed in practice and
with some degree of rigour?
To my knowledge there is no systematic account of this method, only
disparate descriptions from multiple voices and theoretical perspectives.
From Dirkx’s many discursive portrayals (see, for example, 1997, 2000,
2006b, 2008a, 2008c, 2012, 2013; see also Peppers & Briskin 2000), I
discern four features of an imaginal approach. These are a commitment to:
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(i) dwell with embodied experience and affect, (ii) include intuition and
imagination, (iii) recognise and work with metaphors, symbols and images,
and (iv) engage in generative dialogue. I will discuss these further, as they
are pertinent to the operation of integrative reflection
Imaginal approaches are interested in personal affect, in the ‘animations
and agitations’ (Shann 2010:65) of practice and in the metaphors and
images that accompany them; that is, in the detail of the thoughts, feelings,
fantasies, bodily sensations and hunches that occur before, during and after
a specific experience of practice (Dirkx 2006b). In contrast to the logicojudgmental processes that govern many critical and instrumental
approaches, this method forefronts more intuitive and playful forms of
discernment (Jones 2016). Here, at least in the first instance, ‘it is important
to suspend judgment’ and critical thinking Dirkx 2006:34, see also Killen
2007:144; Raff 2000:19; Whitehead & Whitehead 1995:14) and to ‘stay with
our experience, even with its indeterminacy, soaking up its presence, rather
than needing to codify it’ (Raelin 2007:506). Bohm (1996) has described an
attention-based practice, which he called ‘suspension’. Suspending
judgement, especially in moments of dissonance, can provide a receptive
opening ‘where learners can make experiential contact with emotional,
intuitive, imaginative, kinaesthetic, and other forms of knowing’
(Gunnlaugson 2007:140). Holton (2010:8) referred to this as ‘the principle
of delayed interpretation’.
Following Jung (1965), Dirkx and others (Dirkx et al 2006:134-5; Boyd
& Myers 1988; Watkins 2000) have suggested that unconscious dynamics
of the psyche are expressed symbolically rather than literally. In the light of
this, imaginal reflection pays conscious attention to these energies, to their
expression in metaphor, image, story and body language, and to what this
may convey in terms of meaning. In a psychoanalytic understanding, this
attitude

is

termed

‘conscious

cooperation’

(Jacobi

1958).

This

acknowledgement of the value of the unconscious is considered ‘primary
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and fundamental to the process of individuation and the achievement of
psychic unity and wholeness’ (Lear 2014:227).
Symbols are semantically rich; they resist unambiguous exactness and so
invite wonder and dialogue. Elaborating the meaning of these symbols
imaginatively and playfully can assist a practitioner to become accustomed
to deeper (archetypal) energies that influence their perception and practice,
and in so doing to live and work more authentically and expressively
(Dirkx 1998b). Emphasis on one interpretation can limit understanding
(Hunt 2001:277). However, by exploring them dialogically new insights and
meaning can emerge. For example, one might relate to images and
emotions as characters, addressing and inviting responses (Dirkx 2006b:36;
see also Watkins 2000), or one might employ polarities and reversals, as
well as exploring different positions and roles (Moustakas 1994:97-8).
Symbols have an affective impact, which is why it is important to observe
and appreciate ‘what our attention is drawn to and our emotional reaction
to these images’ (Dirkx 2006b:35).
This process of imaginal inquiry can suggest connections between what
is happening in a practitioner’s inner and outer life, connections that enable
a practitioner to locate their experience in the broader context of their
history and defining stories and myths (Dirkx 2006b:35). In the act of
recounting personal experiences, for example, a person may describe them
with reference to other events and stories: It’s like… It reminds me of… For
some reason, I find myself thinking of… Not all that is revealed in this process is
easy; while some realisations are delightful and encouraging, the
imagination can also return ‘difficult knowledge’ (Britzman 1998). In the
process of this dialogical engagement, we may come to recognize that we
have been caught up in self-deceptive practices (Dirkx 2012a:402; see also
Bishop 2008:41) and ‘bound to life-long scenarios which silently but
constantly reveal themselves through the conduct of our lives’ (Hollis
2005:10). Bishop (2008:41) described these difficult realisations as ‘drinking
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some darkness’, and noted that it ‘is a crucial part of imaginal pedagogy’.
By way of illustration, Hunt (2001:282) wrote:
I have often found the key to the ‘Why?’ of a present
(re)action in these shadowlands of the past. It can, literally, be
dizzying when this opens up an entirely new and unexpected
perspective on something I have done or thought — but
continuing explorations have assured me that, once the
dizziness has passed, my understanding of where I now am,
and how I got here, will have been usefully enlarged.
Hunt’s comment reveals how imaginal reflection can foster critical
subjectivity. By engaging with what is difficult, we can become visible,
‘critically, to ourselves’ (Bishop 2008:41). The suspension of judgment in
the initial phases of imaginal reflection is not to imply that the imaginally
reflexive practitioner is never critical. Rather, the imaginal and the critical
work dynamically to support iterative cycles of the self—forming, reforming, and transforming itself throughout one’s life’ (Dirkx 2008:66).
Loder (1989:2) wrote:
Beneath our educated and scholarly ways of knowing, another
dynamic moves to explore the deep things of the person and
to generate from hidden resources new, and sometimes
powerful, insights that transform the horizons of intelligibility.
An emphasis on multiple voices and dialogical engagement would
suggest that imaginal reflection, like critical reflection, can be supported
and enriched in community, not the least because along the way this
process of learning can be mystifying. ‘The path is too deeply hidden to be
travelled without company’, Palmer (2004:26) warned, adding that ‘finding
our way involves clues that are subtle and sometimes misleading, requiring
the kind of discernment that can happen only in dialogue’. Similarly, Boyd
and Myers (1988:283) acknowledged that ‘the journey is not for the weak
or to be travelled in isolation’. In keeping with the imaginal method,
Palmer (2004:26) invoked CS Lewis’s (1950) mythical land of Narnia—
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‘that land of inwardness the children enter through the back of the magical
wardrobe’—to illustrate his point:
There is much in Narnia that is good and beautiful, especially
the voice of truth—the voice of Aslan, the great lion—that is
sometimes heard in the land. But there are other voices in
Narnia as well, voices of temptation, deception, darkness and
evil. It takes four children, a variety of guides, and seven
volumes of pitfalls and perils to sift through this mix of
messages and travel toward the truth. (Palmer 2004:26)
For imaginal reflection to engage and reconcile these divergent
dimensions of self, communities of practice must foster ‘generative
dialogue’ (Isaacs 1999; Sharma 2000, 2003; Gunnlaugson 2006; 2007), a
practice of conversation that attends to other ways of knowing and that
patiently attends to what is emerging.

Generative dialogue includes

‘suspension’ (already mentioned) and ‘presencing’ (Sharma 2000), which
resembles a perceptual and sensory awareness of self as well as the
interpersonal ‘field’ (Lear 2014:242). Generative dialogue is an imaginal
conversation permeated by moment-to-moment awareness (intra- and
interpersonal), emergence and learning (Gunnlaugson 2007:141). The
process is contemplative in style but is not without its disorienting
dilemmas and tension. This is because not all that emerges will be
congruent with current conceptions (personal or communal) and the ‘ego’s
goals’ (Lear 2014:227). In these moments, by practising suspension and
presencing, the group serves the developmental function of a ‘holding
environment’ (Winnicott 1965), which promotes conditions conducive to
the co-construction of meaning (Gunnlaugson 2007:141). Taylor borrowed
the dialectical notions of thesis, antithesis and synthesis to account for the
place and importance of tension in this dialogic learning process. In her
account, ‘synthesis occurs when contradictory elements are held together,
uplifted and assimilated without completely destroying one another’
(Taylor 2015).
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While some literature alludes to working with an imaginal approach in a
group context and recounts the impact of participating in such a group, I
found only one communal approach described in detail (Francis 2018;
Golden 2012). Developed by educationalist Parker Palmer (2004) and the
Centre for Courage & Renewal, the Circle of Trust® approach seeks to create
communal spaces for appreciating and exploring connections between the
inner and outer landscape of a practitioner’s experience, a process
described colloquially as ‘rejoining soul and role’ (Palmer 2004:22). While not
explicitly badged as imaginal, this approach exhibits each of the features
outlined above. Creating opportunities for participants ‘to encounter
archetypical themes, such as fear, loneliness, and vulnerability, while
leaving space and community support to explore their own relationship to
these themes is a specific goal of the program’ (Intrator & Kunzman
2006:23).
Facilitators of circles of trust are carefully prepared and endorsed, and
the process is informed and safeguarded by a series of principles and
practices. Principles include such things as: ‘everyone has an inner teacher,
;‘an appreciation of paradox enriches our lives and helps us hold greater
complexity’; and ‘we live with greater integrity when we see ourselves
whole’. Practices include: ‘creating spaces that are open and hospitable but
resource rich and charged with expectancy’; ‘no fixing, advising, “saving”,
or correcting one another’; ‘asking honest, open questions’; and ‘exploring
the intersection of the universal stories of human experience with the
personal stories of our lives’ (Chadsey & Jackson 2012:7-13). In addition,
this approach engages participants through poetry, story and art.
Specifically, a poem, image or story is introduced as a ‘third thing’ to create
‘a mediating presence in the dialogue’ (Intrator & Kunzman 2006:23).
Contemplating a ‘third thing’ can help participants to speak about aspects
of their experience that can be difficult to speak about head-on and to
discover truths about themselves in a less threatening context (Intrator &
Kunzman 2006:23; see also Palmer 2003, 2004).
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The Circle of Trust® approach has been engaged with apparent success
(Smith 2012:104) in a range of professional settings (see, for example,
Allen & Tucker 2012; Casbon et al 2005; Goodell 2012; Kreitzer et al 2006;
Love 2012; Michalec & Brower 2012; Miranda 2012; Noordhoff 2012;
Njus 2010; Poutiatine & Conners 2012; Watt et al 2013). I am a recognised
facilitator of this work and, as will emerge in chapter 5, I have drawn from
my experience and learning from this quarter in the development and
facilitation of integrative reflection.
There is growing interest in the role of imaginal reflection in
professional learning. However, Kucukaydin and Cranton (2012:43-4) have
expressed apprehension that ‘the integration of psychic structures from
depth psychology, including Jungian psychology, has not been critically
analysed in relation to teaching and learning and that there may not be a
common understanding of the meaning of these concepts’. They argued
that, ‘because the extra rational approach puts mythical, symbolic, and
dogmatic concepts and postulations in the centre of its theory and because
its logic is axiomatic, it creates a closed system of knowledge’ (Kucukaydin
& Cranton 2012:53). Relatedly, Newman (2008:288) questioned the place
of ‘adult education that focuses too closely on the self-development of the
participants’ and relies on ‘uncritical and amoral processes of
introspection’. He argued that ‘we develop our consciousness in the
continual encounter between the self and our social and material world’
(2012b:410). Hobbs (2007) has also questioned the ethics of both
expecting and evaluating self-exploration in programs of professional
development (see also Ghaye 2007; Pollard 2008).
Questions to do with the validity of personal knowledge claims and
concerns about narcissistic self-absorption and sentimentality are implicit
in these comments. This raises the question of what counts as rigour in the
imaginal domain, and of how expressive ways of knowing are appraised as
well as respected. I have already touched on the issue of discernment;
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imaginal approaches as I have construed them encourage dialogical
engagement with a range of ‘texts’ in addition to the contents of the inner
life, all of which assist this discernment process and guard against ‘illdisciplined subjectivity’ (Heron & Reason 1997:281).
First, they connect with the world of the mythopoetic. In this aesthetic
realm ‘ageless myths’ (Dirkx 2006a:25) function in much the same way as
theory does in the scientific paradigm, as a truth claim—a distillation of
human experience—with which personal experience can dialogue. Second,
as a form of practitioner learning, imaginal approaches are sensitive to the
way my ‘knowing’ and being is revealed in practice. Here practice (task,
context and experience) functions as an important source of feedback for a
practitioner’s emerging self-understanding (Brockman & Dirkx 2006). This
dual orientation, inward and outward, can also help to prevent imaginal
reflection from sliding into some form of therapy (Hunt 2001:283). Third
and relatedly, communities of practice are important (Dirkx 2008b, 2013)
because of the diversity of perspective and accountability they bring, as
well as their encouragement and support. Finally, imaginal approaches
acknowledge multiple ways of knowing, including the rational, and the
importance of seeking congruence between these different but interrelated
ways of knowing. In holistic learning, ‘each way of knowing provides a
validity check on the other’ (Yorks & Kasl 2002:187). Each of these realms
can serve to bring the practitioner engaged in imaginal introspection into
contact ‘with texts that challenge and stretch [their] ‘own descriptive and
interpretive sensibilities’ (van Manen 1997:76).
Ontological approaches
A fourth grouping of approaches to reflection I am calling ontological. In
using this term, I am aware that ‘ontology’ traditionally refers to
philosophical inquiry into the nature of being itself. In a range of more
recent literature, however, the term is being used in a broader sense, to
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signify our way of being in the world. For example, Barnett (2004) speaks
of an ‘ontological turn’ in higher education, by which he means a
pedagogical focus not only on skills and knowledge acquisition but on the
being (and becoming) of the learner as a practitioner (see also Barnett
2005; Dall’Alba 2009; Dall’Alba & Barnacle 2007; Dall’Alba & Sandberg
2006; Sandberg & Pinnington 2009; Somerville 2007; St Pierre 2013;
Thomson 2001). It is in this broader sense that I refer to reflection with an
ontological emphasis.
Where instrumental reflection is concerned about obstacles in practice
(problems) and what can be done to improve performance, and where
critical and imaginal reflection are concerned primarily with how we can
access, reconcile and emancipate our ways of knowing—that is, with
epistemological issues—ontological reflection is concerned with our being
in the world and with what we can and need to become if we are to be
faithful to the people with whom we work, to the profession to which we
belong and to ourselves as practitioners. Ontological reflection pays careful
attention to the particularities and nuances of a practitioner’s ways of being
in practice (their words, actions and reactions) and to what these reveal
about who they are and how they perceive the world, as well as about the
nature of their context and the work of their profession. In this sense,
ontological reflection brings being and knowing, the ontological and the
epistemological, together.
There is no question that practices in this category also exhibit qualities
of the three approaches I have discussed. Nevertheless, ontological
approaches are sufficiently different from these others and sufficiently
congruent to be highlighted as a separate category. The distinguishing
feature of these approaches is their interest in the practitioner’s way of
being-in-the-world. They are not unconcerned with questions of what I
must do, and know and say to help, but the key question is: ‘What must I be
to help?’ (Kuether in O’gorman 2005:129, emphasis in original).
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Underlying this emphasis is the presupposition: ‘I do what I do because of who I
am’ (Jones 2012:165). Therefore, to reflect on what I do and how I do it
gives insight into my personhood and identity, as well as into my impact.
In so doing, ontological reflection offers clues and opportunities for
deepening both personal integrity and effectiveness––the person and their
practice.
The overall purpose of such reflection is to support practitioners ‘to
grow in their practical wisdom’ or phronesis (Kelly 2013:248; see also
Aristotle 1999; Browning 1991:43-54). Wisdom in this sense is understood
as knowing that ‘engages our whole way-of-being-in-the-world’ (Groome
1991, in Veling 1999:421; see also Cahalan 2016, Fleischer 2012).
Knowledge and skill are an aspect of this, but only as they cohere with the
person of the practitioner (Kemmis 2009:464-5) and the context of their
work. As a result, these approaches are interested in the formation of
character and virtue more than mere technical knowhow or techne (Kelly
2013:248; see also Birmingham 2004; Fleischer 2012; Jones 2012; Patton
2012). Wisdom is about who we are and not just what we know, and who
we are in practice can only be fully appreciated and addressed as we reflect
fully and deeply on our ways of seeing and being; not just what we think
and do but the way we do it (Hillman 1996, 1999, in Jones 2012:162).
There is a significant body of literature pertaining to the ‘use of self’ in
practice (see, for example, Baldwin 2013; Cooper-White 2004; Dewane
2006; Harrison & Ruch 2007; Kelly 2012; Rowan & Jacobs 2002; Satir
1987; Wosket 2017). ‘Melding the professional self of what one knows
(training, knowledge, techniques) with the personal self of who one is
(personality traits, belief systems, and life experience) is a hallmark of
skilled practice’ in these fields, Dewane (2006:543) has written. She
delineates five operational uses of self: use of personality, including
humour and touch; use of belief system; use of relational dynamics,
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including transference and countertransference; use of anxiety; and use of
self-disclosure (Dewane 2006).
Ontological approaches to reflection have been employed with
practitioners in fields like pastoral care for many decades. This is
understandable, as the quality of work in these helping professions is highly
dependent on a practitioner’s relationships and interactions—on the person
of the practitioner and how they involve and make use of themselves. As
educators of those in the helping professions, Paterson and Kelly (2013:53)
have claimed that reflective practice needs to consider such elements, and
in so doing to match ontology with epistemology—the being of a
professional with how they arrive at ‘knowing what they do and act’.
However, in a claim that seems particularly pertinent to my work with
faith-based pastoral practitioners, they added:
… while this is undoubtedly true of those who are by vocation
nurses, social workers or teachers, nowhere are ontology and
epistemology more clearly wedded together in an indissoluble
bond than in the life of those who minister and whose tools
of the trade are nothing less than the intentional use of the
self. (Paterson and Kelly 2013:53)
Relatedly, Blodgett and Floding (2014:277) described their program of
ministerial reflection as a formation process that ‘equally shapes thinking,
doing, and being’.
This sense of the purpose of reflection in shaping who we are by
attending to how we relate gives rise to specific approaches and practices
of reflection. In critical and imaginal approaches, with their focus on
epistemology, the reflective process moves quickly to introspection—
attention assumptions (critical) and other ways of knowing (imaginal).
However, ontological reflection is practised as a process of careful attention
to and dialogue with the details of what did (and did not) happen in instances
of practice. In chapter 5, I explore how this can be done in the context of
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integrative approach. The texture of a practitioner’s context; words; actions
and reactions; and demeanour and tone, together with how others
responded and what happened in the field of action, are all considered to
be revelatory of my way of being, and so significant in this kind of
reflection. It is not that ontological approaches never reflect on a
practitioner’s inner world, values and beliefs (see, for example, Kelly 2013)
they are concerned always with the empirical, with what is revealed as well as
espoused.
Anton Boisen, one of the founding figures of Clinical Pastoral Education
(CPE) had been promoting this kind of reflection since the 1940s
(Paterson & Kelly 2013:52; see also Stokoe 1974). CPE is described as ‘a
method of learning pastoral practice in a clinical setting under supervision’
(Assoc. for CPE Standards & Manuals, Interim Revisions 2015:ii), the essence of
which is this focus on ‘particular ministry events of particular persons’
(Patton 2012:132; see also Duff 2003; O’gormon 2005). Boisen (1971:85,
see also, Dykstra 2005; Gerkin 1984) is famous for his notion of the ‘living
human document’ and for popularising Dicks’s (1939) practice of writing
‘verbatims’ as a means of accessing a moment in practice through
retrospective self-reporting. By way of explaining his practice, Dicks had
written:
I was seeing so many different patients… that I found it
necessary to keep some kind of record. But what records
could I keep? ... I asked myself what happens when I see a
patient? The answer was: We talk. Then, what do we say? I
began to write down all I could remember of the
conversations I had with patients. (Powell 1975:13; see also
Jones 2006:128)
The antecedents of the verbatim were the writing of case notes, the Case
Study Method (Asquith 1980; Powell 1975), and there are also affinities with
the Critical Incident Technique (Flanagan 1954; Butterfield et al 2005). To this
day, CPE programs and other ontological approaches use either a verbatim
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or a form of ‘critical incident’ reflection (see, for example, Millar 2009;
Paterson & Kelly 2013). This, and the two features I discuss below are
important for understanding how integrative reflection works.
A verbatim report consisted of a record of the details of a pastoral
encounter and its context, together with the practitioner’s responses to a
set of questions designed to make more explicit the nuances of the
interaction (see, for example, Foskett & Lyall 1988:159-60; Jones 2006;
Leach & Paterson 2010:73-7). As such, it provides a way for practitioners
to attend to their ‘personhood’ (Miller-McLemore 2008:3)—a source of
personal ‘revelation’ (Hiltner, in Rodgerson 2008:202). A verbatim is not a
study of cases ‘it’s the study of your case’, Patton wrote (2012:136). As such, it
is a reflective ‘confrontation’ (Nouwen 1974:6) with a practitioner’s own
way of being. I offer a more detailed description of the verbatim report in
chapter 3.
A second feature of these approaches, albeit not exclusive to ontological
approaches, is their commitment to bring the practitioner’s experience into
conversation with ‘culture’ and ‘tradition’. Here, these terms broadly
designate ‘the convictions, values and biases that form the social setting in
which reflection takes place’ (Whitehead & Whitehead 1995:5). They
include ‘the formative symbols and ongoing interpretations that shape our
world view, as well as the social roles and political structures that shape
social life’ (Whitehead & Whitehead 1995:5). The choice of the term
‘conversation’ is important here as well. The term ‘correlation’ (Whitehead
& Whitehead 1995:4) has also been used, but it has been shown to be
unhelpful as it suggests obligatory alignment with culture and tradition. I
discuss the difficulties of encouraging some participants to move beyond
mere correlation in chapter 5 and 6. A conversation, with its possibilities for
‘interruption, disagreement and surprise’ (Whitehead & Whitehead 1995:4)
is what is intended. At its best, this conversation is ‘mutually interpretive’
(Fleischer 2012:174); a dynamic dialogical process in which the practitioner
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explores resonances and discrepancies between her experience and some
aspect of what is, after all, a pluriform tradition.
Developing wisdom ‘requires dealing with competing points of view’,
Patton (2012:133; see also Brunsdon 2015) has noted, and conversation
with the tradition is part of this. In the case of ministry formation or CPE,
this could include various theological themes, scriptural stories and myths,
as well as theoretical perspectives from neighbouring disciplines such as
psychology and sociology (Kinast 1996, Le Cornu 2006, 2009; Pattison
2000). Engaging in dialogue with broader traditions in mutually critical and
creative ways can prevent a practitioner’s understanding from becoming ‘a
self-enclosed, self-perpetuating monologue’ (Veling 1999:418). It can also
highlight blind spots in practice and gaps in understanding (Graham et al
2005:13-14; Killen & de Beer 1994:16; Paterson & Kelly 2013:57).
A third feature of ontological approaches is their commitment to further
and deepen reflective dialogue in communities of practice (Hill et al 2006;
Jones 2012; Kelly 2013; O’Brien 2016). For example, participants in CPE
programs regularly present their verbatim reports to small groups of peers,
as well as to supervisors (Jones 2006). This interpersonal phase, as
confronting as it can feel (Duff 2003:35), provides an opportunity for
practitioners to receive the observations of others. Their differing
perspectives and meanings assist participants to identify ‘attitudes, values
and assumptions’ (Jones 2006:129) that undergird their actions, and to
appraise the ‘effectiveness, appropriateness, and congruence’ (Asquith
1990:124) of these actions (see also Naditch 2015:204; Tartaglia 2015:129).
To engender openness, as well as trust and support, group members are
encouraged to respond, ‘in a manner which is non-judgmental and
provisional’ (Kelly 2013:249), and various principles and practices are
offered to guide this process. In Values Based Reflective Practice, for example,
respondents are encouraged to frame their contribution by utilising in
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ascending order three kinds of ‘seeing’: noticing, wondering and realising (Kelly
2013:249; see also Leach & Paterson 2010; Paterson & Kelly 2013). This
disciplined attending serves to focus the discussion while preventing it
from getting either too therapeutic or too instrumental. In their review of a
trial with spiritual care practitioners in the Scottish Health System,
Paterson and Kelly (2013:61) noted:
One year into the program, participants tell us that the
discipline of restricting responses to what they notice, wonder
or realise has provided the safety for presenters to entrust
their work to their peers, given participants a clear sense of
what is expected of them and given facilitators a watching
brief for holding the group.
This brings me to discuss the effectiveness of this approach. In research
terms, as with other approaches, programs of ontological reflection such as
CPE have been difficult to measure in quantitative terms (see, for example,
Derrickson 1990; Carey & Newell 2002; Tartaglia & Dodd-McCue 2010;
VandeCreek et al 2008; VandeCreek & Valentino 1991). Reviews from
participants often mention how confronting and challenging, but also how
personally beneficial and life-changing, the process had been. For example,
Miller-McLemore (2008:5) specified that ‘hearing my foibles refracted back
to me through verbatims and supervisory and peer feedback changed me’
(emphasis in original; see also Duff 2003; Scriver 2006). In a sense, to
validate the impact of these programs it is necessary to return to the field
of practice, where change will be revealed in the ways participants live out
their learning in their unfolding circumstances.
On the basis on my own experience of CPE and of working with
students in programs of formation for pastoral ministry, I am aware that
changes in understanding and identity often take time to clarify and to
work their way out in practice. It is one reason why this mode of reflection
needs to be repeated (practised) over time. Of its nature, ontological
reflection can stimulate the endless deepening of both person and practice.
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These approaches assume that the being of the practitioner is always in the
process of ‘becoming’ (Dall’Alba 2009:42), and so the call to continue as a
reflective practitioner remains.
*****
Conclusion
Reflection has appeared as a key concept in discourses of practitioner
development and experiential learning over the past forty years. In my
review of this literature, I have outlined three different theoretical
understandings of experiential learning, four different conceptions of
experience and four different reflective approaches. I have also unpacked
how each of these approaches has been practised in individual and group
settings.
I have shown that each of the four approaches has its own orientation
and emphasis when it comes to practitioner learning. Instrumental
approaches are fundamentally task oriented. Here, reflection is mostly
understood and practised as a rational process of problem solving aimed at
improving practitioner performance. Critically reflective approaches focus
more on how practitioner identities, assumptions, perspectives and actions
are culturally constructed and controlled. Reflection is understood and
practised as a rational process aimed at promoting critical awareness and
emancipatory action. Imaginal approaches are also interested in
practitioner awareness, but these approaches place greater emphasis on the
embodied learner and expressive ways of knowing. Here, reflection is
understood and practised more as a process of imaginative and intuitive
sensitivity aimed at promoting authentic practice by accessing and
reconciling non-rational elements of practitioner experience. Ontological
approaches focus on a practitioner’s way-of-being-in-the-world; reflection
is practised as a process of careful attention to the minute details of a
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person’s practice. It aims at developing practical wisdom, which is
understood as the deepening integration of knowing, acting and being.
Restating the project
In light of this chapter, I offer a brief restatement of the project at hand.
The more I learnt about experiential learning and various modes of
reflection the more it seemed to me that each approach could make a
different and important contribution to practitioner learning. At the same
time, I was perplexed that these approaches seemed to be operating mainly
in isolation. I had the sense that a process that sought to incorporate key
elements of each of the four was needed. I was not alone in this. For
example, Veling (1999:416) had written that:
Knowledge of the world can never be detached from being-inthe-world, and if we want to know––if we want to
understand––we need to engage our whole way of being: our
memories, our feelings, our imagination, our thinking, our
actions, and our critical, appreciative, and creative capacities.
The result is a knowing that leads to wisdom, which brings a
far richer significance to education than the typically narrow
outcome of knowledge.
This comment resonates deeply with my understanding of continuing
practitioner learning and with what reflection needs to be and do if it is to
nurture the person of the practitioner in the practice of their profession.
But, of course, it is one thing to have a conviction and another to do
something about it. Over the past 10 years, I have sought to integrate these
differing modes of reflection in a workable method. I drew on my own
experiences of reflective learning. The end result is the process I call
integrative reflection. As I have facilitated this process with different
groups, I have seen how many practitioners have grown in their
understanding of themselves, their context, and their practice. However,
there have been some who did not seem to find the process as helpful. I
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wanted to engage with the lived experience of this issue, and more broadly,
to deepen my appreciation of the purpose, dynamics, and effect of
integrative reflection.
I describe how I chose to enact the inquiry in chapter 4. Prior to that, in
the next chapter, I describe how integrative reflection is designed to work,
which is to say how it seeks to incorporate instrumental, critical, imaginal
and ontological modes of reflection in one practicable method. Chapter 3
is crucial for the thesis in that it shows how I have distilled all that has been
discussed in chapter 2. It also helps to set up chapters 4 and 5, in which
this ‘integrative’ inquiry is discussed and then enacted experientially.
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Chapter 3
Integrative Reflection

Introduction
In the previous chapter, I reviewed key theories of experiential learning
and distinguished four approaches to reflective practice: instrumental,
critical, imaginal and ontological. To date, these approaches have mostly
been adopted in an isolated and one-dimensional manner, with the result
that practitioner growth tends to be limited to one or two domains of
learning. I have hypothesised that this need not be the case. I suggested
that these different modes of reflection do relate and can be engaged
together. Furthermore, I suggested that an approach that ‘takes complex,
rather than reductionist perspectives’ (Cochran-Smith et al 2014:1), will
better develop practitioners for the complex world of their practice
(Luttenberg, Oolbekkink et al 2017; Luttenberg, Meijer et al 2017).
Integrative reflection aims to do this. In this chapter, I address the
question of how integrative reflection is designed to work. I pay particular
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attention to the context in which it is enacted and to the five key activities
that make up the process. Towards the end of the chapter, I also discuss
the importance of facilitation in this process. I have written about an earlier
iteration of this reflective method called ‘intentional pastoral practice’
(Millar 2009). This chapter is a fuller account of a more developed
process––‘integrative reflection’.
I refer to this method as integrative reflection, both because it seeks to
integrate elements of the four approaches distinguished in chapter 2, and,
importantly, because in so doing it seeks to assist practitioners to integrate
who they are with the context and performance of their practice. In other
words, the process seeks to enact instrumental, critical, imaginal and
ontological approaches to reflection in order that practitioners may learn
from and about the whole field of their practice, not just their context and
relationships, not just their ways of seeing or being in the world, not just
their own energies and intuitive ways of knowing or the details of practice
problems and what is required to solve them but the whole lot together.
This allows for the possibility of the deepening integration of the personin-their-practice, which is especially important in the case of practitioners
in the so-called ‘human service’ or ‘helping’ professions, for whom the use
of self in relationship is the fundamental means through which practice is
mediated: pastoral practitioners, counsellors, social workers, clergy, nurses,
supervisors, coaches, spiritual directors, classroom teachers and the like
(Ruch 2009:351; see also Wilson et al 2008).
How is integrative reflection enacted? In short, practitioners prepare and
present ‘verbatim reports’ (see chapter 2) on encounters from their practice
(see Appendix 1). The process of preparing and presenting a verbatim
report is perhaps best encapsulated in five key activities: choosing, describing,
attending, exploring and personalising. These dynamically interrelated activities
are enacted in the unfolding phases of reflection. The process begins and
ends with individual practitioners reflecting alone, and in-between is
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conducted in the communal context of a practitioner-learning circle.
Before elaborating further on the key activities, I comment on the
significance of these different contexts of reflection.
Two contexts for reflection
Reflecting alone—preparing a verbatim report
The process of integrative reflection begins with an individual
practitioner preparing a verbatim report on an actual incident/encounter
from their practice. These written reports are prepared according to a set
of guidelines that invite the practitioner to describe and to attend to details
of their chosen incident. This report will be presented to a group of peers,
who will continue to attend to and explore the incident. However, this
initial time of reflection is important in that it helps the presenter to
prepare and focus on the encounter in question. In so doing, s/he is likely
to notice and begin to ponder details that initially may have been
overlooked––passing thoughts and feelings, the responses of others and so
on. It may also help to distil what it is they are wondering about and need
to explore, all of which can stimulate curiosity and receptivity, as well as
helping to prepare the presenter for the ensuing and often more exacting
group phase.
In and of itself, then, the phase of reflecting alone can be informative
and worthwhile. However, the possibility of new awareness and insight
arising is always limited to some extent in this initial individual phase by
what is taken for granted and by the habitual, self-referencing ways of
seeing that a practitioner brings to his/her reflecting. It is for this reason
that taking the further step of presenting this verbatim report in a
communal context can be so valuable. In the company of others, the
presenter is supported to explore their experience in critical and imaginal
ways, as well as in instrumental and ontological ways. As s/he encounters
the perspectives and responses of others, and as others seek to attend with
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them to what and how they are apprehending and comprehending their
experience, awareness and understanding can deepen.
Reflecting in community—presenting in a practitioner-learning circle
Accordingly, phase 2 of integrative reflection is communal and
collaborative. It takes place in what I call a ‘practitioner-learning circle’.
People have met in circles to talk and learn for millennia, and
practitioners have gathered to learn in numerous group contexts (see, for
example, Baldwin & Linnea 2010; Kahane 2017). However, to my
knowledge, the term practitioner-learning circle is new. A practitionerlearning circle is a reflective learning community. Much like a ‘community
of practice’ (Lave & Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998) a practitioner-learning
circle refers to a group of practitioners who engage regularly in established
ways of interacting in the cause of collective learning in a shared domain of
human endeavour (Skalicky & Brown 2009:4-5). However, whereas a
community of practice focuses primarily on expanding a ‘body of
knowledge’

and

on

developing

practitioner

‘expertise’

(Wenger,

McDermott & Snyder 2002:4-5; see also Ryan 2015:1001), a practitionerlearning circle is oriented towards supporting the growth and development
of practitioners themselves. Here the emphasis is on reflexivity and an
integrated awareness of self in context and in role. In this regard, a
practitioner-learning circle is more akin to a ‘peer learning community’
(Heron 1985; Tosey 1999) or a ‘community of reflecting peers’ (Fund
2010:679). What distinguishes a practitioner-learning circle from these
groups is its commitment to a process of reflection that integrates the four
approaches outlined in chapter 2 and its insistence on the need for a
specialist facilitator. A practitioner-learning circle is a facilitated learning
community and should not be confused with a group of committed peers
who gather to reflect on their practice, and who self-monitor (or even take
turns in facilitating) their process.
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The notion of ‘circle’ and the sense that we are collected around an
experience of practice is important too. In a practitioner-learning circle we
seek together to sit ‘at the feet of our work’ (Zachary 2012). Symbolically,
circles invite involvement from and between every member. When
members of a practitioner-learning circle engage together in the work of
reflection the benefits can be significant, not only for the presenter but for
all participants. In comparison or in the light of the presenting experience,
others can become aware of and curious about their own ways of seeing and
being. In ideal terms, this reflective context functions to:
• Broaden the range of perspectives and imaginative possibilities
available
•

Destabilise taken-for-granted interpretive frames and defence
mechanisms

•

Stimulate curiosity and synergistic processes of discernment and
meaning-giving

•

Keep practitioners accountable for their ways of being

•

Provide companionship, compassion and encouragement

•

Embody a listening and witnessing presence

•

Model and support reflection as a live encounter

In their book on supervision, Hawkins and Shohet (2012:178) listed
several reasons why a group context might be chosen in place of a one-onone situation. In my view, the reasons they cited also apply to the context
of a practitioner-learning circle. These included:
•

Economies of time, money and expertise

•

Support from a community of common concern—I’m not alone

•

A context to balance and test the influence of the supervisor
[facilitator]
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•

Greater empathic range, and a mix of, for example, gender, race,
age and personality

•

Greater range of feedback and input

•

Organisational learning becomes more possible

•

A group teaching context: the supervisor or facilitator modelling
and affirming good reflective habits

It must also be acknowledged, however, that there are risks connected
with group learning, and that these can apply to a practitioner-learning
circle. Broadly speaking they have to do with increasing the sense of
vulnerability that a participant can feel, and unhealthy group dynamics,
such as:
•

Collusion and ‘group-think’ (Janis 1972)

•

Contradiction and confusion

•

Competition and hijacking

•

Insensitivity to group touchstones and boundary issues

•

Conflict

•

Resistance and withdrawal or non-engagement

•

Rescuing, advice-giving and correcting

•

Less time for individuals

I discuss the importance of facilitation later in this chapter; suffice to say
that the dynamics and behaviours named here are risks that a facilitator
must monitor and seek to ameliorate. Assuming it is supported by good
facilitation, however, the process of gathering to reflect in the relational,
collaborative and emergent context of a practitioner-learning circle offers
possibilities for practitioner learning that can exceed the limits of reflecting
alone.
In the next section, I discuss five key activities by which the process of
integrative reflection is enacted. I stress that these activities are dynamic
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and interdependent, but in the interest of clarity I discuss them as five
separate actions.
Five key actions of reflection
Choosing
Integrative reflection begins with a practitioner (the designated
presenter) choosing a recent experience of practice to reflect upon. The
incident/encounter could be unusual, typical, perplexing, stirring or just a
brief and seemingly casual interchange. The opportunity to choose the
experience gives the presenter freedom. At the same time it requires them
to take some responsibility for the process and how it might contribute to
their learning (Jones 2006:135). If a practitioner is struggling to make a
choice, s/he is encouraged to relax his or her efforts and to allow an
encounter to suggest itself. This invitation is consistent with the imaginal
method in that it affords an opportunity to tap into intuitive dimensions of
knowing and potentially to ‘inner wisdom’.
A range of factors can play into a presenter’s choice of incident,
including how they are feeling about themselves and their practice at the
time, and how they are relating to the process and their peers. If someone
is a novice, for example, or new to the reflective process, they may be
worried about revealing their foibles or inexperience to peers. As a result,
they may choose an incident that seems innocuous or that they believe will
portray them in a good light. If they are feeling more confident, they may
choose an experience that was unsettling or perplexing and that they would
like to understand more fully. In the final analysis, every experience of
practice bears the mark and effect of a person’s context and way of being,
which means that any choice can be a worthy starting point for reflection.
In this regard, it needs to be stated that the term ‘experience’
encompasses the practitioner’s account of what happened and of how that
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intersected with their way of seeing and being. What we experience in the
world of practice is to a greater or lesser extent affected by who and how
we are in that context. This is, in part, because of his or her manner: one
person goes through life generating messes and conflicts that must be
cleaned up, another person skates through barely engaging and yet another
becomes the recipient of multiple confidences. In other words, different
practitioners precipitate/generate different happenings, which each of
them then interpret and react to in their own (mostly characteristic) ways.
So, the ‘experience’ that people bring to reflection bears something of their
‘person’ and is a harbinger of their learning issues. At the same time, there
is sufficient commonality in human experience that others in the circle
recognise (and distinguish) aspects of themselves in the experience of
others. Thus, all members of the group are engaged in choosing to some
degree or other.
Describing
Having chosen an encounter to reflect upon, the presenter then goes
about describing the experience. Describing fosters attention and
awareness. Aspects of the experience that were unspoken, half-heard, halfglimpsed––‘blurred shapes in the corner of the mind’ (Housden 2001:87)–
–are recalled and noticed, perhaps for the first time.
In the first instance, this describing takes the form of a written report.
Writing about experience is itself a method of reflection (Blodgett &
Floding 2014:279), and in this process the writing of the verbatim is
essential. Paradoxically, writing both ‘distances (puts out there, onto the
paper)’ and connects, ‘creates closer contact with emotions, thoughts and
experiences’ (Bolton 2005:48; see also Ricoeur 1991:83; van Manen
1997:127; 2014:362-3). The process of writing offers presenters a way to
bear witness to their experience (Nouwen 1974:6). By slowing the
reflective process down, writing also encourages a presenter to focus on
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such things as the positioning and timing of people and events. Writing
allows the presenter to delimit, order and explicate their temporal
experience (Ricoeur 1991:3). It is a representational and interpretive
process, at once both constrained and enhanced by the language that
makes it possible. In selecting what details to include and how to order and
portray them (the choosing continues), the presenter is creatively and, to
some extent, critically engaging with their experience. Writing the verbatim
report is a way of ‘turning-life-into-text’ (Graham et al 2005:19), a text that
to varying degrees reveals us to ourselves. And because it will be presented
in a practitioner-learning circle, this text will also reveal us to others (with
whom we share a common practice) who likely were not present in the
encounter but with whom we can attend, explore and learn. In each of
these ways, a written description provokes and generates further reflection
(Graham et al 2005:30).
From my own experience, I know that writing a verbatim report that
others will ‘read’ can cause one to feel anxious and wary. We can be
concerned about what peers will see and with how they may adjudge our
performance. These are anxieties that a presenter must contend with. On
the positive side, the discipline of writing can induce attentiveness and
diligence in our describing. There is also evidence to suggest that reflective
writing can help assuage another source of anxiety and stress, namely that
which is caused by disorienting and difficult episodes of practice (Bolton
2005:62-3). I shall add to this in my discussion of writing as a method of
reflection in the next chapter. At this point, I turn to discuss what is
included in the description that makes up a verbatim report (see Appendix
1).
First, the presenter is invited to be creative and to give their chosen
encounter a title, as if were to become an episode in a TV series on their
experience as a practitioner. When doing this, they are encouraged to let an
image or phrase for a title pop into their head, and not to worry if what
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comes seems strange or unrelated. As with their initial choice of encounter,
this instruction encourages the presenter not just to be rational and serious
but also playfully and ‘imaginally’ to engage with their experience.
Next, they are asked to place the encounter in context by recording any
background information they deem relevant, such things as their state at
the time and their hopes for the interaction. They are also asked to
describe their initial observations, impressions and feelings. This can help
the presenter to focus on situational factors and their effect, details that
until then may have been overlooked or forgotten.
Third, they are asked to write down the pastoral conversation (or a key
segment of it). This description includes non-verbal elements such as body
language, tone of voice, pauses, and their thoughts and feelings at the time.
The inclusion of these non-verbal elements allows for reflection on
‘communication’ at various levels, all of which is likely to have been
affecting the encounter. Recounting the conversation can help to clarify
what, when, where and how things were communicated, but notably it is the
presenter’s account and not a perfect reproduction. It is an imagined
version derived from a real exchange, an idiosyncratic reconstruction—a
‘fiction’ (Jones 2006:136). The account is filtered through the presenter’s
interpretive lenses, and will contain distortions, omissions, condensations
and displacements. On occasion, a presenter may even more consciously
‘rewrite’ their text to align it, for example, with ‘accepted’ categories of
practice (Blodgett & Floding 2014:271; see also Taylor 2003). This will
surely influence what unfolds in reflection but is not considered to negate
the value for reflection of such a description.
Integrative reflection is a process that encourages reflexivity—
recognition of practitioner influence—which in the field of pastoral
practice is always and everywhere present. Because a presenter’s
reconstructions are idiosyncratic, they are appreciated for revealing (even
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as they may be ‘hidden’) subjective priorities and concerns. It is assumed
that what is remembered and recorded says as much about the presenter
(their ways of seeing and being) as about what actually took place. Such
personal apprehensions and representations are valued as data, for in these
portrayals practitioners are revealing important details about how they
construct their identity, context and practice. ‘Miscolourations and gaps are
as revealing as accurate descriptions’, Thorton (1990:180) wrote, and as
Miller-McLemore (2008:9) noted, can be a ‘royal road into a student’s
personal learning issues’.
In the final section of the report, the presenter is invited to offer written
descriptions in response to a set of directives and questions (Appendix 1).
The first of these directives: (i) Comment on your choice of this encounter, questions
it raises for you and hopes you have for the group reflection session, is designed to
help make explicit some of what may be behind the presenter’s choice of
an encounter, including issues and learning opportunities. The second and
third directives: (ii) Comment on specific elements of the encounter (for example
patterns in the interaction, arresting or repeated words or gestures, significant changes in
subject or demeanor, how you felt afterwards), and (iii) Note the characteristics of your
pastoral method and manner here (for example your style of initiating and responding) pick two examples and comment on their impact, are designed to help the
presenter attend to the specifics of the encounter and, in particular, of his
or her way of being. Question 4 (What aspects of the encounter were satisfying
and/or dissatisfying?) offers a way for presenters to surface some of the
expectations and assumptions that were operative at the time of their
encounter. Question 5 (What signs do you see of empowerment and/or
disempowerment?) aims to make more explicit how and to what effect power
(personal, structural, social and cultural) was being exercised in the
encounter––as care, manipulation, avoidance and so on. The final directive
to ‘let a scriptural passage, theological theme, theory or piece of art (for example a story,
song, poem, painting, photo, dance or cartoon) come to you as you think about this
verbatim and reflect on how it enriches your appreciation of this encounter and your role’,
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invites the presenter to make a connection and begin a dialogue between
their experience and the traditions that influence their knowing and being.
Each of these directives and questions invites the presenter to describe
the encounter more fully, with the aim of sharpening focus and stimulating
curiosity. They are framed in a way that encourages the presenter to
continue choosing and describing, with the intent that that which is strange
might become more familiar and that which has already been rendered
familiar might be portrayed a little less so. In this way, choosing and
describing can help presenters get present to that which is on the edge of
their awareness––‘that which already lies asleep in the dawning of [their]
knowledge’ (Gibran [1926] 1994:67).
Having prepared the verbatim there is often time (depending on when it
is prepared) for it to sit and settle before it is presented in the practitionerlearning circle. This ‘resting time’ allows for that which has been recalled
and recorded to ‘bubble away’ in the background, and this can yield its own
insights.
Describing continues in the practitioner-learning circle. Sessions are 90 120 minutes in duration and are coordinated by a facilitator. A series of
touchstones prescribe what is appropriate and expected of participants (see
Appendix 2). Sessions are structured to engender focused and collaborative
dialogical participation. The session begins with a brief check-in, during
which participants are invited to name any concern they are carrying that
may impact on their involvement. As well as helping participants arrive and
connect, this check serves to alert the facilitator of what needs to be
acknowledged for the session to be conducive to reflection (Torsey
1999:408). This introductory phase is also an opportunity for the facilitator
to reiterate or expand on some aspect of the process and questions or
comments from participants. This phase concludes with a brief focusing
silence and invocation.
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In the next phase, copies of the verbatim report are distributed to
participants and the presenter reads it aloud. When we get to the record of
the pastoral conversation, the presenter is invited to read the part of the
person they were caring for and to hear his or her own responses read by
another member of the group. The intention is to give the presenter a
glimpse into the perspective of the person with whom they interacted, to
create a degree of strangeness and to deepen awareness (Jones 2006:137).
After the reading of the verbatim report another silence provides space for
group members to distil what they are noticing and wondering about.
Following this, first the presenter and then other participants are invited to
share anything that struck them as the verbatim was being presented. This
could be something in themselves or the group, as well as something in the
verbatim. These observations are offered without intervening reply or
discussion at this point. After everyone, including the facilitator, has had an
opportunity to share an observation, the presenter is invited to respond
and name anything they would like to explore further. An extended time of
attending and exploring ensues (these activities are discussed more fully
below). At an appropriate time towards the end of the session the
facilitator invites closing comments and then a pause, before handing out a
session review sheet for participants to complete (Appendix 3).
Participants are invited to share any of their closing review comments, after
which the facilitator acknowledges the presenter and the group, and
concludes the session.
Attending
A third key activity of integrative reflection is attending. This is a
complex and demanding activity that encompasses not only the content that
participants are attending to, but also the manner of their attending and the
interpretive filters they are attending through.
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The content of what this reflective community attends to is itself
complex and multilayered. We begin with the details of the presenter’s
verbatim; we attend to the models, words and metaphors they are bringing
to bear on their reality (McGilchrist 2012:5), including to less obvious and
‘unintended’ meanings; to patterns and dynamics in the encounter; and to
the responses and reactions of the actors, as well as to the somatic states,
thoughts, feelings and intuitions that accompany them. We attend also to
what is not apparent—to who and what seems absent or missing from the
account, as well as to what is striking or unusual. Attending in this way
requires participants also to attend to themselves, to what they are
thinking,

remembering,

imagining

and

feeling

(emotionally

and

somatically). Furthermore, participants are invited to attend to what is
happening between and among members, to such things as body language;
changes in mood and energy; and to tone of voice and choice of words, as
well as to patterns of speaking, involvement and interaction.
Second, the how of attending––mode or manner––is less about
technique and more about our way of being—embodying and enacting a
certain kind of attentiveness. At its best, integrative reflection enacts a
dynamic process of attending, which is active as well as passive and rational
as well as affective (Willis 1999:8-9). Participants are active in the sense that
they are curious and concentrated, looking, listening and thinking about
what is being presented. Active, however, does equate with trying too hard;
careful attention is not to be confused with stern ‘muscular effort’ (Weil
1959) but rather has a quality of relaxed playfulness about it. This way of
attending also involves a more passive stance, a ‘receptivity’ (Lunn
2009:226) that is hospitable to what comes from other sources––an insight
from another participant; a hunch or image from what Polanyi (1962)
called our ‘subsidiary awareness’. The mind is involved in this process and
so are these other ways of knowing, which we gradually learn to discern
and trust.
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The Greek words kataphatic and apophatic provide another way of
considering our way of attending in a practitioner-learning circle. By
kataphatic attending, I mean an imaginal (and then also critical) engagement
with the aesthetics of what is being presented, with the varied meanings of
metaphors, gestures, images and patterns. This includes a sense of
‘attunement’—‘the ability to pay attention to what others are feeling,
saying, and doing, listening to others and especially other’s points of view,
even when they are different to our own’ (Ghaye et al 2008:365). By
apophatic attending, I mean a willingness to let go of distractions, to set
aside opinions and interpretations and to adopt ‘a respectful attitude of
“not knowing”’ (Rodgerson 2012:5). Killen (2007:144) has spoken of a
quality of attention that is ‘alert, open, patient, expectant and sustained’; of
a way of being that does not impose or wrest meaning but rather ‘allows
the “whom” or “what” on which one’s attention is focused to retain its
own integrity’. There is a non-anxious being-with or abiding in this way of
attending, a willingness to wait and to trust in the unfolding. Here, the
mind does not ‘seize upon’ the object of focus in order to subdue it, but
rather attempts to behold it, ‘to allow its reality, its beauty and its texture to
become more and more present’ (Willis 1999:8-9). This way of being can
contribute to a ‘seeing’ that goes further or deeper than habitual
perspectives, to new awareness. From a functional neurological
perspective, the contribution of both hemispheres of the brain is necessary
if we are to engage in these differing ways of attending: the right
hemisphere for the more relaxed, receptive and flexible noticing, for
apprehending the big picture and that which is strange and new, and the
left hemisphere for more selective focusing, for ordering and
comprehending the details of experience (see, for example, McGilchrist
2012:37-43).
The third important aspect of attending has to do with the perspectives
and filters through which we attend (particularly from the left hemisphere).
These ‘prejudices’ (Gadamer 2013) ‘selectively shape and delimit
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expectations, perceptions, cognition, and feelings’ (Mezirow 1997:5). As
noted in the discussion of Transformative Learning Theory (chapter 2),
this is where change needs to happen if we are ‘to see, appraise, or
interpret something differently’ (Rodgerson 2008:199). In this regard, the
process of integrative reflection can help. Sometimes the encounter itself,
the incident being presented in the verbatim, has already shaken the
practitioner ‘awake’ as it were. ‘Suddenly, something takes our breath away:
we have the stuffing knocked out of us’ Barnett (2005:794) has written, and
‘the assumptions on which we depended, but of which we were hardly
aware, are—in the same moment—both revealed and found to be
inadequate’. Even when this has not happened, however, attending with
others and feeling the ‘tension’ (Naditch 2015:202) triggered by their
differing perspectives can make us aware of our own. Attending to this can
deepen and sometimes transform the way we see things.
Exploring
Exploring constitutes a fourth key activity in integrative reflection. As
with attending, exploring is an activity that includes dialogical engagement
with details of the verbatim, including the piece they have introduced from
the broader tradition and the perspectives of other group members. As
different details of experience come to awareness, participants are invited
to explore them more fully with the presenter by asking honest and open
questions. In chapter 2, I discussed different processes of dialogue (critical
and generative). Here I focus on the use of honest open questions. An
honest question, Palmer (2004:132) has written ‘is one I can ask without
possibly being able to say to myself, “I know the right answer to this
question, and I sure hope you give it to me”’. By contrast, leading
questions, which are often little more than thinly-disguised statements or
pieces of advice, shut down exploration and can engender anxiety and
shame. As Walsh (2014:15) has noted, ‘a question can be felt as a violent
imposition’. An open question is one that invites ‘contemplation and
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reflection’ (Holton 2010:8), and that expands and deepens ‘rather than
restricts’ (Palmer 2004:132) the arena of exploration. An honest open
question allows a respondent to sift through the contents of their thoughts
and feelings and to draw on other ways of knowing.
Barnett (2005) has suggested that education in a complex context needs
to be about ‘the production of strangeness through the production of new
frameworks’. Honest and open questions create a degree of strangeness by
introducing a new framework and way of looking at an experience. When a
practitioner has a new encounter, their tendency is to assimilate this novel
(strange) experience into known (familiar) categories (Schlauch 2005:6;
Gerkin 1984:27). Without this capacity, everything would be foreign and it
would be impossible to function, and yet, the imposition of familiar
categories also limits our capacity to see things from a fresh perspective.
Exploring new experiences with honest open questions is a way of
reversing this familiarising tendency and of opening ourselves to new ways
of understanding self, context, and practice. Heidegger ([1967] 1998) wrote
that education (bildung) has the sense of ‘turning around the whole human
being’, and Thomson (2001:254), noted that it does this ‘first by turning us
away from the world in which we are most immediately immersed’, and
then ‘by turning us back to this world in a more reflexive way’. TS Eliot’s
(1963:222) refrain from ‘Little Gidding’ conveys something of this dynamic
in poetic form:
We shall not cease from exploration,
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
Integrative reflection prioritises self-involving exploration, which is why
questions that press for more factual information and questions that
require a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer are discouraged in this process (see Appendix
2). These kinds of questions tend to enforce a more interrogative and
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detached style of analysis (knowing about) rather than involved exploration
(being with and coming to know). Relatedly, questions that begin with
‘why’ are also discouraged. ‘Why’ questions encourage rational justification,
which sends a respondent back to his or her existing frames of reference
and ‘familiar illusions’ (Main 2004). Honest open questions invite a person
to wander in and wonder afresh about their experience. ‘Through the
strange and unfamiliar we engage with difference: the possibility that things
could be otherwise’ (Dall’Alba & Barnacle 2007:685).
This process of exploring cannot be rushed or forced. Participants are
encouraged to allow silence and space between questions, as well as to
remain in the flow of what is unfolding rather than jumping to ever new
angles and themes. Questions that come too fast can be experienced as
invasive and pressuring, and too many different avenues for exploration
can confuse and distract, all of which prevents a presenter from dwelling
more deeply with their experience. At times, it is in the ‘silent space
between the speaking’ (McCormack & Kennelly 2011:528) that a presenter
sinks to a level where they can see something in a new way (Palmer
2004:161). When questioning does ensue between these spaces it can be
helpful to pick up on the presenter’s words, metaphors and language and
frame questions with these: ‘by paying close attention to the words people
speak, we can ask questions that invite them to probe what they may
already know but have not yet fully named’ (Palmer 2004:133). At the same
time, the presenter ‘can choose not to answer a question or to ask for it to
be rephrased or request a pause or a change of direction’ (see Appendix 2).
This instruction serves to keep the process of exploring trustworthy by
respecting the initiative and limits of the presenter.
Personalising
A fifth activity of integrative reflection is ‘personalising’ (Estadt
1987:13). Personalising is an integrating activity that begins with the choice
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of an incident to present, continues with presenters describing, attending to
and exploring their experience. This activity continues after the session as
participants further ponder what emerged—what it means for their
practice, and for the way they engage in the broader discourse in which it is
situated. To encourage the continuation of this personalising action, the
presenter is invited to debrief with the facilitator immediately after the
session, and in the next 24 hours to complete a written post-session review.
This review contains questions, which encourage the presenter to distil
what is emerging from the session and to ponder what it means for their
future practice (see Appendix 4). The presenter is asked to share this with
the facilitator, if they are willing. This serves to relate the reflective process
back to practice and adds an element of accountability without being too
prescriptive.
As with other ontological approaches, integrative reflection is
committed to keeping the focus of reflection on a practitioner’s way-ofbeing-in-the-world. However, this is not to be confused with approaches
(such as ‘action learning’) that operate with the intention of ‘getting things
done’ (McGill & Beaty 2001:11). Unlike these more instrumentally oriented
approaches, with their insistence on action plans and practice outcomes,
integrative reflection invites, but does not require, participants to spell out
how they will ‘answer to whatever essentials’ (Heidegger, in Dall’Alba &
Barnacle 2007:685) they perceive may be addressing them. Rather, it
encourages and supports practitioners to continue listening and reflecting,
and respects that the integration of practitioner knowing, being and
responding is affected by many variables and will take its own course and
time.
Facilitation of reflection
The ‘key role of the facilitator in group success and sustainability’ is
consistently recognised in literature that explores facilitation in adult
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learning communities (McCormack et al 2016:1; see also Cheng & Lee
2014; Ortquist-Ahrens & Torosyan 2009; Palmer 2004, Williams & Walker
2003). In my experience and observation, there are several reasons for
emphasising the importance of facilitation in practitioner-learning circles.
First, reflective learning groups can slide quickly into abstract discussion
and instrumental analysis. It seems generally easier for groups to address an
issue or problem ‘out there’ than to focus on the person of the practitioner,
perhaps because we in the West are habituated in the ‘technical gaze of
professional practice’ (Williams 2013:80). Whatever the reason, this
tendency needs to be monitored and counteracted if a practitioner-learning
circle is to enact its full reflective potential.
Second, integrative reflection engages approaches (such as critical
reflection) and relies on activities (attending and exploring) that many
practitioners seem to find difficult. These approaches and activities need to
be upheld consistently––described, modelled, enabled, affirmed and
refined. Ultimately, this is the responsibility of the facilitator. Third,
integrative reflection encourages participants to be with uncertainty and
with diverse and sometimes contradictory perspectives. This can be
unsettling, and cause participants to engage in behaviours (such as those
listed in the earlier discussion of risks) which can undermine the efficacy of
the process and give rise to tension in groups (see, for example, Fleischer
2012:181; Naditch 215:204). A facilitator can help participants to engage
and reconcile the feelings and conflicts that this process can engender.
Others may assist in this work (Tosey 1999:405), however, given the level
of complexity and personal investment already inherent in the process, it is
not something that can be left to chance.
The word facilitation, from the Latin root facilis, conveys the sense of
making something easy for others, but in the case of integrative reflection it
may be more accurate to conceive of facilitation as making a difficult
process more possible, that is, as ‘an enabling and guiding process which
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creates and supports a space for purposeful engagement and participation’
(Amnesty International 2011:20). Conceived in this way, the role of
facilitator extends beyond ordering and guiding the process to include
nurturing the ethos and activities that foster integrative reflection.
Facilitation is thus a complex and exacting matter, both science and art
(McCormack et al 2016:6). There is specialised knowledge and specific
tasks associated with this work, and there are less obvious but no less
important dimensions that have to do with ‘discretionary, intuitive, pathic,
and tactful capacities’ (van Manen 1997:xviii). A facilitator must judge the
nature of their own involvement: when and how to direct and shape the
process. In this regard, it is important to acknowledge the profoundly
relational context of group learning, and the reality that always a facilitator
is both affecting and being affected by what is unfolding.
As with other professions that rely heavily on the use of self in practice,
I have found it necessary to reflect continually on my ways of being in the
circles I facilitate; the assumptions, beliefs, values, experiences, feelings and
motivations that lie behind these ways of being and the reactions and
responses they engender. In a similar vein, Ragsdale et al (2009:12) have
suggested that ‘evolving wisdom’ grows from the practice of facilitation
coupled with reflection on that practice (see also Binks et al 2013;
Ortquist-Ahrens & Torosyan 2009:38). In part, chapter 5 is an extended
reflection on my experience of facilitation, on the work I needed to do to
sharpen my understanding and practice and on what this revealed about
the conditions I needed to cultivate to foster the effective enactment of
this process.
Conclusion
This chapter has addressed the question of how integrative reflection is
designed to work, including the two contexts in which it is enacted and the
five key activities that constitute the process. Because this process invites
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practitioners to attend carefully to their way of being in practice, critically
assess their assumptions and engage with ‘other ways of knowing’, rather
than simply to analyse and solve ‘problems’, it is counterintuitive for many
and often challenging, albeit ultimately liberating. I have outlined the
benefit of engaging this approach in collaboration with others, but this adds
complexity to a learning practice that is already subtle and demanding,
which is why facilitation of practitioner-learning circles is so ‘crucial to the
unfolding of the educational process’ (Jones 2012:161; see also Ragsdale et
al 2009).
I have argued that good facilitation requires high levels of personal
awareness and sensitivity to group interaction, as well as specialised
knowledge and technical skill. The literature on facilitation tends to
concentrate on the latter, however, and to be filled with descriptions of
‘tools and techniques’ for mastering difficult situations (see, for example,
Bens 2012). Once again, instrumental analysis tends to trump a more
personally-implicating reflective engagement. This tendency may be
compounded by the fact that there has been little research into the in situ
practice of facilitation (McCormack et al 2016; see also, Carey & Newell
2002; Tarmizi et al 2006:1), where the significance and impact of the
person of the facilitator (as well as participants) is constantly in evidence
and where changing group circumstances call for an artistic responsiveness,
not the mechanical application of formulaic ‘solutions’.
This project focuses on the lived experience of integrative reflection both
for participants and the facilitator. What happens when groups gather to
reflect on their practice? How is this kind of reflection enabled or
hindered? What does this reveal about the process, the conditions that
foster its efficacy and the work of facilitation? In the following chapter I
outline the methodology and methods by which I approached the task of
researching these important questions.
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Chapter 4
A Reflective Methodology

Introduction
In his article, ‘Toward an epistemology of practice’, Raelin (2007:495)
suggested that by merging theory and practice we ‘end up with better
theory, better practice and better learning’. Influenced by a Cartesian
worldview, Raelin wrote:
… we tend to think of theory and practice as separate and
may not see that the coupling of our knowledge of the world
and the world can lead to continuous learning. We may not
realise that one of theory’s main purposes is to inform
practice, nor may we be aware that theory loses much of its
vitality if uninformed by reflection on practice. (2007:495)
In the previous chapter, I described the process of integrative reflection
and addressed the question of how this method is designed to work in
theory, but what about in practice? What happens when actual practitioners
gather in circles to reflect on instances of their work? What does the lived
experience of integrative reflection reveal about the process and conditions
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that foster its efficacy? In this chapter, I outline the methodology and
methods by which I have gone about researching these important
questions.
In the first section, I return to the experience that sparked the inquiry. I
show how in discerning my concerns and questions I decided to adopt a
practice-based approach involving a recurring pattern of cycles of action
and reflection. I then discuss three epistemological virtues that I hold to be
constitutive of in-depth reflective inquiry. In the second section, I discuss
the primary methods by which I have sought to enact these epistemological
virtues: reflective writing and reflective dialogue. I also discuss strategies I
adopted to ensure rigour and to establish the trustworthiness of these
qualitative methods. In section 3, I detail the research design.
1. METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
‘A research method is only a way of investigating certain kinds of
questions’, van Manen wrote in his classic text Researching Lived Experience:
Human Science for an Action Sensitive Pedagogy (1997:1). For van Manen, ‘the
questions themselves and the way one understands the questions are the
important starting points, not the method as such’. Accordingly, as a way
of contextualising this discussion of methodological considerations, I
return to issues and questions that precipitated this research journey and
show how I discerned in them the need to adopt a practice-based
approach.
Discerning questions
Over my years of facilitating practitioner-learning circles I have been
profoundly energized and encouraged by what has changed in and for
certain practitioners through their participation—their growing awareness
of self and responsiveness to others; their maturing ability to notice and
discern the patterns and nuances of their lived experience; and their
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willingness to engage collaboratively, critically, creatively and non-anxiously
in this form of learning. At the same time, there were others in these
groups who did not appear to get into the process or benefit in anything
like the same way. Indeed, often they seemed to interrupt and diminish the
circle’s potential. I made numerous adjustments in the hope that I might
better involve these people, and pressed on doggedly, hoping that it was
just a matter of time before things would ‘click’, but, mostly, to no avail.
And so I came to an impasse. On the one hand, I could see how
liberating this process was for some and yet I also saw signs that it was not
working for others. What was this about? Did the ‘problem’ lie with them,
with the process, or with the way it was being facilitated? Or was it
something more complex, a combination of interrelating factors? What
might elucidate this phenomenon? And, what might make the process
more accessible and helpful?
As I contemplated research, it became clear that engaging these issues
could not be done at the level of theory alone. It would not help simply to
speculate intelligently about a process that made sense on paper. This was
an issue of practice that called for a considered engagement with practice. At
the same time, I was not trying to prove the worth or efficacy of a process,
which would involve quantitative methods––standardising, measuring,
rating and the like—rather, I was making sense of a phenomenon and of
how best to respond. For this reason, the experience and questions that
animated me called for an inductive practice-based inquiry and methods
that were sufficiently sophisticated to allow for a sensitive and discerning
investigation of the complex experience of practice––a ‘living theory
methodology’ (Whitehead 2008).
Practice-based inquiry
In view of this, my inclination was to proceed, as I had in fact already
begun, by means of reflection on experience. As a piece of formal research,
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this reflection would need to be more systematic than it had been to date,
but, given the nature of my concern, my sensibilities as a learner and my
conviction that practitioner development needed to nurture the person of
the professional, a holistic, reflective methodology seemed a promising way
to proceed. An extended reflective inquiry would allow me to dialogue with
both theory and practice in the cause of ‘better theory, better practice and
better learning’ (Raelin 2007:495). Additionally, it would mean I was
conducting the inquiry in a manner that was congruent with, and, indeed,
an example of, the very process I was researching––an ‘agogical’ approach
(van Manen (2014:19). This would enable me both to demonstrate and to
test the process on myself. It would give me an experience of learning that
was ‘up close and professional’ and an ‘insider’ perspective on what it was
like for participants.
Having decided on this approach, I began to think about design and
enactment. I had to consider what would be credible and useful in terms of
scale and depth, as well as what might be realistic and achievable. I settled
on a ‘research cycling’ project (Heron 1996:60) that would involve me in
facilitating sessions of integrative reflection in practitioner-learning circles.
After each round of ‘action’, I would enter a ‘reflection’ phase during
which I would write a reflective report to present to a specially convened
reference group and, after each reference group meeting, to write a followup cycle report. This iterative pattern of action interspersed with reflective
pauses––moments of ‘temporary stability within the dynamic flux of
meaning-making in (re)search for new knowledge’ (Somerville 2008:209)––
would help me to construct an increasingly comprehensive and nuanced
picture of the theory and practice of integrative reflection.
In its use of recursive cycles and its commitment to accountability
through report writing and collaborative dialogue this design bears the
marks of an action research project (Kemmis 2009; McIntosh 2010;
McNiff & Whitehead 2010). At the same time, in its passionate and
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disciplined commitment to grapple with the meaning of a question that
calls out to the researcher and to dwell with the researcher’s lived
experience of the phenomenon, and in its phases of immersion,
incubation, explication and creative synthesis, my approach has affinities
with ‘heuristic’ inquiry (Moustakas 1990; see also Djuraskovic & Arthur
2010; Douglass & Moustakas 1985; Sela-Smith 2002).
Action research is concerned primarily with improving and explaining
practice (Leitch & Day 2000:183; Kemmis 2009), whereas heuristic
research tends to focus more on deepening the researcher’s ‘personal
questioning’ (Gray 2014:33), meaning and awareness. In the case of the
current inquiry, both emphases are important, which is why I am citing
both approaches. In addition, in both methodologies the researcher’s role
and subjectivity is central in the inquiry process. His or her coming-toknow is by way of personal encounter (Hiles 2002). An important aspect of
this has been reciprocal relationships with my participants, reference group
and supervisors. Their ‘interests and intentions’ (Ghaye et al 2008:363)
have been influential, and I recognise that their contributions have played a
profound part in the emergence of new understanding. In this sense, it is
an appreciative and collaborative inquiry (Creswell & Miller 2000:128).
An overall aim of both action research and heuristic inquiry is that the
researcher may in some way serve their social situation. In keeping with
this, the intention of this research (as with integrative reflection itself) is to
contribute to the commonweal. In what it reveals, I hope this inquiry will
further elucidate a process that enables participants to learn from
experience in order to become wiser practitioners, which is to say, more
authentic, aware, thoughtful, collaborative and fruitful contributors to the
common good.
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Epistemological virtues
It is customary in outlining methodologies of this nature to articulate the
values the researcher brings to the project (McNiff 2010). In choosing to
emphasise the notion of ‘virtue’, however, I want to gesture towards
something more fundamental to a researcher’s way of being than his or her
‘values’. In preceding chapters, many of my values have been
communicated––such things as my appreciation of collaborative and
holistic learning, and my concern for the common good. At the same time,
it must be acknowledged that it is possible to espouse a value, almost like
one would a belief (equality, for example), and yet not to enact it in practice
(Leitch & Day 2000:185). This need not imply insincerity or deliberate
hypocrisy. It is just that my ‘values’ may still be disconnected or at least at
some distance from my way of being. A virtue, by contrast, is a character
trait or disposition that only exists as it is enacted. I possess the virtue of
patience, for example, only in so far as I am being patient. A virtue, unlike a
value, is necessarily self-implicating. In terms of how being (ontology)
affects coming-to-know (epistemology), this is a significant distinction.
This brings me to identify and elaborate three virtues that I hold to be
constitutive of in-depth reflective inquiry.
To do this, I draw on the ancient Hebrew story of Moses and the
burning bush (Exodus 3), a story from a tradition that has been significant
in my own formation. It is a narrative that reveals these virtues as I have
suggested they can only be known: embodied in particular persons, times
and places.
The scene opens with Moses at the far reaches of the Sinai wilderness,
tending his father-in-law’s sheep. He is a long way from the privileged
comforts of his early life, and, interestingly, it is a failure of practice of
sorts that has precipitated his exile (see Exodus 2:11-15). During his
nomadic shepherding, Moses wanders on to a mountain called Horeb, and
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in this arid and unlikely place has an encounter that will profoundly deepen
his understanding of himself and of what is his to do. Yet he might have
missed it entirely, dismissed it as a figment of his imagination or explained
it away as a trick of the light. Off to the side, a bush appears to be burning
but is not consumed. Out of the corner of his eye, Moses notices
something; and more than that, he pauses to ‘inquire’ of this strange sight.
Interestingly, at this point the text itself seems to become reflective, the
style of writing noticeably more expansive and iterative. It seems to be
drawing attention to Moses’s way of being. The reader is told that: ‘Moses
looked, and behold (look!), the bush was burning yet was not consumed’
(verse 2), after which Moses thought, ‘I will turn aside that I may see (look
at/examine) this great sight, why the bush is not burned’ (verse 3).
Seemingly labouring the point, the text goes on: ‘When the LORD saw that
Moses turned aside to see (look), God called to him out of the bush’ (verse
4).
Two related actions appear to inform and deepen each other here—
turning and looking––and the text brings out the deliberateness of both. It is
not just that Moses gives a fleeting glance in the direction of this
phenomenon while he keeps on with something else; it is a wholehearted
reorientation of being. The bush now has his attention, and his ‘Here I am’
in verse 4 expresses this. In phenomenological terms, to turn-aside-to-see
is to initiate a strong and oriented relationship of presence to a
phenomenon: here I am. There is a sense of availability and of vulnerability
in this. In turn, this affects the nature of Moses’s looking, which as the
repeated ‘and behold’ (verse 2) suggests, is about being captivated (held)
and responsive, allowing the phenomenon to show or reveal itself. And
this brings me to the first epistemological virtue.
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Wonder
For me, the word that most aptly designates Moses’s state of being in
this story is ‘wonder’. ‘Wonder is that moment of being when one is
overcome by awe or perplexity—such as when something familiar has
turned profoundly unfamiliar, when our gaze has been drawn by the gaze
of something that stares back at us’, van Manen has written (2014:360).
Wonder is not to be confused with amazement, marvelling,
admiration, curiosity, or fascination. For example, amazement
is the inability to explain something that is unusual. An
explanation can reduce amazement. Curiosity tends to be
superficial and passing. In contrast, wonder is deep.
Fascination is being struck with an object of awe. And
astonishment comes close to the experience of wonder. (van
Manen 2014:360)
Wonder is an activity that paradoxically ‘dislocates and displaces us’ (van
Manen 2014:37) and at the same time, locates and focuses us. In the story,
Moses turns aside and tunes in to something/someone other than himself.
To be disposed to wonder is to be unselfconscious and disposed to
discovery. This disposition or virtue is at the heart of in-depth reflective
inquiry for me. When a researcher is caught up in wonder s/he is in the
place and state to be able to attend to the particularities of a phenomenon,
to what is given, to how it is given and to inquire of its meaning. When this
virtue is absent it is easy to miss that (within or around) which may be
‘beckoning’ and would reward my attention.
Humility
Implicit in all this is another virtue essential for in-depth reflective
inquiry, and that is humility. If wonder has to do with being oriented and
engaged with a phenomenon, humility has to do with deference and the
awareness that I do not (and can never) fully control, know or understand
that which is other than me (or me!). Moses turns aside to gaze upon the
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sight and this ‘coming close’ is important. But so is his reverence and, in
the story, he is warned to ‘come no closer here’ and to ‘take off’ his sandals
for he is standing on holy ground (verse 5). To approach in this manner is
to be engaged but also respectful. One who is humble refrains from
rushing too quickly to dissect the phenomenon or from presuming to
impose pre-existing agendas and categories upon it. Humility is an act of
‘hospitality’ and ‘effacement’ in which I seek to be present to that which, as
yet, is unknown and so ‘unheard-of’ (Chrétien 2004:9,15).
Trust
The difficulty of practising such restraint points to the need for trust as
a third epistemological virtue in this form of inquiry. While of course it is
necessary to gain the trust of participants in any research project, there is a
need for the reflective inquirer to entrust themselves to a process of comingto-know that is neither straightforward nor always comfortable. A
reflective inquiry is self-involving, which means there is always a degree of
vulnerability involved. I cannot control the timing or outcome of the
process: what of my current understanding will be rendered unsustainable
and how I will (or may need to) change as a result. The process can be
exciting and, ultimately, enriching. However, there can be periods when
reflecting on practice confronts us with issues that seem intractable, and
call into question what we thought we knew and could do––times when we
are left feeling discouraged, incompetent, anxious and clueless. Somerville
(2007:232) described this experience as the ‘undoing of subjectivity’, and
Rolling (2004:552) as a ‘descent into chaos’.
The Moses story contains something of this struggle as well. Moses
gives his initial consent to a process of inquiry and is willing to attend more
deeply. But as what is revealed starts to undo what he understood about
himself and his vocation, and to call forth more from him than he feels he
has, he frets and resists (see Exodus 3:7-4:26). How tempting to foreclose
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on learning when what is being revealed unsettles our existing categories
and calls us to become someone we cannot yet conceive! Yet to allow
space for such revelation and vulnerability repeatedly is critical for coming
to know something or someone (including ourselves) in a fuller sense. To
engage deeply in reflective learning, the researcher must entrust themselves
to a somewhat risky venture; s/he must be willing to wonder and let go of
certainties, to wait ‘in the chaotic place of not knowing’ (Nakamura, in
Somerville 2008:210) and to receive and respond to whatever emerges. In a
letter to his brothers written in 1817, poet John Keats (Forman 1948:71)
coined the phrase ‘Negative Capability’ to describe a state of ‘being in
uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact
and reason’. This is part of what it means to enact trust in this form of
inquiry.
As I conceive it, then, in-depth reflection as a way of coming to know
requires wonder, humility and trust. Not only are they significant in the
inquiry I am undertaking, but notably, are intrinsic to the process of
integrative reflection. These virtues predispose the researcher (and the
reflective practitioner) to approach and relate to their subject in a particular
spirit. The habit of self-entrustment to the reflective journey enables the
space of inquiry to be held open for long enough that something deeper
can emerge, while the traits of humility and wonder prevent such
necessarily personal inquiry from degenerating into ill-disciplined
subjectivity and self-serving justification. They counteract tendencies to
presumption or generalising abstraction (van Manen 1997:135-160), while
at the same time encouraging deepening attention and accountability to the
particularities of the phenomenon before which, barefoot and expectant,
we stand.
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2. METHODS OF INQUIRY
If wonder, humility and trust are constitutive of reflective learning, how
in this inquiry have I sought to enact them? Chiefly, it has been by way of
reflective writing and reflective dialogue. These two methods are
dynamically related; however, to avoid confusion and tease out some of
their nuances, I address them under successive headings.
Reflective writing
In recent decades, qualitative researchers in the social sciences have
‘found writing as a method of inquiry to be a viable way in which to learn about
themselves and their research topic’ (Richardson et al 2005:959, emphasis
in original), and writing has been a primary method of inquiry in this
research.
Writing as a method of research
From the beginning, I have written. It started (and continued) with
notes written in response to the literature I was reading to immerse myself
in the field––marks, thoughts and questions scribbled in the margins of
photocopied articles and in the nearest available notebook. In addition,
there were longer more coherent pieces––the research proposal and the
paper I prepared for my confirmation seminar. Both were written strongly
as far as they went and were well received, however, looking back I
recognise that I was naïve about how this process would unfold; how it
would humble and challenge as well as teach me.
In the wake of that seminar, I became increasingly overwhelmed by the
magnitude of what I had committed to. Keen to ease this uncomfortable
feeling and to ‘make’ progress, I began writing what I thought would be
chapters in the thesis. Little of these early versions remain in this text, and
yet these pieces did serve to orient and ground me further in the field of
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inquiry. I gradually came to appreciate the contours of the territory I was
researching and to discern how I might proceed. In conjunction with this, I
began to prepare the application for ethics approval. The demands and
rigour of that process gave me an opportunity to reflect on the nuts and
bolts of my research method and also on my responsibilities to potential
participants.
In the next phase, the cycles of action-reflection, I wrote a series of
reflective reports––almost thirty thousand words––in which I described
and explored what was emerging. This phase brought me into contact with
other theoretical material, and teasing out connections and contrasts
helped me to understand more fully the significance of these new concepts
and perspectives. This bore fruit towards the end of this phase in a
conference paper that focused on what was emerging as one of the key
theoretical pieces to inform this inquiry. Following this were two further
work-in-progress seminar papers. And, finally, I wrote this dissertation.
Except for my notes, none of the pieces I have mentioned were
completed in a single sitting or as a linear process. Rather, they emerged
gradually as draft after draft was reviewed, revised and expanded. This
dynamic and emergent process was interspersed with walks, conversations,
reading sessions, periods of doubt and despondency, and nights of fitful
dreaming. Not infrequently, it was in one of these interludes that there was
a ‘dawning’ of insight. The methodological significance of all this writing is
well expressed by St. Pierre (Richardson et al 2005:976) who wrote: ‘for
me, writing is thinking, writing is analysis, writing is indeed a seductive and
tangled method of discovery’ (emphasis in original).
Of course, reflective writing such as I have described is inevitably
situated and subjective, and this may raise questions concerning its
‘objectivity’ or general validity. In and of itself, however, the situated
character of this writing does not invalidate it as an epistemological
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method. For one thing, as has been broadly established by post-modern
critique, no method or theory, discourse or genre, tradition or novelty has
‘a universal and general claim as the “right” or privileged form of
authoritative knowledge’ (Richardson et al 2005:961). As Nagel (1986:5)
has observed, there is no ‘view from nowhere’, and ‘the distinction
between more subjective and more objective views is really a matter of
degree’. Furthermore, in research such as I am undertaking the personal
and contextual specificity of knowledge is precisely the point. In Nagel’s
(1986:8) words again:
There are things about the world and life and ourselves that
cannot be adequately understood from a maximally objective
standpoint… A great deal is essentially connected to a
particular point of view, or type of point of view, and the
attempt to give a complete account of the world in objective
terms detached from these perspectives inevitably leads to
false reductions or to outright denial...
Reflective writing is a valuable way of coming to know, albeit a partial,
local and idiosyncratic knowing. Once the situational limits of this method
of inquiry are recognised, Richardson (Richarson et al 2005:961) wrote:
Qualitative writers are off the hook, so to speak. They do not
have to try to play God, writing as disembodied omniscient
narrators claiming universal and atemporal general knowledge.
They can eschew the questionable metanarrative of scientific
objectivity and still have plenty to say as situated speakers,
subjectivities engaged in knowing/telling about the world as
they perceive it.
This is not to claim that reflective writing is immune from critical scrutiny,
but to say that what counts as rigour in this kind of inquiry cannot be
reduced to simplistic appeals to ‘objectivity’. I return to the question of
critical standards in reflective writing below.
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How reflective writing can function as a method of research
As a method of research, writing offers many possibilities, which are
important in the kind of research I am undertaking. I have already noted
how it helped to orient and ground me in the broader field of inquiry. It
has other functions, and in what follows I outline some of the ways that
reflective writing has enabled my research.
First, such writing is a means of recording subjectivity. As noted, given
that knowledge generated from this method is subjective and situated, a
helpful feature of the method is that ‘it makes visible the vision and stance
of the researcher’ (Jasper 2005:249). Reflective pieces, by their very nature,
are written in the first person; it is clear from the outset that such a piece
purports to be ‘the experiences and perceptions of the author’ (Jasper
2005:250). Relatedly, the content of these pieces provides a ‘decision-trail
within the public domain’ and so some ‘transparency of the processes
leading to conclusions being presented’ (Jasper 2005: 250; Johnson &
Waterfield 2004; Koch 2006; Rolfe 2006). All of this is important if
qualitative research is to be accountable for its processes and conclusions,
and to help readers ‘evaluate the calibre of the study and its relevance to
their own area of work’ (Johnson & Waterfield 2004:129).
Second, as van Manen (2014:360) has noted, writing has the potential to
induce wonder, a key epistemological virtue for a reflective researcher. This
has been so for me. A continual and disciplined practice of writing has
encouraged and sustained my commitment to turn-aside-to-see (recall
Exodus 3:3). Writing slows me down and helps me to become aware of my
situation––of what is present (or absent) both within and around me. As I
try to describe what I am noticing I become deeply curious and perplexed;
questions arise: what is this thing, what is happening, what might it mean?
‘When a text acquires a questioning mode, then the words may infect the
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reader with a sudden realisation of the unsuspected enigmatic nature of
reality’ (van Manen 2014:360)––wonder.
Third, and related, writing is a means of description (Rolfe 1997), of
turning experience (including speech) into text. I introduced this notion in
the section on describing in chapter 3. In addition to relating what is
outwardly observable and necessary for instrumental and ontological
reflection, writing enables me to describe aspects of my inner experience—
hunches, thoughts, feelings, images, dreams and so on. This gives access to
elements that are important for imaginal and critical reflection. Jasper
(2005:254) has suggested that these written descriptions are a source of
‘data’ in their own right. This is how I have related to them, although as
van Manen has pointed out, ‘the notion of “data” is ambiguous within the
human science perspective’ (1997:53), since this ‘data’ is generated rather
than simply gathered or recorded as quantitative ‘objective information’. At
the same time, as ‘texts’ these descriptions of experience do become
artefacts, objects of experience with a certain authority and independence.
They can be analysed and discussed, and they also exert a certain discipline
on what can be inferred from or theorised about them.
Fourth, writing can function as a method of analysis and of synthesis.
‘We write not only to record and make sense of the findings of the
research, but also as a way of constructing theory and knowledge’, Rolfe
(1997:444) has noted. And, in this understanding, it is not simply because
we must think to write, but significantly because we are writing. In other
words, writing facilitates deeper thinking. In part, this is because it
stimulates a kind of dialogue. ‘Writing fixes thought on paper or on the
screen’, van Manen (2014:364) has observed. As such, ‘it externalises what
in some sense is internal … as we stare at the paper and stare at what we
have written, our objectified thinking now stares back at us’ (van Manen
2014:36; see also, Bleakley 2000). In this interchange between the text and
the thinking/writing researcher, there are moments of tension when words
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we have written do not convey our ideas satisfactorily or expose gaps and
inconsistencies in our logic. On occasions, the text can become quite
insistent. ‘Once an idea is written down it begs to be developed and
considered, or rationalized and discarded’, Jasper (2005:252) declared. So
implored, I find myself compelled to continue thinking and drafting until
something shifts and a new pattern emerges. The suggestion is that this
‘dialectical process of constructing a text’ (van Manen 1997:127) induces a
‘form of consciousness’ (Rolfe 1997:444) and that this stimulates my
coming to know. As such, my writing is a means for practising and honing
critical thinking and reflexivity as well as for facilitating creativity and
making connections––analysis and synthesis (see, for example, Done et al
2011; Fonteyn & Cahill 1998; Jasper 2005).
Standards in writing
Having said all that, not all writing is of the same quality (Ryan 2011),
which brings me to return to the matter of standards. Richardson
(Richardson et al 2005:964) has discussed four criteria by which she
measures qualitative research writing: substantive contribution, aesthetic
merit, reflexivity and impact. Richardson was referring specifically to
ethnographic writing, but these standards resonate with my aims in this
project.
By substantive contribution, she meant one that adds something of
value to our understanding of some aspect of social life. In my case, does
the writing contribute to an understanding of integrative reflection as a
means of practitioner learning and development? Aesthetic merit has to do
with the structure, flow and appeal of the text, and with its capacity to
draw the reader along and invite interpretive responses. Reflexivity has to
do with accountability and with how the researcher’s subjectivity is
acknowledged and expressed. Is there ‘adequate self-awareness and selfexposure’ (Richardson et al 2005:964) for the reader to be able to discern
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how this has affected the research? Impact has to do with the effect of the
writing on the reader, with what it calls forth and makes possible. The text
is successful in this sense ‘when readers feel addressed by it’ (Finlay
2009:15), when it ‘rings true’ and leads to deepening understanding and to
improvements in practice.
As a qualitative researcher, I am aware that these standards are
aspirational, that there is no such thing as perfection in writing and that
these criteria can themselves only ultimately be ‘appraised’ subjectively
(Rolfe 2006:309). The perception and judgment of readers, what they read
into and draw out of the text, will vary. From my perspective, I have
sought to aim for and measure my writing by these standards. Having said
that, I have been conscious from the beginning that for me, writing alone is
limited when it comes to producing a text that attains these standards. This
brings me to discuss a second related method of inquiry that has been
important in this research—reflective dialogue.
Reflective dialogue
In formal and informal ways, I have been engaging in reflective dialogue
since the inception of this project. As a mode of inquiry, dialogue is
consistent with the basic tenets of social constructivism, in which
interaction and collaboration contribute to the social construction of
understanding (Powell & Kalina, 2009; Vygotsky 1962). It is a process
through which people make sense of their circumstances, themselves and
others, and by means of which they discern how to act (Armstrong 2012).
As a co-constructive process of inquiry, it is also congruent with integrative
reflection, which emphasises collaborative investigation in practitionerlearning circles. In addition, I have seen it as another strategy for assessing
and enhancing the veracity and trustworthiness of my written
representations and interpretations.
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The dialogical space and dynamic
In broad terms, a dialogue is an exchange with otherness. The word
‘dialogue’ comes from the Greek dialogos and dialegesthai (the verb)—dia
meaning ‘movement across’ and legein ‘to speak’. Interestingly, Armstrong
(2012:34) has noted that the Greek verb form of this word is in the middle
voice. This suggests that dialogue is not just about what the participants in
this discourse offer or receive but also with what transpires in the space
between them. Armstrong wrote:
The ending indicates a ‘middle voice’, which is neither active
(‘she talked to him’) nor passive (‘he was talked at’). This is the
middle infinitive, ‘(‘talking occurred’). It indicates the change
of focus from the people in the dialogue to the ‘middle space’
which emerges as we interact.
Whereas a monologue is unidirectional (talking at) and implies a settled,
self-referencing understanding (knowing and talking about something),
dialogue is reciprocal, responsive and generative. Bakhtin (1981:426)
portrayed dialogism as a way of knowing in which ‘there is a constant
interaction between meanings, all of which have the potential of
conditioning the others’. In a similar vein, Billings and Fitzgerald
(2002:909) have noted that the ‘reciprocal flow of ideas involving actions
and reactions of group members’ may lead to understandings that were not
held by any of the group members in advance of the conversation—that is,
to discovery (new ways of knowing) and to change (conversio).
In Cooper’s (in Swann 2010) understanding of dialogical learning,
knowledge is conceived ‘as the product of ongoing discourse, where
different perspectives draw on the power of the negative to lead to a higher
integration of understandings’. I take this to mean that as perspectives in
the dialogue do not quite connect or add up, participants must work to
achieve a more consistent and encompassing frame. I appreciate this
critical element of dialogue, but in my view we need also to draw on ‘the
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power of the positive’, where we encourage the expression of other ways
of seeing and knowing so as to expand the range of possible
understandings. Existing ideas and habitual ways of thinking need to be
relativised

and

questioned.

Tentative

connections

and

nascent

understandings need to be evoked and nurtured. Building on Lipman’s
(2003) Community of Inquiry work and the notion of ‘multidimensional
thinking’, Wegerif (2007) has argued that emergent ideas flourish in a space
where dialogue is creative and caring as well as critical, when there is
freedom and encouragement to suggest new possibilities without
immediately having to justify a case (Swann 2010). When I use the phrase
‘reflective dialogue’, it is in this both-and sense that I envisage it unfolding.
As noted, reflective writing is a dialogical process of sorts. And yet,
despite this inherent dynamic, such writing is largely an individual pursuit
in which the researcher remains the primary reference point. Under these
circumstances there is the ever-present possibility of ‘self-deception’
(Brockbank & McGill 1998) and misrepresentation. Our natural proclivity
is to seek information that supports our own point of view, Browne &
Freeman (2000) have written, and as much as reflective writing seeks to
uncover, critique and expand our meaning frames and imaginative horizons
we remain to some extent limited by them. This is where input from others
in the form of alternate perspectives and questions can be so helpful
(Sockman & Schama 2008:1072). One of the strategies I implemented to
elicit this input was to establish a research reference group, and in what
follows I discuss the importance of this dialogical practice.
Critical friends
To validate, critique and expand the individual researcher’s perceptions
and interpretations, an action-researcher needs to cooperate with those
who can act as ‘critical friends’ (McNiff & Whitehead 2010:46; Mezirow
1981). La Boskey (2004:849) has suggested that ‘garnering multiple
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perspectives on our professional practice setting helps to challenge our
assumptions and biases, reveal our inconsistencies, expand our potential
interpretations, and triangulate our findings’ (see also Vanassche &
Kelchtermans 2015:510). This is part of what Gadamer (1975:330) called
the ‘art of testing’. ‘Convening and gathering the interpretive insights of
others’ strengthens a research text (van Manen 1997:100), and is a way of
exercising the kind of care that must accompany research that ‘privileges’
lived experience (see, for example, Barnacle 2004; Bleakley 1999; Johnston
et al 1997).
Of course, if a reference group is to fulfil such a role it is important to
‘ensure that relationships are of a kind that will lead to education’ (McNiff,
with Whitehead 2002:53). The phrase ‘critical friend’ or ‘critical colleague’
(McNiff & Whitehead 2010:61) is suggestive of the kind of person(s) with
whom it is appropriate and helpful to dialogue. Such people are those who
are willing and able to discuss your work ‘sympathetically but critically’
(McNiff & Whitehead 2010:61). In the company of such people, dialogue
can be enacted as ‘a gentle dance between supporting and challenging
someone in order to create an atmosphere of connection and exuberant
learning’ (Armstrong 2012:35; see also Cooper 2014; McCormack &
Kennelly 2011:520; Fook 2010:42). To ‘dance’ like this is to participate in a
way that is edgy and safe, and both states are important if dialogical
learning is to occur – edginess brings ‘charge’ and focus, and security
engenders freedom to suggest, improvise and explore possibilities. ‘Absent
the edge, we drown in numbness,’ Whyte (2001:36) has written, and yet, if
participants feel too unsafe they will withdraw.
In order to generate this kind of engagement, the membership (who) of
the group is important because it affects the how of interaction as well as
the content (what) of exploration. A reference group needs members with
some diversity of experience and perspective, as well as requisite dialogical
skills and a commitment to collaboration. In short, the aim is to participate
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co-creatively in a discerning conversation. Such interaction helps to avoid
the pitfalls of ‘groupthink’ (Turner & Pratkanis 1998) on the one hand, and
‘insistent individualism’ (Bennett 2003:1) and ‘competitiveness’ (OrtquistAhrens & Torosyan 2009:29) on the other. Discussing a research text
should not be a situation in which participants are simply agreeing with or
trying to outwit one another, van Manen (1997:100) has cautioned. Rather,
he argued:
… the structure of the conversational relation much more
resembles the dialogical relation of what Socrates called the
situation of ‘talking together like friends.’ Friends do not try to
make the other weak; in contrast, friends aim to bring out
strength. Similarly, the participants of a human science
dialogue try to strengthen what is weak in a human science
text. They do this by trying to formulate the underlying
themes or meanings that inhere in the text or that still inhere
in the phenomenon, thus allowing the author to see the limits
of his or her present vision and to transcend those limits. (van
Manen 1997:100-1)
Summation
In this second section, I have discussed the methods by means of which
I undertook this inquiry, seeking to embody the epistemological virtues of
wonder, humility and trust. The research has involved continuous and
disciplined processes of reflective writing and dialogue. I have portrayed
these not simply as ways of articulating findings (writing up, telling), but as
practices of inquiry. I see these two practices as complementing each other,
and have sought to enact them in ways that served to strengthen the
veracity of the investigation. Collaboration has also been key in this
process, and indeed, I would name this as a fourth and communal
epistemological virtue.
3. RESEARCH DESIGN
I turn now to the detail of my research design.
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Research cycling
This inquiry centred on a nine-month research cycling program
involving five six-week cycles of action and reflection. Each cycle consisted
of an iterative sequence of four activities:
1. Action
2. Reflective writing
3. Reflective dialogue
4. Reflective writing
The activities of the cycle can be represented pictorially as a series of
phases in an evolving or emergent learning journey (see figure 2).

Commence
new cycle...

Phase 2
Reflective
Writing
Phase 1
Action

Phase 3
Reflective
Dialogue
Present and discuss
reference group report.

Phase 4
Reflective
Writing
Prepare overall cycle
report

Prepare reference
group report

Facilitate
learning
circles

Figure 2 - Phases in my action-reflection learning cycle

In a study of this nature, it is important that researchers spend sufficient
time in case-study sites to deepen their sensitivity to the phenomenon
being investigated. It has been recognised that ‘prolonged engagement and
persistent observation can enhance the credibility of research’ (Houghton
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et al 2013:13; see also Creswell & Miller 2000:128; Lincoln & Guba 1985). I
chose to engage in five cycles of action-reflection, judging that this would
allow sufficient opportunity for a range of issues to arise and be considered
at depth but would also fit within the constraints of the doctoral program.
In the end, this period of inquiry took 12 months to complete. This was
because participants requested an extended break in the process during the
Christmas/summer vacation period.
Phase 1—Action: Facilitating integrative reflection in practitioner-learning circles
Every cycle involved me first in facilitating sessions of integrative
reflection in two different practitioner-learning circles composed of
pastoral practitioners. In each of these sessions, a designated member of
the circle presented a verbatim report and other participants contributed to
the reflective conversation. (The process of preparing and presenting a
verbatim report is discussed in detail in chapter 3.) After each of these
sessions, the presenter was emailed a template of a ‘presenter’s post-session
review’ sheet, which they were invited to complete and return to me alone
via email (see Appendix 4).
In cycles 2 and 3, one member of group B (a larger group) acted as an
observer/note taker in the session. These ‘observer notes’ were fed back to
the group in the closing stage of the meeting and were supplied to me
afterwards. From cycle 3 onwards, a ‘participant review’ sheet was
circulated and filled in by participants at the close of the session (Appendix
4). Decisions to instigate these changes are explained in chapter 5.
Phase 2—Reflective writing: Preparing a reference group report
After facilitating the two sessions in each cycle, I prepared the first of
my reflective reports for the cycle. These reflections describe what
happened, including my reactions during and after the session. I sought to
write evocative, ‘thick descriptions’ (Ryle 1949; Geertz 1973) which
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conveyed something of the complexity and richness of what occurred. I
reflected on any changes I had sought to enact in my way of facilitation, on
similarities and differences between group sessions, on feedback received
from the presenter or other participants and on how I was being affected
during and after the sessions. This way of writing helped me to become
more conscious of what unfolded and helped to create ‘verisimilitude’—
that sense in the reader that they could actually have been present (Creswell
& Miller 2001:28-9). I referred to literature and theory where I perceived
resonances between what I was reading and what I was experiencing, but
only to add to the picture that was being presented. The primary aim in
this phase was to dwell with the experience, to name complexity, ambiguity
and unresolvedness and, in so doing, to open up inquiry.
Having said this, I did not try to cover every moment or detail of each
session, but chose to focus on what was ‘live’ and seemed significant. In
his poem, The Waking, Roethke (1961) wrote, ‘I learn by going where I
have to go’. Another way of saying this is that our learning issues and
opportunities are before us and that we tend to stumble into them or
precipitate them. The assumption here is that our ways of seeing and being
in practice have an effect and that this effect is felt, including by us. The
fact that I was being drawn to certain aspects of these reflective sessions
suggested that these aspects were pertinent and worthy of deeper
consideration, as if something in me ‘knew’ what needed further attention.
By adopting this ‘pathic’ and ‘cavalier’ approach (Willis 2014), it is
possible that I was missing (or avoiding) matters that a more systematic
program may have uncovered. Yet my experience suggests that (as the
saying goes) ‘what we resist persists’. Matters that are overlooked are likely
to recur if they are significant. Furthermore, such matters are more likely to
be noticed when there is a process in place for deepening awareness. The
plan to engage in five cycles of inquiry and to intersperse reflective writing
with dialogical engagement was designed to add depth, rigour and
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accountability to this process and, as will become evident in the following
chapter, significant matters were raised and attended to.
Phase 3—Reflective dialogue: Presenting report to reference group
Copies of these reports were circulated to members of the reference
group before each of our meetings. These gatherings were convened in a
meeting room at the Australian National University. The choice of venue
was both practical and symbolic. It was a good-sized space that was
centrally accessible to group members, and gathering in a symbolic centre
of inquiry seemed apposite for such dialogue.
In terms of process, I wanted our conversation to be creative as well as
critical. I had the sense that it must not be too tightly controlled; rather,
there needed to be spaciousness that allowed for some spontaneity. To
encourage this, I invited the reference group to operate by means of
touchstones rather than strict rules. These touchstones included: Seek to …
be present; listen and contribute generously; explore differences; be willing to ask hard
questions and play devil’s advocate; ask open questions; where possible refer to actual
examples; allow for pauses; be aware of personal responses and group dynamics; practise
wonder; share tentative thoughts (including bolts from the blue); build on emerging ideas;
and, discern themes. At the same time, it was important to maintain our
general orientation. To this end, I requested that one of our number act as
a facilitator-participant to monitor our dynamic and focus, and to give
feedback if necessary.
In terms of broad structure, each meeting lasted for 90 minutes, after
which we shared afternoon tea. At the commencement of the session I
would circulate hard copies and read the report aloud. Sometimes we
would pause halfway through for initial responses, and sometimes I would
read through without comment. Following this reading, there was a brief
silence after which the facilitator would invite members to volunteer their
initial observations, responses and questions. This was done without
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intervening discussion. I was then invited to respond, and dialogue ensued
around issues and emerging themes. Towards the end, the facilitator would
advise the group that our time was nearly up and invite closing comments.
Phase 4—Reflective writing: Preparing an overall cycle report
Phase 4 in the cycle involved a second phase of reflective writing. In
these overall cycle reports, I summarised proceedings and emergent
themes, formulated pressing questions and then went on to explore all of
this more fully. This was also a chance to engage dialogically with pertinent
theoretical material. Coming at the end of each cycle, these reports allowed
me to take stock of what was unfolding as well as to think about how I
wanted to approach the forthcoming cycle. Copies of these cycle reports
were circulated to members of the reference group for comment via email
or in one-on-one meetings. Often, I would go back to redraft the cycle
report after receiving this feedback. Moreover, I was also in regular contact
with my supervisory panel––a second group of ‘critical ‘friends’.
Supervisors read my reports and offered critical questions and comments.
This added to the iterative journey of learning. In chapter 5, I detail what
unfolded in these five rounds of action and reflection. Before concluding
this chapter, however, I discuss why and how I involved the participants
and make some comments about data and analysis.
Participants
After ethics approval to proceed was granted by the University of
Canberra Human Research Ethics Committee (No.15-195), I began the
process of enlisting two kinds of participants––members of two
practitioner-learning circles, and members of the reference group.
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Practitioner-learning circle participants
The inquiry focused on two practitioner-learning circles composed of
pastoral practitioners who worked in three separate denominationally
based residential aged care facilities. I decided to include two practitionerlearning circles as a case study (A and B), as this would broaden the action
I could reflect on and allow me to compare my experiences in the different
circles (Houghton et al 2013:12). Both groups had been in operation for
approximately three years before the research commenced and were
familiar with the integrative model and process, including its underlying
basis and motivation (see the rationale section in Guidelines for preparing and
presenting a verbatim report – Appendix 1). I chose to use established circles,
as I was interested in a pattern that was evident in them, namely the
contrasting ways in which different members were engaging and seemingly
benefiting (or not) from the process. Using established groups would also
save having to introduce the reflective process from scratch and to manage
dynamics that tend to dominate the early stages of a group’s life: ‘forming’,
‘storming’ and ‘norming’ (Tuckman 1965; Chen & Rybak 2004; Corey &
Corey 1997). Engaging with an ordinary and existing context of practice is
also a feature of action-research inquiry (McNiff 2010).
To enlist the support of the participants I began by seeking approval
from their sponsoring organisation. Once approval was granted, I wrote to
each participant, explaining the scope and nature of the study, inviting
participation and offering reassurances and alternatives for anyone who
chose not to participate in the circle during the research period. I then met
with each group to discuss the program more fully. After this process of
consultation, all members of both groups gave written consent to
participate.
I chose not to involve the participants directly in the development of
the research, in what Ghaye et al (2008:365) have called ‘second generation:
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participatory action research’, because the questions that motivated the
inquiry related so directly to my concerns and responsibilities as a
facilitator. Participants were informed that the iterative cycling process
included three phases (see figure 2, phases 2, 3 and 4) that focused more
directly on me and on my experience and reflections than on them. This
was because it was designed to inquire into my practice and the process of
facilitation at least as much as into their participation and learning.
Furthermore, it did not seem appropriate formally and directly to report
back on what I was learning as it was (a) emergent and tentative, and (b)
not directly related to the purpose and task of these learning sessions
(which is to support their learning). At the same, time, when an insight I
had gained into myself or the process did seem to support and enrich what
was unfolding for participants, I would share it as part of the reflective
process. Also, in the ‘session review’ segment initiated from cycle 3
onwards (see Phase 1—Action: Facilitating integrative reflection in practitionerlearning circles), I would sometimes make a more explicit connection
between what we were doing in the session (the model) and their
practice—for example, noting that our learning to be with and attend deeply
to our own and each other’s experiences was furthering our capacity to be
present and attentive to those in our care.
Participants were aged between 35-65, of Anglo-ethnic origin, and
professing Christians, although there were marked variations in the ways
they expressed their faith and in their theological persuasions. They had
varying levels of education and experience in the practice of pastoral care.
Circle ‘A’ included: one full-time employee (the chaplain and team leader);
two part-time pastoral care workers; two part-time pastoral volunteers; and
myself (the facilitator). I was also the only male in that group. Circle ‘B’
included: two full-time employees (the chaplain and the area coordinating
chaplain); five part-time pastoral care workers; two pastoral volunteers; and
myself (the facilitator). In this larger group, there were six males and four
females.
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Reference group members
In my choice of ‘critical friends’ for the reference group, I was looking
for accomplished researchers who were also experienced professionals in
their various fields. Given the nature of my study, I prioritised people with
experience in social research, but I also wanted to add at least one person
from a physical (hard) science background—a ‘wild-card’. I sought people
from a range of fields, but concentrated on the ‘helping professions’. Of
interest to me were people who appeared to possess the kinds of skills
needed for reflective dialogue—a capacity to listen deeply, to attend to
other ways of knowing, to ask honest-open questions, to give constructive
feedback, to think critically and creatively and so on. I was also looking for
people who might relish this type of inquiry and the opportunity to
converse together in this manner.
I invited eight people to be a part of the reference group. In my letter, I
explained the nature of my research and the role and importance of critical
friends. I also offered to meet and speak with each invitee to discuss any
questions or concerns. Following this, an introductory meeting was
convened to outline the project more fully, and to discuss their role and
the structure our meetings. Everyone who was invited agreed to be a part
of the project, although after the first cycle, one member accepted a job
overseas and had to withdraw from the group. All members had at least
two degrees, six had doctoral degrees and had taught in undergraduate
education and four of these had also taught at post-graduate level.
Academic

disciplines

represented

included

sociology,

psychology,

counselling, philosophy, theology, education, classics, spiritual direction,
pastoral care, physics and astronomy. There were four males and four
females.
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Data and analysis
This research cycling program generated three related groupings of data
and analysis: (i) the presenter verbatim reports and post-session reviews,
together with participant session reviews and observer notes; (ii) the
reference group reports; and (iii) the overall cycle reports. There were also
occasional email exchanges with participants and reference group
members, which I refer to. Taken together, these differing and, in the case
of the successive reports, developing perspectives highlight issues, suggest
possibilities, explore meanings, provide examples and capture insights. I
drew on all this material in the writing of this dissertation, which, as I have
already noted, was a key element of the inquiry process.
*****
Conclusion
In this chapter, I have discussed the methodology and methods by
which I brought my theoretical perspective on integrative reflection into
conversation with my experience of facilitating the process in practice. I
have shown how, in discerning the issues and questions that gave rise to
this inquiry, I decided to adopt a practice-based approach. I drew on an
action-research methodology, inflected by the sensibilities of heuristic
inquiry. I affirmed the importance of in-depth reflection to this approach
and described three virtues that are fundamental to such reflection––
wonder, humility and trust.
I then discussed the methods by which, from inception to completion, I
have undertaken the inquiry––reflective writing and reflective dialogue.
Reflective writing, itself a dialogical activity, is enhanced and made more
rigorous when it is appraised critically and creatively with critical friends.
Collaboration is implicit in such dialogical engagement, and I named this as
a fourth epistemological virtue in this inquiry. Finally, I detailed and
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explicated my research design––the phases of the research cycling program
at the centre of this inquiry. This included the decision to use two separate
practitioner-learning circles as a case study over five cycles of actionreflection, and describing the groupings of ‘data’ generated in this process.
These research methods and strategies were adopted to ‘give voice to the
particularities’ (Dirkx 2006c:273) of my practice context, as well as to
engage dialogically with a broader range of voices and theoretical
perspectives.
What happened in the enactment of these methods and strategies?
McNiff (2002:56) described the cyclic process of action-research as a ‘selfrecreating system of inquiry’ and as ‘an exponential developmental
process’. What did I learn; how did my understanding and practice of the
process of integrative reflection change and develop? In the next chapter, I
offer a reflective synthesis of the ‘data’ that was generated in these iterative
cycles of action and reflection. In this sense, the chapter is also a personal
account of my journey of coming to ‘know’ the process of integrative
reflection more fully, a journey characterised by both wandering and
wondering.
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Chapter 5
Dispatches from the field of inquiry
Introduction
So far in this thesis, I have introduced (chapter 1), contextualized
(chapter 2) and described (chapter 3) my ‘big idea’ about adult learning––a
process of practitioner development called integrative reflection. I have
also shared questions I was carrying as I reflected on the experience of
facilitating this method with pastoral practitioners. In chapter 4, I discussed
the methodology by which I planned to inquire into these questions. In
this chapter, I describe the five cycles of action-reflection that constitute
the centerpiece of the inquiry––each cycle consisting of four sequential
phases: (i) facilitating two separate practitioner-learning circles; (ii) writing a
reference group report; (iii) presenting that report to my reference group;
and (iv) writing an overall cycle report. What is offered here is a reflective
synthesis of ‘data’ generated in these successive phases and cycles.
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As I was thinking about these five cycles of action-research project, a
poem by Portia Nelson came to mind: ‘An autobiography in five short
chapters’ (1993:2-3). The poem goes as follows:
CHAPTER ONE
I walk down the street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk
I fall in.
I am lost ... I am helpless.
It isn't my fault.
It takes me forever to find a way out.
CHAPTER TWO
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I pretend I don't see it.
I fall in again.
I can't believe I am in the same place
But, it isn't my fault.
It still takes a long time to get out.
CHAPTER THREE
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I see it is there.
I still fall in ... it's a habit… but
my eyes are open.
I know where I am.
It is my fault.
I get out immediately.
CHAPTER FOUR
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I walk around it.
CHAPTER FIVE
I walk down another street.
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Like the poem, this central section of the thesis is structured in five
separately numbered ‘chapters’––dispatches from the field of inquiry. And,
as with the poem, these shorter chapters describe an iterative learning
journey. It too is an autobiography of sorts. In this kind of research, there
is no getting away from the subjectivity of the researcher. To be sure, I
write about the participants, but always as I encounter them and seek to
make sense of these encounters. I make no attempt to convey all that
occurred. The features I highlight are chosen because they pertain to the
interest of this study; to questions and concerns about the process of
integrative reflection, about participant involvement and learning, and its
facilitation. Mostly, I focus on that which was difficult or perplexing and
which caused me to stumble and get stuck. In that sense too, the chapter is
like the poem.
However, the poem is quiet about how this persistent streetwalker learnt
from the pitfalls of experience. This is one difference between the poem
and this chapter. In each of these five dispatches I describe not only the
journey and pitfalls I encountered, but also the means by which I discerned
the situation and way forward. In unsettling times of practice, the
temptation is to focus on what might fix things. However, as Palmer
(1998:71) has recognised, personal insights tend to come ‘only as we are
willing to dwell more deeply in the dynamics that made us vulnerable’. In
an inquiry of this nature, instrumental questions are worth asking, but only as
part of a more holistic engagement with the range of factors and influences
playing into the situation—a process of inquiry that includes ontological,
imaginal and critical reflection.
The reader will notice that my writing ‘voice’ modulates throughout this
chapter. When I am describing what happened in a circle or reference
group meeting the voice can be quite raw and personal. In the sections
where I turn to wonder about what happened the voice is more measured
and objective. On occasions, I point out a connection with some
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theoretical aspect of the process of integrative reflection or of the inquiry.
So as not to interrupt the integrity and flow of the primary narrative, these
‘meta’ comments are placed in footnotes. The involvement of most of the
participants in these groups is under-represented. Where I have portrayed
them, I have made every effort to do so fairly. To protect identities all
names are pseudonyms. Direct comments from participants are recorded
in italics.
I begin each of these mini-chapters, with a report on the action, a
description of what unfolded in the two practitioner-learning circles of this
cycle––circle A and circle B. To reiterate the broad procedure: a designated
participant from the group (‘the presenter’) prepares a verbatim report on a
recent encounter from their pastoral practice. The report contains relevant
background (contextual) information to the encounter, a record of the
pastoral conversation (or key segment) and the presenter’s responses to a
series of reflective questions (see Appendix 1). After a brief ‘check in’,
copies of the report are circulated to each participant in the circle and the
presenter reads it aloud. A time of reflection follows, during which
participants attend to and explore the details of the encounter by offering
observations, asking questions and sharing responses. I facilitate this
process.
CYCLE 1
FLOW AND TURBULENCE
Circle A (Cycle 1)
The verbatim report that Donna presented in this session centred on a
pastoral visit with Ella, a hostel resident in her 80s with advanced
dementia. Ella had recently suffered a major stroke, she was bedridden at
the time of the visit and showed no evidence of recognising Donna, whom
she had known for six years. Donna wrote:
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Her eyelids are flickering and her lips moving repetitively but there is no
sound … I gradually assumed Ella could not hear me, see me, or even
feel my touch throughout the visit and eventually stopped trying to make
contact with her.
The visit lasted for about twenty minutes. It appears that it sparked
something of a crisis of confidence for Donna, even though she had spent
her professional life working as a medical practitioner and had been visiting
as a pastoral volunteer since her retirement seven years ago. Donna entitled
her verbatim ‘What am I doing here?’ She chose this incident because:
I came away wondering whether there is any purpose, benefit or meaning
for either Ella or for me in such a visit … I felt quite concerned about the
situation … it had worried me at the time it occurred and I felt this was
an opportunity to ask for help.
In answer to the reflection question about what she would change or
develop in the encounter, she wrote, ‘I felt totally at a loss as I left the room and
still have no idea how I could manage the encounter’. And, in response to the
invitation to ‘let a scriptural passage, theological theme, theory or piece of
art come to you as you think about this verbatim’, she recorded the words
‘My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?’ (Psalm 22), and added, ‘I felt
completely alone, isolated and without any sense of being directed by God’.
Group members were supportive in the initial round of responses to
Donna’s presentation. In their observations, participants commented on
Ella’s unresponsiveness (one member evoked the image of a void) and also
on the tender way Donna related to Ella. I noted Donna’s many references
to Ella’s eyes, and frequent use of the words ‘seeing’, ‘looking’ and ‘recognition’.
I observed that of the four occasions Donna addressed Ella, three times
she said, ‘I called in to see you’, and on the fourth, ‘I’ll come to see you again’. In
the light of this, I wondered if the metaphor of seeing may have significance
for understanding the meaning the visit, perhaps something to do with
pastoral practice as ‘recognition’ and ‘bearing witness’—recognising another
even when they do not recognise us or themselves. Donna had not noticed
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this feature of her presentation and, judging from the change in her tone
and posture, this new awareness animated her. Other participants picked
up on the metaphor and a lively discussion ensued.
Later in the session, I drew attention to the title of Donna’s verbatim. I
noted that it suggested that she was questioning her role and the point of
the visit—wrestling with a sense of uselessness and frustration. But what if
the question had been, ‘What did I do here?’ I noted that she had done
several things: spent time with Ella, stroked her arm, spoken to her kindly
and watched and waited with her. All of this struck me as honouring Ella
and her situation, even though there was nothing that could be done to
‘fix’ it. I mused that I would like to think that someone was willing to be
with me in this way if I were in Ella’s state.1 Donna seemed to recognise
something in my comments about her presence with Ella and a lively
conversation about ‘accompaniment’ as a metaphor for pastoral care
ensued. In the context of that discussion, I observed that in fact neither of
them had been alone during the visit since they had been in each other’s
company.2
In addition, we picked up on Donna’s reference to the cry of dereliction.
And again, focusing on this imaginal element of the verbatim and a
connection it had invoked with the broader (theological) tradition allowed
us to speak about the place and importance of ‘lament’ in pastoral work—
not just for the person suffering but also for those who care for them.
Donna’s post-session review had a very different tone to her initial
verbatim presentation. In it, she commented that she came away from the
session with a more positive perspective on ‘the importance’ of this visit and
1

Integrative reflection aims to synthesise different modes of reflection in support of holistic
learning, and this is an example of how an aspect of imaginal reflection (giving the incident a
creative title) can flow into ontological reflection (close examination of the detail of what
happened), and in turn into critical reflection (surfacing and re-evaluating assumptions).
2 This is an example of how ontological reflection can contribute to practitioner awareness and
theorising, and so to the development of practical wisdom––phronesis (see section on ontological
approaches, chapter 2).
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others like it, and of the value of ‘simply being’ with another person. She
wrote, ‘I felt very encouraged by the group, as they showed me what I had not recognised
within the encounter’, and that, ‘Although I was not acknowledged by the patient, I
was acknowledging her and in so doing, honouring her even in her current state’.3 I felt
similarly encouraged and energised by what occurred. We too had born
witness to Donna, honouring what she had done, and assisted her (and each
other) to come to a deeper sense of the purpose of an encounter that had
been undermining her confidence. It seemed to me that this reflective
opportunity and process had made a significant difference for Donna (and
the others) and that this will likely impact on their future practice.4
Circle B (Cycle 1)
The second session of this first cycle proved to be a very different
experience for me. Even before this session began I was feeling uneasy.
Here is a narrative account of a telling moment during my drive to the
venue where the session was to take place:
It is a beautiful spring morning and I’m driving along a sunny
country road. Normally, I delight in these conditions, but on
this occasion I am aware of the tightening sensation in my
chest. In just over an hour, I’ll be there and we’ll be starting
the session with circle B. I sense that the feeling in my chest is
connected to this looming meeting. I try to name the emotion
… Is it excitement? No, it feels more ominous than that. I
don’t think it is fear, although it could be. A sense of
anticipation mixed with anxiety seems to capture it best, and
as I name this I notice that I’m taking a deep breath, as if
steeling myself for something?
So, what’s going on, I ask myself? The session with circle A
went well, but for some reason I’m not feeling as relaxed or
confident about circle B. It’s a bigger group, which is usually
more complex to facilitate, but I sense it’s still more than that
... As I sit with this feeling, I find myself thinking about one of
3
4

This is evidence of personalising, the fifth activity of integrative reflection discussed in chapter 3.
As discussed in chapter 3, personalising can continue after a session concludes.
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the members of the circle. Richard is customarily jovial and
friendly when I arrive, but I don’t find his presence that
helpful in the group. He’s been a part of the circle since we
began three years ago but he doesn’t seem to get it. I keep
reiterating what we’re trying to do but he has his own way, and
mostly it seems to get in the way. A couple of the others can
be like this too. A picture of Leslie flashes into my mind. She
is sharing her opinion with conviction and I am trying to
escape her gaze. I don’t want to encourage this pattern of
relating. It disregards the others and I sense they are
disconnecting. I want to get back to the verbatim but she is
oblivious and keeps talking. This is a typical pattern. Ugh!
I become conscious of the feeling in my chest again. I take
another deep breath …5
I arrived at the venue, and, despite my misgivings and the unwieldy size
of the group (ten in all), the session commenced positively. During the
check-in, three people shared significant personal concerns. One
participant, Beatrice, was anxious about a young grandson just diagnosed
with leukemia, and about her husband showing more signs of dementia. ‘A
part of me is not really here’, she said, ‘I wasn’t even sure if I should come’. I asked if
she felt okay to continue and took time to acknowledge the challenges she
and others were contending with. After everyone had shared, I gently
referred us back to the purpose of our gathering. I was pleased with the
way I facilitated this segment. The group seemed settled after this sharing
and I too felt more relaxed. We moved into Tom’s presentation.
Tom’s verbatim report featured his last conversation with Fred, a dying
man that Tom had known for years. It was an encounter that had left Tom
feeling unexpectedly uncertain of his pastoral approach. The uncertainty
5

As conceptualised in chapter 2, affect is ‘expressive’ knowing. As I described and attended to
my own affect, I became aware of how I was feeling about this session and viewing certain
participants. I also became aware of how my perceptions were causing me to be on edge and
defensive. Now that I am aware of these perceptions and assumptions, I can reflect on how they
impact on my practice and discern clues for a more liberated (and liberating) way of seeing and
being (critical reflection). This can take time, and on the drive to the session I did not get to that
point. Stay tuned …
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seemed to revolve around a ‘disappointing’ moment at the close of the visit.
Tom had taken his leave and was walking out when Fred beckoned and
gestured to speak into his ear. Tom returned to the bedside and leaned in,
fully anticipating some meaningful parting word. In a trembling voice, Fred
had whispered, ‘You forgot to put your chair back’.
There was an audible groan from the group as Fred’s comment was
read, as if everyone had been disappointed at this dying man’s parting
word.

I,

on

the

other

hand,

felt

quite

excited.

From

my

facilitator/educationist perspective, this looked like a significant moment
and I sensed there was much for us to explore. As a way of garnering
multiple perspectives and drawing attention to different features of the
encounter, I invited participants to offer their initial observations, noting
anything that had struck them or that seemed significant. However, as one
participant after another spoke reassuringly to Tom or offered words of
advice, I could feel the old uneasiness rising, along with a fresh sense of
disappointment. I was the last to share an observation. I was conscious of
wanting to offer something that would open up the process, rather than
resolve it as these other comments seemed to be doing, as well as to model
the kind of response I had hoped others might offer. I was halfway
through when Beatrice burst in with more reassurance for Tom. Knowing
that she was anxious and on edge that day, I waited for her to finish. I was
about to resume, when Richard chimed in with one of his typically
rambling comments––something about his approach to visiting dying
people. He seemed especially ponderous, his little speech going on for
three or four minutes. By that stage, I was feeling tense and frustrated.
As it turned out, this pattern of ‘interrupting’ typified the session––
Richard three times, Leslie twice, Beatrice three times. My general
approach was to let the person say their piece and then seek to refocus our
gaze back on the encounter. On one occasion I did intervene, cutting back
across the interrupter. I did it consciously but it was more of a gut reaction
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and felt like a risk. I proposed that we seemed mostly to be reassuring Tom
(or was it ourselves?) by suggesting things that I was pretty sure Tom
already knew. I looked at Tom and he nodded. I recommended that it
might expand his and our learning if we sought to open ourselves to the
ambivalence and disappointment we all seemed to be feeling about that
moment when Fred whispered in Tom’s ear.
The group seemed willing (or maybe compelled) to do this, so I
recapitulated the scene and invited Tom to recall what had been going on
as he leaned in to Fred. Tom was quiet for a few moments. He said he was
having trouble getting in touch with what had been going on inside. He
went silent again, and almost immediately Beatrice burst in with more
reassurance. I could feel myself giving up at that point. This session was
not unfolding as I had hoped. The group seemed unwilling or unable to
reflect deeply and nonanxiously and I was at a loss as to how to encourage
a more reflective dynamic.
By that stage, the time was almost up. I noted this and rather lamely
asked Tom if there had been anything in the session that had resonated
and if there was anything that he would like to say in closing. Tom’s
response was low-key, as if his energy, like mine, had dissipated. I cannot
remember what he said. We concluded shortly afterwards.
I came away from the session feeling defeated and frustrated. In a way,
my experience with the group mirrored aspects of Tom’s encounter with
Fred: both of us had anticipated something significant and both had been
disappointed. In my assessment, I had not been free in my facilitation and
the group had not worked well together. Consequently, we had only
skimmed the surface of an encounter that could have been explored more
deeply.
Surprisingly, Tom was more affirming of its value. In his post-session
report, he commented on the ‘atmosphere’ of the group, noting their
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‘affirmation’ and ‘honesty’. He said this had confirmed his ‘willingness to present
an interview where I had doubts about the effectiveness’ and that he was feeling
more confident to ‘relax’ into pastoral encounters. He also noted:
I found it a little difficult to respond to questions about my feelings during
the actual [encounter], and that made me feel a little uncomfortable. By
the end, I was feeling comfortable again, as the comments of others [were]
helping me to clarify my feelings during the actual pastoral encounter.
In response to a request for criticisms and recommendations about the
process, he wrote:
I would simply say that continued sensitivity is needed, as we are all
fragile individuals at times, and the process can be stressful. I guess also
the need to constantly stress what the process is trying to achieve. I believe
it is a very valuable process of reflection, and (apart from the actual
preparation when it is my turn) I am really relaxed about the process and
look forward with keen anticipation to each group meeting, as I know I
am going to gain some new insight into myself, and my practice.
I was relieved that Tom felt he had gained something from the session
despite my misgivings. I was also reminded that even experienced
participants can feel pressured when invited to speak about personal
dimensions of experience (feelings, for example). I emailed Tom about this
afterwards. I wanted to check if he thought I had pressed him too hard or
could suggest what might have helped him to feel more comfortable to
engage with this aspect of his experience. He replied that I had not done
anything inappropriate and that though he found it ‘a bit difficult’ it did not
mean ‘it was not valuable’. As it turned out, he had continued to ponder this
after the session. He wrote, ‘I think I now have a better understanding of what was
going through my mind during the pastoral encounter’. And: ‘As I reflect on the value of
the process last Wednesday, I need to take advantage of some of the supervision on offer,
as so far I have been too “busy” to do this’. I took this as a promising sign, that
although I thought the session had been poor there seemed to have been
some benefit for Tom.
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Finally, I wondered if Tom’s recommendation ‘to constantly stress what the
process is trying to achieve’ was a veiled request for more direction when the
group is floundering. This brings me to think about that moment when I
deliberately interrupted proceedings. I had seized back control in a fairly
authoritarian manner. It was something I had been wondering about since
the session. Was it appropriate? I am the one charged with ultimate
responsibility for the process, with handling what might be inhibiting it.
Yet I wonder whether my way of exercising control merely engendered
further resistance and disruption. I note the use of phrases such as ‘steeling
myself’, ‘contending,’ ‘feeling defeated’ and ‘giving up’, in this description.
They suggest a sense of conflict and struggle. A hostile environment in
which people are feeling threatened or in competition is not conducive to
reflection. What would make for a more relaxed and collaborative
engagement for all of us? How might I engender such conditions?6
Reference group (Cycle 1)
The two circle descriptions (above) formed the bulk of my first
reflective report, which I read out loud to the reference group. As I was
reading it, I realized that there was a lot to take in. I had thought it would
be best for the group to hear the report ‘live’ and respond spontaneously
(as happens in a learning circle), but for my purposes I now realised that
this would not be the most helpful way to proceed. It was decided that I
would circulate future reports beforehand, to allow members more time to
digest and reflect critically on the contents. Perhaps as a consequence of
hearing this first report ‘live’, and because I seemed more troubled about
the session with circle B, the reference group focused in primarily on the
second circle
In his opening response to this first report, one member drew the
distinction between the process and the content of group reflection. This
6

This is an example of how an in-depth reflective inquiry into practice can engender questions of
further exploration.
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distinction was not new to me, but in that moment, it was as if scales fell
from my eyes. Even before he finished speaking, it was glaringly obvious
that my concerns about circle B were all to do with process and that I had
not addressed this with the group as part of my role as facilitator. I had
been aware that our interactions were impeding progress and yet I had
doggedly kept on focusing on the content of Tom’s encounter. I also knew
in that moment that this was typical. During the initial check-in I was
responsive to the group dynamic and the needs of participants, but once
the presentation began I became single-minded about content and
impatient with anything that I perceived to be disrupting our engagement. I
suspect this awareness was dawning as I was writing the reference group
report. For example, I had noted the skittishness of group members and
had questioned whether I could have done something to address it.
However, it was not until that moment in the reference group that I fully
realised what I was doing, or, rather, not doing.
In the ensuing discussion, I was asked about my expectations of the
group and individual participants. As we explored this, a number of my
fears and assumptions surfaced. I shared my apprehension about what
might happen if I did address the dynamic. I was anxious that participants
could be threatened or offended and also concerned about the time this
would take away from the ‘real’ work––attending to the presenter and his
encounter. I assumed that if sessions happened more frequently this would
not be such a concern, but as we met only every six weeks, time seemed of
the essence. As a consequence I had opted for an indirect approach,
hoping that with prompting, good modeling and some beneficial reflective
experiences, these participants would gradually learn and become more
tuned-in to the process.
In addition to questions about my expectations, reference group
members asked how I thought my agenda and way of facilitating may have
been affecting this group, and also about how I saw my authority being
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exercised (or undermined). Each of these questions seemed germane, and I
used them as the basis of the next phase of reflection––the cycle report.
Cycle report (Cycle 1)
Expectations and assumptions
As my ‘driving daydream’ (narrated earlier) had revealed, I was anxious
about the session with circle B before it commenced. The fact that I was
‘steeling myself’ suggested that I was anticipating a challenge and did not
want to be overwhelmed or caught off guard. It also suggests that I was
embroiled in a power struggle. In the reference group, I became fully
conscious of my hesitancy to address dysfunction in the group. Reflection
since had revealed that I was also anxious that if I raised the issue directly I
may receive criticism about the process, and that someone ‘less
comfortable’ with this way of reflecting might complain and cause the
organisation to discontinue the program. I had not been aware that this
anxiety was bubbling below the surface. Part of the point of the process
itself is that it allows for expectations, assumptions and anxieties to
become explicit and to be explored and responded to, and this was
happening here.
Agenda and style
‘Playing’ with images and metaphors is a feature of the imaginal method
(see chapter 2), and in my response to the question of how my agenda and
style had affected the unfolding of the session I explored a memory that
was stirred as I compared the two sessions of this cycle. It was of a time,
years before, when I went rafting on the upper reaches of the Murray
River. The experience of circle A resembled the relaxed moments when we
had floated gently through a calm reach of the river, whereas circle B felt
more akin to the time we were sucked and buffeted down our first set of
rapids (as I recall, someone was even tossed out of the raft!). The more I
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pondered it, the more this metaphor seemed suggestive—not only for
describing the difference between the two groups but for understanding
how group members might have been feeling and how I had contributed
to what had unfolded. In the calm phases of rafting, a stroke here and a
back-paddle there is all that is necessary to keep the raft on course. People
are relaxed and there is time to take in the surrounds. During these phases
the rafting instructor can contribute as any other participant, as I had in
circle A. In the rapids, however, the mood is different—less experienced
crews become anxious and tense. On these occasions, instructors need to
take on a different responsibility: assess conditions, brief the crew,
negotiate the course, point out dangers and so on. I had not done this in
circle B.
As I explored the connection of the image with the experience in circle
B, I realised that I was perceiving certain group members as being like
snags in the river, and myself as ‘the experienced rafter’––my role being to
single-handedly steer the presenter and group through the turbulence
caused by these obstacles to the clear waters of awareness. But as I
pondered it further, I realised that the situation was more complicated, that
the ones causing the turbulence were in the raft! Yes, there are obstacles
intrinsic to the process—anxieties caused by uncomfortable situations of
practice, feelings of vulnerability in the group, taken-for-granted
assumptions and so on—but what we were contending with here was a
group of people pulling in different directions. Meanwhile, I was doggedly
trying to steer us all through. But it was not working. In fact, my way of
facilitating was contributing to the dysfunction.
Authority
Because I was neglecting to address the anxieties of participants and
troublesome group dynamics, and instead trying to override them, I was
being drawn into a power struggle. This was compromising my authority
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and neutralising the process. And so the question became: how might I
respond to this situation in a less anxious, less individualistic, less
combative and more authoritative (not authoritarian) manner? Again, I
returned to the image.
When our rafting instructor led us (an inexperienced crew) down each
set of rapids, she made sure she prepared us for the encounter. This
included setting a course, pointing out the tricky currents and how they
would affect the raft, teaching and rehearsing necessary strokes and so on.
When we were ready we had a go, and afterwards we debriefed––
discussing what happened, what worked and what could have been done to
make for a smoother ride and so on.
I saw this enactment of authority as being suggestive for how I might
exercise authority in circle B. In my planning for the next cycle, I decided it
would be a good time to remind participants of the purpose of these
sessions, to revisit our touchstones, to invite dialogue on the size of the
group and how we might best collaborate in our task. I would also
acknowledge that I had become aware that I had been neglecting this in
our sessions and suggest that we allow time to debrief at the end of each
session. As part of this, I would also suggest that we designate a participant
to act as observer of process and invite them to recount what they noticed.
Taking stock (Cycle 1)
In its own way, this cycle touched on a key concern that gave rise to this
inquiry, namely, why it is that some people seem to get into and benefit
from the process of integrative reflection while others do not. Judging by
what unfolded this cycle, it would appear that when group members are
collaborating in the work of reflection the sessions are stimulating and can
be significant for all concerned. When participants are agitated and at
cross-purposes with each other or the process the quality of reflective
engagement declines. I had wondered what might hinder engagement and
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it emerged that a factor is my hesitancy as facilitator to address unhelpful
dynamics. In circle A, it had not been an issue. The relaxed nature of
interaction allowed us to engage with and discern possibilities in Donna’s
‘crisis of practice’. As facilitator, I could contribute freely and profitably to
the task of reflection on content. In circle B, where interactions were
disruptive, the focus of my facilitation needed to shift from sole
concentration on the ‘then and there’ situation of Tom’s encounter to the
‘here and now’ dynamics of the group’s interaction (Leach and Paterson
2010:80). In fact, this is encouraged in integrative reflection. As noted in
chapter 3, in the section on attending, participants are invited to notice
what is happening between and among members. However, in an agitated
or ‘turbulent’ setting this is less likely to happen, which is why ‘a key aspect
of the facilitator’s role is his/her capacity to observe and comment on the
process of the group’s discussions as much as on its content’ (Ruch
2009:3580; Rioch et al 1976). Drawing attention to turbulence in the group
dynamic and inviting participants to reflect on their way of being and its
effect may help them to discover more conducive and collaborative ways
of involvement. Ruch (2009:351) noted that ‘groups exist to perform a
primary task and the extent to which they successfully realise this depends
on how well the unconscious dynamics at work in the group are recognised
and responded to’.
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CYCLE 2
CONTAINMENT AND RISK
Circle A (Cycle 2)
Holly’s verbatim, titled A Cry of Lament, recounted her encounter with
Billie Jean, a nursing home resident who had reached out and taken her
hand while Holly was sitting with a nearby resident. Billie Jean’s posture
was contorted and she had pleaded repeatedly:
Help me, help me, help me, help me … Please help me, I can’t stand it, I
can’t stand it … I want to kill everyone, I can’t help it, I feel like
screaming… I’m useless, I can’t do anything for myself, I’m useless, I
can’t do anything …
This distressed crying out continued for some minutes, during which Holly
held her hand and occasionally spoke. After a few more minutes of
anguished pleading, Billie Jean went quiet and withdrew. Holly wrote:
Suddenly, she reached over her body with her other hand and squeezed my
arm, then let go of my hand as well, moving both her hands under the
covers. She turned away from me while doing this and closed her eyes. Her
face was a lot more relaxed and she seemed calmer.
Throughout the encounter, Holly said: ‘I felt like I was a witness to something
really important. I felt comfortable in my helplessness at the time and relaxed at not
having to fix this for her.’ Interestingly, however, later, when writing her
verbatim, she noted: ‘I feel quite emotional about this conversation now, as I write it
up’, and ‘I found a well-pool of emotion that disturbed me’. Preparing the verbatim,
it seems, was revealing a hidden dimension of this episode to Holly.
Though she had no sense of it at the time, it seems the encounter had
affected her. Part of the purpose of integrative reflection is precisely to
enable deepening awareness. At the same time, it raises the question of
how a practitioner-learning circle might respond to such a revelation.
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My inclination was to invite Holly to attend to the response she had as
she was writing her verbatim. It seemed important, but what might it be
suggesting about this incident from her practice? I picked up on her phrase
‘well-pool of emotion’. ‘Well-pool’ sounded like ‘whirlpool’ but I wondered if it
signified something different. A whirlpool sucks in and down, and can
cause drowning, whereas a ‘well-pool’ sounded more benign, even
therapeutic.7 As we explored this difference, we recalled the gospel story of
Jesus at the pool of Bethesda. Here was a link with a tradition that Holly
knew and valued, and a resource to bring into dialogue with her
experience. When the waters of that pool were ‘troubled’, it was said, it
could bring relief to the first person to enter into the water (John 5:2-4). A
striking image from her experience had engendered a suggestive
connection. Could this be a clue for how she might proceed, which is to
say, ‘enter in’ and engage with her emotion?8
Holly’s initial response was to explain what she thought the emotion
related to. She connected it with distress caused by times of isolation in her
childhood years. I was concerned that by foreclosing on meaning too soon
she might stymie something else that needed acknowledgement and
perhaps allowed fuller expression. I invited Holly to sit with it for a
moment and just see what happened. I noted that she had asked in her
verbatim: ‘Was I present enough to Billie Jean for her to feel comforted in her distress?’
I offered her own question back: Could she be present to herself for the
same purpose? Another participant added that she had been struck by the
way Holly had simply been with Billie Jean in the encounter and had not
attempted either to distract or correct her. This participant noted that she
would have tried to convince Billie Jean that she was not useless. The
participant was now wondering about her tendency to do that, and about
7

Attending to such detail is a feature of integrative reflection. The images a participant uses to
describe experience can suggest possibilities for deeper engagement and deeper understanding
(see section on attending, chapter 3).
8 This is an example of how what someone says, not really knowing what they are saying, can
open a window to their own wisdom. This ‘inner’ wisdom is what imaginal reflection seeks to
discern in order to deepen awareness and enhance learning.
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the effect of such ‘knee jerk’ responses.9 As that participant was speaking,
Holly’s eyes welled with tears. The group sat quietly in what seemed like
supportive silence. After about thirty seconds, Holly looked up and seemed
ready to re-engage. I asked if she would like to speak about what had been
happening. She replied that the comment about ‘not being useless’ had
reminded her of lonely times in her childhood when she had wondered,
‘Who values me?’ We acknowledged these memories, and how that anxiety
so potent in her childhood seemed still to be with her.10 We spent some
more time processing what Holly was feeling and had come to realise in
this session. I acknowledged that there seemed to be an important
historical dimension to what was happening in the here and now and that
while it was not for the circle to explore these painful memories, it may be
something that Holly could take further in another context.
As the session concluded, I asked Holly how she was feeling. She said
she had appreciated being able to explore some of her language in her
verbatim and some of the questions she had been asking. She likened her
emotional state at the time to the experience of lying on the court ‘after
winning a tough game of basketball’. Someone offered the word ‘exhausted’. This
did not quite land for Holly, so I offered the word ‘spent’. ‘Yes’, she said, ‘I
feel drained but also satisfied’.
In her post-session review, Holly affirmed that the group’s observations
had helped her to gain new insight into her practice and that this had ‘lifted
my spirits’. The most notable feature of her review was a description of what
had happened on her trip home that afternoon. She wrote:
I talked about the deep well-pool of emotion that lives within me and on
my way home I was stopped at the lights and saw in my side mirror a lad
9

This interchange is an example of how group attending can cultivate awareness and curiosity in
all participants, and how collaboration can engender a fuller appreciation of an experience and its
lessons for practice (see section on reflecting in community, chapter 3).
10 This is an example of how our way of seeing and being is affected by our practice and the
reflective process.
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about 15 peddling like mad to turn right before the lights changed ... I
kept watching him and as he was peddling up furiously to get through the
green light, his bike was being pushed from side to side by the effort he
was putting in. As he got there it changed to orange and he rode around
on the orange light and was safely through. Suddenly out of nowhere came
this enormous sob of emotion from deep inside me. My light changed to
green and as I drove off I sobbed like this about 5 times and then started
to recover from it.
Holly was wondering why this scene had stirred such a reaction and
commented that this was ‘something else to explore’. I wrote to thank her for
the review and also to suggest that she might raise some of this in her next
session of professional supervision. She replied that this was her intention.
Circle B (Cycle 2)
In the light of my reflections in cycle 1, I felt more relaxed about circle
B than I had on the previous occasion. I felt even more at ease when I
discovered that only six participants were present that day and that two of
the participants who often seem to disrupt the ‘flow’ were absent. Prior to
commencing, Sandy (the presenter) drew me aside to say that she was
feeling quite fragile at that time due to some family issues that were
pressing in. She mentioned that she had also referred to her emotional
state in the presentation but that she did not want to discuss this
dimension of the experience in the group setting. The freedom to set
boundaries and limits and know they will be respected is essential if the
integrity of this process is to be maintained. I assured Sandy that I would
respect her wishes and ask that other members of the circle did so too. At
the same time, I felt somewhat constrained by this request. It highlights a
tension inherent in this work. On the one hand, as facilitator I am charged
with helping participants get the most out of the process. On the other
hand, it is essential that they be allowed to exercise freedom in where and
how far they wish to go. Sandy was flagging that her emotions were a
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feature of the encounter but that we could not refer to them. So how
would this play out?
We commenced the session with a check-in, after which I introduced
the three proposals I had for structuring our time in order to assist us to
become mindful of the dynamics of our circle. These were: (i) that Greg
act as observer (because he had some prior experience in this role); (ii) that
we revisit the touchstones of the process; and (iii) that we allocate a
specific time for review at the close of the session. Group members agreed
to each proposal and seemed appreciative of the way they were
implemented. For example, in her post-session report Sandy commented
that the discussion of touchstones provided ‘a great foundation for the meeting’.
When Sandy introduced her presentation, it was heartening to hear of
her reason for choosing this particular incident. She explained that she had
looked over her previous presentations and noticed that each one had been
about a pastoral visit that she had initiated. She wrote, ‘I was interested to
observe if there were any notable differences when a resident enters the conversation in
their own timing and in their chosen space’. This suggests that Sandy was seeing
this as a learning opportunity and was taking some responsibility for her
learning.
The incident she chose concerned a time when she met a resident in the
corridor outside her office. ‘As it turned out, Marjorie was coming to see me’, she
said. Early in the ensuing conversation, Marjorie spoke of four people she
had known that had died in recent weeks. These deaths were upsetting her.
Sandy noted, ‘There was an obvious heaviness about her which saw her shoulders
stooped and her eyes swollen from crying’. As Marjorie continued, Sandy noticed
that she was becoming emotional herself, and that her own posture
mirrored Marjorie’s slumped carriage. She wrote, ‘On that day I was feeling
drained from burdens I was carrying,’ adding that she knew two of the people
Marjorie mentioned but not of their deaths. Sandy repeatedly used words
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such as weight, burden, heavy, heaviness, stooped, slumped, carrying and support to
describe Marjorie’s demeanour and to refer to her own state. She wrote of
Marjorie taking off a ‘garment of heaviness’, later adding, ‘I had taken that
garment of heaviness’. In the end, she felt so overwhelmed that she, ‘just
couldn’t offer any further pastoral support’. She decided to terminate the
conversation and take time out to process it. She wrote, ‘I felt I needed to be
honest with Marjorie as to how I was feeling and my need to end our talk together as I
felt that after I had time to process this information, I would be in a better position to
support her’. Sandy appealed to the pattern of Jesus to explain this decision.
After a demanding day of ministry in Galilee, Jesus ‘found it necessary to
balance this activity with solitude’, she wrote. She added, ‘This models to us the need
of self-care so we can continue in ministry to others’.
I was feeling somewhat uneasy about this explanation. Indeed, Sandy’s
whole way of seeing and being in the encounter had caused me concern. I
was troubled about the strength of Sandy’s reaction and what it suggested
about her mental health and capacity to undertake her work. For the aged,
and those who care for them, experiences of loss and grief are chronic and
ubiquitous. It is the role of pastoral practitioners to support people as they
seek to come to terms with these losses, and this can be demanding and
draining. Self-care is important for anyone who works in this environment.
At the same time, I was concerned that by framing her decision to
withdraw solely as a responsible act of self-care, Sandy was avoiding
grappling with some of the other issues at stake here––her responsibility to
Marjorie and the other residents, and to her employer who is paying her to
be available for them. The session offered a context and a process for
engaging these issues. However, given the limits Sandy had already set and
her continuing fragility, I anticipated that this would be a delicate task.
In their initial responses, participants seemed quick to affirm Sandy’s
decision to withdraw and her rationale. This created further tension for me.
On the one hand, the understanding and support of colleagues is
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important in this process. It can help to alleviate feelings of isolation and
engender a sense of shared commitment and purpose in a practice context
that is demanding and complex. On the other hand, a potential pitfall is for
group members simply to ‘collude’ with self-justifying stories and limiting
defence mechanisms. A practitioner-learning circle needs to be supportive
and adventurous, but on that occasion I saw little evidence of anyone being
able or willing to engage in a more adventurous manner. I sought to
encourage them in this direction by asking how different members had
handled situations in which their personal reactions were impacting on
their capacity to be with others.
In response, Beatrice spoke of getting herself ‘out of the way so that God
could work’. It was a comment I had heard before and I winced inwardly as
she said it. It sounded clichéd and unrealistic to me. As with Sandy’s
argument for self-care, it seemed to oversimplify complexities connected
with the use of self in practice. I responded by saying I felt a bit uneasy
about this suggestion. I gave some reasons, including referring to the
doctrine of the ‘incarnation’, as an example of how in a Christian
understanding God’s expression of care for humanity included personal
and vulnerable involvement. With the benefit of hindsight, I see that I
responded in a manner that was theoretical and confronting. Beatrice
reacted defensively, ‘You’ve misunderstood me…’ I felt the urge to go on with
it but resisted, sensing it could move us into the mode of debate rather
than a reflective exploration of practice.
As I reflected on this after the session, I realised that I had perceived
Beatrice’s comment as a hindrance to the process. Could my way of seeing
become a clue to a more beneficial way of seeing? For example, what if I
were to approach Beatrice’s interjection not as a hindrance but as an
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opportunity? How might I have facilitated differently?11 Pondering this, I see
that I could have invited Beatrice to say more about what it meant for her
to ‘get out of the way’. Could she give an example? How did she enact this in
her practice? In turn, others could have been invited to share their
experiences. Ruch (2016:28) has noted, ‘inviting curiosity immediately
engenders a different atmosphere and alters the power dynamics in the
reflective space’. How did others in the group see things? How did they
discern when they were ‘in the way’ and how did they respond? In such
ways, I may have engendered a more collaborative dialogue and surfaced a
broader range of issues and understandings, all of which could have
contributed to a deeper engagement with Sandy’s experience and its
relevance to the practice of those present.
Reference group (Cycle 2)
As in the previous cycle, my reference group report covered much of
what I have described above. The meeting itself was a spirited affair. After
hearing my presentation, group members had numerous questions about
the process. It was as if the reference group had ‘dialed in’ to the
seriousness of matters being dealt with in these groups and my recounting
of the impact of emotion in these two sessions had given rise to concerns
about participant safety. More broadly, the question was raised whether a
process as personal as this is appropriate for workplace teams. Are
participants freely consenting to be involved or is there a subtle pressure
from their employer? Would it not be better to do this kind of reflection in
situations such as one-on-one supervision, counseling or therapy groups?
Are participants sufficiently skilled to engage with each other at this level?
Is the process sufficiently robust to ‘hold’ the magnitude of what may be
felt and disclosed? Could it evoke emotions, memories and disclosures that
lie beyond its scope and that put the presenter (or group) at psychic risk?
11

This is an example of how integrative reflection attends to the language used to describe
experience. The way an issue is framed can offer clues to new ways of seeing and for responding
in practice.
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During the meeting, I became conscious that I was frequently sitting
forward on my seat and responding in an animated manner. At the time I
interpreted it as passionate involvement, but realised later that I was feeling
unsettled, confronted and somewhat defensive. By the end of the session, I
felt weary and exposed. I was getting a taste in this session of what an
inquiry that is ‘up close and professional’ can mean for a practitioner. My
sense of having to defend something caused me to wonder whether I was
too identified with the process and its validation in the inquiry. At the same
time, I was convicted and ‘pleased’ that the reference group was doing
what had been asked of them, which was to scrutinise the method, my
practice and my reflections. If the intricacies of the process are to be well
appreciated and if the process is to be considered as a valid and viable
means of practitioner learning by the adult learning community, then
concerns about its functioning and capacity to handle what it might raise
must be engaged.
Cycle report (Cycle 2)
The commitment to synthesise different modes of reflection and attend
to the ‘personal’ dimensions of practice is part of what distinguishes
integrative reflection from approaches that are more one dimensional—
merely instrumental or critical, for example. Yet it is its very focus on these
personal elements that adds to the complexity and risk associated with such
learning. Given the focus and energy of the reference group discussion, I
deemed it imperative to continue this exploration of safety and risk in my
cycle report.
Containing emotion
Integrative reflection contains emotion, in the twin sense that it pays
attention to the emotional dimensions of experience and in that the
process itself can evoke emotion. But how suitable is the process for
holding or containing the emotions that are expressed in practitioner154

learning circles? In my consideration of this important question, I
commented on how the process is structured ‘in theory’ to contain
emotion and then considered what happened ‘in practice’ in the two
sessions of this cycle. By way of clarification, I note that Bion’s (1962)
concept of the ‘container/contained’, and Winnicott’s (1945; 1992) concept
of ‘holding’, are constructs that have a special place and meanings in
psychoanalytic theory. It is not my intention to draw explicitly on these
connections in the following discussion, although there are resonances.
I turn first to consider how the structure of the process serves to
contain emotion. As discussed in chapter 3, presenters are asked to choose
an encounter from their own practice. Already, then, it is a personal
experience. Added to this, they are asked to reflect on elements of the
encounter that were animating and agitating, and which therefore have
emotional content. Moreover, they present this verbatim in a community
of peers, a process that opens them to their own experience as well as to
the experiences and perspectives of others. Such involvement can tap into,
as well as generate, emotion, as happened in the session with Holly (circle
A).
At the same time, there are checks and balances in the process that serve
to protect and empower participants. First, all practitioners are encouraged
to take responsibility for their personal needs. This includes choosing not
to attend a session if they are not up to it or (at any point in the session)
choosing ‘not to answer a question, or ask for it to be rephrased or request
a pause or change of direction’ (see touchstones, appendix 2). Second, each
session begins with a ‘check-in’ period, during which participants are
invited to flag anything that may affect their involvement. As happened
with Sandy in circle B, this allows participants to alert the facilitator and
others of their current state of mind. If a person shared anything that
would suggest s/he could be at risk, I (as facilitator) would pause
proceedings to ascertain if s/he and others were comfortable to proceed—
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as with Beatrice in the previous cycle (circle B). Third, the choice of
encounter lies with the presenter, which means they have some control
over what they wish to reflect on. Fourth, writing the experience as a
textual account means that it is ‘objectified’ to some extent. This affords
presenters a degree of distance from the experience and allows them to
move in and out of a more detached (observer) stance if necessary. Fifth,
the touchstones encourage respectful and compassionate interaction
between members of the circle. The ways in which they do this include
maintaining confidentiality; avoiding definitive judgments; using ‘I’
statements; allowing silence and space; being sensitive to the state of the
presenter; and asking honest and open questions that allow respondents to
choose the content of their response.
It is the case that unforeseen and uncomfortable emotional reactions
can arise. However, these guidelines are designed to help contain unsettling
emotional experiences. ‘In theory’ then, the process does contain emotion.
But what happens ‘in practice’? In actual learning-circles, does the process
of integrative reflection provide a place where emotional disturbances can
be ‘felt, reflected upon and learnt from’ (Hawkins & Shohet 2012:4)? In
response to this question, I consider more closely what happened in the
two sessions of this cycle. This is pertinent, as in both cases emotion was a
feature on the process.
To begin with, it is notable that both Holly and Sandy knew before they
presented that their chosen encounter had stirred emotion. Even with this
awareness, however, both chose to bring the incident to the circle. This
suggests a basic confidence in the process and in their capacity to handle
what might arise. In circle B, Sandy requested that she not be asked to
speak about her emotions, and this was respected. During this session,
there was energy around other matters. At no time did I see evidence that
suggested that any participant was feeling overwhelmed or unduly exposed.
On the contrary, in their in the reviews of both Sandy and Holly’s sessions,
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participants (including the presenters) spoke appreciatively of the way their
groups had interacted and of how this had helped them to reflect on some
of their own challenging pastoral interactions. For example, Sandy wrote:
Prior to the meeting, I was a little concerned for the group’s participants,
as the encounter I recorded was quite heavy. I was also a little wary about
my own welfare in terms of discussing my emotional responses within the
encounter, as I was feeling a little fragile from some recent challenges in my
own life. I found that during the meeting there was an honesty and
vulnerability shared amongst the group which was comforting to each of us
but particularly me.
In circle A, Holly did tear up when she was invited to reflect further on
her image of the ‘well-pool’ of emotion. During that period, the group
remained still and silent. No member appeared uncomfortable. Once
Holly’s tears ceased and she looked up, I checked if she was comfortable to
continue. She showed no other signs of fragility during the session. On her
drive home, however, she witnessed a scene on the street that evoked a
strong emotional reaction. Holly had the sense that her reaction was
connected with what had been touched on in our reflective session earlier
in the day. Despite its power, and this is the only time I have ever heard of
such a strong post-session response, Holly had been able to cope. She did
not have to pull over to compose herself but was able to continue driving.
In response to this experience, Holly made arrangements to speak with her
supervisor and explore the matter further. Thus, even though in this case
the process evoked emotion before, during and after the session, in my
judgment it had also enabled Holly to manage and respond to what she
was experiencing. As stated earlier, it would not have been appropriate to
delve further into her painful childhood memories during the session. This
more therapeutic work is beyond the scope of a practitioner-learning circle.
However, it was possible to support Holly as she discerned what to do
about her new awareness. This is an intended goal of the process and, as
this situation suggests, is important, since a practitioner’s emotional state
both affects and is affected by circumstances of practice.
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In summary, both sessions pertained to situations that were emotionally
charged for the presenter. In both cases, the process as mediated through
the group proved to be trustworthy and to allow for participants to make
their own decisions about the degree of emotion they were comfortable to
express and engage with.
Risk
Because integrative reflection attends to and can surface uncomfortable
emotions, it is rarely altogether easy for participants. This is why a
sufficiently secure container for this kind of reflection is essential. At the
same time, the effectiveness of the process is contingent to a significant
extent on participant preparedness to take the risk of going beyond their
comfort zone from time to time and to tolerate the uncertainty that can
accompany this. Unless they are prepared to do so, they will remain at the
level of what they already know. Holly seems to appreciate this. In her
post-session review she acknowledged, ‘a feeling of awkwardness when I am in
the spotlight’. At the same time, she added:
This is not a negative. I find learning is hard and is painful at times. It
can also produce amazing moments that bring great joy and celebration so
I wouldn’t want that to change ever.
In the practitioner-learning circles I facilitate there are participants such as
Holly who seem willing to risk such engagement, others who seem more
tentative, such as Sandy, and others who seem unwilling or unable to
commit to this kind of engagement to any real extent. How these
differences are to be understood and what they suggest for the way the
process is enacted such that participants are empowered to take
appropriate risks is a central question of this inquiry.
As I continued to ponder the relationship between containment and
risk, I thought of an analogy that may shed light on what this process is like
for participants and what is necessary if they are to enact it—abseiling. No158

one in their right mind will abseil off a cliff unless they are persuaded it is
fundamentally safe to do so—that the rope is firmly anchored, long
enough to reach the bottom and strong enough to bear their weight; that
the harness is correctly fitted; and that they know the principles of
descending and have some sense of the surface they will have to negotiate.
In other words, a basic confidence that the process is trustworthy is
essential if one is to commit. Yet, if you want to abseil, there is no avoiding
the fact that at some point you must step off the cliff!
Of course, the inexperienced participant needs extra guidance and
reassurance that someone will belay them down safely if things get tricky or
out of control. This is surely true for participants in the reflective process
as well. Yet there must still be an intention to proceed (see, for example,
Howie & Bagnall 2015:357-8). Moreover, although that they take that the
risk is important, how they commit matters as well. In abseiling, the biggest
temptation for the novice is to resist, to clasp the rope too tightly, to stay
too close to the cliff-face and to stand too upright. This feels like the safe
thing to do, but it is unhelpful. To abseil safely, they need to lean out, rest
their full weight on the rope and let the equipment modulate their descent.
It is counterintuitive, but until someone commits in this way they will
frustrate their own progress. Likewise, with the reflective process, a
person’s perception of where their safety lies can be mistaken. Practitioners
can think they are keeping themselves safe by avoiding certain issues and
resisting the process. This may be needful on some occasions, and maybe it
was right for Sandy in session 2. However, persistent refusal will frustrate a
participant’s learning, with deleterious effects for themselves and those
they work with.
Preparedness to trust the process and to tolerate the requisite anxiety is
surely affected by factors that lie beyond the process as well as within it. A
participant who has felt unsafe in groups in the past, for example, may be
hesitant to engage in the present, even though they know it to be a
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different situation. Broader circumstances can also play a part. Sandy’s
wariness about presenting had to do, she said, with feelings of fragility
caused by matters outside of the group and her work. It is not the role of
the process to deal directly with outside influences. However, if a session is
to unfold successfully it is necessary to find ways to mitigate these
influences, as well as those more directly connected with the process and
context. And this leads me to wonder further about how people might be
readied—what might help to raise participants’ ‘tolerance threshold’ (Ruch
2009:358) for engaging this process?
A third space
Earlier, I highlighted a tension I felt as the person charged with helping
participants get the most out of the process while, at the same time, letting
them decide where and how far they will go. On occasions, I have sought
to resolve this tension by strongly directing the conversation or to
challenge the way a participant has framed their interpretation (as with
Beatrice in circle B). On other occasions, I have let things go unremarked
(as with Sandy’s justification for removing herself from the pastoral
encounter with Marjorie, also in circle B). In the end, both reactions feel
unsatisfactory and seem unproductive. Sandy is a case in point. In her
review, Sandy noted that the group had been supportive and that this had
been ‘very comforting’. This is pleasing on one level, and yet I also had the
niggling sense of colluding with a story about which I felt uneasy. Had I
raised my apprehension directly, Sandy could have felt criticized and
exposed. As Walsh (2014:11) noted, ‘shame comes to the fore when the
subject feels herself to have been seen too closely’. A member of the
reference group stated it even more starkly: ‘If they feel judged, pressured or put
on the spot they will remove themselves – game over!’ It is not in the spirit of this
process to pressure or invade another, but nor does it seem responsible
merely to conspire with a view that is limiting a person and their practice.
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As she mused with me on this dilemma, one member of the reference
group wondered if the challenge lay in ‘deconstructing polarisations and opening
up the third space of dialogue’. It was a suggestion that seemed totally
consistent with the ethos and aim of the process (and this inquiry). I
understand a dialogue to be an exploratory conversation that ‘encourages
perspective-taking and non-judgmental engagement to achieve deep
understanding’ (Way et al 2015:721). A dialogical space is invitational in that
it offers new possibilities for participants to consider, and respectful in that it
allows participants to choose how they will engage. In this sense, it is both
safe enough and charged enough to be conducive to risk taking.
How might I have engendered this kind of space for Sandy? Revisiting
her verbatim, I am struck afresh by her stress on the ‘heaviness’ of the
encounter. On eight occasions, Sandy attributed her feelings of heaviness
to the impact of Marjorie’s posture. She spoke of a ‘garment of heaviness’ that
Marjorie took off and that she took on. Exploring this vivid imagery
(imaginal reflection) by means of open and honest questions may not have
been too confronting for Sandy and may have stimulated her curiosity. For
example, I could have asked her to say more about the garment of heaviness––
what it was like, when and how Marjorie gave it to her and what was it like
to take it on. Had we proceeded in this more empathic manner, we could
have valued Sandy’s perspective and reassured her that we were with her,
all the while encouraging her to look afresh at a situation she had already
summed up. Likewise, in this same relaxed, curious and collaborative
manner, I could have invited Sandy to explore her approach to ‘self-care’.
For example, I could have asked what the details of this incident were
suggesting to her about the ‘self’ with which and for which she cares, and what
she was noticing about her mode of care (ontological reflection). At the
same time, others could be invited to contribute and reflect on their own
experiences of self-care. A third possibility would have been to return to
Sandy’s stated aim of observing what was different about an encounter
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initiated by a resident. We could have shared her curiosity, asking what she
had picked up from this experience.
In each of these ways, entirely consistent with the key actions of
integrative reflection (choosing, describing, attending, exploring, personalising), I
may have encouraged Sandy (and others) to engage more fully with her
perspective. Furthermore, we may have fostered ‘moments of ambiguity’
(Marn & Wolgemuth 2016:2)—instances in which a crack in understanding
offers a fleeting glimpse of that which has been hidden from view and
which make for a deeper and, ultimately, a more liberating perspective
(critical reflection).
Taking stock (Cycle 2)
In this cycle I have attended to general concerns about the process,
questions to do with the capacity of the process to contain emotion and to
encourage appropriate risk taking by participants. Reflecting deeply on
these issues and in view of what happened in these two sessions––
observing the participants, observing myself (as facilitator), and in view of
what I have written in chapters 2 and 3—has revealed more about
conditions that foster participant engagement. Discovering more about
these conditions is directly pertinent to the aim of this inquiry.
It is emerging that the process of integrative reflection can be hindered
if it is enacted in ways that either invade or evade participant perspectives.
Rather, what seems more promising is to proceed in a relaxed, curious,
invitational and collaborative manner. In this scenario, a facilitator needs to
function neither as judge or expert but as ‘co-explorer’ (Ruch 2009:358)
and custodian of a third space. In this third space, imaginal and ontological
reflection can lead to critical reflection. In turn, this can stimulate
instrumental reflection and changing outcomes for practice.
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CYCLE 3
SHIFTING PERCEPTIONS
Circle A (Cycle 3)
In an unexpected way, this session marked a turning point in this actionresearch project. On the whole, the session was characterized by energised
and focused collaboration. Were it not for one interchange, I imagine I
would have left feeling well pleased with what unfolded. In this
description, I concentrate on that moment of perplexity and on what
happened in the aftermath to make it so significant for the inquiry.
An unsettling response
The encounter that Tess (a pastoral volunteer in her early 60s) brought
to the group, involved a rather bizarre interaction with Daisy, a nursing
home resident with dementia. The interaction consisted of a series of
random half-finished sentences, which Daisy addressed sometimes to Tess
and sometimes, seemingly, to various characters on the television blaring in
the corner. Tess had been struggling with the seeming disconnectedness of
the exchange. It was a situation she had been in on other occasions, and
she was wondering if there were anything else she ‘should’ be doing in
situations like this. As part of her reflection, Tess referred to the poem,
‘Pied Beauty’, by Gerard Manley Hopkins. She chose it because, ‘It reminded
me that all people are beautiful, regardless of how “counter” and “strange” they appear’.
She added, ‘Here, Hopkins is praising God for that which others may see as flawed
but are still part of God’s creation and show a beauty when you look in a different way’.
Group members nodded in approval of Tess’s interpretation. I was less
comfortable. Sensing there was nothing particularly new in this, that it was
more an affirmation of something they already believed, I sought to
encourage a more exploratory engagement with the poem. I hoped it might
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give rise to something as yet unrealised. Whereas Tess had focused on
Daisy as the ‘strange’ but ‘beautiful’ one, I wondered what would emerge if
we were to explore the dynamic of the whole encounter through the lens
of ‘pied beauty’. I affirmed Tess’s comment about looking at Daisy ‘in a
different way’, and invited her to let the poem suggest different ways of
looking at other aspects of the encounter.
At that point, Tess looked at me quizzically—her head tilted and her
brow furrowed, ‘I’m not sure what you mean?’ I began to feel as if I (like
Daisy) had said something strange and incomprehensible. ‘Well’, I replied,
trying to sound confident: ‘you wrote that it can change how you see things
when you look in a different way. I’m curious as to how this poem might give
you a different way of looking at yourself, for example, or your
conversation with Daisy, or your role as pastoral practitioner, or your
perspective on dementia. I’m thinking there may be other ways, different
ways that this poem can inform your encounter’. Tess continued to look
mystified, even slightly alarmed. We fumbled around for a while but got
nowhere. She wrote later, ‘I was not sure what the question was aiming at and
couldn’t get my head around how to answer’.
I had no specific answer in mind when I asked the question. I was
simply trying to initiate a more dialogical engagement between the poem
and this experience. But ‘simple’ it did not turn out to be! This ‘hiccup’ in
the flow of the session may have been caused by an awkwardly phrased
question. However, I detected that something else may have been at work.
I say this because it seemed as if Tess had some sense of what I was asking
but was struggling to know how to respond. She did not appear to be
resisting the invitation. It seemed to be more a case of being baffled—at a
loss—as was I in the face of her mystification.
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Constructive-developmental theories of adult development––an interlude
The day after this session, I met with one of my supervisors. In the
context of recounting this experience with Tess, we discussed Robert
Kegan’s constructive model of adult development (Kegan 1982; 1994;
Kegan & Lahey 2009; 2016). This conceptual framework seemed to offer a
helpful lens through which to view the occurrence. Although I cited
Kegan’s work in the discussion of transformative learning theory in
chapter 2, it was not until this point in the inquiry that I realised it could
have significant implications for the way participants engage with the
process of integrative reflection and so for how the process is facilitated. I
began to reflect on these implications with reference to the interaction with
Tess. In order to situate this discussion, let me first say a little more about
adult development and Kegan’s theory.
A central assumption of adult development theories (for example,
Gilligan 1982; Kohlberg 1969, 1973; Levinson 1986; Loevinger 1976, 1997;
Maslow 1987; Wilbur 2000) is that human development does not
necessarily cease at the end of childhood, as was once assumed. Early
theories, such as Erikson’s (1998) theory of psychosocial development,
modeled developmental change with reference to life’s chronological
phases. Kegan’s approach, by contrast, was to focus on the issue of ‘sensemaking’, and to identify common patterns in the way people made sense of
their experience (see also, Cook-Greuter 2004; Cook-Greuter & Soulen
2007; Torbert 1991, 1994, 2013). These patterns, which reflect what
Mezirow (see, for example 1990) called a ‘frame of reference’, act as ‘filters’
that shape and limit how a person interprets their experience. Torbert
(2004:66) referred to this pattern of ‘sense-making’ as their ‘action logic’.
Kegan preferred to speak of it as their ‘order of mind’ or ‘mindset’.
On the basis of the way people relate to and make sense of authority,
responsibility and complexity in particular, Kegan distinguished five orders
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of mind through which people can develop: (i) Magical childhood mindset
(mostly young children); (ii) Self-sovereign mindset (mostly older children and
adolescents, but also some adults); (iii) Socialised mindset (some older
adolescents and approximately 46% of adults); (iv) Self-authored mindset
(approximately 41% adults); and (v) Self-transforming mindset (1% or less of
adults) (Berger 2012:183-6).
In each of these stages, people possess different capacities and
sensibilities when it comes to the way they typically make sense of their
experience. For example, a person with a ‘socialised’ mindset has come to
identify with and feel a strong sense of loyalty to a particular group or
organisation (for example, an ethnic community, a religious denomination,
a political party, a club or a gang). In this stage of development s/he holds
the traditions of this ‘tribe’ as ‘the right way’ to see and be in the world
(Berger 2012:20, emphasis in original). Characteristically, a person in this
stage of development will: look to trusted authority sources to prescribe
what is expected and consequently struggle to know and accept their own
desires; be suspicious of activities and people that invite them to engage
with perspectives that differ from those of the current reference system or
guru; feel torn if there is conflict between two internalised authorities
(between parents and church, for example); draw exact parallels between
one situation and the next; and struggle with nuance, complexity and
ambivalence.
According to this model, development consists of transitioning into a
different and more complex way of seeing and being in the world. For
example, the person who has transitioned to a ‘self-authored’ mindset has
come to a point where their can determine their own beliefs, values and
rules. In this stage, they can weigh multiple perspectives, discern subtle
differences and cope better with ambivalence. They can choose and be
responsible for their own ways of seeing the world and going about things.
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People in this stage generally find it easier to explore their emotions and
feel genuine empathy.
Kegan explained developmental transitions in terms of a subject/object
shift. Each transition involving a reconfiguration of the relationship
between that to which I am subject (in that I take it for granted) and that
which has become object to me (because I now have some awareness of it).
Berger (2012:18) described it thus:
Each small shift from subject to object increases our scope,
but enough incremental changes collectively add up to
qualitatively different ways of seeing the world, to
transformation, the creation of different forms of mind.
Of course, it needs to be acknowledged that ‘when we approach the
human person, we come into the presence of an individual complexity that
is ultimately a mystery that cannot be fully grasped’ (Ryan 2017:28). Models
are maps of the territory, not the territory itself. However,
… through the power of observation and imagination, we are
able to find analogues or pictures that are available to our
experience and that can stand alongside our mystery and
mirror something of it to us. (Ryan 2017:28)
The value of adult development theory for this inquiry is that it offers a
framework and some markers with which to assess the fit between a
participant’s meaning-making capacity and the demands of aspects of the
reflective process. Given that a key aspect of integrative reflection is to do
with perspective taking and exploring, it follows that participants’ form of
mind will affect their capacity to enact the reflective process. For example,
critical reflection (which involves dialogue with other perspectives) and
imaginal reflection (which involves dialogue with other ways of knowing)
could be profoundly challenging for someone with a socialised mindset—
someone who struggles to know what they want or to think outside of the
expectations of the ‘tribe’. Kegan (1994) suggested that when we are in
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situations where we do not have the sense-making capacity to meet what is
being asked of us we can feel ‘in over our heads’.
Adult development and integrative reflection—a ‘Tess’ case
The incident with Tess, seems then, to be a case in point. This session
progressed smoothly while we explored the encounter and her reflective
piece (the poem) in ways that were consistent with her current perspective.
The process stalled, however, when I invited Tess to consider other aspects
of the encounter through the lens of the poem. Tess wrote about this
afterwards, saying, ‘I was not sure what the question was aiming at and couldn’t get
my head around how to answer.’ There were other occasions when she used
language like this. For example, when invited (in the post-session review)
to return to the poem and comment on how her sense of its relationship to
her experience was developing, Tess wrote, ‘Not sure that I understand this
question–feel a bit out of my depth’. And again, in an email written five days
after the session, Tess mused:
I am a little perplexed as to why I found it hard to see beyond my initial
thinking on Pied Beauty. On the other hand, I struggled on Wednesday
to see beyond a lot of what I had already pondered–the verbal reading of
the scenario using someone else as me didn’t seem to make any difference;
likewise trying to look at the poem from a different perspective. I think I
am beginning to “get it” but feel particularly dense. Thank you for
helping me to look beyond first impressions.
Taken together, these comments suggest that Tess may have been feeling
‘in over her head’.
There are many factors that could have contributed to Tess’s
confusion—her pre-existing level of stress, the quality of my questions and
so on. Yet I began to wonder if her developmental mindset was also a
factor. On the basis of her responses, it seems likely that Tess was
operating from a late socialised mindset. As evidence in support of this
suggestion, I note that she invoked a poem from a tradition that she holds
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dear and that when she introduced it, she said, ‘I chose it because it gave me
what I wanted’. This could be construed as a ‘self-authored’ kind of
comment. However, it could also reflect a socialised mindset, for what
Tess wanted appears to have been a perspective or interpretation of her
experience that cohered with a clear source of authority in her life, namely,
her Christian beliefs. Moreover, I note that Tess was also looking to me (an
‘authority’ in this context) to clarify what was being asked of her. For
example, she said she had been thinking, ‘What answer are you looking for?’
While not conclusive, all of this is consistent with the possibility that
Tess was operating from a socialised mindset. And this, in turn, may
explain why she struggled with my open-ended invitation to imagine
alternative perspectives, an activity associated with a self-authored mindset.
Thus, it may have been that I was asking Tess to make meaning of her
world in a way that made little sense to her, not because she is unintelligent
but because this approach is alien to her current mode of organising
experience. At the same time, her comment that she was ‘beginning to get it’,
and her remark, ‘Thank you for helping me to look beyond first impressions,’
suggests that Tess may have been transitioning to a more complex mindset.
If so, what conditions and interventions might assist her (and others in the
socialized stage) on this developmental journey? This question seems
pertinent to an inquiry into professional development, and I return to
consider it further in my cycle reflection.
Circle B (Cycle 3)
In the light of the perspective offered by adult development theory, I
was eager to be with group B, to observe how different participants of this
group engaged the process of integrative reflection and to explore what
this might mean for my facilitation. Eight people were present, including
Richard. His absence from the previous session had been a relief, but on
this occasion I was pleased that he was in attendance. I wanted to try to
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engender the ‘third space’ I discussed in cycle 2 and see if this might elicit a
different level of involvement from Richard and some of the others. I had
been wondering about Richard as I read about adult development. I
suspected that he was operating from a socialised mindset. In part, this was
because he seemed unable to pick up and work with the nuances of this
process. For example, he appeared not to know the difference between an
assertion and an observation.
Prior to the commencement of the session, I took time to connect with
Richard. As was the pattern in these kinds of interactions, he came across
as jovial and relaxed. He had just returned from a cruising holiday, which
he seemed pleased to talk about. On the trip, he had visited several exotic
ports. However, as he told the story, he mostly wanted to tell me about the
bible study program, in which he had assumed leadership. He described
nothing of the effect of being at sea or of encountering cultures different
to his own. In the way he spoke of his experience, it seemed he had mostly
avoided engaging with new perspectives, gravitating instead to activities
that were familiar. This way of engaging the world again seemed consistent
with a socialised mindset. As we gathered in the circle, I was wondered
how Richard would go and how I might work with him.
Ted, the presenter and an enthusiastic supporter of this reflective work,
was one of only two or three in this group that appeared to me to be
operating from a self-authored mindset. Indeed, looking back, it seemed to
me that Ted had transitioned into this more complex way of thinking over
the three years I had known him. His beliefs and ways of speaking and
acting were noticeably less dualistic than when we had first met (something
that he himself had acknowledged). Ted’s verbatim described an encounter
with Melissa, a member of staff who had been referred to him by her
supervisor because she was ‘very distressed’. Melissa’s husband (from whom
she had been separated for eighteen months) had died suddenly in the
previous week. Unbeknown to Melissa, he had been suffering from throat
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and lung cancer. On the day of his death, he started coughing up blood
while sitting at the bar in his local club. He removed himself to the
bathroom but failed to return. The concerned barman went searching and
discovered him lying dead on the floor of a toilet cubicle.
Prior to receiving the request to meet with Melissa, Ted had been
involved in an encounter with a resident in the end stage of life. Though he
was already feeling drained, Ted was surprised that he had been ‘energised by
the encounter’. He recorded, ‘I found satisfaction in the fact that I felt relaxed and
that I endeavoured to let the encounter just flow’. And flow it had. In Ted’s
presence, Melissa expressed sadness and also anger. She spoke about
several other losses, including the death of a grandson in the previous year,
and about her concern for her two adult children, neither of whom would
talk about their grief or struggles.
The experience of recounting the encounter in the circle appeared to be
significant for Ted. After reading his presentation he commented that he
‘felt touched’ as he presented it, and that reading Melissa’s part in their
pastoral encounter––a feature of this process––had given him ‘further
insights into possible emotions that she may have been feeling’. This had been evident
in his body language during the reading, which included ‘head-in-hand,
wringing-hand gestures, changes in tone and emotion of voice and head shaking’
(quoted from observer’s notes). The rest of the group also seemed
absorbed. The observer noted, ‘All participants appeared to remain engrossed
throughout the presentation’, as evidenced by, ‘looks of concentration, note taking and
some sitting forward in their chair’. Ted referred to this in his post-session
review. Furthermore, in a first for this group, there were no interruptions
during the initial phase of sharing. On this occasion, there seemed to be
reverence for what was being offered. The observer remarked, ‘Silence was
honoured by participants as each shared their observations; attentiveness shown by most
through eye contact and head nodding’.
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Noticeably, however, one participant ‘remained concentrating on the written
record–maintaining a closed posture, head down’ (quoted from observer’s notes).
This same participant then offered an apology for the ‘bluntness’ of his
initial comments. To my ear those comments did sound a rather discordant
note to proceedings. The participant was Richard, and his comments, more
inference than observation, came across as negative and disapproving.
Repeatedly, over the course of our gatherings, I had encouraged
participants to seek to lay aside judgment during this phase of the process
and to concentrate on concrete observations—details of what they saw,
heard or felt. It is one of the instructions that Richard had not complied
with, and again, he seemed out of sync.
My primary concern in that moment was for Ted. He had taken some
risks and shared of himself in his presentation and here was a response that
seemed insensitive and unhelpful. I watched closely for any reaction, but
Ted showed no sign of being unduly affected. Ted referred to the negative
comment in his post-session review, but added that he had ‘purposely stepped
back’ from it (another sign, perhaps, that he was operating from a selfauthored mindset and could handle contradictory perspectives without
being too thrown). It seemed that others had recoiled somewhat at
Richard’s remarks, as evidenced in a slight stiffening and then slumping,
but no one commented explicitly. I decided to let it pass for the moment
and we continued with other observations. After everyone shared their
initial observations, I sought gently to address any residual concern about
Richard’s remarks. I suggested that when we have a strong reaction to a
presentation, it can be a valuable learning opportunity. I reiterated that our
task as a group was not to judge or fix others or the pastoral situation, but
to attend to and explore what had happened and its effect, including on us.
Therefore, in accord with the process, a reflexive response would be to
‘turn to wonder’ and ask, ‘What might my reaction be suggesting to me or
about my perspective?’
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The group seemed to relax and reengage after this. In the ensuing
reflection, we noted Ted’s feeling ‘energized about the encounter’ and
explored what might have contributed to that feeling. We also spent time
attending to the climactic moment when Melissa, who up till this point had
been slumped in her chair, sat bolt upright and said: ‘I’m really angry! I’m

really, really angry with him’. We explored what led up to this and what had
emerged afterward (both for Ted and Melissa). During this phase of the
session, the observer noted:
Energy levels generally remained at an even modulation throughout, with
one notable exception, arising out of an observation/comment offered by
one participant, which caused an audible gasp from another participant
together with a surprised facial expression and animated hand gestures.
This participant sat on her hands immediately after this exchange.
Once again, the cause of consternation was Richard. Yet again, his
participation seemed to cut across what was happening. On this occasion,
however, he seemed especially and increasingly at odds with things. The
observer noting:
Overall participation by the group continued, with the exception of one
(previously noted). This individual’s detachment seemed heightened toward
the end with hands on head, deep sighs, closed eyes and legs folded.
Although occasional contributions by this participant drew a response by
others in the group and caused them to go back to the written record, it
appeared to be more by way of distracting from, rather than informing the
group process.
What especially struck me was that his way of being here it was so
different from how he had been in our interaction beforehand. Because it
was just one person and so at odds with the general flow, it did not seem
necessary to address this matter in the group. As it was, the others seemed
to be able to let it pass. I formed the view that the most appropriate first
step would be to have an out-of-session conversation with Richard. At the
close of the gathering he made a further negative comment about the date
of our next meeting (complaining that four weeks hence was too soon). I
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decided I would contact him to discuss what was occurring. I mentioned
this to Ted (the team leader) when I checked in with him afterwards. We
decided to let it sit for a few days. When I contacted Ted to discuss it
further, I discovered that he had already spoken with Richard and told him
he was free to ‘retire’ from the group. Apparently, Richard accepted this
‘out’ immediately. I had mixed feelings when I heard this news. I was
disappointed and wondered if I had somehow failed Richard, but mostly I
felt relieved.
Reference group (Cycle 3)
As in past cycles, all of this material was recorded in my reference group
report. There was plenty bubbling around for me as I pondered these two
sessions and I was eager to engage more critically. I especially wanted to
talk about the developmental material and what it might mean for
understanding, participating in and facilitating integrative reflection. I sent
a copy of my report to each member before our scheduled meeting.
Unfortunately, only half the group was able to attend that day. Not wanting
to miss any of their responses, I arranged to have one-on-one meetings
with all who could not attend. As far as the inquiry was concerned, this
more dispersed pattern of engagement with critical friends still proved
valuable.
One of the most helpful of these conversations had to do with
Richard—his patterns of involvement in the group and decision to
withdraw from the process. In the course of follow-up, it emerged that
Richard had been feeling increasingly ‘impatient and annoyed’ with the openendedness of this process. He was frustrated that we ‘just sit round a table and
talk amongst ourselves’. He said he often felt tempted to ‘take over’ because I
(as facilitator) was not giving enough direction. Thinking back on the
typical pattern of his involvement––his seeming ignoring of my invitations
and long interpretive analyses—and about his departing feedback, it
appeared that he had been trying to promote a more instrumental
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approach to the issues raised in the learning circle. If I were to epitomise
his way of being it would go something like this: here’s the situation (the
problem as I see it) and here’s the way I respond to such situations. At that
point he would generally offer some rule or technique. In the course of this
analysis, he would often include a piece of advice that had been ‘drummed
into’ him during his introductory unit of Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE).
Two things emerged as I reflected on this. First, it suggests some subtle
but significant differences in emphasis between integrative reflection and
CPE. While both processes seek to engage with a practitioner’s experience
of practice, CPE tends to be more directive about what the practitioner
should be doing (for example, mirroring back to the patient what they are
thinking and feeling), whereas integrative reflection places greater emphasis
on discerning the situation. In part, this reflects their different context and
purpose. CPE originated and is mostly still used as a program for
practitioners in the early stages of training. Its template for reflection
conveys certain expectations about how to approach a pastoral visit. This
gives novice practitioners a way of entering a pastoral interaction.
Integrative reflection, on the other hand, aims to foster the continuing
development of practitioners. Its template for reflection offers less of a
‘formula’ for going about the encounter. It concentrates more on what
actually happened and on discerning what this means for the practitioner’s
understanding of themself, their context and their work.12 I do not want to
overstate these differences, and it is not a case of either/or. However, it is
the subtleness of this distinction that seems to have been difficult for
Richard to appreciate.
12 A further difference is that CPE training tends to be very individually focused and not much
concerned with helping participants to reflect on the need for change in the context and culture
of their work (in part, perhaps, because participants mostly do not remain in their training context
after the training concludes). The emphasis is mostly on deeply understanding their own
psychological and spiritual reactions and those of the people they work with. This is central in
integrative reflection as well, but there is also encouragement for participants to surface the
ethical dilemmas of their experience and to discern their broader social responsibility—the
opportunities and avenues they have to support learning and cultural change in their organization,
for example, (together with associated risks and reactions).
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Thinking of this in the light of Kegan’s work on developmental
mindsets gave rise to a second realisation. If Richard were operating from a
socialised mindset, and the nature of his involvement and feedback
suggests this (for example, his appeal to accepted authorities, desire for
protocols, impatience with uncertainty and difficulty with nuance), then it
is understandable that he could feel uneasy about what integrative
reflection was asking of him. Describing detail, distinguishing patterns,
exploring meaning, discerning affect, surfacing assumptions, withholding
judgment and imagining perspectives—in short, being asked to engage
more deeply with the complexities of experience—are generally difficult
for someone with a socialised mindset. Relatedly, even my recent attempts
to foster a ‘third space’ for dialogue may have been frustrating. Richard, it
seems, was missing what his experience of CPE had given him—some
certainties to hold onto when pastoral encounters were unsettling, and
some straightforward direction about what to do.
So what did this mean for the inquiry? I had been wondering why some
participants did not benefit from the process as others were. Richard was
one of the people I had in mind, and now he had withdrawn. Was this for
the best?13 Is this process really suited to people like him? I had tried
numerous angles and adjustments with Richard but to no avail; was there
something else that might have helped him to engage in this kind of
reflection? Discussion of such questions with members of the reference
group yielded two concepts that I chose to explore further in the cycle
report—nudging and scaffolding.

13

This was the first time in almost five years that a participant had withdrawn from a circle. It
was disappointing that Richard could not adjust to this process. However, this inquiry has helped
me to see how important it is for a participant to be able to withdraw if s/he is not fundamentally
comfortable with the process, perhaps because it does not meet their expectations or because
they are in a particularly fragile mental or emotional state. The integrity of the process can be
undermined by undue negativity and disruption, and this freedom helps to engender a sense of
safety for all concerned. Interestingly, I also sensed a greater freedom in those who chose to
remain. In the session following Richard’s decision to withdraw I felt less on edge and two other
participants specifically mentioned how relaxed and positive they felt.
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Cycle report (Cycle 3)
Nudging
To ‘nudge’ someone is gently to guide or persuade them in a certain
direction. The concept has become something of a phenomenon in recent
years, and the subject of serious research (DeAngelis 2014). Nudge
principles—psychologists' findings about human propensities that
influence decisions and actions—are being increasingly used by
governments to help with such things as collecting unpaid taxes and
reducing child mortality (DeAngelis 2014:62). To engage in nudging is to
have a clear picture of desired outcomes, which are meant to be beneficial.
‘Nudge interventions’ are employed to ‘help’ people meet these
outcomes—for example, making healthy food choices more readily
accessible in a staff canteen line than unhealthy options (DeAngelis
2014:62). The way something is presented or described or related to
something else can nudge someone in a certain direction.
As a means of enhancing a participant’s engagement, especially someone
with a socialised mindset, the practice of nudging sounded initially
attractive. However, the more I explored this notion the less it seemed in
keeping with the intent of integrative reflection, a process that encourages
choice and that fosters critical awareness of factors that influence
(manipulate) choice (see, sections on choosing, chapter 3 and critical
approaches, chapter 2). The idea of nudging assumes benevolence on the
part of the ‘nudger’ and a clearly defined telos (end), but this is never
straightforward. Offering encouragement, guidance and support for
participants to grow and develop is part of the role of a facilitator, but what
constitutes growth in a particular instance is not necessarily clear in
advance. This is discerned in the process of reflection itself. Furthermore, a
facilitator’s involvement needs to be transparent and accountable, and
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offered in a context where the freedom to draw limits is affirmed and
respected (see the earlier discussion on containment in cycle 2).
Scaffolding
The concept of scaffolding is often connected with Russian
psychologist Lev Vygotsky, although he never specifically used the term. It
refers to the relationships, interactions, activities and technologies that
support a learner to expand their capacity for some learning activity (Wood
et al 1976). Unlike nudging, the idea of scaffolding places stress on
dialogical interaction and collaboration (co-construction) with learners.
Vygotsky’s (1978) notion of the ‘zone of proximal development’ (ZPD) is
at the heart of the practice of scaffolding (Verenikina 2008:163). The
parameters of the ZPD are framed by the upper limit of tasks a learner can
perform independently (actual development level) and the upper limit of tasks
s/he can perform with assistance (level of potential development). To qualify as
scaffolding, a teaching and learning interaction should enable the learner to
enact a task at a level that s/he would not have been able to manage on
their own (Wells 1999). The idea of the ZPD and the concept of
scaffolding, though mainly applied to childhood education, is suggestive
for my concern—facilitating integrative reflection with practitioners who
display limited capacity for this kind of reflection.
How might practitioners be scaffolded in this process? Two proposals
strike me as being both promising and consistent with the principles of
integrative reflection. The first is nuance broad movements. As this inquiry has
progressed it has become increasingly evident that different participants
typically engage the key activities of this process (choosing, describing,
attending, exploring and personalising) at different levels of complexity.
The discussion on scaffolding would suggest that these participants could
be supported to deepen their engagement if these activities were broken
down into smaller more understandable and achievable steps. For example,
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if (as with Tess) a participant seems confused or intimidated by an
invitation to explore their wisdom piece in a more adventurous way, then it
may help if they were offered a way to take the first step in this direction.
As one possible way of doing that, a member of the reference group
suggested:
If you did a slow reading [of the piece] aloud (maybe twice) and invited
everyone who was so moved to offer a word, image or phrase that somehow
struck them (without any requirement to say why it struck them) before
opening up any discussion, that might free up the neurons a bit.
Participants (and facilitators!) can relax with this instruction since there is
nothing to ‘get right’. Furthermore, a range of observations and reactions
on the table may stimulate curiosity and a desire to take a step further.
As another member of the reference group pointed out, ‘This isn’t
necessarily a priori knowledge but progressively uncovered in the encounter and in the
present moment’. As such, it is part of the art of good facilitation, an art that is
refined and deepened as facilitators engage in what Schön (1983) called
reflection-in-action. It is a capacity that can be further refined and
developed in the manner of this inquiry via in-depth reflection on action.
Second, start close in. To scaffold participant involvement, it is important
to begin with what the participant brings to the gathering and work with
their current understanding and mindset. In my facilitation to date, my
tendency has been to press people towards unfamiliar ways of seeing and
more complex ways of thinking. Assuming there was little to be learnt
from what we already knew (or thought we knew), I had been reluctant to
‘indulge’ a participant’s current perspective. However, my newfound
awareness of the part a person’s mindset can play in what they can and
cannot easily do suggests that there is value in dwelling more appreciatively
(empathically) with what participants are currently thinking. Before letting
go of existing ways of seeing (should that be necessary), participants need to
know them more fully—how they are shaped and shaping the way they
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experience and enact their practice. So rather than working against the
tendency of participants to construe things according to their existing
frame of reference, a way of facilitation that can frustrate and confuse
those who have limited capacity to consider differing perspectives, I am
realising the importance of starting where they are—with ‘what is’. As I
contemplate how I might scaffold participants in the complex activities of
integrative reflection, the words of poet David Whyte (2012) seem
especially pertinent. He wrote:
Start close in,
don’t take the second step
or the third,
start with the first
thing
close in,
the step
you don’t want to take.
Attending carefully to current perceptions, not as barriers but as
gateways to deeper reflection, can help to make object that which has been
subject, thereby enabling small shifts in consciousness. In this way,
paradoxically, the very proclivities that restrict perception may become a
new pathway to understanding and development—being with ‘what is’ in
service of what is ‘not yet’
One example of how this could be enacted in a practitioner-learning
circle might be that rather than discouraging group members from
proffering their interpretations in the initial round of responses to a
presenter’s verbatim, I could welcome these views. Since they are already
implicitly operative, affecting how participants engage in reflection, it could
better serve the process if they were ‘on the table’. In the presence of each
other’s perspectives, not all of which will be identical, participants may gain
some distance from their own. As Berger (2012:111) suggested:
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Bumping up against other people who are different or who
hold different assumptions or solutions or ways of thinking
about the world is one of the most powerful ways to make
sense of your own perspective—and hold it as a perspective
rather than a truth about the world.
Fostering such interaction is a delicate activity, as ‘bumping up’
against other perspectives can be confronting. It can lead to
participants feeling threatened, anxious and defensive. A facilitator
has an important role in engendering dialogue in these situations, in
protecting the space from being hijacked or monopolised and that in
scaffolding participants to turn to wonder rather than debate.
Taking stock (Cycle 3)
This cycle indeed marked a turning point in this action-research project.
My understanding of what can affect participant involvement in this
process of integrative reflection has been profoundly impacted by the
realisation that a person’s mindset (habitual pattern of processing
experience and making meaning) shapes and limits not only what a
participant sees but how they do (and do not) typically go about seeing. In
other words, a person’s mindset affects their capacity to reflect. This has
significant implications for how the process is facilitated. I have tended to
overlook (dismiss) the current perspectives of participants and to ask them
to imagine other perspectives. I have expected them to reflect in ways that
they may not be able to do so. I have come to recognise that what is better
for participants to engage in is a more empathic form of inquiry, to dwell
with their current perspective and patterns—to be with ‘what is’ as it were.
Seeking to appreciate these perspectives and patterns more fully, they begin
to comprehend how they shape and constrain their seeing and being. They
also begin to see other perspectives and possibilities. In these ways, being
with ‘what is’ is in service of what is ‘not yet’.
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Poignantly, these insights have emerged as I have been with the details of
my own experience—as I reflected on disorientating dilemmas in these two
practitioner-learning circles (the incident with Tess in circle A and with
Richard in circle B). And, importantly, as this form of inquiry insists,
reflection has included and been profoundly enriched by dialogical
engagement with the tradition (Kegan’s theory of adult development) and
with critical friends.
CYCLE 4
BEING WITH ‘WHAT IS’
I approached the task of facilitation differently in this cycle. My
intention was to ‘start close in’ and to seek to support (scaffold)
participants to dwell with their current standpoint. I was still committed to
participant development. What had changed was my understanding of how
this can best be fostered. I had come to realise that participants in this
process, especially those with a ‘socialised’ (Kegan 1994) order of mind,
can struggle to learn more finely grained and contextually responsive ways
of thinking and practising without coming first to a fuller appreciation of
their current frame of reference. How is this fuller appreciation fostered in
a practitioner-learning circle? In the ‘Taking stock’ section of the previous
cycle, I suggested that it is by being with ‘what is’ and engaging in a more
empathic style of inquiry. From a facilitator perspective, this involves
slowing down and becoming more curious about a participant’s
perceptions, seeking to come to know (as if from the inside) how they make
sense of their world (Berger 2016). Psychologist Carl Rogers once
elaborated his understanding of empathy (sometimes called unconditional
positive regard) in a series of questions. He asked:
Can I let myself enter fully into the world of his [sic] feelings
and personal meanings and see these as he does? Can I step
into his private world so completely that I lose all desire to
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evaluate or judge it? Can I sense it so accurately that I can
catch not only the meanings of his experience which are
obvious to him, but those meanings which are only implicit,
which he sees only dimly or as confusion? (Rogers 1961:53)
In addition to what it reveals to others, this mode of inquiry can deepen
the participant’s own awareness. S/he can learn more about themselves. In
the process of reflecting on his or her experience with others, s/he can
become conscious of details of experience that were hidden or taken-forgranted. Though it can take time, this being with ‘what is’ promises to foster
new development and growth. Berger has written:
As elements of understanding move from subject (hidden) to
object (seen), our worldview becomes more complex, the
constructive-developmental theorists would say we have
developed. This can happen when we discover a choice where
we saw only one option, when we discover multiple
perspectives where we once saw through a single lens. Each
shift from subject to object increase our scope …
My vision was to foster a more empathic mode of inquiry, to be with
‘what is’. But what happened in practice?
Circle A (Cycle 4)
I was looking forward to this session. Liberated by the thought that I
was not responsible for somehow making participant growth happen, I felt
I could relax and be with what was offered. This was significant since Joy
(the presenter) was someone I had felt somewhat awkward in the past. I
had assumed that her jolly loquaciousness was a kind of defence or veil and
that I/we had to get beyond it if we were to engage with the ‘real’ issue.
This time I wanted to let whatever unfolded speak for itself.
I felt even more excited when I read the title of her verbatim report: ‘Off
tune? No bullshit!’ This sounded immediately promising. The report
commenced with the words:
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Melody is a stubborn and aggressive long-term resident at our facility …
We have had a long-term relationship over a number of years with her
decreasing tolerance for my positive attitude to life … Her favourite
phrase to me was, “Ah shut-up and go away”… This Friday, near
lunchtime, I was popping in to see her as she was still on my ‘visit often’
list. It was a visit I didn’t look forward to, I was ‘doing my duty’ and
was expecting to work hard on having a positive interaction with her.
I was delighted that Joy had chosen what seemed like such a telling
incident to present, and also pleased that she had the commitment and
courage to take this kind of risk. Here, it seemed to me, was yet more
evidence of why we practitioners need to engage in this reflective work.
Congruence (or the lack of it) in our way of being does affect our practice
and this process provides a way for engaging with it. At the same time, I
was curious that Joy had given this cantankerous old lady the pseudonym
‘Melody’. Here was more incongruence, but what was it about? There was
plenty to explore and we had not yet heard the conversation.
The pastoral encounter had been surprising from the beginning. Joy
described it as ‘an unexpectedly delightful exchange’. Melody had not acted as
she had anticipated. Joy had simply sat there quietly to begin with, taking in
Melody’s posture and gaze, and then finding, cleaning and placing Melody’s
glasses on her nose so that she could see the picture of her deceased
husband she had been gazing at. In response to this gesture, Melody
looked at Joy and said, ‘Thank you’. Joy wrote:
I was so surprised! I hadn’t been able to understand her speech for so
many visits that I’d thought she couldn’t speak clearly anymore! A
delighted smile lit my face.
Things continued in this vein for a little longer. Joy offered and then
helped Melody (who was physically restricted) take a sip of the drink that
sat unfinished on her bedside table. Once again, this practical act of care
received a clear, ‘Thank you’ from Melody. After sipping from the drink,
Melody turned back to face the wall. Joy wrote:
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I waited for any further comment from her. None came.
After a period of silence, Joy made a comment about lunch coming, and
with this the dynamic between them changed. Joy wrote: ‘Melody turned her
head to look directly at me again and in a not so clear voice said, “Beshu”’, which Joy
interpreted as ‘bless you’. With ‘a smile’, Joy responded: ‘Well bless you too!’
Shaking her head, glaring and taking time carefully to form her words, Melody had
replied: ‘No! Bullshit!’ In her report, Joy wrote:
I couldn’t stop a huge grin from forming though I don’t think I laughed
out loud. ‘There’s the Melody I know and love!’ I thought.
After this, Melody turned back to the wall and refused to say anymore. Joy
wrote: ‘I felt dismissed’. She then beat a hasty retreat.
Joy’s reflections were extensive with numerous dot points and quotes.
There was little synthesis and in the seven or eight minutes it took her to
read these I was struck by how long-winded and disjointed they seemed.
The more she continued, the more disconnected and confused I felt. It was
as if I was entering a fog and encountering a kind of force field that was
pressing against me. Other participants were looking glazed too. In her
review of the session, one participant wrote, ‘The amount of content in the
summary of the verbatim was too much initially’.
The period of silence following this reading was a relief for me. In this
little break, I was able to regain some focus, although I still felt
discombobulated. In the initial round of observations, I used the phrase
‘dynamic of contrasts’ to describe how I was seeing the encounter. I noted
some of these contrasts—Joy’s determination to be positive and her
description of Melody as determinedly negative, and the strikingly positive
pseudonym Joy had given to a woman with whom interaction had been
anything but melodious and so on. I also mentioned the strange sensation I
had experienced during the reading of the reflections.
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My recollection of what unfolded in the rest of the session is, for the
most part, vague. I know that all five participants contributed throughout,
but I do not recall much of what was said. Joy herself was positive in her
initial review of the session. She wrote, ‘It was a great reflection of and on the
issues chosen, digging deeper to bring insight not clearly revealed at the start’. Other
participants were also positive. One commented, ‘The things others see opens
up learning for me’. Another wrote, ‘it is easier to engage when familiar with the
group, and group numbers are small’.
My own assessment did not match these comments. I was not satisfied
with what unfolded or my facilitation. It seemed that we had been on the
edge of something significant but had not been able to enter more fully. I
had felt increasingly frustrated as the session wore on. I did not want to
push Joy; as stated earlier, my intention was to acknowledge and dwell with
Joy’s perceptions, and to facilitate this in the group. I had certainly not
pressed Joy as I might have in the past, but on this occasion I had not
found it as easy to be with her as hoped. Perhaps I had assumed that being
with what is would always amount to deepening reflection. In this session
the discussion had mostly flitted all over the place, never really settling.
‘Being with’ this had not been easy for me.
Despite this flitting about, however, there were two moments when I
saw what appeared to me to be something deeper. On the first, indicated
by a falter in her speech and a quiver in her facial expression, it looked as if
Joy had momentarily felt a surge of emotion. On the second, marked by a
moment of what I perceived to be uneasy eye contact and then quickly
looking away, I wondered if Joy had momentarily caught herself speaking
(as if from without) and had momentarily suspected the veracity of her
words. Were these flickers of deepening awareness? In this regard, a
comment in Joy’s post-session reflection (written a few days later) is
perhaps telling. In response to a question asking if there was anything she
saw or would do differently because of the session, she mentioned
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checking on a couple of practical matters to do with Melody’s care plan but
then added, ‘To continue to be aware of when my smile is challenging and not a
welcome sight’. This comment suggested that she had become aware of
something in her way of being that was not always welcome or easy to be
with, although to refer only to the effect of her smile suggests that she may
not appreciate the full extent of the issue.
Nevertheless, the fact that Joy chose this encounter for reflection and
afterwards registered that something about her way of being in practice
could be problematic for others is promising. Her acknowledgement of the
need to ‘continue to be aware’ of ‘when’ this aspect is not welcome suggests
that something in her way of seeing may be shifting from subject to object.
At some point she may be ready to explore this further—for example, to
explore not only ‘when’ but what it is about her way of being, her use of self,
that can be difficult and what it is that people in situations like this are
needing from her. In retrospect, despite my misgivings, it seems that the
process had enabled some learning.
Circle B (Cycle 4)
Circle B was smaller than it had been in the previous cycle (six
participants instead of ten). From a facilitation perspective this is almost
always a more manageable group size, particularly with participants who
are less adept in the process. I mentioned Richard’s decision to withdraw,
but this drew little comment (I think they were aware of this already).
Beatrice had also withdrawn due to other pressing responsibilities, but sent
a message stating that she valued the group and would miss the sessions.
Leslie was present, and I deliberately sat beside rather than across from her
to be less in her direct line of sight. I hoped this might lessen the likelihood
of her monopolising my attention in a way that seemed to disregard the
presence of the others. Notably, the session commenced forty minutes late.
Jeremy, the presenter, had driven to the wrong venue. I decided that there
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was nothing that could be done to remedy the situation at this late stage
and that it would not help if I became stressed or anxious: it was better to
be with it and let the situation reveal what could be learnt and was needed.
Accordingly, we checked in with each other while we waited. Jeremy was
slightly flustered when he arrived, so we took a few more minutes to
reassure and help him settle.
His verbatim (titled, ‘HELP!’) revolved around a visit with Ethel. In
their conversation, Ethel had revealed that she had been abused when in
hospital four years earlier. As the story went, a wardsman had shouted and
roughly manhandled her when she refused to put her slippers on because
they hurt her feet. Ethel told Jeremy that she was discharged next day and
had gone straight to the police. There was an investigation and the
offender had been sacked. Nevertheless, the conversation triggered alarm
in Jeremy. His response was to ask her, ‘Would you like me to follow up this
matter?’ In his report, he wrote:
(Betty hesitated) ‘I am not sure. It was 4 years ago and I don’t have to go
back to that hospital. Thanks Jeremy for allowing me to tell you about it,
I feel much better now.’
He continued:
I struggled to come to grips with what I was hearing and my
responsibilities as a mandatory reporter of elder abuse … From her
emotion and body language, I thought the experience was recent and my
responsibility was clear. Later, when I found out the encounter was four
years ago, I was unsure of my position. Was the matter concluded and
explained to her? Why was she revisiting the encounter at this particular
time? She volunteered the information and needed to know I was
listening. I need some advice.
In their initial response to Jeremy’s report, participants seemed eager to
offer advice and to discuss matters of mandatory reporting. Rather than
simply short-circuiting this more instrumental and abstract discussion, I
had the sense to wait and see how the group would respond to what was
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unfolding.14 After a couple of minutes, Sandy commented that men (unlike
women) have a greater need to fix things. I was struck by the force of the
comment and wondered if she were trying to name what was happening.
Again, I waited. I was curious to see how others would respond. No one
picked up on it. The discussion continued unabated.
I waited a little longer and, in a pause, drew attention to proceedings. I
noted that we seemed to be concentrating on a general issue and were
perhaps losing connection with the encounter that Jeremy had shared. I
affirmed that mandatory reporting was an important issue, but also that
Jeremy’s concern had been dealt with. I suggested that another important
dimension to this encounter was its effect on Jeremy, and that it could be
valuable for our learning to explore this if Jeremy were willing to do so. I
noted that the experience of being unsettled or disturbed by a pastoral
encounter was something that most of us would have experienced and that
if we could be with this reflectively we might gain deeper understanding and
insight for our work. People seemed open and ready for this, and a deeper
quality of sharing, listening and collaborating ensued. It seemed that
participants had realised (become object to) their pattern.
It was exciting to see what unfolded after this. One participant shared
his experience of going for a lunchtime walk in an industrial area beside a
river and of suddenly bogging up to his waist in a sinkhole. The story
provided a vivid metaphor for exploring Jeremy’s experience of alarm in
this incident. Participants were focused and attending closely to Jeremy’s
experience. Comments in his post-session review suggest that the
conversation had helped him to see more about what had been going on
for him. This was striking, as Jeremy had not previously demonstrated
14

In the past, since fixing, advising and correcting are not what integrative reflection is about (see
the touchstones, Appendix 2), I would have tried quickly to refocus their attention back on the
verbatim. However, in cycle 3 I saw the effect and value of welcoming participant perspectives—
of getting them ‘on the table’ in order that they become more ‘object’ to participants. This is an
example of how the in-depth reflection I was practising in the inquiry was contributing to my
understanding of the process of integrative reflection as well as of myself, and my context.
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much subtlety in his engagement with the reflective process. He wrote, for
example:
I became aware that the fight or flight spectrum familiar to me from
military training applies in PC [pastoral care] and that I do not have to
be at the extremes. I can choose where to place myself on the spectrum as I
evaluate circumstances.
And also:
An old problem resurfaced in that I still have a tendency to put on the
‘MR FIX-IT HAT’, especially when dealing with females. I should try
to guide the resident to help themselves and in so doing gain their own
benefit rather than doing it for them where they often miss the benefit if
there is one.
Jeremy’s acknowledgement of these habits and their effect demonstrates
deepening awareness of his use of self in practice. He was not yet engaging
with the underlying feelings that were contributing to this reactive pattern
and was still thinking in terms of a will-based adjustment (‘conditioned
reactions need to be controlled’). Nevertheless, his comments suggest that his
understanding of self and context were shifting.
Reference group (Cycle 4)
The previous action-reflection cycle of this project had revealed how
important it is to be with rather than to gloss over participant perspectives.
In this cycle, it has emerged that being with these perspectives can be
difficult. For example, in circle A, I had the sense that my attempts to be
with Joy’s experience were being repelled. I found this difficult and was
unsure of what then to do. This experience became the starting point of
reflection in the reference group. Joy’s rambling style of writing and
scattered responses in the group had a distracting and diverting effect,
which militated against engagement. I wondered aloud about this. Was it
her way of protecting herself from a process and from discoveries that she
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perceived as threatening? In this regard, a comment in her post-session
report seemed significant. She wrote:
I never like being in the ‘hot-seat’ too much. I always worry that there’s
something that I have missed that will bring out too strong an emotional
reaction that will leave me unable to reasonably respond and so exhausted
that dealing with the rest of the working day and then family afterwards
is too tricky.
The comment suggested that Joy was quite uneasy about presenting.
Outwardly, she came across as bubbly and enthusiastic. Inwardly, it seems,
she had been uneasy—anxious about what might emerge and about how it
would leave her feeling. This could have caused her to act in ways that
protected her vulnerability, and may explain my sense of ‘encountering a
kind of force field that was pressing against me’.
But was this the whole of it? What about my reactions and subjectivity?
How was my way of seeing and being playing into this? To be sure, I was
facilitating differently, outwardly, at least. Rather than pressing Joy to
engage with other perspectives, I was focusing on her experience. But here
is the rub: I was still pressing. I was urging her to go into it more deeply, the
very thing she was anxious about. And, because I perceived her to be
deflecting my efforts, I tried even harder. I felt impeded and became
frustrated. I attempted not to show this. However, just as I was picking up
and reacting to something I perceived to be coming from her, so she was
likely picking up and reacting to something she perceived coming from me.
Outwardly, we were both engaging with each other. Inwardly, we were
both resisting each other.
So, what did this mean for my understanding of integrative reflection
and this newfound notion of empathic inquiry? Prior to the experience
with Joy, I had expected that being with ‘what is’ would be a relatively
straightforward matter. I surmised that encouraging participants to
consider unfamiliar perspectives was the difficult thing for them and that
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being with existing perspectives would be easier. However, this assumes that
the participants are comfortable with the experience and about dwelling
more fully with it (especially in a group setting with colleagues). Joy seemed
not to be comfortable in this regard. It was not that she shared nothing;
her verbatim was quite open about her pastoral method and manner and its
effect. There was honesty, but it also seemed that this was as far as she was
prepared to go. On reflection, I can see that she was anxious about what
might emerge if it went further and that my way of approaching would not
have helped. I had not continued in the relaxed way that I began the
session or in the manner I intended. I was acting as if I still needing to
make something happen. What was needed, it seems, was for all of us
(modelled by me) to relax and be willing to feel our way slowly and
patiently. In circle B, we did relax (me included), and this seemed to assist
everyone to be with what was happening. The process unfolded in a more
leisurely and playful way. In this environment, disclosure and dialogue
gradually deepened. This was striking, as in the past Jeremy (and most of
the others) had not demonstrated much interest or subtlety in deeper
reflection. In his assessment of that session, he wrote:
The goodwill of the group made it easier. We supported each other, which
created an environment where risks could be taken … During
discussions, I was challenged but I remained comfortable as we were all
feeling our way with positive attitudes.
Another participant mentioned how the absence of participant negativity and no
sense of judgment had made a difference. I do not want to draw too much from
such comments, but they do suggest again that this kind of reflection must be
engaged with sensitivity and tact.

While the notion of being with ‘what is’ (empathic inquiry) remains key
then, it is increasingly apparent that the how of being with is a delicate and
nuanced matter. It cannot be insisted upon, or rushed or approached too
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intensely. I am reminded of Palmer’s (2004:) description of the ‘soul’ and
of how it needs to be approached. He wrote:
The soul is like a wild animal—tough, resilient, savvy, selfsufficient and yet exceedingly shy. If we want to see a wild
animal, the last thing we should do is to go crashing through
the woods, shouting for the creature to come out. But if we
are willing to walk quietly into the woods and sit silently for an
hour or two at the base of a tree, the creature we are waiting
for may well emerge, and out of the corner of an eye we will
catch a glimpse of the precious wildness we seek.
Empathic inquiry is ‘soulful’ work that it can only proceed in a deeply
respectful and patient manner.
Part of what makes this complex and delicate is that it relies on all
participants, and especially the presenter and facilitator. Furthermore, as I
have discovered in practice, it is affected not only by activities such as what
we attend to and the questions we ask but by the unseen energies that flow
between us. These subtle energies need to be discerned and worked with
by a facilitator. In the course of considering questions of subjectivity and
inter-subjectivity,

we

touched

on

notions

of

transference,

countertransference and parallel process. Members of the group
contributed insights from their own fields––counselling and supervision.
The discussion was opening up new avenues of exploration, and I came
away intent to explore further how these dynamics may be playing out and
be worked with in these practitioner-learning circles.
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Cycle report (Cycle 4)
‘Inscrutably involved, we live in currents of universal reciprocity’, Buber
(1971) famously wrote. In this cycle, it has become apparent that positive
and negative charges in the interpersonal field of a practitioner-learning
circle are affecting the reflective process. The psychoanalytic concepts of
transference, countertransference and parallel process are suggestive in
understanding how subjectivity can affect the process of integrative
reflection, which is why I chose to reflect on these notions in the fourth
cycle report.
Transference and countertransference
The concepts of transference and countertransference have developed
in different ways since the time of Freud. I use the term ‘transference’ in
what is sometimes called the ‘totalistic’ sense—to refer to the sum of
thoughts, feelings, fantasies, impulses and bodily sensations that arise in
person A as they relate to person B (see, for example, Cooper-White 2004).
The patterns of these reactions may relate to patterns in earlier
relationships, such as with a parent, but not necessarily. Similarly, I
understand ‘countertransference’ to refer to the sum total of reactions
from person B back to person A. In Shared Wisdom: Use of Self in Pastoral
Care and Counseling, Cooper-White (2004) stresses the importance (for those
working in a relational paradigm) of reflecting on patterns of transference
and countertransference. She wrote:
The understanding gained by introspection will enable a
reduction in impulsive actions and unethical interventions and
the potential for a much richer, safer, and more genuinely
helping relationship… The more we are able to tune in to our
own inner perceptions and to reflect on these in a thoughtful
way, the more sensitively we will also be able to tune in to the
nuances of the helpee’s own feelings, wishes, and experiences.
Then, in turn, we can use these insights to choose responses
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and interventions that are most appropriate to our role as
helpers and to the helpee’s needs. (2004:8)
Cooper-White’s comments are directed towards a typical one-on-one
pastoral relationship, but are apposite to integrative reflection. This is part
of what integrative reflection attends to with participants and, as suggested
in the section on facilitation of reflection in chapter 3, it is important for
facilitators to attend to their own subjectivity and its place in their work. In
this cycle, I was engaging with the ‘lived experience’ of transference and
countertransference.
In my review of the session with circle A, I became aware that
something in Joy’s way of being had ‘hooked’ something in me. In the
reference group, where reflection continued, I saw how something in my
way of being seemed also to be affecting Joy (and thus the unfolding of the
process). In view of this, two possibilities emerge for facilitation. First, I
can more intentionally be with myself. I can acknowledge that I am still
driven to some extent by a compulsion to ‘get somewhere’ and choose to
do something about it—for example, let go and relax. The purpose of this
process is to deepen understanding and contribute to practitioner learning,
and it is the case that I have a responsibility to assist participants to get the
most out of the process. However, to be attached to certain outcomes is
only to increase the likelihood of becoming manipulative. Furthermore,
now that I am aware that I have been carrying this expectation I can
explore it. Cooper-White (2004:161) discovered that the more therapists
engage ‘in private introspection about the meaning of their reactions, the
less likely they were to engage in [unethical] enactments’. It is not that such
reflexivity necessarily diminishes the intensity of feelings experienced in
interpersonal relationships. Rather, what it does:
… is offer an additional element of circumspection that
enables a [facilitator] to use what she can learn from within her
own subjectivity, her countertransference, toward the practice
of a more genuine and unencumbered listening—to both
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one’s own subjectivity and the expressions of the other.
(Cooper-White 2004:82 emphasis in original)
This comment brings me to the second possibility, which is that I can
discern from these currents of transference and countertransference how
to make appropriate use of myself in facilitation. In Cooper-White’s
(2004:82) words, I can be curious about ‘whatever may spring up in the
inter-subjective pool of experience that flows between [us]’ and use this to
respond in ways that address the needs in participants and that support the
unfolding of the process. How might this have looked in the situation with
Joy? In view of her vigilance, which I perceived as a force field that was
deflecting me, I could have pulled back and been less intense. In turn, she
may have felt less threatened. In terms of her verbal response, there were
already things she had said—such as her aim to have a positive interaction
with Melody—that she may have been ready to explore. If that was too
difficult, she may have found it easier to talk about Melody in the first
instance—for example, to describe what she sensed might have been going
on in Melody during different phases of the encounter. Along these lines, a
member of the reference group suggested that playing with a visual
representation of the encounter might have helped to engender curiosity
and collaboration. She wrote:
I’m imagining a time-line, or a graph, with spikes for moments of strong
feeling, and noticing when [Melody’s] spike coincides with [Joy’s]. This
might make it safer for Joy by externalising the event and taking the gaze
off her.
The general point is that by ‘reading’ and responding to what was
transpiring in the inter-subjective space (being attuned to the currents
flowing between us), facilitators can make use of themselves in ways that
assist participants to be with their experience. As facilitators (and other
participants) turn to wonder about the ways their subjectivity is playing
into the process, they receive indications not only of what to ‘be with’ but
of how (and how not) to be with it.
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Parallel process
The notion of ‘parallel process’ (Searles 1955) is also relevant to this
exploration of subjectivity and of the ways it can contribute to the process
of integrative reflection. ‘Parallel process’ is a term used in the field of
counseling and supervision. It refers to situations in which the dynamics of
the relationship between ‘counsellor’ and ‘client’ are reenacted in the
supervisory relationship (Doerhman 1976; McNeill & Worthen 1989;
Sumerel 1994). Crowe et al (2011:57) have noted that the recurrence of this
pattern in the supervisory relationship can signify a ‘stuck point’ in the
original relationship. If not addressed, this can impede the supervisory
process as well (Andersson 2008:37). On the other hand, addressing this
pattern (parallel process) can free up the supervisory dynamic and disclose
new possibilities for the original practice setting.
Can parallel process occur in a group setting such as a practitionerlearning circle? In circle B of this cycle, I detect a pattern that would
suggest it does. In his verbatim report, Jeremy recounted a situation in
which his reaction had been to adopt the role of rescuer/problem solver—
‘MR FIX-IT’. In the practitioner-learning circle, a similar pattern unfolded.
As soon as they had opportunity to respond to Jeremy’s presentation,
group members began to discuss how to fix the problem, even though it
had already been addressed. When I pointed out that the group seemed to
be reacting to Jeremy’s disclosure in a similar manner to the way Jeremy
had reacted to Betty’s disclosure, we were able to acknowledge this, let it
go, and dwell more fully with what the original experience had stirred in
Jeremy. This is an example of how addressing parallel process can assist the
reflective process and disclose possibilities for future practice. Addressing
this was made possible by ontological aspect of integrative reflection—
attending to the details of what had happened in Jeremy’s encounter and of
what was happening in the group. A further step would be to explore what
Jeremy’s encounter had stirred for each of them. We did not get to do that
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in a formal sense in this session, although it did seem that some
participants had begun to do this themselves.
Notwithstanding this, the session unfolded as one of the most satisfying
and (in my assessment) fruitful sessions I had experienced with this group.
It was fruitful in terms of the way the group collaborated in the reflective
process and in terms of what the presenter and other participants
discovered. This included, realising that their own subjectivity can affect
their practice and so is worthy of further attention. This was evident in the
following comments from reviews of the session:
•
•
•

This giving a reminder of being aware of what is happening for me in a
pastoral encounter and how I might handle that.
The importance of asking yourself, ‘What is your personal reaction to what
is being told?’.
Do I need to fix because I am uncomfortable speaking/reacting with a
person as they are?

Looking back, I can see that a version of parallel process had also
unfolded in the first session of this cycle (circle A). In that case, my
growing sense of frustration with Joy’s way of being in the circle seemed to
mirror Melody’s growing frustration with her way of being in their
encounter. I was not conscious of this at the time. Had I become
conscious of the parallel, I would not have named it as directly (as in the
other group), since in my view it would have been too confronting for Joy
(and others). This suggests that how parallel process is best addressed must
be discerned. In highly sensitive situations, such as with Joy, it may be
better in the first instance to focus away from interpersonal material
deliberately and onto matters that are less confronting. This may help to
reduce tension and anxiety (negative charge), and allow participants to relax
and begin to work more cooperatively. In less sensitive situations, there
can be great value in attending more directly to matters of intersubjectivity.
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Taking stock (Cycle 4)
This fourth cycle of inquiry, as with previous cycles, has further
deepened my awareness of my ways of seeing and being, and how they
affect (and are affected by) what unfolds in these practitioner-learning
circles. This personal knowledge of practice is what integrative reflection aims
to cultivate in participants as well. In that sense, the research is an example
of the process it is inquiring into. At the same time, this personal
knowledge is contributing to a deeper and more nuanced understanding of
integrative reflection and of its wise enactment.
In cycle one, I discussed the importance of attending to the ‘here-andnow’ dynamics of a group’s engagement, especially when those dynamics
are overtly interfering in the process of reflection. In this cycle, it has
emerged that more subtle currents, in the form underlying inter-subjective
energies, may also be affecting the process. Attending to these energies and
discerning how to make good use of our subjectivity as facilitators is
important if we are to foster empathic engagement. However, this is a
delicate matter, which requires of facilitators a commitment to reflect on
their own practice. As I have persisted in such reflection, I am realising
what it means in practice (my practice) to embody a relaxed empathic
stance patiently. In this regard, Chrétien’s (2004:14) words offer an apt
conclusion to this cycle:
Being with the other, attuned to the unheard-of, does not at all
mean that I am… lying in wait for the unsaid in the other’s
speech, nor that I thereby adopt a position of superiority and
mastery. Something quite different is at stake. Listening to the
unheard-of in what the other is saying means following a
patient, laborious path, sometimes getting lost and needing to
start all over again, with all that is improvisational and, as it
were, caressing in the act of attention, towards the singularity
of the event that calls for his [sic] speech.
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CYCLE 5
CONFIRMING AND CONFOUNDING
Circle A (Cycle 5)
Rose’s verbatim, titled ‘Face to Face with Grace’, recounted an encounter
that had left her feeling ‘gobsmacked’ and ‘energised’. It was a visit she had
been ‘reluctant’ to make since it was at the end of her day and she did not
want to ‘risk being delayed’. Also, she had heard that Pearl was unhappy
about being in respite care and may not be very welcoming. Prior to going,
Rose had been wondering, ‘Would I be wasting my time when I could go home 10
mins early rather’.
Pearl was asleep when Rose entered the room, but she roused when
Rose whispered in her ear. Rose introduced herself as the pastoral care
worker and asked Pearl if it would be okay to sit with her for a moment.
Pearl nodded, and immediately began talking. She spoke at length of ‘her
displeasure at being away from her home and husband’, and of ‘her health and how
frustrating it is not having the strength in her legs to keep mobile’. During that period
of the conversation her ‘face was mostly dull and sad’. But then she paused and
sat up, and the mood changed. ‘I think I read that you have church in the villa
community space’, she said. ‘Yes, we have church once a month, would you like to
come?’, Rose replied. In her verbatim, she noted:
I am surprised that her focus has moved from her life’s woes after about
20 minutes of non-stop talk. I had also been looking for an exit point.
They had a brief discussion about the service and then Rose departed,
promising to be in touch. She wrote, ‘As my greeting and hand go out, Pearl’s
face changes and breaks into a smile as she continues to hold my gaze’. Pearl replied:
‘It was lovely to meet you! Thank you for your visit!’ Rose noted:
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Pearl maintains her brimming smile as I depart … I walked away
totally amazed at the transformation I had witnessed … This was a
sacred moment … What a blessing! ... Wow!
Group sharing and discussion following Rose’s presentation was lively
and positive. Participants noted Rose’s delight and seemed keen to
celebrate a pastoral situation that had ended on such a high. There was
discussion of the effect of allowing and bearing witness to the lament of
others. Family members and staff can be uncomfortable and try to silence
residents when they display the kind of emotion and complaint that Pearl
had expressed to Rose. However, what people in this state seem to need is
an opportunity to voice their complaint and be heard. We touched on the
importance for pastoral practitioners of being available in ways that others
may find difficult.
When this discussion concluded, I sought to bring the focus back to
Rose’s description of the experience and perception of the encounter. I
noted that Rose had spoken of being ‘gobsmacked’ and had used words such
as ‘blessing’ to describe what had happened. These suggested that she had
been significantly affected by what transpired. I asked if she might say a bit
more about this. In doing so, I hoped that we might be able to dwell with
and possibly unpack the meaning she was attaching to this language.
Internally, I was aware that I was feeling some dis-comfort about her
frequent recourse to words such as grace, blessing, transformation, sacred moment
and face of God. This usage seemed somehow to be foreclosing the
possibility of further reflection by placing the encounter beyond reach. At
the same time, I did not want to exert pressure on Rose or the group.
Rose’s responses to these questions were brief, and mostly just a reiteration
of what she had written. She showed little enthusiasm to explore these
more fully. Not wanting to provoke or cause her to feel judged, I let it go.
The session concluded with more general discussion and sharing of stories
about visiting the downcast and depressed.
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I left the session feeling pleased that all participants had contributed
throughout, and that I had offered gentle invitations to dwell with aspects
of this experience and had remained relaxed and patient when these
invitations went unheeded. At the same time, I felt some disappointment
that we had not been more adventurous in our exploration.
That we had not ventured from familiar paths seemed to be borne out
in participant reviews of the session. Only one person responded to my
query about what had been new or puzzling in the session, and she wrote,
‘Nothing—all familiar; all affirming’. It was not that the session had been
wasted. In response to the question of what had resonated or been
energising, for example, all five participants wrote of feeling renewed in
their commitment to give themselves to the work of listening, especially
when residents were anguished and complaining. Being reminded of and
affirmed in key aspects of their role is part of what integrative reflection
aims to do. The session was worthwhile in that regard. However, as other
sessions have demonstrated, this is not all this process can make possible
for participants. Was what happened in this session enough?
Circle B (Cycle 5)
In stark contrast to my uneasiness in cycle 1, I was feeling energized and
expectant as I prepared to facilitate this learning circle. What had changed?
In broad terms, I had. Thanks to what the integrative process of reflection
enacted in this inquiry was bringing to my attention, I had a different
approach to facilitation. I had come to recognise the importance of being
with ‘what is’. Although I was also aware of how difficult it could be (for
me and the participants) to inhabit this way of being, I was feeling more
relaxed about the group and my involvement. In addition, three weeks
prior to this session, I had what felt like a significant interchange with the
designated presenter. I had emailed Leslie, thanking her for being willing to
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present and sending guidelines for preparing her verbatim report. A few
days later, I received the following reply:
… I have just read what you would like in the next verbatim. I find it
totally overwhelming. I am happy to present but I am challenged greatly in
breaking it down into this form. My mind doesn’t work this way and I
guess I am not prepared to do the work. These days I am trying to get out
of the mind and just watch from within and be there in the present
moment. In this moment, I am confused ... pastoral care is about being
with. How do I learn stillness within while being so keen to listen to the
mind and all its theories and problems? I do in my work try to listen with
kindness to the stories people tell me. I am also trying to listen with
kindness to my own stories and let the not so helpful thoughts pass me by.
I am at last learning to trust in the God and to know ‘All is well’. I am
still happy to present but in my way. If this doesn’t help the group maybe
your group isn’t for me …
Reading this email, I felt some uneasiness. I knew it would be unwise to
reply immediately. I waited. Encouragingly, after only a few minutes, I was
feeling more curious than challenged or offended. I decided not to seek to
justify the guidelines, but instead to simply be with her reaction and let her
do what she deemed necessary. I replied as follows:
… Thanks for your email. If you would prefer to do it your way, please
go ahead and we’ll seek to be with that with kindness. As it turns out,
this will be the last reflective group in this series. After that there will be
an opportunity for everyone to re-evaluate. If you would prefer not to be in
a reflective group in the future and to engage with some other form of
learning and supervision I think that option will be open to you. I am
looking forward to sharing in your presentation …
As the weeks went by I felt increasingly curious about what would
transpire in this session. The day arrived, and in what seemed a ‘delicious’
convergence of themes, Leslie had titled her verbatim ‘JUST BE WITH
WHAT IS’ (capitals in original). The presentation itself was brief and raw. It
described Leslie’s encounter with Mavis, a woman who had been
transferred from hospital to the nursing home for palliative care. After a
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series of strokes, Mavis thrashed and convulsed uncontrollably for three
weeks before she died. Early in this period, when she could still speak, Mavis
had cried to Leslie:
I hate what is happening to me … This is so hard for my husband and
family … I do not want my friends to see me like this. I am ready to die.
Being in Mavis’s presence as she writhed on a mattress on the floor (to
prevent falls) was distressing for everyone. On one occasion, Mavis’s husband
(a country man) bewailed, ‘If an animal was in this much distress we’d shoot it’.
Leslie spent a great deal of time with Mavis and her family over those three
weeks. She too found it deeply distressing. On occasions when she felt totally
helpless, Leslie had simply lain on the floor next to Mavis. In her presentation
she recorded, ‘My mind and my body became weary over days’. She added, ‘How can I
become the still space for these people to share their grief WHEN MY MIND WANTS
TO CONTROL, FIX AND CHANGE WHAT IS HAPPENING?’ (capitals
in original).
At the conclusion of her presentation, I thanked Leslie and acknowledged
how confronting, stressful and draining this encounter must have been. I
noted that it had probably stirred feelings for each of us and suggested that we
pause in silent respect for all that had been shared. Following this silence, I
inquired if Leslie and others were happy to proceed with the process. Given
their assent, I invited people to share what they were noticing in themselves or
in the presentation.
Responses ranged. Three participants spoke immediately to affirm what
Leslie had done. Two others questioned whether more could have been done
for Mavis, medically speaking. In the past, I might have discounted the
significance of these comments for our purpose. Now, however, I perceived
them as expressions of agitation that needed to be voiced in order for these
participants to enter more fully into the process. Following these two
comments, another participant spoke of her feeling of helplessness. Another
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referred to aspects of the encounter that had struck him. These comments
served to bring our focus back to Leslie’s experience.
As the session progressed, a pattern emerged in that we would step back
and speak more generally about the incident, and then in again to the detail.
The observer noted, ‘There appeared to be a moving-in and a moving-out, an ebb and
flow, in the attending to the verbatim and the challenge this pastoral encounter offered to the
presenter’. I sensed it was important to go with this rhythm. It seemed to be the
group’s way of managing the intensity of what had been stirred. On more than
one occasion, when it seemed we may be drifting off into generalisations (a
discussion about ‘midwifing’ death), someone contributed in a way that
brought us back to an aspect of the experience itself (Leslie lying next to
Mavis on the floor).
The group also discussed theological dilemmas raised by the encounter. In
the process, differing beliefs and perspectives were shared. This was
challenging for some; however, participants did seem more willing than usual
to bear with one another’s differences. In feedback afterwards, one participant
noted that it was ‘great to be thinking a little theologically in how to deal with the tough
challenges we face’. Another participant affirmed that it is ‘easy to engage in the
session when each member’s comments are heard and accepted as they are, even if others may
not agree’. During the session there were also admissions of personal foibles
and dilemmas, and expressions of unknowing and curiosity. In appreciation of
this, one participant said he found the group ‘refreshingly honest’. Another
commented that it was easier to engage because there was ‘a common assent to
struggle in the pastoral situation’.
Review sheets, comments and emails received after the session were
overwhelmingly positive. There were also comments that suggested that some
of the participants were coming to a deeper appreciation of their reactions,
values and perspectives. According to one participant, the session: ‘confirmed
my moving closer to a … YES/AND rather than a YES/NO’. Another wrote:
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Leslie’s compassion is demonstrated in lying beside Mavis so she would not
be looking down on her. I probably would not have been so considerate in a
similar situation, but now?
In addition, participants acknowledged changes in the way the group was
approaching the process of reflection. For example, in an email I received the
following day one person wrote:
Thank you for your sensitive and insightful facilitation ... I thought today’s
session was one of the best we have had. The power of the content of Leslie’s
verbatim and her obvious feelings and struggles (at the time and when
presenting) seemingly struck a chord in all who were there. Sharing seemed
freer than what it has often been in the past and there was no negativity but
a lively response from everyone. In conversation with [two other group
members], they were very clear on the positivity of their experience today and
voiced their keenness for the group to continue.
An email from Leslie on the afternoon of the session conveyed a similar
sense of appreciation. She wrote:
Thanks Neil for today. You did touch on areas of my life that I am trying
to be with. I was speaking to [two other group members] and they felt the
meeting today was great as it enabled them to go deeper into the issues that
we face all the time in our work. The groups you have been leading over the
past couple of years have been very valuable to our growth as people and to
one another. I think my last comment about maybe not coming to groups was
a spur of the moment reaction. I am sure I was in my head that day and was
being ruled by reactions. Hope all continues well for you in your studies and
thank you for care and support of us in our work.

Reference group (Cycle 5)
In my reference group report, in addition to the descriptions above I
included some further reflection on how these two sessions unfolded. In
particular, I was curious as to what might have contributed to differences
in the depth of exploration in the groups. In circle A, even though there
had been good participation and energy, reflection seemed to function
mostly to fill out and affirm a familiar understanding of practice. In circle
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B, we had engaged at times at what felt like a substantially deeper level.
What clues did these sessions offer that might account for this?
I noted that in circle A, Rose had come across as being quite certain and
self-assured. It was if the meaning of the encounter had been clear from
the outset and that nothing had left her wondering. I felt some unease
about this. Her explanation seemed very tied down and sounded a bit glib
to me. What did Rose mean when she used words such as grace, blessing,
transformation, sacred moment and face of God? What did others assume she
meant? In attempting to engender curiosity, further reflection and a deeper
appreciation of what had happened for Rose, I asked if she might say a bit
more about the experience. For example, what had she felt on the ‘inside’?
I tried in various ways, taking small steps to tease out her comments and
their meaning. On that occasion, however, Rose seemed intent and content
simply to reiterate what she had already written. We ventured no further
and I was left wondering what, if anything, this signified or suggested
about Rose’s readiness for a deeper dive?
On the morning after the session it ‘dawned’ on me (literally, as I
awoke!) that Pearl’s reaction to Rose may offer a clue. In the circle, as Rose
had presented, we were all struck by the suddenness and strength of Pearl’s
unburdening of herself in Rose’s company. Rose was of the view that this
had been enabled by her pastoral method and manner, and specifically the
by quality of her listening. For example, she wrote:
I was reminded how little time it can take to listen to what another has to
say, without reservation, without interruption or my story coming over the
top of the other … My pastoral method and manner must have been
welcoming to Pearl as she responded with such welcome and opened up her
story without hesitation …
It did seem that Rose’s presence had a part to play in what unfolded, but I
suspected there was more to it than this. I noted, for example, that on eight
occasions in the verbatim Rose had spoken about her reluctance to visit and
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anxiety to leave on time. She had also noted that, as well as listening to
Pearl, she had ‘been looking for an exit point’. By her own admission, Rose had
not been as present as she perhaps could have been. And yet, despite any
reticence or anxiety that may have seeped into the intersubjective field,
Pearl had seemed virtually unstoppable. She was barely awake when she
started speaking and she had no prior relationship with Rose, and yet she
had not drawn breath for 20 minutes. It was as if she was drowning in a sea
of concern and had seen this pastoral practitioner’s appearance as a lifeline,
which she grabbed eagerly. In other words, perhaps an important reason
why Pearl had been so willing to unload to Rose was because she was
ready—because she had a ‘felt need’. In a similar vein, I wondered whether
a participant’s sense of ‘felt need’ might make a difference to how they
approached the reflective process. If they were feeling unsettled and
perplexed by an experience, for example, were they more motivated to
dwell deeply with ‘what is’? Could this have been a factor in the second
session?
In circle B, the presenter was clearly perplexed. Leslie had been rocked
by her incident and was beset by questions. It was as if the encounter had
taken her to the edge of her strategies for understanding and managing her
work. Furthermore, her presentation had unsettled others in the circle. On
more than one occasion in the session someone acknowledged that it could
have been them in the situation. Participants were asking: ‘What would I have
done?’ All present seemed ready, indeed actively seeking, to reflect on
Leslie’s story and what it had stirred. This difference in the level of
participant engagement in circle B had me wondering whether a heightened
sense of perplexity may have engendered this desire and readiness to enter
deeper reflection.
I was looking forward to exploring these reflections with the reference
group. I thought I might have uncovered another piece in the puzzle of
participant involvement in this reflective process, and I was keen to
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explore it with ‘critical friends’. Somewhat to my surprise, one of the
reference group members voiced an immediate and strong reaction to the
presentation. It was the situation of circle B that had stirred her. She was
agitated and angry about the way Mavis had suffered in the final weeks of
her life. She thought that more should have been done to ease Mavis’s
suffering. In turn, she referred to the notion of being with ‘what is’. She
picked up on the title Leslie had given to her verbatim report (‘JUST BE
WITH WHAT IS’) and expressed concern that just being with ‘what is’
could become an excuse for inaction when something more was needed. If
this were so, it would seem to stand in the way of the intention of
integrative reflection, which is to deepen practitioner awareness of self and
context and to enhance effectiveness and the social fabric. This led to more
general questioning of the notion of being with ‘what is’ and of how it served
the process. What were the implications for facilitators, participants, and
the recipients of their practice? Reflection on these themes formed the
basis for my final cycle report.
Cycle report (Cycle 5)
The theory of ‘being with what is’
What do I mean by the phrase being with ‘what is’? In short, I mean
dwelling more fully with a participant’s current ways of seeing and being
with their experience, using ‘our subjectivities to feel, sense and infer our
way as best we can, into [another’s] experiential world’ (Fosshage
2011:144). The point of this empathic engagement is to foster integrative
reflection, which in turn can lead to a deeper appreciation of the
experience and how it is affecting and being affected by a participant’s
practice.
How does an empathic emphasis foster integrative reflection? In the
first instance, it can help practitioners elucidate a fuller picture of their
conscious experience and attend to the details of what happened. This is to
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engage in what I have called ontological reflection. In addition, it can help
practitioners surface elements of their experience that are beyond
awareness—to attend to ‘hidden realities’ (Rodgerson 2008). This is
imaginal reflection. Fosshage (2011:147) noted that:
Empathic understanding tends to make more permeable and
fluid the boundaries between conscious and unconscious,
between explicit and implicit, and it increases conscious access
to previously unconscious feelings, intentions, thoughts and
connections.
Furthermore, by engaging in these processes (ontological and imaginal
reflection) participants may glimpse certain ambiguities and contradictions
in the way they are making sense of the world. As these elements are ‘felt’,
described and explored, clues to a more congruent way of seeing and being
can also be discerned. This is critical reflection. And in considering how to
enact these new ways of seeing and being we come back to instrumental
reflection. In these ways, an empathic emphasis is assisting participants to
engage in the different dimensions of integrative reflection—ontological,
imaginal, critical and instrumental.
From what I describe here, it is clear that an emphasis on being with
‘what is’ in these practitioner-learning circles does not encourage passivity
in situations that require action, such as an ethical intervention.
Significantly, a practitioner-learning circle gathers to reflect on practice in a
context removed from the experience of practice in time and space. As
such, it can have no effect on the actual situation being reflected upon.
However, it is intended to impact on future practice, including the context
and culture of practice. The more fully we appreciate a past experience
(what it signified and called for), the better equipped we are to respond
appropriately in similar situations and to address systemic issues that
contribute

to

such

situations—for

example,

by

advocating

for

patients/clients or for changes in policy or organizational structure (see
section on critical approaches, chapter 2).
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Kegan (1994:32) has pointed out that we cannot (and so will not) be
responsible for ‘elements of our knowing or organising that we are
identified with, tied to, fused with or embedded in’. Unless we take time
really to be with what we have experienced in our practice, to become more
aware of our perspectives and how they affected our judgment, we will
continue to react in the future (and not necessarily appropriately). Most
workplaces and professions have protocols for dealing with obvious
situations of neglect, abuse or danger, and in acute crises it is imperative
that these protocols be followed. However, in ambivalent and more
complex situations, as Bachelard (2016) has written:
Mostly what’s needed in the first instance is not a rush to
premature ‘solutions’, which can amount to violently imposing
my will and preconceived ideas to ameliorate my discomfort.
Rather, it’s the willingness to ‘be with what is’, as it is, bearing
witness, receiving, patiently discerning what might truly serve
and the nature of my participation in that.
In this understanding, being more fully with ‘what is’ does not negate
the responsibility to act. Rather, it is about practising a way of being that
enables practitioners to discern appropriate responsiveness in the future.
Practical wisdom is a goal of this form of reflection—the capacity to act
skillfully and appropriately in situations of practice—and such wisdom is
helpfully nurtured as practitioners reflect deeply on past experiences of
practice. This is being with ‘what is’ in the service of what is ‘not yet’.
The practice of being with ‘what is’
In previous cycles, my reflections on the practice of being with ‘what is’
have primarily focused on what this meant for me as facilitator. I reflected
on my experiences of seeking to be with the two groups, with different
presenters and participants. I discovered that in practice it was not always
easy for me to be with a practitioner’s story—particularly if that story
seemed to be justifying attitudes or actions that were self-limiting, often
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with significant unacknowledged impacts for their way of being in practice.
These people ‘pressed my buttons’ and I wanted them to change, sooner
rather than later. In such situations, I could be impatient and press them to
dwell more fully with the experience than they were comfortable to do. I
came to discover that engaging in an empathic inquiry is a delicate matter
that takes time and requires patient responsiveness on the part of
facilitators. There has been personal growth needed for me in learning a
more nuanced and sensitive way of being with ‘what is’—making good use
of my subjectivity and so on.
In this cycle, as in previous cycles, what has also emerged is the question
of what it means for participants to dwell more fully with their experience.
No doubt a range of factors will affect how prepared participants are to
engage in this way. Personal history, temperament and general
circumstances will be factors, as will the personality and effect of the
facilitator and other members of the circle. In addition, there is the matter
of development. Constructive-developmental theorists explain how a
person’s mindset, their characteristic way of making sense of the world,
will affect how they engage with their experience. Integrative reflection,
approached empathically, seeks to support participants to dwell deeply with
their experience. However, participants currently operating with a ‘selfsovereign’ or ‘socialised’ mindset may find it difficult to be with their
experience in this way, even when other conditions are conducive. If this is
the case, then what might assist people in these developmental stages to
dwell more fully and deeply with ‘what is’? In response to this question, I
want to return to the notions of ‘felt need’ and readiness, and to what
might engender it
Being confounded
In circle A, Rose seemed confident in her understanding of what had
unfolded in the pastoral encounter with Pearl. For example, in response to
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a question about which aspects of the encounter were satisfying and what
(if anything) she would like to change, she wrote:
The encounter ended in complete satisfaction from my perspective and it
would appear that satisfaction was in Pearl as well. My initial thought
was that I might like to change my reticence to going to visit Pearl. On
second thoughts, if I hadn’t had reticence I may not have felt as warmed
and gobsmacked by the gift of transformation.
Furthermore, she perceived the encounter as ‘the gift of God’s grace to Pearl
and to me’, and ‘a reminder of my giftedness and call’. In a situation of such
seeming clarity and confidence, my invitations to explore things further
may have been deemed unnecessary or perceived (consciously or
unconsciously) as an activity that might cause things to unravel. If ‘felt
need’ refers to a desire for meaning, then Rose’s need seemed to be
minimal. This may help to account for her unpreparedness to venture
further in reflection.
In circle B, Leslie’s need to make sense of things was more evident. She
had struggled to reconcile herself to what Mavis had suffered and its
meaning. In this state, she had seemed eager and prepared to dwell deeply
with the experience—to describe and talk about it, to hear other’s
responses and to be with its ambivalence, her uncertainty and questions
and so on. What made this more notable for me was that on previous
occasions Leslie had had generally come across as being sure of things and
less interested in dwelling more deeply, all of which again suggests that the
willingness of participants really to ‘be with’ their experience may have
something to do with their ‘felt need’ to make sense of things.
Another way to tease out what I think is at issue here is to distinguish
between an unsettling experience and a confounding experience. By ‘unsettling’
experience, I mean an encounter that is disruptive but that can still be
explained in the terms of the person’s existing understanding. A
confounding experience is one, by contrast, that that cannot be
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satisfactorily accounted for within the person’s existing understanding. For
example, in cycle 2 (circle B) Sandy presented an experience that was
unsettling—listening to Marjorie, she had become overwhelmed with grief
and had withdrawn from engagement. The experience unsettled Sandy, but
did not confound her. Indeed, in the circle she came across as being sure
of what it meant, even supplying a scriptural story that in her view
supported her understanding.
Leslie in cycle 5, on the other hand, seemed not only unsettled but also
confounded by her experience. She could not account for it, and in this
perplexed state she had also seemed especially open to the process. It was
much the same for Donna in cycle 1 (circle A). She too had been perplexed
(confounded) by her encounter, and that session had also been remarkably
rich in terms of reflection. It was as if, having suffered a loss of meaning,
Leslie and Donna had little to lose by dwelling with ‘what is’ and
something to gain—namely, new understanding.
So it seems that the process of empathic inquiry can be perceived (and
responded to) differently. For those whose meaning systems are
confounded or crumbling (like Leslie and Donna) the need to make sense
of things can be acute. In this state, participants may be more motivated
and ready to dwell deeply with their experience—more open to explore
feelings and questions, and to consider alternative perspectives and so on.
In this state, being with ‘what is’ offers a way of processing the experience
and discovering deeper connections—integrating the experience into a
more adequate frame of meaning.
For those who are not confounded, however, and whose current
perspective seems adequate for processing their experience (like Rose and
Sandy), the sense of ‘felt need’ to dwell more deeply can be low. Indeed,
the prospect of such reflection may be daunting. Why? Because it can
‘fragment and make ambiguous socially constructed and performed
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subjectivities’ (Wolgemuth & Donohue 2006:1024). In developmental
terms, this ‘fragmentation’ of old patterns and perspectives is necessary if a
person is to transition into a more complex way of seeing and being in the
world. However, it is rarely easy or comfortable, which is why it may take a
confounding experience to motivate this more open and adventurous
engagement with experience.
What does this mean for an understanding of the process and for its
facilitation? For one thing, it seems to align with what I have observed,
which is that progress in deeper reflection and learning seems to be slower
in periods of certainty and stability. This is not to imply that participants
cannot or will not engage in deeper reflection at such times, it is just to
suggest that in seasons of certainty a facilitator may need to work harder
and more intentionally to foster curiosity and scaffold this deeper dwelling
with ‘what is’. Having said that, as I have also observed, the process can do
its own work and it is important for facilitators to keep faith with and trust
this unfolding. By this I mean that participation in this process can, in and
of itself, engender a degree of perplexity, curiosity and readiness. I think of
the members of Leslie’s circle in this cycle, for example. They had not
necessarily been baffled by their own practice at that time, but they were
perplexed by Leslie’s presentation, and, so provoked, they seemed both
ready and able to take a deeper dive.
There is yet another way in which this process can engender perplexity
and a readiness to reflect. In any empathic inquiry, as hard as participants
may work at the task (of empathizing), a degree of ‘otherness’ is always
operative. Seeking to understand another person’s experience is a relative
matter, for we can only ever do so from our perspective. Whatever is felt,
sensed and inferred of another’s experiential world is ‘always variably shaped’
by our experience and our perception, Fosshage has written (2011:144,
emphasis in original). This limit to full appreciation of another’s situation
may appear to be an unfortunate feature of reality. However, if the aim is
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to foster deeper awareness and understanding, some variance in sensibility
can actually help another to appreciate their experience more fully (see, for
example, Geist 2008; Orange 1994). It is because we perceive things
differently that we can be curious about another’s perspective, and it is
because their experience does not ‘have us’ in the quite same way as it ‘has
them’ that we can offer it back in an unfamiliar way. And, as I pointed out
in chapter 3, in the section on exploring, this dynamic of seeking to
understand and of making strange the experience of another can, in turn,
stimulate their desire to know ‘the place’ more fully––as if ‘for the first
time’ (Eliot 1963:222).
Taking stock (Cycle 5)
The notion of being with ‘what is’ has emerged as a key theme of this
action-research project. In the previous cycle, I focused on my experience
of being with the participants, and on what this might mean for the
facilitation of integrative reflection. In this fifth and final cycle, I have
concentrated on what it means for participants to be with their experience. I
have suggested that many factors have an influence on the degree and
depth at which a participant engages in reflection. These include their
developmental mindset and a host of circumstantial factors. In particular, I
discussed the experience of ‘being confounded’. In the two sessions of this
cycle it appeared that a participant’s readiness to take a deeper dive in
reflection had something to do with how disoriented they were feeling. In
circle B, where perplexity was higher, participants seemed more curious
and willing to explore. In other words, when circumstances of practice are
confounding they can play into this process of reflection by engendering
readiness and a ‘felt need’ for meaning. This has implications for how the
process is facilitated in times of certainty. For example, facilitators may
need to work harder to foster and scaffold the ‘turn to wonder’. At the
same time, it is important to be patient and to allow the process to do the
work, for in and of itself, an empathic inquiry can kindle a ‘felt-need’ to be
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with ‘what is’. It does this by bringing participants into contact with the
perplexing experiences of others, and by helping to make familiar and
taken-for-granted perspectives somewhat new and strange.
*****
Conclusion
In five cycles of action and reflection, I have sought to engage deeply
with the lived experience of facilitating integrative reflection in two
different practitioner-learning circles. My story of what unfolded and of
how this ‘self-recreating system of inquiry’ (McNiff 2002) has deepened my
awareness, perspective and practice is detailed in progressive ‘dispatches
from the field’. It is, as it were, ‘an autobiography in five short chapters’
which, as with the poem used to introduce it, describes a series of
dilemmas into which I stumbled and from which I sought to extricate
myself. In the process, my understanding of where I was, how I got there
and what was called for has become clearer and more finely grained. As
with the protagonist in the poem, whose recurring pattern was to fall into
the same kind of hole, the recurring ‘hole’ revealed by these cycles was my
desire for participants to grow and develop—to be ‘elsewhere’—more
quickly than perhaps they were ready to be. Among many other things,
these dispatches convey my realisation of the power of starting where you
are—of being with ‘what is’—and an increasingly subtle understanding of
what it means to work with participants in this way.
In the next chapter I offer a summary of the lessons from these five
episodes in the context of a larger discussion about tensions that must be
lived in order to engage faithfully and effectively in the empathic work of
integrative reflection.
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Chapter 6
Living the tension

Introduction
I began this study with a conviction. I believed that integrative reflection
was a process that offered a way for pastoral practitioners to learn from
their experience of practice, and, more specifically, to engage with how
their experience shapes and is being shaped by their way of seeing and being
in practice. To learn in this way is especially important for practitioners in
‘professions’ that are highly relational, because their work relies so heavily
on the quality of their presence and use of self. At the same time, I
questioned why some practitioners in groups I facilitated did not seem to
engage in ways that enlightened or changed them, or that served the group
process. I wondered what this was about and what might enable a more
beneficial engagement.
As I contemplated how I might go about the inquiry, it seemed
necessary to address my own experience as facilitator and to do this using a
methodology that paralleled the process I was facilitating—a reflective
methodology. I decided on an inductive, practice-based inquiry involving
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five cycles of action-reflection and, in the previous chapter, I explored
elements of what transpired. In the first section of this chapter, I offer a
brief summation of those proceedings. In section 2, I reflect on a paradox
that is inherent to integrative reflection and that must be lived creatively by
those who facilitate the process. In section 3, I discuss participant readiness
and question the appropriateness of this process for participants who may
be in earlier stages of the developmental journey. In the final section, I reengage more directly with five influential theorists in the field, discussing
ways in which their offerings have informed my understanding and how I
have added to and adapted them in the light of this inquiry.
‘Straying maps the path’
I begin with a review of the five cycles that made up this inquiry, each
cycle involving me in facilitating two separate practitioner-learning circles,
writing a reference group reflection, presenting it to a reference group and
then writing an overall cycle reflection. In the previous chapter, I likened
this process to the experience of a pedestrian regularly falling into holes in
the sidewalk, as in Portia Nelson’s poem ‘An autobiography in five short
chapters’. Seeking to get somewhere, repeatedly stumbling into the pitfalls
of practice, turning to wonder and having to find a way out creates a
tension that motivates and directs the course of this kind of inquiry. In this
regard, I resonate with the affirmation of 13th-century Sufi poet Jalaluddin
Rumi, ‘straying maps the path’ (Barks 2009). Mapping is one of the
metaphors I make use of in this chapter, so to begin I offer a ‘mud’ map of
my circuitous journey through the five cycles of this action-research
inquiry.
In the first cycle, what I perceived to be unhelpful participant
interventions were central to my concern. In the process of reflecting
deeply on this––ontologically, imaginally and critically, as well as instrumentally––
I made an important discovery about the way I had been facilitating. I
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became aware that I had not been addressing disruptive dynamics in
practitioner-learning circles, even though I knew these were impeding the
process. As I explored this inconsistency, I realised that I was anxious
about how some of these participants might respond and that this was
fuelling my hesitancy to address the situation more directly. This is a good
example of what this process can make possible for practitioners.
Textbooks and articles on group facilitation discuss relational dynamics
and how they impact on group functioning. They highlight the need to
manage the process as well as the task (see, for example, Hawkins &
Shohet 2012; Heron 1999; Leach & Paterson 2010; Rioch et al 1976; Ruch
2009). This is helpful as far as it goes, but it does not get to the specifics of
actual groups. The theoretical material was familiar. What was new for me
was the realisation of how I was affecting and being affected by this group,
and what might lie behind it. This reflective process gave me a way to
attend closely to my identity, my context and my practice—to explore how I
might respond in future groups—and that made a significant difference.
In the second cycle I addressed questions to do with the capacity of this
process to contain emotion. These questions surfaced as members of the
reference group came to realise the extent of the work of these pastoral
practitioners and the intensity of some of the experiences they were
presenting in their learning circles. By attending closely to what arose in
this cycle, I sought to demonstrate how integrative reflection allowed for
emotional disturbances in these two sessions to be ‘felt, reflected upon and
learnt from’ (Hawkins & Shohet 2012:4). In the unfolding of this
exploration, I became aware of my own emotion and its relationship to a
tension I was wrestling with as facilitator. On the one hand, I was
committed to and felt responsible for helping participants get the most out
of a process that is contingent on their willingness to be open and take
risks, and on the other, the integrity of the process demanded that
participants be free to choose how they wished to engage.
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Drawing on theoretical material (Daloz 1986:212-13; Palmer 1998:75) as
well as on my own experience with numerous groups, I suggested that
reflection of this nature required an environment that was highly
trustworthy (safe) but that was also appropriately ‘charged’ and motivating.
Now, again, in terms of what is already known about conditions conducive
to learning in a group setting, there is nothing particularly novel in this
suggestion. However, the ongoing challenge lies in how to foster these
seemingly divergent conditions in the live encounter that is a practitionerlearning circle. It was this challenge that I continued to address in the
remaining three cycles of inquiry.
During cycle 3, a new perspective on practitioner development led to a
significant shift in my understanding of the process and of my role and
focus. This shift was stimulated, as is often the case, by a disorienting
dilemma. With the intent of provoking some critical reflection by opening
her (and others) to novel perspectives, I had invited this presenter to
consider how the poem she had proposed in support of her current
understanding might shed light on other aspects of her situation. She was
stumped by the request and I, in return, became uneasy and clumsy in my
efforts to elucidate what I was asking her to do. The next day, one of my
supervisors introduced me to theoretical material which suggested that the
way people think can pass through various identifiable developmental
stages and that a person’s current mindset functions to define the way s/he
customarily processes experience and makes sense of the world. It struck
me that this may help to explain why this presenter had struggled with my
invitation. If she were not currently operating with the mindset that was
familiar with or that was necessary to carry out what I was asking, then it
follows that my invitation could have been bewildering and even offputting. And, if this were possible, then it had implications not only for this
situation but also for how the whole process was approached and
facilitated.
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To pick up on an image I have already invoked in this chapter, this
constructive-developmental material gave me a ‘map’, which helped me to
read the context and territory in which reflection always takes place.
Essentially, I realised that rather than pressing participants to imagine and
adopt altogether different perspectives, something they may or may not
easily be able to do, it would be more apposite to attend to what is, to
support their exploration of their existing perspective and how it shapes
their practice. I had assumed there was little to be learnt from dwelling
with an existing perspective, and feared that staying with what already is
would merely reinforce it. At the same time, I had also observed that my
efforts to nudge participants to consider other viewpoints had often been
unsuccessful. I now began to see that an emphasis on being with ‘what is’
can foster awareness and learning. Attending carefully to current
perceptions can serve to make object that which has been subject, thereby
enabling small shifts in consciousness. In this way, paradoxically, the very
proclivities that constrain perception become a pathway to deeper insight.
In cycle 4, I approached the task of facilitation with a commitment to
dwell curiously with participant perspectives. What emerged was that
practising this empathic way of being seemed to happen more easily in one
circle than in the other. As I attended to how I and others were reacting
and responding in these two sessions, it seemed increasingly apparent that
facilitator and participant subjectivity was a factor in the unfolding of the
process. I surmised that there are different levels at which we can ‘be with’
one another, that it is possible to be outwardly gesturing towards this
whilst inwardly resisting and that as we become present to the affect and
effect of the ways we are interacting we receive indications of how and how
not to proceed if we are to engage more fully with a participant’s
experience. This is new learning (new theory), but the point is that it has
been made possible by integrative reflection. Integrative reflection allowed
me to explore and address my concern about participant non-engagement.
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In cycle 5 I continued to reflect on what in the sessions seemed to
hinder and to help the practitioner participate in the process. I had already
begun to see how significant my capacity and way of being (as facilitator)
could be, and in this cycle it appeared that the intensity of a practitioner’s
felt need to make sense of an experience can also be significant. For the
person who can account for their experience in a way that aligns with their
existing perspective, the prospect of dwelling more deeply can seem
unnecessary. Indeed, because such reflection tends to take us into greater
complexity and place existing perspectives at risk, it can be unnerving. On
the other hand, when we are already confounded, when our experience has
taken us into complexity and our understanding no longer seems adequate,
we have less to lose. In this unresolved state, it is perhaps natural to want
to make sense of things. The process offers a way of doing this, for, as well
as exposing limits, dwelling reflectively with ‘what is’ can reveal deeper
connections and clues to more adequate ways of seeing and being.
On facilitation
In this section, I reflect on what I have learnt about facilitating the
process of integrative reflection.
As I recount the journey of this inquiry, I see that in one way or another
in each of its cycles I was grappling with a tension that I now believe is
inherent to the practice of integrative reflection. On the one hand, it is a
process that is engaged as a means of practitioner growth (Professional
Development), and aims at bringing about what is ‘not yet’. On the other,
for that growth to be possible, facilitators and participants must learn to
dwell more completely and empathically with their ways of seeing and
being––to be with ‘what is’. Growth cannot be forced, and I came to see
that my anxious attempts to nudge people in this direction had often been
counterproductive and more likely to stifle rather than to engender the
openness and curiosity needed for deeper reflection and learning. To
counteract this, I sought to be more fully with participants, to appreciate
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their current ways and perspectives. I came to see that we must begin
where they were, and yet I discovered that this could be challenging for
me, especially when ‘where they were’ (what they were seeing and being)
seemed to be militating against good practice and the possibility of growth.
On these occasions, I worried that being with a participant would be to
collude with these patterns and to neglect my duty of care. What might this
tension mean for how the process of integrative reflection is
conceptualized and facilitated?
A promising paradox
In his book The Promise of Paradox, Palmer (2008) distinguished between
a ‘correct statement’ (the opposite of which is a false report) and a
‘profound truth’, the opposite of which may be another equally profound
truth. Palmer referred to the latter situation as a paradox and noted that for
these ‘opposing’ truths to ‘cohere in our lives’ it is necessary to ‘replace
either-or with both-and’ (2008:xxix, my emphasis). Furthermore, ‘the capacity
to embrace true paradoxes is more than an intellectual skill for holding
complex thoughts’, Palmer noted (2008:xxxi), ‘it is a life skill for holding
complex experiences’. I find this helpful as I consider the tension I have
articulated.
I have coined the phrase ‘being with what is in the service of what is not
yet’ to express the possibility that these two emphases can cohere in the
facilitation of integrative reflection. Rather than acting as if these
commitments are mutually exclusive, I have come to realise the importance
of appreciating them as part of a larger whole and of dwelling creatively in
the tension. But what does it mean to ‘live the contradictions now’ (Palmer
1998:86)? What does being with ‘what is’ in the service of ‘what is not yet’
actually entail? In this inquiry, I have come to see it as a dynamic
enactment of a ‘both-and’ way of being. For example, it is to enact
empathy for another at the same time as acknowledging that I can never
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fully appreciate the world as they experience it, and to encourage
participants to take risks while also encouraging them to heed their limits.
Likewise, it is to be curious, but not demanding; discerning and tolerant;
expectant and patient; responsible and trusting; and so on.
This way of living in the tension has parallels with Gestalt therapy
(Stafford-Townsend; Stevenson 2005), which focuses on that which is
present and ‘works by engaging in dialogue rather than by manipulating the
patient toward some therapeutic goal’ (Yontef 1993). It has also been
conceptualised as ‘polarity management’ (Johnson 1992). Good polarity
management is a dynamic process in which the negative or downside of
flipping out on one side or pole of these ways of interacting is
counterbalanced or corrected by the positive aspect of the other pole. For
example, I have spoken of the need to care about while being free of
attachment to results (see also Peterson 1994:154-68). The downside of an
imbalanced emphasis on caring is that I can become intrusive and
manipulative. As I become aware that I am becoming controlling and
coercive (for example, subtly nudging participants towards what I see as
‘growth’), my commitment to be nonattached to results calls me back. On
the other hand, too much emphasis on detachment can lead to ‘selfsufficiency unaffected and unimpaired’ (Vanstone 2008:50). If I notice
myself becoming neglectful or losing interest, my ‘duty of care’ calls me to
refocus and engage and so it goes. This way of living the tension was
beautifully expressed by TS Eliot in the poem ‘Ash Wednesday’. He wrote:
‘Teach us to care and not to care’ (Eliot 1963:105).
The paradoxical use of self
The need to navigate this kind of paradox brings to the surface a further
paradox, namely that the appropriate use of self in facilitation involves a
certain self-relinquishment. As I reflected on my struggle to be with the
‘what is’ of these groups, I became more conscious of my motives and of
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how they impact my facilitation. I came to see where there were
ambiguities; a genuine commitment to support the growth of participants
intermingled with a more compulsive desire for results—the satisfaction of
being successful, powerful, competent, proved right and so on. This
second desire is distracting and gets in the way of empathy. Instead of
being genuinely other-directed, my concern becomes subtly self-centred
(Shanks 2008). Time and again, it was necessary for me to relinquish the
shadowy side of this desire in order to be helpful and to relax into being
with participants as they were, not as I wish them to be.
Philosopher Iris Murdoch (1970) spoke of ‘unselfing’ as the condition
of truly seeing and being with others, while contemplative traditions invoke
notions such as ‘the selfless self’ (Freeman 1989) and the kenosis of the self
(self-emptying). In facilitating this work, it is important for the self to show
up. Presence is fundamental in a relational dynamic, but it cannot be a self
that is driven by ‘egoic’ or neurotic needs—a self that is absorbed with
itself (Volf 1996:188-9), using (exploiting) the relationship and role for its
own ends. This is not to imply that there is some pure, ‘disinterested’ Self
that should or could be uncovered and deployed. Rather, it is to suggest
that there are more (and less) honest, trustworthy and appropriate—in
short, more hospitable—ways of being with and for others. Chrétien
(2004:9-10) has written:
There is no attention without a sort of effacement … On the
other hand, when a man [sic] burns in the fire of attention the
dead wood of his particularities … what happens is that, by
effacing himself, he becomes properly himself, and offers a
kind of listening that nothing can replace by very virtue of the
fact that it is universal.
Intrator and Kunzman (2006:17) were surely gesturing at this way of being
when they noted that ‘there is a state of commitment to one’s labors that
organizational theorist William Kahn (1992) described as being ‘“fully
there”—a psychological and experiential presence that allows an individual
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to infuse his or her role and task performances with a sense of
personhood’.
It follows, then, that facilitation of this process requires sensitivity to
one's own state of being’, as well as to the condition of others (Satir 1987). In
this inquiry, I discovered that reflecting on my practice of facilitation helped
me to see where and how the quality of my presence may have been
distorting the intersubjective field, and to explore what might be needed to
be more wholeheartedly and authentically available to attend to and
support others.
When I speak of ‘unselfing’ in this context, then, it is not about the
presumption (sometimes expressed by pastoral practitioners) that I can
become (at will) a simple conduit for this reflective practice, nor is it the
‘life-denying, moralistic and violent suppression of self’ (Bachelard
2014:100). Rather, it involves an intentional practice of deepening selfawareness, such that I become more capable of sensing and relinquishing
unhelpful ways of being––so, paradoxically, of getting one’s self out of the
way even as one is giving one’s self for and into the process.
A labour of love
The work of beneficial (‘well-making’) facilitation, then, necessarily
involves a commitment to continuing self-reflection. This enables the fuller
realisation of what one can offer, as well as revealing those tendencies that
are more ‘neurotic’ and selfish. Such a disciplined practice of deepening
self-knowledge is ultimately liberating, but along the way it can entail a
degree of disillusionment and discomfort. It can feel deflating and
humiliating, for example, to see our tendencies to self-interest and selfjustification more clearly. It can be hard to know how to be differently,
even when an unhelpful pattern has been detected. Integrative reflection
has given me the tools to address my conundrums in this regard. It has
helped me to ‘know’ aspects of the process that I understood ‘in theory’
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(chapters 2 & 3) but which I needed to engage ‘in practice’ (chapter 5) to
fully appreciate. Part of what I have come to realise is that continuing to
work with and through what this process reveals in and raises for one is
vital if facilitators are to continue in their own development as
practitioners. The commitment to continuing self-reflection involves costly
truth telling and self-giving. It is a labour of love.
There is another sense in which this work is a labour of love. It has to
do with our motivation and approach to participants—our enactment of
reflection. ‘One learns to know only what one loves, and the deeper and
fuller the knowledge is to be, the more powerful and vivid must be the
love’, Goethe (1963:83) wrote. This being with ‘what is’ that I have
discovered is so necessary for integrative reflection needs to be a loving being
with. Anything else is either selfish and manipulative, or mechanical and
insensitive. An empathy inquiry is fundamentally personal and relational. It
can only possibly proceed if it is enacted as an attentive, humble, patient,
compassionate and reverent inquiry (see, for example, van Manen 1997:6).
Even so, love’s labour can be frustrated. Although the deepening integrity
of the facilitator and their loving ‘responsibility’ (Levinas 1981; see also
Ford 1999) in facilitation is likely to free up and enliven the process of
reflection, it does not guarantee an answering self-giving from participants
(Volf 1996:189). In this regard, the words of theologian WH Vanstone
(1977:46) are apposite:
Where the object of love is truly an ‘other’, the activity of love
is always precarious. Between the self and the other there
always exists, as it were, a ‘gap’, which the aspiration of love
may fail to bridge or transcend. That which love would do or
give or express may fail to ‘arrive’—through misjudgement,
through misunderstanding or through rejection … The activity
of love contains no assurance or certainty of completion:
much may be extended and little achieved.
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There is poignancy, then, in this work of facilitation. Giving ourselves to
this work entails the relinquishment of ‘neurotic’ needs if we are to be
more truly available. This necessarily makes us vulnerable to others. It calls
for sacrifice and a degree of ‘suffering’. We must undergo, in the sense of
receiving and being with the responses of participants, not all of which may
be as we hope. At the same time, we need to continue responding openly
and empathically to what is unfolding. There is no blueprint for a live
encounter. Essentially, it is a loving venture in which, by engaging
sensitively and creatively with a range of participant offerings, we ‘feel’ our
way into deeper knowing. Vanstone (1977:46) wrote:
The progress of love must always be by tentative and
precarious steps: and each step that is taken, whether it
‘succeeds’ or ‘fails’, becomes the basis for the next, and equally
precarious, step which must follow.
There can be moments of joy and celebration along the way, the delight of
collaboration, shared discovery and liberating insight, and, as Vanstone
(1977:46) has pointed out, love can be ‘frustrated’. We must continue
lovingly to live this tension.
On participation
So far in this discussion of being with ‘what is’, I have addressed the
perspective of the facilitator. I have noted that the facilitator’s way of living
the tension of being both for growth and with ‘what is’ can have a significant
impact on how the process unfolds. But this is not the only influence. As I
have just suggested, integrative reflection is a relational process, which
means it also hinges on the response of others. Being with ‘what is’ can
create tension for participants as well as for facilitators. I think, for
example of Sandy (cycle 2), Richard (cycle 3) and Joy (cycle 4). In chapter 5
(cycles 3 & 5), I engaged with constructive-developmental theory and the
question of how a participant’s mindset affects the way they process
experience. In this section, I return to the issue of readiness and discuss
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how the process of integrative reflection can work for a participant with a
socialised mindset.
Complexity and development
Over the course of this inquiry, it has become clear to me that
integrative reflection is not only a deeply personal process, which in and of
itself engenders vulnerability, but that it also works to reveal and take
practitioners into the complexity of their experience. This can make it even
more difficult and daunting. Of course, there are numerous factors that can
affect a participant’s willingness and capacity to engage with complexity.
There are underlying influences, such as his or her history, education and
personality type—for example, as highlighted in Enneagram (Riso &
Hudson 1990) and Myers-Briggs (Briggs & Myers 1977) classification
systems. And there are more immediate influences, such as the quality of
recent interactions with other members of the circle, what and how s/he is
managing in the rest of her life, the quality of facilitation and so on. Added
to this mix of factors, his or her developmental mindset is continually
shaping how he or she sees and makes sense of things.
In the previous chapter, I listed five stages/mindsets that Kegan
distinguished in his theory of adult development and discussed
characteristics of the two mindsets that seemed most pertinent to this
study (Kegan 1994; Kegan & Lahey 2009; 2016). From a developmental
perspective, a person currently operating with a ‘socialised’ mindset is likely
to find a process like integrative reflection more challenging than someone
with a ‘self-authored’ mindset. The general predisposition of the socialised
order of mind is to reflect from what Killen and de Beer (1994:4) called
‘the standpoint of certitude’. A person in the socialised stage will tend to
look to ‘tribally’-prescribed categories to determine the meaning of their
experience. Their tendency is to seek to align and accommodate their
experience within an existing framework rather than to expand, deepen and
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integrate it into an increasingly complex perspective. As such, their
characteristic ways of sense making are at odds with the general movement
of this reflective process. The encouragement to enter the complexity of
experience is more conceivable for those operating with a self-authored
mindset, because they have come to appreciate that life’s experiences are
rarely black and white and because they feel less of a need to comply with
previously-held certainties and more freedom to draw their own
conclusions.
If this is the case, it is important to consider how appropriate this
process of integrative reflection is for use with practitioners who are
currently operating from a socialised mindset. Can integrative reflection
practised as an empathic inquiry help these participants to grow in
awareness and understanding, and in appreciation of the complexities of
their experience? If so, how?
Fit for purpose?
Observations in this inquiry suggest that practitioners in different stages
of development do tend to enact the process differently. Those with a
socialised mindset, for example, can struggle to grasp the level and focus of
integrative reflection. For them, the invitation to shift focus from being
less on issues and problems and more on inklings, expectations,
contradictions, patterns and details can be difficult. Indeed, one such
participant in this study became quite negative about the process and chose
to discontinue on the grounds that it did not fit with his existing
perspective on either the purposes of reflection or the enactment of care
(see chapter 5, cycle 3).
Even so, I maintain that in general this approach can support learning
for people in this stage of development. In the main, this may be mostly at
the level of ‘informational learning’ (Kegan 2009:35-52)—clarifying and
filling out an existing picture. However, engagement over time can bring
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about small shifts in awareness that contribute eventually to qualitative
shifts in consciousness and practice. This appears to have happened for
participants in this study. Over the four years that these two groups have
been in operation, at least three of the participants appear to me to have
transitioned from a socialised to a self-authored mindset. In my experience,
participants who are operating with what presents as a self-authored
mindset are more inclined to reflect from the ‘standpoint of exploration’
(Killen & de Beer 1994:16). I have noticed that facilitation with people in
these stages tends to be more straightforward. In the main, they appear to
‘catch on’ to the process faster than those with socialised mindsets. They
seem to engage more freely and contribute more constructively—making
astute observations, asking good questions, looking for deeper
connections, verbalising intuitions, playing with possibilities and so on.
Having people like this in a practitioner-learning circle has generally had a
favourable effect on the group as well. Their more astute modelling of
reflective habits can serve both to draw others in and to elicit richer
responses.
Notwithstanding such general patterns, however, I have also observed
that things can vary. Over several sessions, a participant may seem content
(even intent) to reflect from the standpoint of certitude, to cling to
perspectives that are familiar and comfortable. Then, in one session—and
seemingly out of the blue—this same person is noticeably more open,
inquisitive and adventurous. The reverse has also happened. For months a
participant shows signs of being adept and comfortable with reflection
from the standpoint of exploration, and then in one session, it is as if they
have swung back into an older and more rigid way of seeing things. These
fluctuations in reflective orientation and behavior suggest that a
participant’s mindset may not be as fixed and defined for this process as
might be expected. This pattern is also consistent with more recent
research and writing on adult development, which suggests that the
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developmental journey is not as straightforward or as black-and-white as
once imagined (see, for example, Livesay 2015).
Two things emerge from this. On the one hand, as I discovered with
Tess in cycle 3, a facilitator needs to be conscious of participants’ general
patterns of ‘sense-making’ and of how these shape the way they customarily
process experience and engage with the reflective process. There is nothing
to be gained by asking or expecting them to consider something in a way
that is totally foreign and confusing, even something from their own
experience. This is to place them ‘in over their heads’. On the other hand,
it seems not to be the case that a person’s mindset is ultimately
determinative. Participants can and do show signs of change and
development, albeit at times, in fits and starts, as well as with swings
forward and back. In cycle 2, Tom (circle B) seemed to struggle to identify
and speak about his feelings and intuitions, a feature associated with a
socialised mindset. After cycle 5, however, he commented that the session
had ‘confirmed my moving to a YES/AND rather than a YES/NO’, a way of
seeing that is more akin to a self-authored mindset (see, for example Berger
2012; Kegan & Lahey 2009).
It would be a mistake, therefore, to assume that a person with a
socialised mindset cannot on occasion engage more openly and deeply with
complexity and, over time, transition to more complex ways of seeing the
world. Part of the value and power of this group reflective process is that it
presents participants with an array of experiences of practice. Different
experiences evoke different reactions and responses. After hearing of
Leslie’s harrowing pastoral encounter in cycle 5, all of the participants in
circle B seemed open and ready for a deeper reflective dive. In my
reflections on that session, I observed that the experience of being
confounded seemed to kindle this turn to wonder, as if these participants
were feeling the need to make sense of something that they were finding
difficult to reconcile with their existing view of their role and their world.
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What does this mean for the theory and practice of integrative
reflection? Action-research is a ‘living theory methodology’ (Whitehead
2008), which allows practitioners to refine and extend their understanding.
As I have persisted in this iterative inquiry, I have come to see that
integrative reflection can contribute to practitioner learning and
development and that it is important to modulate expectations about the
level and speed this learning and development may occur. Here is another
tension that must be ‘lived’ creatively. Due to its personal focus, and
because the content it considers is emotionally charged, a practitionerlearning circle tends to operate as a ‘zone of intensification’ (Mercer 2006).
This can kindle curiosity and readiness for deep engagement. Even so, to
be continually stretched into ever-increasing complexity can be
overwhelming. It is understandable that participants in these groups might
need opportunities to settle and appreciate where they are, as well as to
venture forth. In this regard, sessions that are more ‘comfortable’ for
participants, in that they are mostly just informing a current perspective,
could be important. There have been sessions like that in these cycles—for
example, the session with Rose in cycle 5. My concern had been that
without pressing participants towards growth (what is ‘not yet’) they would
become stuck and complacent, settling for the status quo and drifting into
‘groupthink’ (Janis 1972). But when I look at what occurred over the
period of the inquiry, this was not much in evidence. In both circles, on at
least two of the five sessions, most participants seemed ready and able to
take a deeper reflective dive. This suggests that facilitators of this process
need both ‘a long-term view of development’ and to practise ‘moment-tomoment awareness’ and responsiveness (Livesay 2015:185). If the process
is fundamentally sound and has the potential to contribute significantly to
practitioner learning and development, then it is obligatory for facilitators
to seek to foster its enactment in accord with its principles and practices,
and to trust the course and time it takes with different groups and
participants.
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So, I want to affirm that integrative reflection can be an appropriate
learning method for participants in different developmental phases and
stages. It has emerged that the process engenders appreciation of the
complexity of experience, and that this can be more challenging on some
occasions and in some phases of development. As this inquiry has also
explained (chapter 3), explored (chapter 5) and discussed (chapter 6),
however, when this process is enacted in the dynamic relational context of
a practitioner-learning circle it can also foster a participant’s readiness to
appreciate the complexity of experience. It does so by providing a
stimulating and supportive ‘mentoring community’ (Daloz 2000, in Mercer
2006:173) in which participants are encouraged to:
(i)

Be intentional about and accountable for their understanding and
enactment of practice;

(ii)

Engage with experiences that to some extent are already kindling
curiosity and need because they were surprising, disturbing or
perplexing; and

(iii)

Enact reflective habits––choosing, describing, attending, exploring and
personalising––that promote appreciation of all aspects of
experience (such things as context, history, the details of affect
and effect).

Addendum - Participant feedback
That this process can foster participant readiness to appreciate
complexity is suggested in comments gleaned from an independent review
conducted by the organisation for which these practitioners work. The
review was conducted one month after the research period concluded.
Each participant was invited to give written feedback on any aspect of the
program and their experience. At a later date their collated responses were
generously passed on to me, in order to assist with my own evaluation. The
participant comments were overwhelmingly positive. I noted the frequency
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of remarks about the value of the process, and of requests for the program
to continue. Most of the respondents specifically mentioned that the
process had helped to deepen their understanding and awareness of the
practice of pastoral care, as well as of themselves as pastoral practitioners
(see Appendix 5). There was acknowledgment that the process could be
challenging at times; however, participants also noted that the way the
process had been facilitated had helped to engender a stimulating,
trustworthy and safe learning environment.
On other ‘maps’ of the territory
Jean McNiff (2002:55) has emphasised the necessity for action
researchers not only to be able to improve their understanding and practice
but to able to explain to others how and why they are thinking and
practising as they are—which is to say, to account for their ‘living theories’.
I have been doing that in this chapter, and in the previous section I
engaged more fully with Kegan’s work on sense making and stages of adult
development. In this section I want to re-engage with some of the material
I reviewed in chapter 2. In the development of integrative reflection, I
drew on specific theories and approaches to inform my purpose and help
‘map’ the territory I was seeking to traverse. How do I sit with these maps
after five cycles of exploration in the field and months of further
reflection? What of their detail remains? What have I discovered and added
or redrawn, and how did the work of others inform this? If I were to
report back to those most responsible for these original maps—their
projection, content and scale—what would I say?
The five key theorists I discuss are David Kolb, Donald Schön, Jack
Mezirow, John Dirkx, and Anton Boisen. I have chosen these five because
of their influence in the field, as well as on my own thinking and practice.
‘A theory which is interesting and has potential for developing new forms
of understanding cannot be static,’ McNiff (2002:55) has suggested, ‘it has
to be developmental, capable of turning into new forms which are already
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latent within the present form.’ In my assessment, each of these theories
fulfils that requirement. In this section I review how I have synthesised and
enacted these ideas and approaches, and what I have discovered in this
inquiry.
By way of methodological transparency, I approached this task in two
distinct phases. I began by taking a more imaginal approach, and I did this
by envisioning myself in a face-to-face meeting with these five theorists.
Writing in the voice of direct address (‘you’ as opposed to ‘s/he’), as if I
were offering a direct and live response, enabled me to access and articulate
key connections between my ‘findings’ and their ideas. I then rewrote the
piece in a more traditionally academic manner (the voice of indirect
address) in order to make the discussion more broadly accessible and
applicable. As well as being a further expression of reflective inquiry, this
way of approaching the task helped me to integrate the ‘in theory’ and ‘in
practice’ elements of this research project––the theoretical discussions with
my lived experience as a facilitator and reflective practitioner.
David Kolb
For someone wanting to make sense of learning experiences that had
been powerful and formative in my development, and to contribute to the
continuing formation of others, Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory (1984)
initially felt resonant. Furthermore, it gave me my first map of the territory.
Kolb’s introduction was compelling: ‘In the over-eager embrace of the
rational, scientific, and technological … we lost touch with our own
experience as the source of personal learning and development’, he wrote,
the, ‘learning process must be re-imbued with the texture and feeling of
human experiences shared and interpreted through dialogue with one
another.’ (1984:2). These words jumped out at me and served to bolster my
own conviction. They helped me name what I sensed was missing in many
programs of professional development.
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That conviction remains firm. Indeed, this inquiry is an expression of
just such a learning process. As is evident in the previous chapter, my
experiences in two particular practitioner-learning circles have been a goad
and a guide to personal learning and development. In the field of action, I
experienced blockages and conundrums, surprises and encouragements that
caused me to pause for reflection––to seek and to discern deeper
understanding. Just when I thought I had it ‘sorted’ and had returned to
the field with newfound ‘expertise’, I would encounter something that
compelled another pause, another round of attending, theorising and
trialing.
What I have just described has been called the experiential learning cycle
(Fry & Kolb 1979:80). This cycle, more recently (and helpfully) depicted as
a ‘learning spiral’ (2015:61), describes the basic movement of a four-stage
adaptive and iterative process in which ‘knowledge is created through the
transformation of experience’ (2015:51; see figure 1, chapter 2). Concrete
experience constitutes the basis for reflective observations that are distilled
into abstract concepts, from which new implications for practice are drawn
and enacted experimentally. In my attempts to articulate experiential
learning as a process linking ‘education, work and personal development’
(Kolb 2015:4), this outline has been a helpful place to start—learning from
experience by engaging in cycles of action and reflection has a logic that
most of my participants grasp immediately.
In practice, however, as Kolb (2015:57) has conceded, experiential
learning is more complicated, idiosyncratic and haphazard than is conveyed
in four successive stages. For me, an intrinsically problematic feature of
Kolb’s model is his treatment of the distinction between the ‘apprehension’
and ‘comprehension’ of experience. I agree with Kolb that there is value in
attending to ‘the tangible, felt qualities’ of experience, as well as to
‘conceptual interpretation and symbolic representation’ (1984:41), but I am
uncomfortable with his conception of these notions as ‘dialectically opposed’
(2015:85, my emphasis). The oppositional view conveys a sense of there
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being such a thing as raw-experiential data, which then receives an
interpretive overlay. I would argue, however, that all experiencing is an
interpretive activity. What we sense and feel (apprehend), as well as what we
think and imagine (comprehend), is ‘always-already’ signified (Johnston &
Usher 1997:152; see also Barnacle 2004). I do not doubt that something
can exist apart from our interpreting, but we have no direct or unmediated
access to this. In this understanding, apprehension is a mediating activity.
‘Reality’ is mediated and constructed; consciously or unconsciously we are
shaping it. Hence two people can experience the same phenomenon
differently. Thus, it is not helpful to speak of the ‘direct apprehension of
immediate concrete experience’ (Kolb 2015:85, my emphasis). What is
important, as far as learning is concerned, is that we become aware of how
we are apprehending or perceiving our experience, and of how this is
affecting our response.
In my method, the activity of describing (discussed in chapter 3) is about
seeking to generate a record of an encounter (an experience), including its
‘felt’ qualities. But this is not to claim that we are ever dealing with ‘pure’
experience. All description is interpretation, shaped and limited by our
perspective. We give meaning to the phenomenon, but this is not the
whole picture. There is always more to be revealed and known, which must
be considered if a fuller picture is to emerge and learning is to take place.
For this reason, participants are encouraged not to foreclose on meaning
too quickly. A practitioner’s description provides a text, a token of
experience to attend to and explore. Moreover, what is important from a
learning perspective is how we do this. Kolb gives no method. He is more
interested in understanding and accounting for what is happening when we
reflect––for example, in terms of brain function and mental processes (see,
for example, 2015:87-96). My concern is practical—with how to enact the
kind of reflection that engenders deepening awareness and understanding
in practitioners, and greater responsiveness and integrity in their practice.
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Donald Schön
Schön’s book––The Reflective Practitioner––was published at around the
same time (1983) as Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory (1984). It tapped a
nerve in a professional learning community that was questioning the
assumptions of ‘Technical Rationality’ (Schön 1983:21ff). In my practice of
facilitation, as in pastoral practice, the need for what Schön termed artistry
is essential. It is not enough simply to apply pre-packaged, specialist knowhow in these fields, as if problems of practice were clear-cut and solutions
straightforward. These situations are too varied, changing and complex for
that. In these contexts, what Schön called reflection-in-action is essential.
Schön supplied a detailed explanation and description of how this process
works. However, in my view he did not go far enough.
In part, my concern has been with how a practitioner’s capacity to
reflect in action can be enhanced. For that to be possible, it is needful for
practitioners to be engaging in quality reflection on action. Schön gave us
this phrase, but showed less interest in this aspect of practitioner learning.
This is curious, since reflection-in-action is always going to be shaped to
some extent by this practitioner’s previous experiences. Where
‘unprocessed or confused emotions or perceptions predominate’ (Leitch &
Day 2000:187), this pre-emptive shaping can be quite constraining. From
this perspective, reflection on the action is ‘a prerequisite for reflection-inaction to be manifested effectively’ (Leitch & Day 2000:188). This is also
why it is so important to have holistic methods for reflecting on action, and
it is where integrative reflection can make a significant contribution.
In making this claim, I do not wish to downplay the importance of
‘outsider’ knowledge, of specialist expertise and of theories of practice that
practitioners glean from a range of authoritative sources. However, I
understand these so-called ‘technicalist’ (Thompson & Pascal 2011)
learning approaches to work best when they are complemented by quality
reflection on the actual experiences of practice. Just how Schön
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understood this relationship between theoretical and experiential
knowledge in the epistemology of practice has never been entirely clear. At
times, he appeared to set reflective learning over against theoretical
knowledge. At other times he seemed to adopt a more conciliatory
approach. In my understanding, practitioner learning is best served by an
ongoing dialogue with and between experience and tradition. Such dialogue
helps to keep practitioners connected with their field and free of selfreferencing bubbles. But, again, this is unlikely to happen at depth in the
action present (Schön 1983:62). Dialogue requires time and a relaxed context.
Reflection on action allows for a deeper and more measured engagement
with tradition.
Having said that, a challenge I have contended with in the design and
facilitation of integrative reflection is how to foster genuine dialogue
between experience and tradition; the kind of dialogue that can inform and
modify, and occasionally transform, understanding. When preparing their
verbatim reports, practitioners are invited to choose a piece from the
tradition and to bring it into conversation with their experience––to note
similarities and differences, challenges, invitations and so on (see appendix
1). More often than not, however, presenters in this study used their
chosen piece simply to reinforce their current thinking. Earlier in chapter 6,
I referred to this as reflection from the standpoint of certitude. This
pattern was most notable in their use of biblical texts, but was also evident
in the way they related to other theoretical literature in the field of pastoral
care––for example, material on self-care or active listening.
Schön offered some explanation for this self-reinforcing or justifying
pattern in his discussion of the various constants that practitioners bring to
the reflective inquiry. These constants are informed by the tradition, and
include such things as the language and repertoires they use to describe
experience, their values and goals, their overarching theories, world-views
and so on (1983:268-75). Without these constants, practitioners would
have no standards by which to locate and make sense of unusual or novel
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experiences. Constants engender continuity. Paradoxically, however, they
also filter what practitioners see (and do not see) when reflecting, and so
can inhibit more radical learning. In his assessment of the problem this
creates for learners, Kolb (2015:39) wrote:
To focus so sharply on continuity and certainty that one is
blinded to the shadowy penumbra of doubt and
uncertainty is to risk dogmatism and rigidity, the inability
to learn from new experiences … In many cases,
resistance to new ideas stems from their conflict with old
beliefs that are [or seem] inconsistent with them.
Kolb (2015:39) proposed the need for an attitude of ‘provisionalism’ as
a kind of middle way between the dogmatism and skepticism if
practitioners are to learn from new experiences. In this inquiry, I have
grappled with how to foster this provisional attitude in participants.
Relatedly, I have reflected on how best to help participants to look at
taken-for-granted assumptions––a type of constant––and not just through
them. It was in this context that the need for empathic inquiry emerged
(see chapter 5, cycles 3-5). In raising this issue, I have entered the terrain of
critical reflection and emancipatory education. Accordingly, I want to
engage with the work of Jack Meziorw, and of John Dirkx. In the light of
their contribution, I shall return again to discuss conditions that I have
discovered can promote deep and potentially transforming dialogue.
Jack Mezirow and John Dirkx
Critical self-reflection forms the centrepiece of Mezirow’s theory of
transformative learning (see, for example, Mezirow 1990)––why it is
necessary, what it involves, and how it is fostered. Influenced by Dewey
(1933), Mezirow understood this reflection to be a rational assessment of
the premises by which we justify our convictions and make sense of
experience. For Mezirow it involved ‘challenging our established and
habitual patterns of expectation, the meaning perspectives with which we
have made sense of our encounters with the world, others, and ourselves’
(1990:12). This is important if we are to reformulate these patterns and
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develop ‘a more inclusive, discriminating, permeable, and integrative
perspective’ (Mezirow 1990:14). However, this is also where it gets tricky,
for as Mezirow (1990:12) noted, ‘Challenges and negations of our
conventional criteria of self-assessment are always fraught with threat and
strong emotion.’
I have discovered that ‘critical-dialectical discourse’ (Mezirow 2003:58)
can undermine participants’ sense of safety and capacity to engage if it is
approached too directly or intensely (see, for example, discussions
concerning Beatrice and Sandy in chapter 5, cycle 2, and Joy in cycle 4).
During the inquiry, I realised that I was carrying an assumption of my own
when it came to facilitating this aspect of the process. Precisely because
critical reflection is generally unnatural, difficult and fraught, I assumed
that I had to make it happen. To be fair, I did receive some encouragement
in this view from others in the field (or at least thought so). For instance,
Cranton (1994:128) had written suggestively that: ‘the educator fostering
emancipatory learning may also be a provocateur, one who challenges,
stimulates and provokes critical thinking’. Whatever she meant by this
comment, I discovered that in my context facilitation needed to be nonconfrontational. In part, this was because most participants were feeling
challenged and alert simply because they were participating in these
reflective circles, but it was also because most of them were also feeling
provoked to some extent by their circumstances. Mezirow (1990:14) stated
that anomalies and disorientating dilemmas can become ‘catalysts or “trigger”
events that precipitate critical reflection’. From time to time in the course
of events these participants were already being triggered, as was I in the
inquiry. In view of this, the role of the facilitator is not so much to provoke
but to invite, guide and companion––helping participants to name and reflect
on (be with) what is already stirring.
Moreover, provocation is not just from external circumstances.
According to Dirkx, ‘inner’ experiences can be provocative as well. Dirkx
claims that most people have an inner life, which in various ways
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‘volunteers questions without being asked’ and ‘offers comments
uninvited’ (Dirkx et al 2006:126). Holly’s account of a ‘deep well-pool of
emotion that lives within’, and her experience of ‘enormous sobs of emotion from
deep within’ strike me as instances of this inner provocation (see chapter 5,
cycle 2). Drawing on the language and concepts of Jung and the depth
psychology tradition, Dirkx maintained that these ‘psychic dynamics’ were
expressions of the psyche’s need for differentiation, and were an innate
source and force for transformation in our lives (see, for example, 2006a,
2012b). He argued that practice-based learning needed to take account of
this. This was where ‘imaginal’ reflection is needed (see, for example, Dirkx
2013; Watkins 2000). Dirkx (2001a) described the ‘imaginal method’ as a way
of discerning these inner provocations and the (mostly symbolic) ways they
insinuate themselves into awareness––via intuition, emotion, memory,
metaphor, dream and fantasy (see also Clark & Dirkx 2008; Formenti &
Dirkx 2014; Willis et al 2013). In this understanding, reflection needs both
to critique self-deceptive practices and to ‘encourage the unfolding of a
more integrated and authentic self’ (Dirkx 2012a:402). Mezirow affirmed
this, but remained adamant that knowledge arising from these ‘expressive’
ways of knowing needed to undergo a rational process of critical review if it
were to contribute to transformative learning (Dirkx & Mezirow et al
2006:134).
My sense is that both rational and extra-rational ways of knowing can
help render a practitioner’s relationship to themselves (and others) more
conscious (Hollis 1998:13), which is why in practitioner learning imaginal
and critical reflection need to be engaged together. Working in dynamic
rhythm, the two approaches can assist and balance each other in the
process of discernment. On the one hand, critical reflection tends to hone
in and look back. It asks, ‘What have I made this mean and what is the effect of
seeing things this way?’ On the other hand, imaginal reflection tends to open
out and look forward. It asks, ‘What could this mean and what might be the effect
of conceiving it that way?’ Critical reflection militates against ill-disciplined
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subjectivity––one’s capacity for self-deception is, after all, considerable.
Imaginal reflection counters disembodied rationality, which can be a cover
for self-avoidance. The two approaches need not be portrayed simply as
opposites, however, for critical reflection necessarily entails a degree of
imagination while imaginal reflection inevitably invites critical faculties into
play.
*****
In the light of this discussion, let me return to the question of
conditions required to facilitate practitioner growth and to what I have
discovered can be conducive to a form of reflection which is critical,
imaginal

and

ontological.

Generally,

I

have

found

it

to

be

counterproductive to provoke or to press participants directly. Participants
tend to respond to expressions of genuine interest and care, coupled with
invitations to take small steps in the direction of being more fully with
‘what is’. I describe this as an empathic inquiry. It is relaxed, patient, gentle,
responsive and reverent.
As part of this participatory and invitational encounter, we offer honest
and open questions (see the section on exploring in chapter 3). Asking such
questions can assist the questioner to deepen their appreciation of
another’s perspective. More importantly, it can assist the respondent too.
Such questions can assist in the ‘subject-object move’, (Berger 2012:166).
Moreover, the style, pace and framing of questions can be as important as
their content. An empathic inquiry is not an interrogation, as if we are
amassing information in order to analyse and solve a problem. Questioning
in the service of deepening awareness is a subtle art. It relies on careful
attention to what is unfolding, and on creative discernment of clues
coming from ‘within’ (imaginal reflection) and without (ontological
reflection). Too many questions, and questions poorly timed or framed,
can distract and prevent participants from being with ‘what is’. Importantly,
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questions need to be interspersed with affirmations, observations and
responses––I noticed … or, it sounds like … or, it makes me think of … and so
on.
It is the case that a group setting can add to a participant’s sense of
vulnerability and that unhealthy dynamics can disrupt the process of
integrative reflection (see, the section on reflecting in community in chapter 3
and discussion in cycles 1 & 2 of chapter 5). However, a group setting can
also assist in an empathic inquiry. As well as being curious, bearing witness
and accompanying one another, an observation or question from another
slightly different perspective can add a touch of strangeness to something
that is familiar and so draw attention to that which is ‘hidden’ in plain
view––a detail, connection, pattern, omission or gap––and open a new line
of inquiry. Here, then, is another tension to live creatively––the tension of
vulnerability and empathy.
Another factor that helps create an environment conducive to this kind
of reflection is a sense of spaciousness and silence—our questioning and
speaking needs to be interspersed with silence. This silence is not simply a
negative space, an absence of noise; it is a creative and contemplative
stilling. An essential requirement of listening to another is that we create a
silence in and around ourselves in order to attend to what is being revealed
(Garrett & Morgan forthcoming). Consistent with the title and theme of
this chapter, this mode of silence is encapsulated in a paradox. It is being
with ‘what is’; being present to and for another. And it is letting be––
relinquishing, waiting, trusting. Into the spaciousness of this silent, nonanxious being with and letting be, in the words of poet Michael Leunig (2006),
‘a small, shy truth’ may arrive––a new awareness, or insight, or imagining
or question.
Practised together, these ways of being together can engender, guide and
support integrative reflection. In this environment, that which had seemed
familiar in our experience can become strange—curiosity can be aroused.
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In these conditions, that which is already unfolding in and for a
practitioner can be further encouraged. All of this can contribute to
deepening awareness, shifting perception and more responsive practice.
Anton Boisen
Finally, I turn to the work of Anton Boisen. I want to acknowledge his
role in the development of the verbatim method, a method that has provided
such an accessible and potent means of engendering all that I have been
discussing. It is well and good to talk about the need for reflective practice
and to prescribe it in professional codes. It is important to offer theoretical
explanations of various modes of reflection and what they aim to achieve
in terms of practitioner learning. However, practitioners also need ways to
enact reflective learning—methods that afford them access to their
experience of practice and that are workable in their contexts. I learnt a
form of the verbatim method when I was a theological student enrolled in
a unit of Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) at a large city hospital. In my
work with pastoral practitioners, I have continued to adapt and refine that
basic method. I have yet to find a better way for enabling this integrative
style of reflection.
Boisen was working in a hospital setting when he coined the evocative
phrase ‘living human documents’ (Boisen 1971:85) to describe a carefully
prepared set of case notes on a patient’s condition and context. In so
doing, he gave us a metaphor that can equally apply to a carefully prepared
verbatim report. As the metaphor suggests, this written description of
experience serves to shape ‘life into text’ (Graham et al 2005:19). In turn,
these texts invite practitioners to ‘read’ and ‘relive’ their experiences. What
I find striking about these texts is the extent to which they seem to assume
their own personality, authority and ‘voice’. In a practitioner-learning circle,
participants interpret these texts and what they evoke. They talk about the
text, and the text, it seems, ‘talks’ back, proffering clues that confirm or
confound the meanings we suggest. Frequently in a group session, I invite
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participants to return to the text to see if what they are saying is consistent
with what it is suggesting. In this way, it functions as a touchstone that
helps to keep our reflection grounded, focused, curious and open.
Furthermore, though a ‘living human document’ is a personal text, its
production also affords a degree of differentiation. I mean this in two
ways. First, in a practitioner-learning circle, we gather around the text and
not the presenter per se. In this way, the text helps to protect the
vulnerability of the presenter. This does not prevent them (or others) from
sharing more directly during the session, but it does introduce a mediating
element and so some relief from the ‘spotlight’, as participants sometimes
refer to it. Second, it affords the presenter a degree of differentiation. For a
person to be able to engage critically with their experience, Walsh (2014:14)
has written, they ‘must be both invested in the enactment, and able to
appreciate its form’. Here is yet another paradox in this process, another
tension to be lived creatively. The preparation and presentation of a
verbatim report allows for this possibility in a way that a spontaneous
verbal presentation does not. It is for these reasons that preparing (writing)
and presenting (reading aloud) verbatim reports is foundational in the
process of integrative reflection. Paradoxically, by means of this somewhat
indirect approach, the preparation and presentation of a verbatim report
gives peculiarly direct access to a practitioner’s ways of seeing and being in an
instance of practice. In turn, this engagement with a specific instance can
reveal signs of larger and more pervasive habits of presence and
responsiveness––their degree of comfort with silence or uncertainty, their
need to take control in a conversation, their avoidance of grief or anger
and so on. Murdoch (1956:39) noted the significance of what she called the
‘texture’ of someone’s being:
… their mode of speech or silence, their choice of words …
what they think attractive or praise-worthy, what they think
funny: in short, the configurations of their thought which
show continually in their reactions and conversation.
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Reflection on these ‘ontological’ dimensions of a person’s practice is, of
course, significantly informed by critical and imaginal approaches. Part of
the genius of a verbatim report, however, is that it helps to ground the
process of reflection and keep it accountable to the details of an actual
experience of practice. For this reason it enables practitioners to begin to
encounter how they ‘show up’ in the world, including how this impacts on
others and on the unfolding of their practice. All of this is crucial if
practitioners are to be supported in the development of practical wisdom
(phonesis) and not just in theoretical knowledge and technical proficiency.
Conclusion
Early in this report I cited Kolb’s affirmation that the learning process
must be reimbued with the texture of human experience. In drawing it to a
close, I have discussed how Boisen’s ‘verbatim method’ provided a way for
practitioners to reflect on the texture of their being. Along the way I
invoked Schön’s notion of ‘artistry’, and discussed how this capacity, so
necessary in contexts of complexity, can be enhanced when practitioners
are reflecting on practice as well as in it, and when this reflection
incorporates genuine dialogue between experience and tradition. For this
dialogue to contribute to personal growth, as well as to instrumental
improvements, it needs to critique and deepen a practitioner’s ways of seeing
the world––of processing their experience. In this regard, I discussed
Mezirow’s notion of ‘critical self-reflection’, with its rational assessment of
assumptions as being important in the emancipation of self. I also affirmed
the complementary value of an ‘imaginal’ appreciation of non-rational ways
of knowing and of how the expressive dimensions of experience have a
role in deepening a practitioner’s understanding of work related issues and
attendant learning opportunities. I highlighted these aspects to show how I
have synthesised the understanding of these theorists in the development
and practice of integrative reflection.
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It is integrative, then, in three senses. First, it seeks to integrate
instrumental, ontological, critical and imaginal approaches in a dynamic
and holistic process for engaging experience. Each of these approaches
enriches the perspective of the others and enhances the possibility of a
deeper engagement with the ‘lived experience’ of practice. In my view, the
process of reflective practice is incomplete if any of these are missing, and
I have noticed how (often in quite subtle ways) they tend to emerge from
and interpenetrate each other.
Second, it seeks to integrate a practitioner’s practice in its context, such
that it is characterised by artistry, congruence, and effectiveness—the
practise being organic, contemplative, wise, just and fulfilling for all
involved. This too is a subtle matter, involving a person’s capacity to read a
situation and discern appropriate responses; their capacity to be with
uncertainty and to wait on what is being revealed and is emerging within
and beyond them; their confidence to create or improvise in the moment
out of empathic awareness; and their awareness and sensitivity to their own
state and its effect on others.
Third, it aims (over time) to foster the deepened integration of the person
of the practitioner––attending to what may be unreconciled in them,
stirred by certain situations and surfaced in the process of reflection. It
provides a context where what is seeking expression or growth may be
acknowledged, explored and tended, such that a person becomes more
authentic, mature and whole.
In other words, integrative reflection seeks to synthesise approaches to
the process of reflection, to foster the efficacy of a person’s practice in
context and to encourage the growth and development of the person
themselves.
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Chapter 7
Expanding the space of the possible

Introduction
As the thesis title, Up Close and Professional, suggests, this action-research
inquiry concentrates on the personal and contextual dimensions of
practitioner learning. More specifically, it is an elucidation of a method I
have called integrative reflection, a process that enables practitioners to
engage with the ‘texture and feeling’ of their lived experience, ‘shared and
interpreted’ with others, as a means of professional development (Kolb
1984, 2015). The decision to undertake such research came in response to
patterns I had observed and questions I was asking as a facilitator of
integrative reflection in practitioner-learning circles. I wanted to
understand the process more fully, including what could constrain and
enhance participant intentionality, involvement and learning.
Over the course of the inquiry, which spiraled around five cycles of
action and deepening reflection, (and which in and of itself was selfinvolving and self-implicating –– ‘up close and professional’), my
understanding of integrative reflection was challenged and complexified. I
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grew in awareness of my proclivities as a facilitator and of how my way of
being could affect what unfolded in a practitioner-learning circle. I also
gained insight into other factors that can inhibit and support participant
learning. I found that the process needs to be enacted empathetically;
facilitated in a way that ‘lives’ the tension of seeking to encourage growth,
while at the same time dwelling with the current state and perspective of
each participant—that is, patiently and responsively being with what is in
service of what is not yet. The detailed exploration of this insight and way of
being has resulted in a more nuanced understanding of the theory and
practice of integrative reflection. In turn, this has contributed to a fuller
appreciation of how reflective practice can function as a means of
professional development.
In the words of Davis and Sumara (2005:458), action research in
education is intended to ‘expand the space of the possible’ (see also
Luttenberg, Oolbekkink-Marchand et al 2017; Sumara & Davis 1997b). By
this remark, I understand them to be referring to what becomes possible
for the practitioner undertaking the research as well as for that particular
domain of practice and its recipients. In other words, research of this
nature should progress the understanding and practice of the researcher, as
well as what is known and possible in the field. And with regard to this
broader field, it should not only address gaps in knowing but also suggest
arenas for further exploration.
In chapter 6, I discussed how this project has advanced my
understanding of the process of integrative reflection and my practice as a
facilitator of practitioner-learning circles. This final chapter concentrates
on the study’s broader contribution. I comment on what the thesis adds to
the theoretical understanding of reflective practice and to its lived
enactment, and offer suggestions and questions for further consideration. I
conclude with some closing comments about why a method like integrative
reflection is needed in programs of professional development and why it
matters that practitioners engage faithfully in this kind of reflection.
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Contribution of this research
In the past two generations, much has been written about reflective
practice, about the scope of various phases of reflection (for example,
reflection-in-action, and reflection-on-action) and about the purpose and
value of different approaches or modes of reflection––instrumental
reflection for problem solving, critical reflection for assessing personal
assumptions and hegemonic interests, imaginal reflection for accessing
‘other ways of knowing’ and so on. In my review of this vast body of
literature, however, I found few attempts to explicate methods that seek to
synthesise differing modes of reflection in support of a more
comprehensive form of practitioner learning. Moreover, there remains ‘a
common tendency to misread the theory’ and to overlook the question of
how to enact reflection in practice (Thompson & Pascal 2012:312). This
has resulted in repeated requests from adult educators for better
explanations about how reflective practice can be taught, and from
practitioners for programs that enact such teaching (see, for example,
Russell 2005; Wilson 2013:154).
Pertinently, then, this inquiry addresses pressing issues and significant
gaps in the field in relation to both theory and practice. First, it provides a
theoretical explanation of a reflective approach that nurtures holistic
learning—one that fosters the deepening integration of practitioners with
their occupation, their context and themselves. Second, it locates this
account within the broader theoretical milieu, with critical regard for the
concepts that inform it. Third, it offers a richly textured description of a
method that encourages, teaches and supports practitioners to reflect
deeply on the lived experience of practice—on their workplace relations
and reactions; on their interpretations, assumptions and sense of identity;
on the details of their context and action; and on how all of this influences
their work. Fourth, it is a rare example of research into the in situ practice
of facilitation of reflective practice in a group setting.
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At the level of theory, I have shown that differing approaches to reflection,
which are usually discussed in isolation, need also to be appreciated as
movements in a more complex ecology. To continue to view them solely as
independent learning modes risks ignoring what is needed and also
distorting what is actually going on in this process. Different modes of
reflection on practice do not naturally or most beneficially operate in
isolation. For example, critical reflection tends to lead one to reflect on the
more imaginal dimensions of one’s experience—to consider images evoked
and metaphors used to make meaning, to attend to the feelings, stories,
dreams and past experiences that animate perception and so on.
Conversely, an appreciation of these ‘other ways of knowing’ tends to
compel one to ask critical questions, such as: ‘How is this way of seeing
things shaping my actions, choices and relationships? How do others see
these things? Whose interests are being served here?’ At the same time,
both of these modes of reflection are usually initiated by and need to be
accountable to how I, and others, are actually practicing our role and
responsibilities. Thus there is also a natural and necessary connection with
what I have called ontological reflection––reflection on our ways of being
in the world.
Thinking of these different modes in isolation not only diminishes how
reflection is conceptualised it also risks distorting the learning process and,
in turn, impoverishing practice. This is what happens, for example, when a
teacher reflecting on a classroom disruption, asks only, ‘What will fix the
problem?’ This could allow the teacher to think that his or her person and
context have little to do with the situation; that the ‘solution’ could be as
simple as blaming and removing a child or applying a ‘better’ (firmer)
discipline technique. In fact, instrumental reflection alone can conceal as
much as it reveals. Learning and responsiveness will be more creative,
contextually sensitive, authentic, and life giving if personal and contextual
details are included in reflection—such things as the teacher’s assumptions,
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intuitions, reactions and outward actions, together with the student’s
situation and response, and other classroom conditions.
Yet to enact such holistic and encompassing reflection at the level of
practice is no simple matter either. This thesis highlights the intricacy of
enacting integrative reflection in real-world conditions. If persons are more
fully to appreciate the impact of their ways of seeing and being on their
practice and vice versa, there is a need not only for a workable method but
also for creativity and care in its enactment. The process is demanding. To
begin, there is a certain delicacy required to handle people’s sensitivities
and vulnerability; to balance challenge and questioning with affirmation
and assurance, and talk of feelings and thoughts with attention to words
and action as well as responses and reactions. A person’s current state of
mind and confidence in their abilities will affect how free and easy it is for
them to engage in this form of reflection. All of this must be responsively
worked with in the way the process is facilitated.
In addition, there is the matter of how different practitioners cope with
complexity, which includes how open and able they are to explore the
dynamics of their inner lives and to venture beyond familiar paths of
perception and interpretation. Integrative reflection is itself a complex
process that also invites participants to appreciate the complexity of their
experience. Observations in this research corroborate with those of
developmental theorists who posit that how a practitioner handles complex
processes and complexity in general is shaped to a significant extent by
their habitual way of seeing and construing the world––their mindset. A
person’s mindset can develop over time; however, those who are currently
operating with a more rigid (and in developmental terms, earlier) mindset
will generally find integrative reflection more confronting and difficult than
those with a more complex and flexible mindset. The study has shown that
such people can still benefit from the process; however, progress cannot be
forced. Rather, these participants need to be nurtured along in small
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steps—gently and patiently encouraged to explore provocations to their
existing mindset as they arise.
The contribution of these practical insights to the field of reflective
practice is considerable. Many adult educators and professional bodies
endorse reflection on experience as a requirement of professional
performance and continuing development, and the potential of this
learning approach is promoted widely. However, few seem to appreciate or
be able to say what is being hoped for and how much the process done at
any worthwhile depth will ask of participants.
As a corollary of this, facilitation and support for practitioners
undertaking a complex and comprehensive process such as integrative
reflection is crucial. Again, it is not enough to assume that it can be
facilitated by anyone who happens to think it is important and has the
inclination to do so. Facilitation of this method relies on emotional
intelligence, contextual sensitivity, reflective skill and practical wisdom.
This study presents vivid insights into what a facilitator of the process
needs to appreciate in terms of knowledge of the process, how facilitation
needs to be conceptualised, the role and impact of a facilitator in fostering
conditions conducive to learning and what a facilitator can encounter
(experience) both without and within because of their involvement. The
inquiry also provides a detailed example of how facilitators might be
prepared and how they could continue to develop their knowing and
capacity to facilitate this process, namely through in-depth reflective
writing and dialogue on their own practice. The thesis, therefore, offers
guidance to those seeking to facilitate holistic reflective practice, as well as
to organisations and employers looking for appropriately qualified
(formed) people to facilitate it.
I return to the matter of facilitation in the next section. Prior to that, I
offer some broader suggestions about matters for further consideration.
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For further consideration
This study has focused on the enactment of integrative reflection with
pastoral practitioners working in aged care, but it is surely relevant to
pastoral practitioners working in other contexts—including, for example,
those working in schools, hospitals, prisons, industry, parish and
community settings. But what of its potential in realms other than pastoral
care? I suggest that it could be of real value in augmenting professional
development programs in a range of other relationally focused professions.
Again, as on other occasions in the thesis, I will relate my comments to the
field of education. In part, this relates to my own interest in education and
also because the field of education so often references self-reflection in
research, practice and standards. For example, Meierdirk (2016:369), from
the School of Education and Continuing Studies at the University of
Portsmouth, noted recently that the expectation that teachers will be
reflective practitioners is ‘both implicit and explicit in the current teacher
training standards and therefore features in the training elements of initial
teacher education programs’.
Pertinently, Meierdirk also recommended that programs of reflection
need to ‘go beyond explaining how to reflect on and evaluate lesson
planning and performance’ to include ‘developing an awareness of the
context within which teachers are training, and the hidden agendas and
power relationships within which they are operating’ (2016:369). The
implication of Meierdirk’s recommendation is that reflective practice in
education needs to move beyond mere instrumental analysis if it is to
contribute to the all-round development of teachers. In essence, it is a call
for a more critical approach.
I concur, but recommend that it go even further, that it also
incorporates imaginal and ontological modes of reflection in order to take
an even fuller account of a practitioner’s ways of seeing and being. I have
also pointed out that it has been rare to engage teachers or other helping
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professionals (social workers, nurses, doctors, managers or administrators)
in PD programs that encourage this more comprehensive approach to
learning. Along with a rationale and encouragement for engaging thus,
these professionals need a method for doing so—a context in which to
learn and enact it, and support along the way. The process explored and
refined by this research offers a method, a context and support, and for
these reasons I suggest it would be worthwhile to trial the process with
groups of practitioners from other helping professions.
Another related question concerns the potential of using a process like
integrative reflection in circles composed of practitioners from different
professions, or with circles encompassing multidisciplinary teams. What
challenges and possibilities would arise in these kinds of practitionerlearning circles? What would an inquiry into the interactions and reflective
conversations of such groupings add to an understanding of this reflective
process? There is more to be explored here, and in order to arrive at a
fuller understanding of this method these questions are worthy of further
inquiry.
In turn, this suggestion raises further important matters for
consideration, questions to do with facilitation. Does the facilitator need to
share the professional expertise of participants? I am conscious that in this
investigation of integrative reflection, I, as facilitator of these groups of
pastoral practitioners, was an experienced pastoral practitioner. How
important has this connection been for this case study? Is it enough for
facilitators of integrative reflection to embody the epistemological virtues
of reflective inquiry (wonder, humility and trust) and artistically to enact
the key actions of this method (attending and exploring), or do they also
need to be an experienced specialist in the field of the participants in the
circle? My sense is that though my specialist knowledge may have been
helpful in some instances, it may also have been a disadvantage at times.
Part of what this process seeks to engender, at least in the first instance, is
a degree of strangeness in our approach to things that have become
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seemingly familiar. If the facilitator is not an expert in the field of the
participants in the circle then s/he is already to some extent approaching
the experience as a stranger. This can lead to openness and curiosity, both
of which engender empathy. It seems to me that what matters most is that
a facilitator functions as a custodian of the space and the process, as a coattender and explorer. Such suggestions, however, need to be explored
more fully in future inquiries.
The findings of this inquiry also invite further consideration of the
matter of the developmental mindset and maturity needed to facilitate the
process. With reference to Kegan’s (1994) constructive-developmental
framework of adult development, I have suggested that integrative
reflection can appropriately and effectively be used with participants who
are operating from a socialised mindset, even though the inclination of
persons with these mindsets may be to eschew complexity and unfamiliar
perspectives. However, while this may be so for participants, and though it
may be technically possible for a person with a socialised mindset to
facilitate, I cannot see how the process could be as effective. As this
research has revealed, critical and imaginal movements of integrative
reflection require gentle invitations to be offered and for spaces to be held
in which participants can begin to see and be with the ambiguity of their
experience and the anxiety this can engender. In other words, this process
requires facilitators to ‘expand the space of the possible’. It is inconceivable
to me that facilitators could do this if they themselves are not yet able to
see these opportunities and to inhabit such spaces non-anxiously.
These, then, are some important questions and matters for further
inquiry. It is my hope that reading this study will give rise to additional
questions and reveal other avenues for exploration. In this final section, I
offer some concluding remarks about the importance of a process like
integrative reflection and about the need for practitioners to enact this
holistic kind of reflective practice.
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In conclusion
Two broad approaches to professional development have dominated
over the last 40 years. The first is the ‘technical rationality’ (Schön 1984),
also known as the ‘technicalist’ (Thompson & Pascal 2011) or ‘evidence
based’ (Mantzoukas & Watson 2008) approach, an approach that relies
mostly on the transfer of outsider (expert and theoretical) knowledge. The
second is reflective practice. The second approach, which draws on a
practitioner’s actual experience and context, and which generates ‘living
theories’, is a necessary complement to the first. However, if reflective
practice is enacted in a narrow manner, merely in instrumental terms, for
example, the impact on practitioner development is largely confined to that
domain. Despite this, there have been few attempts to do what this thesis
has done, which is to explicate a method that synthesises complementary
modes of reflection in support of holistic practitioner learning.
Why is a holistic approach to reflective practice so important? In its own
way, the thesis is an extended answer to that question. By way of
conclusion, I offer two summary comments. First, it is important because
the complex world of practice does not stand still and our understanding is
always partial and incomplete.
Can you imagine a situation in which it could be said: ‘We
have now discovered how to cook a meal, bring up a child,
build a house, plan a taxation system, bury the dead’, so that
there would be no comment possible, no engagement with
what has been done except to imitate it? (Williams 2000:198)
We practitioners need a method for reflecting comprehensively on our
ways of seeing and being, because practice is never just functional––
‘natural, uncontroversial and without moral cost’ (Williams 2000:199). On
the contrary:
… the world in and on which we work is constantly
augmented by what is said and done … each effort to make
the world ‘belong’ to us, to make sense, puts a fresh question;
each organising or explanatory strategy becomes itself a new
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puzzle or code, in need of imaginative ‘reading’ and
reordering. (Williams 2000:198)
If we are to act in the world with integrity and wisdom, we need to be able
to discern the many elements and dynamics that are at play in any situation
of practice.
Second, a holistic approach to reflective practice is important because,
as Sufi poet Rumi observed long ago, ‘if you are here unfaithfully with us/ you’re
causing terrible damage’ (Barks 1984:27). In light of the recent Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse in
Australia (Commonwealth of Australia 2017), which revealed that the lives
of thousands of Australians had been devastated by the misconduct or
neglect of people in positions of power and responsibility, Rumi’s words
seem particularly poignant. However, it is not just in blatantly immoral or
neglectful acts that practitioner unfaithfulness is expressed. Every day, in
less dramatic ways, practitioners risk losing contact with their context,
themselves and the point of their practice, and this can have significantly
detrimental effects. When nurses monitor machines but fail to see the
patients before them; when pastoral carers adopt personas and mechanistic
listening techniques without being truly present to persons in perplexity;
when teachers blame students for not learning and refuse to examine the
details of their interactions; when managers berate staff for underachieving
and overlook matters of morale; or when group facilitators press
participants to consider alien perspectives without inquiring into what they
already see, something is lost, someone is overlooked and some damage is
done.
When practitioners are stretched and strained in complex situations of
practice it is easy to see how they can become reactive, miss what a
situation is calling for and default to habits that in various ways limit what
happens and diminish those involved. As much as this risk shadows our
work, however, it is not the whole of the story. As Palmer (1998:183) has
suggested, the converse also holds true. As we labour to deepen integrity,
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attentively discerning and responding to our context, so we can participate
in a more life-giving unfolding. Faithfully enacted, integrative reflection,
this ‘up close and professional’ process that invites, guides and supports
participants to attend deeply to their lived experience of practice, can have
an awakening, reminding, reorienting, reconciling and transforming effect,
and can expand the space of the possible.
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Appendix 1. Guidelines for preparing and presenting a
verbatim report
A Verbatim Report is a record of a pastoral encounter together with your
reflections on questions designed to help you contemplate different aspects
of the experience.
Rationale
Every day in pastoral work we are presented with opportunities for
learning directly from the context of our practice, experiences that shed
light on our perceptions, assumptions and habits, and that suggest ways for
deepening our pastoral engagement. Without appropriate processes and
support, however, many of these learning opportunities are missed.
Disciplined practices of reflection help us attend to, clarify, and learn from
these experiences. The reflection process is enriched when personal
reflections are explored in the company of peers. The benefits of good
reflection will become evident in the wisdom and quality of our care and
contribute to our sense of vocational satisfaction.
Preparing your verbatim report
There are five steps to preparing a pastoral care verbatim report:
1. Choosing a pastoral encounter
2. Giving it a title
3. Placing it in context
4. Recording the pastoral conversation (see example below)
5. Writing your reflections
A Template is included at the end of this document. It will direct you in
each of these steps. To prepare a verbatim, download the template and fill
in your responses to each section. Bring a copy of your full verbatim report
for each member of the group.
Here is an example of how to record and format a pastoral conversation:
Note the spacing, numbering and inclusion of non-verbal information (e.g. body
language, tone, pauses, your thoughts and feelings) in brackets, and the use of
pseudonyms (PC = Pastoral Carer, B = Beth, not her real name).
P1

Hi ‘Beth’, how are you going?

B1

Terrible! It’s horrible! (I felt my stomach tighten)

P2

What’s horrible, Beth? What’s happened? (I sensed a flutter in my chest)

B2

(Shaking her head and looking down) Ellie (her daughter) has cancer …
(pause) … she’s dying (she looked at me with tears in her eyes) … etc
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Presenting a verbatim – the structure of a group session
First Phase – approx. 20 mins
1. Brief check in: participants share any concerns they are carrying
2. Facilitator input: reiterating or expanding some aspect of the
process
Second Phase – approx. 75 mins
3. Presenter reads his or her verbatim without comment
4. A period of silence for group members to process the reading
5. Initial round of observations – offered without comment
6. The presenter responds and shares what they wish to explore
further
7. Group attending and exploring: using open questions, creative
wondering etc
Phase 3 – approx. 15 mins
8. Review of learning, role and group process
After session
9. Presenter debriefs with facilitator
10. Presenter completes post-group summary reflection and emails it to
the facilitator (ideally within 24 hrs)
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Template for a verbatim report
Date:
Fill in the spaces of this template. Bring copies of the completed report for group
members. Use pseudonyms to ensure confidentiality, including for your name and place of
work.
1. Choose a pastoral encounter. It can be unusual, typical, perplexing,
stirring, or just a brief and seemingly casual interchange. If you are not sure
what encounter to choose then let one suggests itself to you.
2. Give it a title. As an episode in your pastoral life what creative title
could you give it? Again, if you are not sure about a title, let an image or
phrase pop into your head (and don’t be concerned if it seems strange or
unrelated).
Title:

3. Place it in context. Background to encounter (e.g. your state at the
time, your hopes, observations, initial impressions and feelings; other
relevant facts)

4. Record the conversation (or a key segment) as you recall it. Make sure
to:
• give each character a pseudonym to protect confidentiality
• name and number each response
• include non-verbal info in brackets (e.g. body language, gestures,
tone of voice, pauses, your thoughts and feelings)

5. Write responses to each of the following (using as much space as
required):
i.

Comment on your choice of this encounter, including on questions
it raises for you and hopes you have for the reflection session.

ii.

Comment on specific elements of the encounter (e.g. patterns in the
interaction, arresting or repeated words or gestures, changes in subject or
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demeanour, significant moments, the style of questions, how you felt before,
during and afterwards).

iii.

Note the characteristics of your pastoral method and manner here
(e.g. your style of initiating and responding). Pick two examples and
comment on their impact on the encounter?

iv.

Where did you experience satisfaction or dissatisfaction?

v.

What signs do you see of empowerment and/or disempowerment?

vi.

Let a scriptural passage, theory or piece of wisdom (story, song, poem,
painting, photo or cartoon) come to you as you ponder the encounter.
Record it in the verbatim and note resonances and differences with
your experience?
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Appendix 2. Touchstones for reflective engagement
• Be open. Seek to relax and be receptive. Don’t try too hard.
• Be attentive to words, patterns, feelings, body language, energy levels,
reactions and interactions – to what you see, hear, feel and wonder.
• Be humble. Don’t assume you know what something means or what
needs to be done.
• Be curious about other perspectives and possibilities. Seek first to
appreciate empathically, not judge, dismiss or correct. Remember, all
our perspectives are personal and partial. Turn to wonder.
• Honour the capacity of each person to be with uncomfortable
feelings and ask for what he or she needs. Don’t try to rescue or fix
people.
• Honour your own feelings and reactions – wondering about them
and the context in which they arose, not dismissing or explaining them
away.
• Honour silence. Allow time for processing, don’t intervene too
quickly. It is in the silence that we can drop down to a level of deeper
awareness.
• Avoid closed questions. These can be answered yes or no. E.g. Are you
angry?
• Ask honest-open questions. These honour the respondent by
allowing them to ponder details of their experience. E.g. What are you
feeling?
• Avoid ‘why’ questions. E.g. Why are you angry? These demand
rationalisations; they come as interrogation and can be threatening.
They also assume that someone already knows the reasons for things.
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• Be collaborative and sensitive to what is unfolding. Don’t
monopolise.
• Avoid definitive judgments. E.g. ‘You’re angry’. Offer observations
and open questions instead. E.g. ‘I notice you’re banging the table and I’m
wondering what your feeling?’
• Use ‘I’ statements. E.g. I feel… I think… I wonder… I believe…
• Honour confidentiality. Don’t refer to what is shared in session
outside.
NB. Presenters may ask for questions to be rephrased, for a pause, or
change of direction.
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Appendix 3. Template for reviewing a session
What did you resonate with or find new or energizing in this session?

What arose that was more puzzling or challenging for you (perhaps
because it differed from your assessment of things, or view of practice, or
belief system)?

What in you, and/or in the dynamic of the group made it easier or harder
to engage in the session?
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Appendix 4. Template for presenter’s post-session review
Using this template, reflect in writing on the following questions within
24hrs of session. Be specific and take the space you need (but, avoid using
actual names). Please email a completed copy of your reflection to
neil.millar@canberra.edu.au
1.

What was it like to present your verbatim in the group ― what were
you thinking and feeling as it began, progressed, and concluded?

2.

What emerged that was unexpected or puzzling for you (e.g.
something you weren’t anticipating or that differed from your
interpretation of yourself, your practice or your belief system)?

How are you thinking and feeling about this now?

3.

What emerged (or is emerging) that is interesting or energizing for
you?

4.

As a result of this session, is there something you would do
differently (or even see differently) if a similar situation arose?

What is contributing to this change in perspective?

5.

Please comment on any other aspect of the process or of your
experience in the group that you would like to mention.
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Appendix 5: Participant responses to the program
Participant 1: I find the sessions to be most worthwhile and an important instrument
for growth in broadening and deepening my understanding of pastoral practice. It also
informs and challenges my theological understanding.
Participant 2: I have found the sessions with Neil exceptionally valuable. To recognise
what is happening within ourselves when relating to residents and their many issues is
important for us. It helps us to be more genuine in our interactions. It also leads to
learning concepts such as “lament” and its importance in the healing process. The
sessions can be a bit challenging, but I look forward to the challenge and the wonderful
learning opportunities.
Participant 3: The regular gatherings provide an opportunity for me to feel part of the
Pastoral Care Team by meeting up with members of the team who do not attend on the
days I do. Although some of the team has changed over the years there is an ongoing
feeling of ‘teamwork’ reinforced by our regular gatherings. More importantly the
impartial and educational guidance Neil provides as ‘moderator’ during verbatim
presentations provides insight into situations brought, both to the presenter and the rest of
the group. His questions, encouragement and support have helped me to better
understand some of the difficult situations presented and also to greatly value the
contributions each team member makes and fosters a feeling of ‘safety’ within the group
so members are able to speak openly.
Participant 4: I have found Neil’s input and his ability to help us reflect on our work
together to be a rich source for our own development.
Participant 5: It’s an opportunity to learn a different approach to take to the resident
that the person presenting hadn’t thought of. It offers time for personal reflection on what
is happening in us both at the time of the conversation and in the reflecting after. Having
Neil as the facilitator is a great asset for us, because of his skill in open and honest
questioning and his teaching of that to us.
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Participant 6: This gathering of pastoral carers under Neil’s guidance has bonded to
the extent that it has become a safe place to discuss thoughts and considerations openly.
This practice permits group and personal analyses of the effectiveness of our individual
ministry rather than just carrying on to do the same things we have always done.
Participant 7: I am encouraged by the process Neil has used and the caring and safe
environment Neil has created, which assists our group to BE and to focus on the task at
hand of listening within the verbatim story presented both for the resident and/or family
member that the pastoral person is communicating with, but also to what is happening
within the pastoral carer themselves and the reflections and connections they have made
and captured in the report… I have always found it an enjoyable and enlightening
experience with a richness coming from the group process of different people seeing and
hearing different things within the story and experience presented and processed. It has
always been a rich learning situation, which also fosters strong appreciation of the
different skills, perspectives and experiences in pastoral ministry.
Participant 8: Unlike personal supervision, where I (the individual) can tend to control
what is asked and explored, this group process is a lot less ‘controllable’ due to the
inputs and insights from a wider variety of people. I find it exposes the ‘blind spots’ in
my praxis far better than in one-on-one supervision, but of course that can be a bit
disconcerting and scary (!) and care needs to be taken to ensure safety and confidentiality
- in the face of such personal exposure/vulnerability… I think Neil leads with wisdom
to ensure such safety, while at the same time providing the nudge of encouragement when
needed – not to ignore the challenges, so that learning can take place. I certainly feel safe
with his care-ful facilitation.
Participant 9: What I find valuable is gathering as a group gives a sense about the
struggles and beauty others bring to our team. That evens up the frustrations that can
sometimes exist in isolation. The other thing valuable is hearing the use of story that
emerges in verbatim which highlights similar experiences in my own times engaging in
pastoral care.
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